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URBAN SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN METROPOLITAN
CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

John James Williams, Ph.D
College of Education

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1989

This study set out to investigate the conditions under
which urban issues triggered grassroots mobilization in
Metropolitan Cape Town, South Africa between 1976 and 1986. It
sought to understand the form taken by such collective behavior
and tried to discover the relations of power that inform urban
social movements, locally, regionally and nationally. I did not
only observe neighborhood social life, but neighborhood-based

protests.
Through a close observation of social practices in different

neighborhoods I have managed to document the influence of urban
social movements on the dominant relations of power in Cape Town.
In this regard, I have demonstrated that through the
organizational strategies and mobilizational tactics of
neighborhood associations, political institutions in Black
townships have been turned upside down; social relationships in
some neighborhoods have been dramatically challenged and
reviewed, and perhaps most significantly the legacy of
constructed cultural silence amongst the oppressed and exploited
has been significantly eroded from unconscious acquiescence to
the status quo to a conscious disobedience to the dominant
relations of power politically, economically and ideologically.

It is in the mobilizational moments of resistance and
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organizational strategies of city-wide neighborhood networks in
the form of urban social movements that there emerge, through
conscious struggle, the organic potential and conjunctural
possibilities for the construction and propagation of counter-
hegemonic social relations in the arena of conflict and
contestation where the State, since 1976 is finding it
increasingly difficult to elicit the consent of the governed.
Thus, it is in this historically-informed context that urban
social movements are first and foremost an expression of an
organized attempt by the people at the grassroots level to
transform the dominant Apartheid practices at all levels of
society.
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CHAPTER 1

RESEARCH PROBLEM, THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research Problem

This study investigates the ~onditions under which urban
issues triggered grassroots mobilization in Metropolitan Cape
Town, South Africa, between 1976 and 1986. It tries to understand
the form taken by such collective behavior and to discover the
relations of power that inform urban social movements, locally,
regionally and nationally. I shall not only observe neighborhood
social life, but neighborhood-based protests.

Through the influence of urban social movements, political
institutions in Black townships are (already being) turned upside
down; social relationships in some neighborhoods are being
dramatically challenged and reviewed, and perhaps most
significantly the legacy of constructed cultural silence amongst
the oppressed and exploited is being fundamentally eroded from
unconscious acquiescence to the status quo to a conscious
disobedience to the dominant relations of power politically,
economically and ideologically. A primary focus of this study is
to explain the role of neighborhood-based protest in the
development of this process of conscious disobedience.

http//etd.uwc.ac.za
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Indeed, the mobilization around urban issues that is
currently occurring in most of South Africa's major cities, is
one of the largest and most significant urban social movements
ever on the sub-continent. Since the 1976 Soweto riots, in
particular, its activity involves thousands of residents in the
metropolitan areas of Cape Town, Johannesburg, Durban and Port
Elizabeth-Uitenhage (cf. figure 1·).' Moreover, the neighborhood
has become an organizational base where most struggles, though
triggered initially by a particular problem, give rise during the
mobilization to neighborhood associations -- rate payers'
associations, civic associations and so forth -- aimed at dealing
with all matters of everyday life, from housing to transport.
Although the most vehement protests seem to originate in working
class areas where the mobilization usually starts, neighborhood
associations encompass a wide range of the social spectrum.
Neighborhood mobilization is not a mere fact of a politically
isolated, activist vanguard. In spite of the ideological
radicalism that generally characterizes their leadership,
neighborhood associations do enjoy the sympathy and support of
most sectors of the Black community.

A decisive factor in the formation of this acceptable image
is the importance given to neighborhood protest by some sectors
of the liberal press and particularly by Black community
newspapers. It is this connection to a large percentage of the
South African society that largely accounts for the striking
paradox that characterizes the South African urban social
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movements: their development, organization, and impact occur
despite the virtually total restriction of human and political
rights, and, in particular, the heavy police repression used to
uphold the status Quo.2 Under their influence the dominant
social practices of racial oppression and economic exploitation
are likely to change.3 Indeed, urban policy is already shifting:
in some cases the improvement of urban amenities is being given
priority over more profitable new development; community life is
being enhanced and neighborhood associations are winning ~ facto
recognition in public programmes (though 'management committees'
have been 'appointed' by the government to deal with community
affairs).4 Thus, in the South African social formation urban
social movements have a distinctly political character.5

•

Theoretical Framework

In this dissertation I define urban social movements as
all those neighborhood associations, at the grassroots or local
level, which either individually and / or collectively mobilize
against the existing power relations. More importantly, it is the
historic-informed nature of the dominant economic, ideological
and political relations within a specific geographical locality
that determines, though not in any teleological and reductionist
sense, the specificity of urban social movements.6

In this thesis urban social movements operate at least on
three geographical scales; viz:

4
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1. local scale -- neighborhood associations e.g. the civic
associations in the different townships in South Africa;

2. regional or metropolitan scale -- urban social movements; e.g.
the Cape Areas Housing Action Committee (CAHAC), the Federation
of Cape Civics and the Cape Action League (CAL) which seek to co-
ordinate the action programmes in the different neighborhoods in
Metropolitan Cape Town;

3. national scale -- national movements operating in
different regions; e.g. the National Forum and the United
Democratic Front which seek to liberate South Africa from the
modes of racial oppression and economic exploitation.7

Whilst the foregoing classification is spatially highly
categorical, and perhaps even too simplified, it nonetheless
provides a fair indication of the geographical dimension and
operation of urban social movements in relation to other
movements.

Theoretical Perspectives on Urban Social Moyements

Before a survey of the extant literature on urban social
movements will be done, it is first necessary to deconceptualize
'urban' in respect of social movements with special reference to
the classic theories of social change. Here it should be
emphasized that since this research focuses on social movements

http//etd.uwc.ac.za
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r

within a specific city, that is Cape Town, South Africa, and not
on the city per se, the ensuing discussion on the city within a
specific social formation should not be considered in isolation
to the overall problematic of social change. Also, in relation to
my historical materialist approach to social change, the city
does not constitute an entity on its own but forms a specific,

•• yet interrelated, component of the ensemble of social relations
::.

of production, circulation, reproduction, contestation and
transformation within a particular conjuncture. In this thesis
conjuncture refers to the immediate terrain of struggle where
occasional, accidental and even ephemeral issues, within a
specific historically-constituted context, combine to produce
circumstances precipitating the formation of urban social
movements at the grassroots level as a collective effort by
people at the grassroots level to effect social change. It is in
this context, that I provide a brief survey of the main
conceptual trends within the debates on the 'city'.

Classical Concepts of the 'City'

Historical ly the city is an important social object -_::.__.
politically, economically and ideologically. For example, during
the Middle Ages towns played an important role in breaking the
political and economic relations of feudalism and in establishing
a spirit of rationality that would later be instrumental for
capitalist relations of production and the resultant forms of

http//etd.uwc.ac.za



democracy and citizenship.8 Medieval towns also helped in
breaking the bonds of traditional morality by fostering the
growth of the division of labor in society.9 The division
between country and town in the Middle Ages, however, was also an
expression of the antithesis between the newly developing
capitalist mode of production and the old feudal mode in this
per iod. 10

Since the 1970's the role of the city vis-a-vis capital
accumulation has been resuscitated.11 In this regard, there are
at least four main theses:

First, the built environment thesis considers urbanization as
the production of 'a built environment where the economy provides
and consists of the main structures whereby accumulated capital
is channelled with particular focus upon investment in the built
environment.12 This perspective suggests that whilst the State
plays a minor role in the channelling of such investment, in a
major sense, however, displaced class struggles do occur around
the built environment over the reproduction of labor power.13 A
variant of this perspective refers to urbanization as the
development and change of urban forms and argues that the economy
is the form of capital accumulation dominant in a society's mode
of production.l• This view posits that political power is
contested through the class struggle in the workplace and that
the functions of urban form in the social control of workers
generate class consciousness.IS

Second, the yneven development thesis argues that '

7
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urbanization in different social contexts influences the nature
of social relationships differently.1S This thesis posits that
the economy is the product of the uneven development of the
capitalist world system within which each urban area operates.17

Furthermore, this perspective views the economy as the outcome of
particular patterns of development of an urban area and its
related region.1S Thus, according to the uneven development
thesis, existing political relations arise out of the class
struggle -- within a particular system of production -- for state
power and has profound influence on the economic development of a
city or region.

Third, the population distribution thesis views urbanization
as the particular form of the built environment and of population
distribution. According to this conceptualization of urbanization
the economy is regarded as the outcome of the location and land-
use practices of corporate capital and patterns of capitalist
investment in the built environment.19 This perspective
furthermore argues that political relationships in the city are
characterized by the supportive role of the state at both the
national and city level.20 Accordingly, urban politics at the
neighborhood and city levels involves the negotiation of the
distributive consequences of land-use/location practices of
industrial firms and the State.21

Fourth, the collective consymption thesis holds that
urbanization reflects the changing form of spatial social
organization as expressed in the changing built environment.22

8
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According to this thesis the economy is the product of the
structural tendencies of capitalism's productive sy~tem where
collective consumption is organized by the State.23 Thus,
political relationships are determined by the State -- the
regulator of the system as a whole particularly through the
collective provision of consumption.24 Most importantly, however,
in the ambit of this perspective it is the formation of urban
social movements around issues of collective consumption that
expresses anti-capitalist interests and the possibility for
social change.25 (The import of urban social movements vis-a-vis
social change will be reviewed in more depth in a later section).

The above theoretical perspectives suggest that: The
import of the city is contingent on the historically-specific
relations of power economic, political and ideological --
underlying a specific social formation. The city 'harbors'
certain particularized social processes which influence the
nature of the relations of power in society at large. Though the
city itself does not create the modern proletariat, the existing
social conditions within a capitalist city are conducive to the
formation of a politically organized proletarian class.26 The
association of the city with the emergence of working class
consciousness arises from the fact that historically, the city
concentrates the working class thereby throwing up into sharp
relief the objectlve differences between labor and capital; i.e.
the material differences between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie. The division of labor influences the social

9
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relations in the city and the emergence of urban social
movements. 27

Whilst the above observations on the city within a
specific political-economic-ideological conjuncture are
important, they, however, tell one very little about the urban
dynamics that give rise to social change. It is one thing to
observe social differences within a specific city, yet it is a
totally another to understand how those differences are viewed,
analyzed and formulated within particular theoretic formations
that either seek to entrench or transform the status quo. This
implies that there are certain theories which blur the relations
of power underlying social differences whilst others highlight
them with a view to inform specific transformational practices.
Here below I elaborate on this observation a bit further as a
necessary preface to my own theoretical position.

Within the Occident capitalism is presented as the 'last
stage of human development' and it therefore follows that any
form of behavior that differs from the' capitalist norm' within
such a society would be considered as deviant if not criminal.
Traditionally, it appears that Urban Sociology has always been
concerned with the implicit task of understanding the conditions
within urban areas that give rise to 'deviant behavior' in an

Theoretica] perspectives on the City in Re]ation to Urban
Sociology

\
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•

effort to 'manage' or 'plan' the city in such a way so as
minimize the conflict between different sections of the
population.28 More specifically, the important role of these
perspectives seems to be the initiation and propagation of urban
policies that would facilitate the 'rehabilitation and
integration' of deviant behavioral types into the mainstream of
society. Thus the focus on behavioral studies, areal studies,
functional differentiation in the city, and so forth. These
perspectives do not seem to question the dominant relations of
power in society.

Their main concern is with the behavior of individuals
rather than with the overall relations of power that might give
rise to such 'malevolent behavior,.29 These sociological
perspectives emphasize issues like 'human behavior in the urban
environment', 'community organization and juvenile delinquency',
'community organization and romantic temper', 'magic, mentality
and city life'. This approach very strongly suggests that
tensions, contradictions and conflicts in cities are unnatural
and uncivilized and not the result of historic-specific relations
of power -- politically, economically and ideologically.30

The behavioralist framework, by and large, considers the
social processes in the city as the natural outcome of
'development'. Accordingly, different classes are viewed as the
inevitable outcome and victims of 'rivalry', for 'highly valued
land' in the city. This teleological inevitability of competition
in cities resonates in the Darwinian notion of 'survival of the

http//etd.uwc.ac.za
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fittest'. Whosoever cannot survive this Darwinian test of
competition in the city will invariably, and quite naturally, be
rendered part of the poor, outcast and derelict of society.
Consequently, in the purview of this behavioura1ist framework
there is no other way the urban environment can develop.

This is not all. The behaviora1ist approach to the city
considers the density of population as indicative of the
character and organization of the ~rban environment.31 This
perspective also seems to construe dominant social processes as
the norm whilst those contending or subversive processes that
arise as a result of the conflict between different classes (the
poor and the rich) in the city as abnormal and unnatural.32

Behavioralist perspectives, therefore, for the most part,
locate the origin of 'urban problems' in the inadaptability of
the 'human behavior,33 to prevailing conditions in the city
rather than analyzing the conflict, of which neighborhood
deterioration is but a symptom and not the cause, in terms of the
objective social relations of production; i.e. conflict between
labor and capital. This obscurantist approach to social
conditions in the city is perhaps best captured bythe.,assertion
that: "The city offers a market for the special talents of
individual men. Personal competition tends to select for each
special task the. individual who is best suited to perform it."H

The foregoing behaviouralist perspectives on urban
problems conceal the fact that the city is not an abstract entity
but essentially an ensemble of social relations where the

http//etd.uwc.ac.za



interests of the ruling class are dominant.35 Indeed, the ruling
class and not the 'city' as an abstraction, determines the
nature of the labor required for particular production processes.
Thus, 'personal competition', in the Darwinian mode does not
explain the dominant relations operative in the 'labor market'.
On the contrary humans, wielding economic-political-ideological
hegemony, decide the nature of work and the requisite skills
required to perform specific types of labor and not the city or
the invisible 'hand' of the market.

Theoretical Perspectives on the City in Relation to Urban Social
Moyements

In the preceding section it has already been intimated•
that theoretical perspectives that seek to understand the origin
of social movements in the city in behaviouralist terms elide the
conflict between capital and labor.38 The behavioralist approach
to urban problems views neighborhood conditions in the city in
terms of mass society, collective behavior, status inconsistency,
rising expectations and relative depravation with special
reference to the disruptive effect 'structural strains' have on
society. Structural strains -- arising from industrialization,
urbanization and unemployment -- are said to lead to
psychological disturbances and eventually to the formation of
soc ia1 movements. 37

A variant of this pschologistic thesis is the 'mass

13
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society' thesis which holds that social isolation is a structural
requisite for the formation of a social movement. Social
isolation in terms of the mass society thesis arises from the
'feelings of alienation' and 'social atomization', hence the
involvement in extreme forms of behavior to escape from the
alienating social conditions. The;status inconsistency thesis
posits that social movements arise because of the discrepancy
between a person's ranking on a variety of status dimensions e.g.
education, income and occupation. All these variants of the
behavioralist school suggest that social movements arise because
of "the 'cognitive dissonance' experienced by the 'aggrieved
population. ,38 A glaring omission in the behavioralist approach
to social movements relates to the subjects who comprise the
insurgents. Do they belong to the working class, petite
bourgeoisie, bourgeoisie or a combination of certain class
fractions 739

Within the behavioralist framework, theories which appear
to take political relations into consideration are those which
contend that urban social movements arise when powerful and
wealthy members of society organize for social change.'O These
theories are known as the 'resource mobilization theories' and
posit that the wealthy are in the best position to organize for
change in society as they have the wherewithal, both financially
and politically, to do so.'1 The state may facilitate the
development of social movements by creating the rules governing
collective action, directly support collective action and

\
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indirectly support collective action. This strongly suggests
that social movements which are in agreement with the objective
interests of the State would be facilitated and by extension,
those which are in conflict with the state would be thwarted.42

In this case it is to be doubted whether social change, effected
through the state, could indeed be structurally significant in
respect of the interests of the working class whose interests are

-diametrically opposed to the dominant interests of the ruling
class. This implies that consensus movements ~re status quo
oriented rather than status quo transforming.43

Furthermore, it is important to point out that resources
are ahistorical and theoretically abstract categories and do not
organize a movement, humans as historically-situated subjects are
responsible for particular forms of protest and mobilization
against the existing relations of power within a particular
social formation. In this respect, implicit in the 'resource
mobilization' theory is the notion that elites are responsible
for the organization, co-ordination and control of the movement.
This means that change in society would be 'top down' rather from

it fails to recognize the incidence of extra-institutional as

the 'bottom up'. Furthermore, this suggests that social change
should necessarily take place through 'established channels'. The
resource mobilization theory is clearly limited in its scope as

opposed to institutional movements that seek social change. Also,
it does not address adequately the import of 'co-optation' as a
counter-strategy by the state so as to undermine the interests of

http//etd.uwc.ac.za



a social movement seeking fundamental change. Thus, the subjects,
constituting the movement are not accorded the necessary
attention in this theory. There can be very little doubt that the
efficacy of a movement is largely determined by its members.44

Here it can furthermore be suggested that for the sake of
effective organization and mobilization it is necessary to locate
the constituent members of the 'mass' in relation to the
exploited and oppressed class on the one hand and the exploiter
class on the other hand.

Something more. The mass-participation theory appears to be
quite triumphalistic in respect of the ability of the oppressed
and exploited class to sustain a social movement claiming
that: .....the very occurrence of social movements indicates that
indigenous groups are able to generate and sustain organized mass
action ...45 Though the mass-participation theory does refer to
the 'environmental factors' which may inhibit 'mass action' the
highly generalized terms that refer to the 'force of the
challenger' do not locate the challenger's 'force' in respect of
the dominant power relations in society. Moreover, one does not
get the faintest clue as to who or what the 'challenger' refers
to. As accentuated earlier, relations of power -- economically,
ideologically and politically -- are determined by humans
belonging to different classes in society and as such their
objective interests must be specified in respect of any theory
that seeks to advance social change.

The preceding perspectives on social movements are informed
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by the concept of pluralism46, and do not accent power relations
in terms of the social practices within a particular conjuncture,
but assume that the nebulous concept of 'pluralist democracy'
suffices as theoretic referent. Hence the description of social
movements teems with phrases like 'excluded groups' and
'challengers' concealing, thereby, the objective or true nature
of the conflictive interests in society in general and the
interests espoused by a specific social movement in particular.
In this respect, the major work of John Western (1982) on Cape
Town, presents a class ica 1 case. 47

Ironically, Western calls his work "Outcast Cape Town",
reinforcing the exclusion from his sample of working class
families -- the source of much of the resistance to the Aparthejd
State. Western's study concentrates on the application of the
Group Areas Act to Cape Town. His study focuses on the
experience of about 100 families who were moved from Mowbray to
the Cape Flats. The strength of his research is his original
analysis of the Group Areas public hearings in Cape Town in the
fifties, the application of concepts like the 'meaning of place'
to the uniquely South African situations, and the geographies of
apprehensiveness, distress, disadvantage, status and fear which
he distills from life on the Cape Flats. His strong conclusion
that a 'trial of strength between black and white' is the most
significant thing to be said about South Africa's future,
however, does not flow from his analysis. How could it when his
research addresses in detail only 100 middle class families, not
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the working class displaced from District Six, still less
organizations, urban social movements, neighborhood associations,
student bodies, etc., that have been formed among the 'outcasts'?
It is precisely in these omissions that the weaknesses of
Western's methodology are evidenced. He writes that humanistic
geography requires 'looking at the city through the texture of
lives of its inhabitants,48 Disturbingly, though, his research
does so through the study of a representative middle class
community subjected to the violence of the Group Areas Act. But
it fails to do so with respect to the majority of Cape Town's
'outcasts'. More fundamentally, even if it had done so, it would
not explain why things are as they are in Cape Town. Nor would
it contribute to ending the disadvantage, distress and fear which
his 'maps' illustrate -- not to mention the poverty, racism,
political deprivation, etc., which constitutes the texture of
life for so many in Cape Town and elsewhere in South Africa, as
he fails to identify, with sufficient accuracy, the political
processes underlying urban management as well as those urban
social movements which are attempting to change the status QUO of
'disadvantage, distress and fear. My research, as will be made
clear later, recognizes the trajectory of the 'working class
struggle on the Cape Flats as a dialectical component of the
dominant relations of power -- economically, politically and
ideologically -- that characterize social change in South Africa
in general and Cape Town in particular.

The preceding review of some of the mainstream perspectives
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on (urban) social movements are usually informed by a methodology
that privileges logical positivistic features of sampling,
measurement and modelling, concealing for the most part the
dominant relations of power in society.49 Logical positivism is
furthermore the hallmark of the Chicago School of Sociology, the
mainstay of much of the dominant perspectives on the city. It is
in this respect where the work of Manuel Castells's work on the
city becomes important as he can readily be considered as one of
the most vehement critics of the Chicago School of Sociology.

Manuel Castells and the Study of the Cjty

Precisely because the Chicago School of Sociology conceals
the dominant relations of power underlying particular social
practices in the city, Manuel Castells, together with other
French Marxists, since May 1968, set out to advance theoretical
formations which could adequately account for the dominant social
practices in the capitalist city. Indeed, Castells (1976)
considers the 'urban sociology' of the Chicago School as being
devoid of any scientific basis.50 Consequently, for Castells,
the Chicago School sociologists are the ideologues for
capitalism. At this point, it should perhaps be emphasized that a
great deal of the work by Park, Burgess, McKenszie and so forth
deals with the assimilation or integration of 'deviant
communities' into the existing social order. Consequently, the
Chicago School exponents (behavioral-cum-functionalists) do not
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question the underlying relations of power in the capitalist
city, thereby, rendering their works very controversial, slanted
and essentially ideological. Castells more than any other Marxist
scholar has made a significant contribution to an historical
materialist understanding of the social practices in the city in
general and the formation of urban social movements in
particular. Observe Ted Robert Gurr and Desmond S.King (1987) in
The State and the Cjty: "The dominant intellectual force in this
literature on urban social movements is Castells.,,51 The ensuing
discussion is therefore a review of his major work on the social
practices in the city in an effort to understand the origin and
nature of urban social movements.

First, however, it is necessary to introduce the
epistemological unde~pinnings of Castells's scientific approach
to th~ city. For Castells, a 'disciple' of Louis Althusser, the
term 'science', by definition, refers to historical materialism -

the science of social formations.52 In the Althusserian view,
if a 'discipline' has neither a theoretical object nor a real
object to which it applies theoretical concepts, then it does not
warrant the term 'science', but 'ideology,.53 In the case of
urban sociology, Castells argues that it would be necessary to
demonstrate that it has either an urban theoretical object or it
is applied to an urban real object. The real object refers to
some aspect of reality, readily-wrapped up in preconceptions
which are usually 'ideological' which the science seeks knowledge
of in the form of a theoretical object. It is in this respect
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that Castells (1976) slams the Chicago School sociologists as
ideologues for capitalism as Robert Park, for example, argues
that urban sociology is the study of every phenomenon in the
urban context. In Castells's view the 'urban context' is a non-
specific theoretical object. He points out that what it means in
actual research for Park et al is the 'process of acculturation
of immigrant groups,.54 This means the assimilation and

-integration of ,'foreigners' and 'minority groups' into the
dominant economic, political and ideological practices of
society. In short, it means the imposition of capitalist
practices on immigrants or any other 'minority group'. Thus, for
Castells, urban sociology, as represented by the Chicago School
of Sociology, is merely capitalist ideology in disguise and
therefore does not merit the appellation and respect of
'science'. Castells (1976) presents the scientific problematic
informing the 'urban context' as follows:

While the urban context does not constitute a specific
scientific object for urban sociology, the city can still
be analyzed as an aspect of reality, making use of the
theoretical approach appropriate to the particular question
posed. But even a definition of urban sociology based on
the idea of the city as an aspect of reality is by no means
clear, as it might be, for example, in the case of the form
or the sociology of education. Thus, having agreed to
study the 'city-as-it-is', it remains unclear what precise
entity is being referred to: the city, the agglomeration,
the urban region? And which aspects are to be studied.
Social classes? The use people make of the city-centre?
Housing satisfaction? The symbolic attraction of historic
buildings? Transport? Air pollution? Neighborhood social
participation? Voting in local elections? Residential
mobility? Industrial location? Urban renewal? Clearly such
a list is theoretically disparate. And yet all these
subjects are referred to as 'urban sociology'. As the
spatial setting of social life becomes almost entirely
'urban' the subject-matter of urban sociology becomes
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limitless and urban sociology becomes general sociology.55
For Castells to resolve the theoretical problematic

surrounding the urban context, it is necessary to do two things.
First, the different levels of the urban context must be
distinguished. Second, 'space' must be coded in order to
explicate the link between social processes and the 'ecological
system'. In his view the city can be conceived as the study of
'society' as seen through the a particular spatial entity. The
aim at this level of analysis would be "to uncover through a
spatial cross-section the same processes which are usually
revea 1ed through a temporal cross-sect ion." 56

Castells proposes four levels of analysis; viz.:
First, a pre-sociological level of history by focusing on the
changes over time within human ecology;
Second, a localized analysis of society by studying, for example,
the residents of a house, or street and coding them as actors
within their system of interaction;
Third, by defining beforehand an aspect of historical action, for
example, the economic, ideological and political practices
informing the formation of urban social movements within a
particular conjuncture; and
Fourth, by following a semiological approach by studying, for
example, the widespread image of a city as an internally
consistent system of signs or by analyzing it as a local society
with its own organization determining the correspondence between
the organization of signifiers and signified or executing a type
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of social archeology by reconstructing past history through the
traces it has left in buildings, streets and factories.

These approaches, according to Castel1s, inject into
'urban studies' a theoretical subject, viz. the particularized
forms of power relations undergirding a specific social formation
and do not assume the 'scientificity' of the 'urban' as in the
studies of the empiricist-functionalist sociologists of the
Chicago School. Moreover, these approaches seek to determine the
historical specificity of social practices which characterize the
'urban context'. The unproblematic acceptance of 'urban' within
the work of the exponents of the Chicago School gives rise to the
ideology of urbanism. Castells (1976) states:

...the presence of the term urban in the definition of
urbanism is not accidental. One can accept initially the
empiricist assertion: the new features did indeed first
emerge in cities. Hence the term urban describes their
place of emergence but does not define them. But the notion
of urbanism implies much more than this. Implicitly
or explicitly, there is an underlying theory which seeks
to deduce urbanism from the ecological characteristics of
cities, in other words, a theory of the production of
social forms. And in particular, there is linked to it
a theory of social change: the folk-urban continuum thesis.
According to the latter, the history of humanity is the
history of the movement from folk societies to urban
societi~s, through a series of intermediate stages,
impelle~ by transformations in size, density and
heterogeneity of the community. Urbanization thus becomes
synonymous with modernization, and modernsrociety
equivalent to liberal capitalist society.
For Castells, therefore, urbanism is not a concept. On the

contrary, it is a myth in the strictest sense as it recounts,
ideologically, the history of humankind. Thus, he concludes:
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..

"An urban sociology founded on urbanism is an ideology of
modernity ethnocentrically identified with the crystalization of
the social forms of liberal capitalism."S8

Consequently, Castells seeks to understand the social
processes in the city in respect of the structural elements
informing capitalism, viz. production, consumption, exchange and
management. For Castells, 'production' refers to the spatial
dimension of the set of activities involved in the production of
goods, services and information (e.g. industry, offices, mass
media); 'consumption' involves the spatial dimension of the
activities comprising the (individual and collective) social
appropriation of the product (e.g. housing, cultural and
recreational facilities and so forth); 'exchange' encompasses the
spatial dimension of the exchanges between 'production' and
'consumption', within 'production' or within 'consumption' (e.g.
transport, commerce and so forth) and 'management' refers to the
process of control of relationships between 'production',
'consumption' and 'exchange' (e.g. urban planning agencies;
municipal institutions and so forth). These social processes are
mediated through specific relations of power within a specific
conjuncture. Castells observes that: "The way in which these
elements are combined is not arbitrarily but is an expression of
the structural laws of the social formation of which the urban
unit is part."S9 For this reason, therefore, a materialist
approach to urban social processes is thoroughly historical and
takes cognizance of the larger social formation within which
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specific 'urban problems' emerge or are expressed. It is in this
epistemological framework that Castells seeks to understand urban
social movements.

Castells defines the 'urban' as the 'arena of collective
consumption' and includes, amongst others: education, health,
housing and so forth. In his The Urban Question (1977) he
conceptualizes consumption as follows:

Like any social process, consumption is determined by the
general rules of production, by the social matrix in
which it is inscribed. But this determination occurs at
different levels and with specific effects if one takes
into account the diversity of the social significations
of consumption: appropriation of the prodyct. for the
social classes; reprodyction of social relations as far
as the mode of produfltion as a whole is concerned
(original emphases). 0
Thus, for Castells consumption is situated within the

ensemble of social relations -- economically, politically and
ideologically --underlying a specific social formation. More
specifically, in his view, the 'urban', in capitalist social
formation, refers to the organization of space to achieve,
through the relations of consumption, the reproduction of labor
power. Consequently, it is within the urban system that new

intervene into the process of the reproduction of labor power. In
sources of contradictions arise as the State is forced to

his characteristically Althusserian structuralist terms, Castells
posits that the social structure determines the need and nature
of the state intervention because of the state.51 In this
respect, Castells suggests that state intervention can be both in
the interests of labor on the one hand and / or capital on the
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other as the state is not merely the instrument of capital. In
this sense he seems to uphold the 'relative autonomy of the
State', a perspective initially put forward by Nicos
Poulantzas.62 All the same, as Poulantzas points out, state
intervention, in the long term appears to be in the interests of
capital. The State, for example, provides education. Yet, it is
quite often not the State that appropriates the profits derived
from the increased productivity of the work-force, but capital
(the private sector). Also, under the increasing pressure from
labor, the State may indeed be pressurized to enlarge its
provision of a whole array of social services as the ability of
workers to sell their labor, in part, depends on their skills,
health and schooling. Hence the increasing demand by labor for
adequate educational, health and transportation services. In
addition, capital itself may also require specific forms of
technical training in order to 'compete' successfully on the
national and international markets. However, the demands both
from labor on the one hand and capital on the other, for social
services, are not unproblematic. Indeed, a demand for social
services from b9th capital and labor may put a severe strain on
the State's coffers. More importantly, for the State, it could
very well increase the gap between revenue and expenditure and
eventually lead to a fiscal crisis, especially in times of
financial austerity.53

State intervention into 'collective consumption', however,
is fraught with contradictions as it politicizes 'urban problems'
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particularly in respect of the working class. It has also the
potential of undermining the relations within the ruling bloc as
different fractions of the ruling bloc may indeed not support
particular forms of State intervention into the domain of
'collective consumption'. Conflict may increase particularly in
relation to the State's response to the demands of the working
class. Capturing these multiple contradictions of state
intervention into collective consumption, Castel1s (1977)
observes:

...to the extent that these means of collective
consumption are generally managed by public authorities
...the entire urban perspective· becomes politicized,
since the organization of hospitals, schools, housing
and transportation are at the same time fundamental
determinants of everyday 1ife...consequent1y, the state
becomes, through its arrangement of space, the real
manager of everyday life. But on the other hand, the
politicization of the urban question also politicizes
the consequent social conflicts: yrban movements become
one of the axe~ of socja1 change in advanced societies
(my emphasis).'
It is thus clear that increasing State intervention into

'collective consumption' is not unproblematic. Most importantly,
it highlights the dominant relations of power underlying the
urban system and potentially pits different class fractions
against one another thereby challenging the very hegemony of the
ruling bloc.

Yet the contestation of the dominant relations of power is
not automatic but the outcome of organization and mobilization.
For Castel1s, the contestation of capitalist relations of~

production assumes the mode of Urban Social Movements. He defines
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Urban Social Movements as grassroots organizations which exist
outside the formal party system (parliamentary system). Urban
social movements, in his view, bring people together to defend or
challenge the nature of collective services within particular

.. social contexts. These social contexts are defined by the
dominant class relations. Thus, in some cases the nature of an
urban social movement can either be predominantly a working class

According to Castells, for urban social movements to

movement on the one hand or a bourgeois movement on the other.
Yet in other cases urban social movements can be composed of
different class fractions. In the City and the Grassroots (1983)
Castells avers that urban social movements do have a degree of
homogeneity depending on whether or not they organize and
mobilize around issues of collective consumption, or cultural
identity or political self-management or a combination of these
social problems. He states: "...we are convinced of some of the
degree of homogeneity in urban movements in whatever societies
they occur. ,,65

advance transformational practices, they must retain their
organizational autonomy. This view is implicit in his assertion
that:

while recognizing the generality of urban movements and
their development, we have rejected the thesis that they
might constitute a new central social movement able to
transform our history. We have, furthermore, characterized
urban movements as reactive Utopias. Why so?
The reason is not that they are incapable of being
politically effective because of their distance to, or their
subordination to, the political system. In fact, all social
movements are unable to fully accomplish their project since
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they lose their identity as they become institutionalized,
the inevitable outcome of bargaining for social reform
within the political system ... We argue that they are not
agents of structural social change, but symptoms of
resistance to the social domination even if, in their effort
to ~es~st'6fhey do have major effects on cities andsocletles.
Whilst recognizing the odds against which urban social

movements organize and mobilize in the epoch of imperialism,
Castells, advances the view that: "Urban movements do, however,
produce new historical meaning ... by nurturing the embryos of
tomorrow's social movements ... in order never to surrender to
barbarism ...67 Thus, in the epoch of imperialism, in order to
make a contribution towards the construction of a more 'humane'

.....the historical definition of the urban is not a mental

world order, the revolutionary historic bloc (working class in
alliance with democratic fractions of other classes) in the urban
context must consciously pursue the transformation of the
dominant economic, ideological and political relations. Here,
through struggle and contestation.~ the revolutionary historic
bloc must locate their historic-specific tasks in terms of a
repertoire of theoretic concepts that seek to provide new forms
and content to social, cultural and economic processes as

representation of a spatial form, but the assignment of a
structural task to this form in accordance with the conflictive
social dynamics of history ...6S Castells, by extension, also
argues that the ensemble of social relations will determine the
nature of transformational practices within the urban domain as
mediated, amongst others, through race, gender, ethnicity and
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class. In order to transform dominant social practices at the
grassroots level, urban social movements must enjoy relative
organizational and ~deological autonomy. This political caveat is
clearly implied when Castells (1977) argues that:

Without political parties and without an open political
system, the new values, demands and desires generated
by social movements not only fade (which they always
do, anyway) but do not light up in the ~roduction of
social reform and institutional change. 9
Whilst the foregoing review renders Castells perhaps a

cause celebre, his work, nonetheless, as pointed out amongst
others by C.G.Pickvance (1976) Urban Sociology: Critical
Essays,70 P.Saunders (1981) Social Theory and the Urban Question

In Debate With Castells

M. Gottdiener (1985) The Social Production of Urban space72

and Stuart Lowe (1986) Urban Social Moyements: The city after

71

Castells,73 is conceptually and methodologically polemical. In my
assessment of Castells's work, however, I shall necessarily dwell
on those aspects of his work which constitute a useful
theoretical link with my own research in Metropolitan Cape Town,
South Africa. The following discussion of Castells's most
controversial points are therefore in order.

. Theoretically and methodologically Castells's work is
informed by a structuralist reading of Marx a la Louis Althusser
et Nicos Poulantzas 74 ; hence his focus on the possibility of
alliances with other progressive forces to control institutions
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electorally.75 Castells, therefore, espouses gradual social
change through the infiltration of bourgeois institutions. Even
so, the Euro-communist projects of the 1980's, based on such
institutionalist strategies foundered decisively as the bourgeois
political parties managed to entrench their hegemony throughout
the cont inent. Thus Caste 11s's focus on, what I wou 1d ca 11, 'the
politics of alliance' has been defeated quite dramatically.

Consequently, in his work, The Cjty and the Grassroots,
(1983) he abandons his politics of alliance in favor of 'the
politics that permit autonomy'. In other words, Castells would
now advocate the ideological and organizational autonomy of Urban
Social Movements.78 In short, through a type of yolte-face,
Castells would subsequently be against any formal, organizational
ties between urban social movements and political parties. Yet,
his work appears to be wrought with theoretical tensions and even

and abstruse. A case in point relates to the transformational
capacity of urban social movements. Unlike in the 1970's when he
suggested that urban social movements could indeed usher in
fundamental social change,77 in his 1983 work he states that
whilst-urban social movements do innovate social change, they,
however, are not able to carry it through.

According to Castells, 'organizational operators' like the
media, professionals and political parties must carry through
social change.78 Castells seems to be quite fatalistic in
relation to the transformational capacity of urban social

j
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movements and adopts a rather naive trust in the willingness of
professionals, media and political parties to carry through
social change. Why he makes a distinction between these
organizational operators and urban social movements is not quite
clear. Does this suggest that urban social movements cannot field
their own professionals, media and political parties? Also,
what about of the possibility of the peoples' media,
professionals and political parties organizing and mobilizing
against majnstream media, professionals and political parties as
a necessary prelude to the transformation of the dominant social
relations -- economically, ideologically and politically? Why
should urban social movements be institutionalist in order to
usher in fundamental change? What about the dangers of co-
optation and emasculation of urban social movements once they
become institutionalized? Is this not what has exactly happened
in Europe in the late 1970's and early 1980's? Why should the
rest of the world be rendered victim to this bourgeois fraud of
institytjonalism? Equally important, during what stage of the
community struggles are the organizational operators supposed to
take over the project of social change? Also, what would the
implications of such linkage with institutional professionals,
political parti~s and media be for the ideological and
organizational autonomy of urban social movements a la Castells?

Most importantly, Castells does not address the contextual
specificities of social conditions in particular communities that
might either contribute towards or detract from the
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transformational role of urban social movements. The dominant
economic, political and ideological practices are not analyzed
in relation to the dynamic situations on the ground but are
presented as 'structural elements' within a model for social
change.79 The tensions, contradictions, conflicts and struggles
within and among the different fractions and tendencies in the
communities are not readily accommodated within his model for
social change. Castells seems to concentrate much more on the
internal logic of his model rather than on the historic
specificities that inform social change. Little wonder,
therefore, that in 1983, he defines urban social movements as
'reactive utopias'.SO To elucidate some of these questions and
specifically Castells's notion of urban social movements as
'reactive utopia' one must analyze the overall methodology that
informs his model of social change. For this reason the ensuing
discussion is in order:

It is questionable whether at all the Madrid Citizen
Movement could be presented as the pristine example of a
successful urban social movement.S1 As Pickvance (1976) points
out, Castells pays very little attention to institutional sources
that could either facilitate or hinder social change.S2 His
model does not incorporate the role of the State as a site of
struggle; i.e. the reformist, co-optive strategies of the State
that are aimed at reconstituting the dominant power relations in
society. Furthermore, it is not a transhistorical fact that
collective assumption issues necessarily lead to 'pluri-class'
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urban social movements and interclass political struggles.83
What about a situation in South Africa where the territorial
separation of the different ethnic-cum-racial components of the
disenfranchised, via the Group Areas Act and different influx
control measures makes such 'pluri-class' composition of urban
social movements difficult, if not impossible.

Both the fQLm and content of the practices of urban social
movements are not merely restricted to the specificities of the
problems of the city but extend across local, regional, and even
national parameters. For example, in Metropolitan Cape Town,
South Africa, they do mobilize around labor, housing,
educational, health, religious and related social issues.
Theoretically, this means that urban social movements mobilize
around issues of production, circulation and reproduction and do
not, as in the Castellian notion of urban social movements,
restrict their struggles to matters of 'consumption' only.

As Marino Folino (1979) points out, urban social movements
do not merely encompass the struggle for a specific 'urban need'
but most importantly, refer also to the political endeavors
associated with the struggle to achieve the desired ends.a4 Most
importantly, perhaps, it has to be borne in mind that, unlike
elsewhere in the world, in the South African social formation, in
particular, urban social movements are not necessarily
'urbanistic' in form and content even though their geographical
local.ity is defined by their operation within a particular
metropolitan area. Problems within a specific neighborhood and by
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extension in the city at large, merely serve to mobilize people
as conscious subjects of a particular social reality but neither
prescribe nor proscribe the form and content of what would
legitimately constitute 'urban problems'. In this sense, urban
social movements do not necessarily engage in parochial and
sectarian activities but focus ultimately, as an integral part of
the broader national and international movements on the
transformation of the dominant relations of power in the world.
Those who do focus on parochial even jingoistic issues are
usually not successful.

The following examples illustrate this point: John Walton
and Luis M. Salces (1979) have determined in Chicago that where
political activity is segmented and localized, the issues around
which mobilization is possible tend to be piecemeal and
vulnerable to small and grudging concessions.85 In relation to
the need for an umbrella organization representing the interests
of the marginalized Latino community of Chicago, they observe
that Latinos must "... heal the schisms and create new class and
interests alliances with the poor and middle classes all of whom,
in general, suffer in different ways from a common urban
problem."S6 John Mollenkopf (1981) in describing the politics of
urban growth in Boston and San Francisco, 1958-1978, argues that
community organizations focus on single issues, are charismatic
in nature, follow narrow programmes and are bound to be
vulnerable to manipulation from above.87 Hence the many
disappointments which community organizations have experienced
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since the 1960's. He, therefore, suggests that only unified
neighborhood organizations which link their activities to
national issues would be able to contribute to fundamental social
change.

In like manner, Gilda Haas and Allan David Heskin (1981)
argue that where there is a lack of political accountability to
working class communities there is a need to create mass based
solidarity within such communities and most importantly, to form.
coalitions of working class neighborhoods.S8 Indeed, they
conclude: "As long as social conditions in the city threaten the
power of the people to control their lives -- Los Angeles will
continue to be the site of local community struggle. ,,89

Italian scholars like Guido Lagana, Mario Pianta and Anna
Segre (1982) in discussing urban social movements and urban
restructuring in Turin 1969-1976, also emphasize the import of
linking issues in the work-place and living environment so as to
transform the economic structure and the spatial organization of
the city.90 More specifically, they suggest that there is a need
for the unionization of housing, the protection of the
environment as well as an anti-nuclear movement as a dynamic
expression of urban social movements in Italy. As Rod Burgess
(1982) argues in respect of the politics of urban residents in
Latin America, the import of extra-institutional action depends
on the link urban social movements establish with other issues in
the social structure and whether or not the interests of the
working class are paramount.91 All these writers, therefore,
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agree that in order to advance fundamental social change, urban
social movements must transcend parochial issues and mobilize as
an integral part of the broader counter-hegemonic struggle within
a particular social formation.

In relation to the South African social formation yet
another point must be borne in mind: Social movements are not to
be equated with social organizations as the latter are not
necessarily a dynamic, continuous, historic expression of the
concrete struggles in the different neighborhoods in Metropolitan
Cape Town. On the contrary, in the South African context, at
least, it appears that organizations are quite often reactive,
crisis-oriented efforts by the disenfranchised communities to
address particular actions by the State whereas urban social
movements are for the most part the conscious intervention and
mobilization by residents in the neighborhoods to change the
fundamental relations of power in society. Whereas social
organizations appear to be merely reactive and defensive, urban
social movements are both defensive and offensive. This point has
been made clear by, amongst others, Jordi Borja (1978) in his
study of urban movements in Spain.92 Borja classifies urban
movements into the following types:

1. Natural movements: They are generated by:
natural disasters like flooding;
the rapid deterioration of habitable conditions caused by
rubbish dumps and industrial pollution;
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the decrease in the level of existing services like the
disappearance of a hospital or school;
the isolation of the area due to redevelopment projects like

urban motorway cutting off communication with the rest of a

response to a lack of public services in a neighborhood and seek

city;

2. Defensive movements occur in response to threats to
residents like the elimination of shan~ies and shacks;

3. Movements from established areas e erge usually in
neighborhoods where residents are expropriated or who are afraid
of being expropriated;

4. Housing movement~ arise in response to rent increases and I or
the poor mair.tenance of public housing;

5. Movements concerned with facilities and services emerge in

to provide neighborhoods with a broad range of services like:
nurseries and schools, public transport, green belts, social
centers, old age homes; youth clubs; administrative services;
markets; dispensaries, clinics and so forth.

6. Urbanite movements emerge in cities to defend particular
cultural and aesthetical conceptions of the living environment.
They usually contest redevelopment programmes in the city that
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are perceived as a threat to the major traditions in the
neighborhoods.

Borja's typology of urban movements underlies their
overall defensive and offensive nature. The efficacy of their
defensive and offensive modes of struggle in the neighborhoods,
however, according to Pickvance (1976) depends largely on the

It is imperialism and the general crisis of capitalism that
situate and define social movements. And the meaning of
these movements cannot be apparent except to someone who
possess the tools for a scientific analysis of capitalism.
Consequently, a social movement cannot acquire its true
meaning except by transforming itself into a properly
political force. A social movement is the midwife of a
new society freed from the contradictions of the society
that preceded it.9•

dominant social structure, value orientation, demographic
characteristics, competing forms of consciousness that might
either promote or stifle a critical awareness of polemical
issues, the availability of organizations for class action, the
availability of potential members with time, money and commitment
and the ways in which they are attracted or deterred by the
available protest organizations.93 It is therefore clear that
neighborhood organizations do playa very important role in the
formation and mobilization of urban social movements. In
Metropolitan Cape Town they constitute the strategic linkages
with the urban social movements as historically-informed and
geographically-specific struggles of the oppressed and exploited.
In this respect, Alain Touraine (1977) seems to provide quite an
apt conceptualization of social movements in general when he
asserts:
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It is, therefore, quite clear that both the content and
f2Lm of urban social movements are not necessarily restricted to
'collective consumption issues' but can indeed focus on
reproduction, circulation, reproduction and transformation at the
local, regional, national and even international levels. This is
true precisely because capitalism is an international mode of
production ignoring, in the present epoch, most, if not all
spatial boyndaries at the local, regional and national levels in
the constitution and reconstitution of the dominant relations of
power within a particular conjuncture.

Yet another weaknesses is apparent in Castells's
structural model of social change. He seems to underemphasize the
subjective conditions of the participants in urban social
movements -- the materiality of racism, sexism or ethnicity
undergirding the dominant relations of power within a particular
economic-ideological-political conjuncture is not adequately
recognized in his structuralist model. Piven and Cloward (1977),
for example, reminds us that people experience deprivation and
oppression within a concrete setting, not as the end product of
large and abstract processes.9S More specifically, according to
them, it is the concrete experiences that model the discontent of
the marginalized in society into specific grievances against
specific targets. In this respect, it appears that Castells is
more interested in the structures, institutions and state
apparatuses of oppression and exploitation rather than in the
human relations of production, reproduction and contestation
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which determine the form, nature and content of the dominant
institutionalized and non-institutionalized social practices.
Castel1s's structuralism has yet another drawback. It does not
address the conjunctural elements --ideologically, economically
and po1itica11y-- required for the transformation of society as
the structural logics of domination are seemingly invincible,
hence the fatalism with which he concludes The Grassroots and the
~.96

Even so, an approach which appreciates the subjective
relations, undergirding the dominant practices in society, and
which recognizes the potential for transformation also views
humans not as logically-determined, mono-centered structures but
rather as historical subjects located in an ensemble of social
relations that define and redefine, constitute and reconstitute
the conjunctural possibilities for fundamental social change.
Whilst humans may very well not choose the circumstances under
which they make their particular history, still, there can be no
denial of the historicity underlying their being-in-the-world. In
this regard, Shlomo Hasson (1983), for example, discusses the
mechanisms whereby 'lower-class people', in a poor neighborhood,
are transformed into a social force.97 Focusing on Occupied
Palestine, he states that transformation from informal groupings
into a social movement takes place through intellectual
intervention and conscientization as "focusing on the structures
alone might lead to reification, that is to say, to the loss of
the particular character of the social process and the
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subjectivity of the social actors producing the movement ...98
In a similar vein, David Lovatt and Brian Ham (1984) state

that the members of a specific social class have a diversity of
experiences.99 Consequently, the political expression of the
class interest cannot simply be read off from a static model. In
their view, such an expression takes place through political and
economic organizations in which only a minority of people
actively participate. They furthermore contend that different
processes operate at different spatial scales resulting in
spatially differentiated effects. Whilst their latter view comes
close to spatial fetishism, the overall import of the subjective
conditions within different contexts and different localities
cannot be denied. However, at this point a caveat has to be
introduced: Space does not determine social relations. On the
contrary, social relations determine the content of spatial
forms. For example, in South_ Africa it is access to political and
economic power that allows the ruling bloc to invest space with
the ideological content of Apartheid practices, hence the import
of racist laws vis-a-vis exclusionary living environments for the
so-called 'Coloureds, Indians and Whites' in the creation and
preservation of the fortified or garrison city -- space has been
invested with the ideology of Apartheid precisely to ensure the
hegemony of the ru1ing class. 100

It is therefore clear that the dominant relations of power
in society determine the content and form of space. For example,
in the United States of America, in contradistinction to South
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Africa, space has been invested with the ideology of 'localism'
as the city manager form of government conceals the interrelated
nature domination a la the ruling bloc -- locally, regionally,
nationally and internationally. Derek Shearer (1984) is, indeed,
well within the mark when he observes that: " ...the city manager
form of government, coupled with at-large off-year elections and
part-time councils, has been to depoliticize American cities,
reduce voter participation and discourage citizen participation
inc ity government." 101 Thus, both the form and content of 1oca 1
government, within a particular social formation seek to entrench
the interests of the ruling bloc. Subjective adherence to an
existing order has to be challenged and transformed in order to
initiate collective action against the dominant social relations
undergirding the economic, ideological and political
underpinnings of the status QUo. In Castells's model of social
change the dominant social relations within a particular
conjuncture are reduced to either the absence or presence of
certain structural elements.102 He Quite clearly underestimates
the dialectical relations of domination/contestation that informs
all historical practice. Alain Touraine (1977) puts it Quite
aptly when he writes that:

What is called a social movement is simply the appearance
in the realm of events of certain social forces, some of
which have hitherto lain latent among the categories of
social practice, while others have more often than not
been imprisoned in silence and illegality .
...the ruling class can never reign supreme ...because the
opposition of the popular classes is always presentf03however repressed, concealed, fragmented it may be.
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Touraine, however, also states that a social movement is
never 'pure' .104 In his view, on the one hand it is intermingled
with the organizational and institutional conduct; on the other,
it is also an organization and sometimes almost a state within a
state. Most importantly, perhaps, membership of a class is not
entirely described by class consciousness. In short, the
leadership on the one hand and the 'led', i.e. the base, on the
other, may all have different types of consciousness.

Castel1s's model does not come to terms with the tensions,
conflicts and detours underlying urban social movements. Thus, in
relation to the specificity of the modes of oppression,
exploitation, conflict, contestation, and transformative action
in the South African social formation, how could one then still
espouse a Caste11ian notion of social change when all the
aforementioned conjunctural elements are not addressed in the
contextua 1ity of urban struggl es. 105 More important 1y, however,
in respect of South Africa, the struggle for the cities in the
1980's is not merely a struggle around 'collective consumption
issues' at the local level. On the contrary, it is ultimately
both a defensive and offensive response by residents in
neighborhoods of Metropolitan Cape Town and by extension
throughout South Africa. On the one hand, the disenfranchised on
the sub-continent are responding to the economic, political and
ideological contradictions underlying the South African social
formation and on the other they are making a bold attempt to
construct a new social formation. Hence, unlike Castells' model
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r of social change which accentuates ideological and organizational
autonomy of urban social movements, in South Africa, however,
there is an appreciation by urban social movements for the
horizontal (i.e. within a particular city) and vertical
integration (i.e. across the country) of counter-hegemonic
struggles as a sine aua non for the transformation of the
dominant relations of power.

In short, whereas Castells's model of social change seeks
to spell out in advance the social categories that determine the
transformation of the city -- his claims to the contrary
notwithstanding -- in South Africa, urban social movements
mobilize around a whole range of social contradictions which in
no way can be limited to a 'neatly-arranged list of most
important variables'. In South Africa the situation is highly
fluid, ever-changing and no deterministic model, particularly one
like Castells's which is logical-structural, Euro-centric and

I localistic, ;an adequately explain the dynamic relations of
power, corrr{ict, contestation and struggle at the local, regional
and national level of late Twentieth Century South Africa.
Precisely because urban struggles do not necessarily limit their
focus to local or regional issues but also contest the dominant
economic-ideological-political relations of power, in South
Africa at large, Castells's model cannot be transmuted to the
sub-continent as an adequate explanation for the specifities of
urban social movements in Metropolitan Cape Town.

To be clear: Castells's questions on urban social
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! movements will have different outcomes in the South Afr{can
context. Hence, whilst, prima facie there is nothing sinister or
remotely naive about asking the Castellian questions on urban
social movements in South Africa, it is, however, to be expected
that the historical specificity of the material conditions on the
sub-continent will invariably provide a distinct content and
overall pattern to urban social movements in South Africa, in

-general, and in Metropolitan Cape Town, in particular. For
example, whilst the interrelationship between class and race does
not feature ,in the Castellian model on urban social movements,
the race/class problematic would most certainly have a distinct
influence on the trajectory of urban struggles in South Africa.

In this respect, there can be no gainsaying of the fact
that social conditions differ both within a specific country as
well as among different countries and as such organizational and
mobilizational strategies and tactics of the oppressed and
exploited must be determined accordingly. This is even true in an
age of increasing homogenization and domination of capitalist
relations throughout the world. For example, in 1987, Castells
and Henderson, in strong contradistinction to the former's
structural model on urban social movements, capture the
specificity of localized resistance to capitalist relations of
production perhaps most aptly when they assert in Global
Restryctyring and Territorial peyelopment (1987) that:

While dominant interests may be losing their sense of place
with regard to the development process, 'community' social
relations and socio-political mobilizations continue to
operate, for the most part, according to local,
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place-oriented logic. In fact, the more the dominant logic
is based upon flows, the more the defence of specific
interests or of autonomous identities takes the form of
irreducible local experience. Community organizations,
regional and urban movements, ethnic, racial, gender,
class and aged-based social networks allover the world
tend to oppose their local, specific experience to the
abstract, flow-oriented logic of worldwide organizations
and interests. The new territorial dynamics, then, tend to
be organized around the contradiction between placeless
power and powerless places, the former relying on
communication flows, the latter generating their own
communication codes on the basis of historically
specific territory (origina~ emphasis).106
Thus, for Castells and Henderson, the globalization of

capitalism notwithstanding, opposition to the oppressive and
exploitative economic, ideological and political practices
remains localized. This, perhaps, is an over-localistic if not
fatalistic view on the struggle against the national and
international relations of domination and exploitation. At least,
at both a regional and national level in South Africa, and
perhaps, by extension, in most Southern hemispheric countries in
the Philippines, Caribbean Islands, Central and latin America, it
appears that Henderson and Castells's observation does not
necessarily hold true as the opposition to imperialism is not
necessarily localized. To be sure, in South(ern) Africa the
social practices of racial-capitalism (i.e. racial oppression
reinforces, for the most part, capitalist exploitation) provide a
distinct specificity to local, regional and national resistance
struggles. However, this does not mean that urban social
movements are localistic even though they may mobilize around a
host of locally-determined material conditions in the townships
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of Metropolitan Cape Town, their local struggles, for the most
part are directly linked to the national specificity of racial
oppression and economic exploitation.

But something more. The particularized nature of racial-
capitalism has had a major implication for urban social movements
rendering the arena of struggle theoretically and praxeologically
profoundly more problematical. Few theorists researching
liberation struggles in South(ern) Africa have explicitly paid
attention to urban social movements. Most of the literature, even
during 1976-1986, the decade of heightened struggles in most of
the major cities in South Africa, continued to be on the
'national struggle' .107 Of course, this does not mean that the
national struggle against racial-capitalism is not important. On
the contrary, its importance is reflected precisely by the
increasing incidence of community struggles within the Black
Townships throughout South Africa.

It logically follows, therefore that it is.only through
an appreciation of the specificity of urban struggles, that one
can best advance the national project of liberation in South(ern)
Africa and contribute towards the requisite counter-theoretic
formation informing the construction of a socialist world-order.
I, therefore, consider community struggles not merely important
within the realm of theory but ultimately in the arena of
revolutionary struggle. It is for this reason that one should
follow an approach to urban social movements which is neither
prescriptive nor proscriptive. Stated differently, the approach
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• to urban social movements must take cognizance of the dynamic,
changing social practices structuring and restructuring the power
relations of the ruling class in the economic, political and
ideological arena of contestation in an effort not merely to
interpret the world more accurately, but ultimately to change it.
In short, the specificity of the dominant relations of power
within a particular social formation must inform the
organizational tactics and mobilizational strategies of urban
social movements in their effort to change an existing order --
politically, economically, ideologically.

It is precisely within the specificity of the South African
social formation that theoretically and practically the
race/class problematic assumes significance for urban social
movements. To be clear: Urban social movements in Metropolitan
Cape Town analyze the race/class dialectic from different
theoretical perspectives and consequently adopt political
programmes on the ground that, to a lesser or greater extent
resonates with such theoretical analyses. Indeed, it can be
argued that the race/class debate is central to the discursive
and non-discursive practices that inform the relations of
production, reproduction, contestation and transformation in late
twentieth century South Africa. This argument is elaborated upon
in the following section.
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• Racism. Class And Social Change

The import of racism and class vis-a-yis social Change
constitutes a highly polemic subject in social theory. Whereas
evolutionist theorists would readily impute social 'development'
to genetics, hereditary and related Darwinian notions of
'progress', orthodox Marxists would at best consider 'race' as a
social construct, the outcome of contradictory forces in history.
These contradictory forces ultimately express themselves in class
cleavages.

Neo-Marxists on the other hand contend that 'race' has a
relative autonomy of its own and it therefore is a more
problematical 'social category' than classical theorists would
like us to believe. In other words, both evolutionists and
orthodox Marxists fail to understand the historical-specificity
of 'race' in most social formations. Evolutionist theorists, are
glaringly racists in that they seem to suggest that some people,
by virtue of their racial heritage, impede social 'development'
whilst orthodox Marxists are just too simplistic in their
analysis by suggesting that 'race' is merely a social construct
peculiar to the exploitative relations of production in a
capitalist social formation. In respect of the latter view it is
to be doubted whether oppressive relations are only restricted to
the economic base of society. On the contrary, it appears that,
in regard to the superstructure, the ideology of racism is much
more tenacious than in respect of the economic structure of
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• society.
In brief, capital accumulation necessitates the abandoning

of racial practices at the economic base; hence the willingness
,~

of the State to employ people despite their race in certain types
of work -- work which, earlier, might have been the prerogative
of a specific racial group. In South Africa, there are many
examples where the State, under pressure from both labor and
capital, has been prepared to consider Blacks for jobs that
previously have been accessible to only Whites. Yet racism in all
its variegated and blatant forms continue to exist. The liberal
notion of 'let the market take its natural course and soon racism
will be no more' certainly is not borne out in the crucible of
social practice. As Neville Alexander (1985) in his Sow the Wind
correctly points out:

Many people, both liberals and leftists, have continued
to believe fondly that economic developments will do
away with apartheid and other forms of racial
discrimination. They have thought that once more and
more black people acquire skills, economic leverage at
the point of production and increasing consumer's power,
the powers that be will be compelled gradually to relax
first the cruder and later the more subtle
manifestations of racial discrimination. This hypothesis
is conceivable if we have hundreds of years within
which to tryout gradualist programmes. It has not been
proved as yet in countries such as the USA where ~imi1ar
but vastly more favourable conditions prevai1ed.1

Racism, as a social practice, therefore, continues to
defy simplistic notion~ of human history. If humans make their
own history, though under conditions not chosen by them, they, by
extension, most certainly create racism in all its variegated
guises, whether subtle or blatant.
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The different views on the significance of 'race' in
relation to 'capitalism' are best analyzed with special reference
to the situation in the United States and South Africa. These are
two countries in the world where racism has been experienced in
its most unbridled forms possible. As Bernard Makhosezwe Magubane
(1979) so poignantly observes in The Political Economy of Race
and Class in South Africa:

The predatory principle governing black/white relations is
revealed most noticeably in America and South Africa, where
the white population status as a "superior" race was
cultivated systematically and became a kind of psychological
structure and a fetish. Only in that way could unrestricted
despotic political power complete economic exploitation
become the acceptable lot of the entire white population. By
every dishonorable expedient, the imperialists and their
intellectual agents endeavoured to convince humankind that
white people were superior and were entitled to usurp the
land and labor of so-called inferior races.rOg

I have decided to analyze the theoretical perspectives of
James A. Geschwender (1987) on Race. Ethnicity. and Class110 as
well as those of Neville Alexander (1986) in his work on
Approaches to the National Qyestion in Soyth Africa.111

Geschwender's essay deals with the U.S. social formation whereas
Alexander's essay analyzes the import of 'race' and 'capital' in
the struggle for Socialism in South Africa. Within the parameters
of this project, the point is not so much to present an
exhaustive treatise of all the various theoretical perspectives
on the race/class debate but rather to highlight the
historically-informed nature of the debate and the mu1ti-
dimensional nature of the problematic. Indeed, urban social
movements in Metropolitan Cape Town, in their organization and

-,
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mobilization, are quite often confronted by the race/class debate
as evidenced by the political differences between the Cape Action
League and the Cape Areas Housing Action Committee (These
differences will be analyzed in Chapter 4 of this dissertation).
It is precisely in the theoretical significance of the debate
that there is located the conjunctural possibilities for urban
social movements to derive the necessary political lessons in
their struggle to effect fundamental social change in South
Africa. The first section of the ensuing analysis accents the
nature of class/race problematic in an advanced capitalist
country, the U.S., whilst the second section deals with the
debate in the context of the South African social formation and
the third seeks to advance a project that would use the
theoretical insights on the class/race configuration to effect
fundamental social change. These perspectives are then assessed
in terms of the project for fundamental social change within the
specificity of the dominant power relations in South Africa.

Geschwender states in his essay that the assimilat;onist
perspective dominated U.S. sociology in the 1950's and 1960's.
This school of thought views race and ethnicity as primordial
categories with race being physiological and ethnicity cultural
in nature. According to Geschwender assimilatibnists by the
1960's were in total disrepute as they failed to account for the
'complexities surrounding race and ethnicity in the United
States,.112 Theoretically, they could not come to terms with the
nature of the Civil Rights Movement. As Geschwender points out,
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the assimilationist school of thought has a whole range of
shortcomings. First, it does not give the concept of exploitation
a central place in its analyses. Second, though it acknowledges
that Afro-Americans were brought into the U.S. societies as
slaves and that this had an impact upon the rate and progress of
their assimilation it, however, does not raise questions as to
whether this rate was deliberately retarded because it was
profitable for the dominant economic class to have Afro-Americans
in a less assimilated and more exploitable position. Third,in
relation to the American social formation, it does not question
the assumption that European immigration was a relatively free,
voluntary search for a better life. Fourth, in their analyses
there is no attempt to examine whether the immigrants were not
also brought into the U.S. society to fill a labor need and
provide profits to the dominant economic class. Fifth, the
assimilationist school does not question the extent to which
racism may have developed as a rationalization for the
exploitation of Afro-Americans or the extent to which prejudice
may have been deliberately induced as a means to divide the
working class and facilitate its exploitation.

In Geschwender's view radical theorists intuitively
understand that the process of capitalist accumulation and its
associated class struggle hold the key to understanding race and
ethnicity. Although he shares in their rejection of the
primordial nature of race and ethnicity, he, however, does not
accept the class redyctionist arguments of some of them. In his
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view, the concept of class does not sufficiently capture the
complexity of racism. In this respect, his argument warrants a
lengthy quotation:

Racism as an ideology exists within capitalist society
and does function to facilitate the exploitation of
labor. Workers from minority ethnic solidarities may
be shunted into poorly paid jobs that would not exist
without their presence. Surplus value is created where
none might be otherwise. All labor is more easily
controlled because of its diversity. Yet racial
domination extends beyond ~imp1e exploitation.
Systematic patterns of racial oppression impact upon
the ability of the members of an oppressed group to
live in ways consistent with their ability to earn a
living. Their ability to define for themselves their
very life-styles is hampered. These restrictions appear
in areas of life ranging from language, music, and art to
political self-determination. The ending of racial
oppression does mean the achievement of equality in the
sphere of production - initially at least to the extent
of equality in the job market but also ultimately in the
destruction of that very market - but it also means
freedom in the realm of reproduction and cultural
expression. Domination in these areas of life (racial
oppression) clearly facilitates the extraction of
surplus, both of surplus-value from labor under capitalist
production relations and of surplus from the periphery to
core through unequal exchange. Yet racial oppression is
not reducible to class exploitation. Conversely, while
freedom from oppression in these realms may serve to
inhibit the expanded reproduction of capita1,it is not
synonymous with its termination.113

For Geschwender, therefore, racial oppression is not to be
conflated with or be reduced to economic exploitation, though it
may contribute substantially to the relations of production that
favor capital accumulation. In his view, therefore, racism is a
much more encompassing social reality as it is not only an
economic reality but entails also political and ideological
practices permeating most facets of the social formation. Here
Geschwender draws attention to the fact that it is not merely
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Whites who are exploiting Blacks but Blacks may indeed exploit
fellow-Blacks. He writes: .....petty capitalist segments of the
oppressed racial or ethnic group operate to extract surplus from

.their co-ethnics and, in turn, the major portion of that surplus
is taken from them by larger capitalist concerns located in the
dominant community ...114 On the basis of this analysis Geschwender
concludes that reductionist theorists do not adequately take into
consideration the fact that though inter-ethnic exploitation in
the periphery does take place, yet in the end, most of the
profits so derived by the 'comprador bourgeoisie' (middle tier)
is appropriated, through exploitative relations of exchange, by
the capitalists in the core.

Thus, he proceeds to an analysis of the split market

In his review of the dual or segmented labor market theory
Geschwender argues that this specific theory was designed to
account for the position occupied by minorities (racial and
ethnic) and gender in the economic order and not so much as to
explain the origin and continued existence of such minorities.
The dual or segmented market theory divides the u.s. economy into
two segments, viz.: monopoly sector, which is primary or the core
of capital accumulation and a competitive sector which is
secondary or peripheral to capital accumulation. In Geschwender's
view these theories do not explain why specific racial and ethnic
minority groups are concentrated in the competitive sector whilst
white males tend to be concentrated in the primary sector.

theory. In short, the split market theory posits that there are
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three key classes or class fractions involved in the production
process, viz.: individual capitalists (capital), higher priced
and cheaper priced labor. Left to their devices, capitalists
would like to hire the cheapest labor available and even
eliminate higher priced labor completely. Theoretically, though,
labor does not permit capital such a 'free hand' as it resists by
'pressurizing' the State for protective labor legislation.
Protective laws are mostly applied in the monopoly sector and not
in the competitive sector. As a result, the competitive sector
remains an area in which capital can continue to employ cheap,
powerless and readily exploitable workers who often come from
minority racial/ethnic communities, while the more organized and
powerful workers from the majority group dominate the jobs in the
monopoly sector.

Geschwender argues that capital quite often cannot prevent
passage of protective labor legislation. It, however, ensures
that there are enough loopholes to allow it to continue to
operate in a profitable manner, and it constantly strives to
influence the manner in which protective labor laws are enforced.
According to Geschwender such efforts by capital heightens the
tensions, conflict and struggle between capital and labor. Even
so, in his view, the split labor market theory does not explain
the origin of the dichotomy between the monopoly and competitive
sectors of capital. It must take account of the structural
relations inherent to the capitalist mode of production to
account adequately for race, ethnicity and class in a specific
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social formation.
The global labor migration theory seems to explain some of

structural relations of capitalism, referred to by Geschwender.
More specifically, it concentrates on the reasons why it is more
profitable for capitalists to employ migrant workers rather than
domestic workers. There are at least four major reasons why
migrant workers are more attractive to capitalists in core
societies. First, since the domestic non-capitalist economy of
the migrant workers had either been destroyed or had been
effectively penetrated by the core society, immigrant labor is
powerless and can be hired for lower wages. Consequently, the
rate of exploitation may be intensified.

Second, the costs of reproduction of the working class may
be transferred from the core to the peripheral society as the
costs of rearing and educating a child are usually borne by the
peripheral society. The child, when he/she reaches the age of
productive labor wil' however be employed in the core society
only to return to the peripheral society upon retirement. Thus,
yet again, the social costs associated with old age will have to
be borne by the peripheral society.

Third, the extensive reliance by capital on foreign labor
weakens labor's position in the class struggle significantly.
Immigrant labor is employed mostly in low-wage occupations
in an effort to drive the wages of the entire working class down.
Invariably, this creates tension between domestic and foreign
labor and quite often results in misdirected struggles against
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foreign labor, thereby fragmenting the working class. Yet another
inherent weakness suffered by foreign labor, is the possibility
of being summarily expelled whenever they might pose a labor
threat to capital, hence their frequent unwillingness to take
part in labor strikes. As Geschwender observes: ..It matters
little whether these fears are real or imagined -- they are real
in their impact. The fears clearly have a reality base for
i1legal immigr~nts ...115

Fourth, the migrant labor system is functional to
peripheral societies as it removes the source of potential
political instability. Hence, both the core and the periphery
seem to derive benefits from the migrant labor system, albeit in
different forms, ensuring thereby its continued existence for
those who seek to entrench the status quo.

Though the global labor migration school is not explicitly
concerned with the analysis of race and ethnicity, it nonetheless
does illuminate the world-wide spread of capitalism, the
development of imperialism, the disruption, distortion and even
destruction of the economies in peripheral societies and the
exploitative nature of the migrant labor system. Indirectly these
global processes entrench racial bigotry, ethnic oppression and
economic exploitation. Yet, though this school of thought offers
many insights into the global trend of exploitation and
oppression, at the local or microscopic level it does not tell us
much about the cultural, economic, political, ideological and
social experiences of foreign workers in core economies. Nor does
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it specifically address the racial and ethnic molds into which
foreign workers are cast once they arrive in the core societies.
Perhaps, most importantly, it does not tell us why the working
class in the core areas does not simply absorb the foreign
workers in an effort to establish a united workers' front.

In an attempt to consider all these unresolved questions
vis-a-vis racism, ethnicity and class, Geschwender proposes an
integrated approach to the subject. He states:

It seems clear that any adequate analysis of race and
ethnicity must be rooted within a consideration of the
interplay between the "twin contradiction of capitalism."
The primary contradiction is between capital and labor.
A second key contradiction within capitalism is the
relation of core to periphery. As the capitalist world-
system expands from its centers of capital accumulation
it incorporates new areas into the system and develops a
global division of labor. The newly incorporated areas
tend to become producers of primary products and/or
suppliers of labor power, while the core areas become
the centers for the most advanced technological
applications to manufacturing processes. Exchange
between core and peripheral areas tends to be unequal
to the disadvantage of the periphery. Just as capital
extracts surplus-value through the labor process,
the core extracts surplus from the periphery
through unequal exchange. Wages paid in the pr~iphery
tend to be much lower than those in the core. 1

Geschwender emphasizes the fact that the two
contradictions are related and that the struggle between capital
and labor is the origin of the contradiction between core and
periphery. It is also important to note that the cost of labor in
the co~e increases for a number of reasons, including amongst
others, the tendency toward full proletarianization of labor, and
the organization of workers into trade unions and/or political
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parties. In an effort to resolve this problem of rising labor
cost, capital responds both through imperialist expansion and
through encouraging the migration of labor from periphery to

core.
Geschwender contends that the position that immigrants

assume in core countries and their probability of evolving into
self-conscious ethnic groups is a function of the opportunity
structure existing at the time of first immigration. Here he
refers to the fact that in the U.S. Polish immigrants have come
to dominate the construction industry, whilst Jews tend to
dominate the garment industry. During the time of their
settlement between 1890 and 1940, the industrial system required
immigrants to live in a single location close to their work, thus
the emergence of 'immigrant ghettoes'. These immigrant ghettoes
provided essential support systems for new immigrants.
Stereotypes and categorical labelling in the course of time
developed in relation to those ethnic groups inhabiting the
different ghettoes. Argues Geschwender: ..In those cases where
there are no pre-existing stereotypes, new ones may be created
and normally are accompanied by prejudice and discrimination ...117

In Geschwender's view the existing literature strongly
suggests that ethnic consciousness and solidarity was created
during 1900 and 1919 as established immigrants came to view the
new wave of immigrants as a potential threat. He states:

Between the turn of the century and World War I, native
workers and earlier immigrants came to view the new
immigration as a threat because of its size and
continued flow, the closing of the frontier, the
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decreasing numbers of opportunities outside the factory
system, and the periodic use of immigrant
strikebreakers in mines and factories. This
stimulated active opposition (prejudice giving way to
discrimination) against the immigrant groups, and it
generated in response a protective incre1sed solidarity
and ethnic consciousness on their part.ll

Even so, Geschwender is very skeptical of the view that

Thus, in Geschwender's view, perceived threats to employment
opportunities explain in part the origin, development and
persistence of prejudice and discrimination against certain
ethnic groups. Perhaps, in this sense, one can argue that
discrimination is historically-determined and socially
constructed on the basis of prevailing material conditions.
Discrimination, as well as ethnic consciousness, has its material
content in the social practices of humans. Hence, as argued by
Geschwender, certain social practices associated with specific
community amenities, like parochial schools, serve to reinforce
ethnic consciousness and solidarity.

ethnicity could at all be a cultural product. Historically, it is
also to be doubted whether cultural assimilation hindered the
emergence of ethnic solidarity. Citing the case of Cuban-
Americans, he asserts that: "It is precisely the most assimilated
Cubans who recognized that they were in a subordinate economic
position in U.S. society and, consequently, concluded that their
common interests were best served through ethnic sOlidarity."119
This means that ethnic solidarity arises from a common economic
position within society rather than an innate orientation to a
specific ethnicity. Thus, human conditions determine ethnic
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consciousness and not vice versa.
Geschwender concludes his study on 'race, ethnicity, and

class' by stating that:
It is evident that the class struggle is the motive
force leading to the creation of race and ethnicity,
the emergence of an ideology of racism, and the
development of systems of ethnic/racial oppression .
...it is clear that we cannot understand the nature
of race and ethnicity without locating it in a larger
analysis of capitalist aGcumulation and the class
struggle. We cannot reduce race and ethnicity to
class, but at the same time we c~nnot understand
them without the class concept.12

Geschwender's analysis provides important insights into
the historic-specificity of racist-cum-ethnic practices. Though
he does not explicitly refer to the import of 'race, ethnicity
and class' in respect of social change, still, his analyses
clearly indicate the conjunctural relations of production that
inform ethnicity, race and class. Most importantly, his essay
clearly refutes any notion that racism or ethnicity could at all
be a natural orientation or an innate attribute as idealists or
functionalists usually argue. In order to change racist practices
in society, it is important to correctly understand the origin of
such social practices. In this sense, Geschwender's theoretical
perspectives on 'race, ethnicity and class' make a significant
contribution to a theory of social change. It is in this sense
that one can now explicitly turn to a theory of social change in
a country ravaged by racial oppression and economic exploitation.

Neville Alexander, the celebrated South African pedagogue,
provides such a theory of social change with special reference to
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the import of 'race, ethnicity and class'. More importantly, his
theory deals with the construction of Socialist South Africa
(Azania). Alexander's analysis, therefore, differs from that of
Geschwender in that he does not seek to explain the exploitative
relations of production and capital accumulation that give rise
to racism and ethnicity, but rather locates the problematic
within the struggle for a Socialist Azania. He examines the
different theories that inform the debate on the 'national
question in South Africa' with a view to construct an apposite
programme of action that would facilitate the death of Apartheid-
cum-capitalist South Africa and the birth of Socialist Azania.

Alexander contends that most literature covering the
national question in South Africa either deals with the problem
of national unity or the problem of national independence or with
both. In his view most of the works are devoted to the question
of national independence and reflects the peculiarly Eurocentric
nature of the debates surrounding the national question. Most
perspectives on the national question assume implicitly or
explicitly that the 'nation' is the natural mould of existence of
virtually all capitalist and socialist social formations. More
precisely, the overriding assumption of all these works is that
'nations' are the mould within which the classes, constituting
the modern social formations, conduct their lives and affairs.

Alexander argues that nations develop in the course of the
establishment of capitalist relations of production. The position
of national boundaries of any nation, however, is the outcome of
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historical developments and cannot be predicted with any measure
of certainty. More precisely, boundaries are the outcome of the
class struggle within a given social formation or between
different social formations. In this regard, Alexander states
that: "The leading or mobilizing class of the nation necessarily
and 'naturally' bases its mobilizing activity on the
peculiarities of the historical development of the peoples
concerned in th is sense every nat iona 1 movement is un ique. "! 2!
Alexander thus insists that one should seek to analyze the
peculiarity of a particular nation in terms of the dominant class
relations in a given social formation. Indeed, the historical
import of class struggles in the genesis of a nation, constitutes
the golden thread throughout his entire analysis of the national
question.

Quoting Goran Therborn (1982), Alexander reminds us that
"the concept of class ideology is not synonymous with the
ideological configuration prevailing among the members of a given
class at a given time. ,,122 He suggests it is for this reason that
within the working class there are competing (non-class)
ideologies which inform the different conceptions of the nation
of South Africa and which prevail particularly among the workers.
Alexander, however, does not tell one what he means by 'non-
class' ideologies.

Following the work of Benedict Anderson (1985), Alexander
concludes that the nation is an ideological and political
construct.123 As an imagined community, it is a social real ity to
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which individuals inside and outside the nation have to respond.
Perhaps most importantly, the nation is an entity embedded in
the very concrete (capitalist or socialist) relations of
production (normally) on a very concrete territory."I24 By
extension, therefore, one can argue that the nation is an
ensemble of social relations within a particular economic-
political-ideological conjuncture infusing the 'nation' with a
particularized historical-specificity. In this regard Alexander
observes that:

...in South Africa, because of the peculiar development
of capitalism, different strata of the working class have
been 'subjected and qualified' differently. They have been
'open to' different non-class ideologies with the result
that working-class ideology has articul~ted with different
existential and historical ideologies.'2

In his analysis, Alexander appears to be particularly
concerned about the ideological orientation of the working-class.
In relation to South Africa, he states that" Black workers have
quite naturally experienced and explained their exploitation not
simply in terms of class but also in terms of colour" .126 This
observation begs the analytical question: How does Alexander
determine this predisposition of Black workers with regard to
their explanation of their exploitation. It is one thing to be in
the objective condition of exploitation, it is yet another to be
able to correctly determine the 'locality' of that oppression.
Alexander's observation presupposes a highly conscious and
conscientized work-force who above all is capable of explaining
its exploitation in terms of both color and class. One would
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readily admit that there indeed might be a few workers who would
be able to explain their exploitation in terms of both class and
color. But again, it presupposes the exposure to a 'scientific
understanding' of exploitative and oppressive class relations.
Particularly in relation to South African labor history, it is to
be doubted whether indeed labor has always been able to make
these crucial connections between exploitation and class or
between exploitation and color, l~t alone being able to see the
conjunctural simultaneity of exploitation, color and class.

Alexander also states that even the white workers, notably
Afrikaners, at times explained their exploitation in terms of
their ethnic identity rather than in terms of their class
position. In his view, precisely because Blacks are economically
exploited and racially oppressed, they perceive themselves as

However valid it might be for specific analytical
purposes to distinguish between the 'racial' and

being excluded from the imagined community of the South African
nation and, as a result, have generated alternative conceptions
of the 'South African nation.' This is quite an ambiguous
statement as one does not know whether Alexander suggests that
Blacks have been formulating alternative conceptions of what the
South African nation could be or whether Blacks are now
evaluating the South African nation in terms of their existential
experiences and no longer accept the views offered by the ruling
class. He, however, does state that the ruling class domination
is not explicable simply in terms of racism or racial ideology.

In his view:
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the 'class' elements and (sic) constitute the system
of racial capitalism, it is impossible to transfer
such a dichotomy on to the social reality in poli"tical
and ideological practice, except in terms of,
or for the pur~oses of, ruling-class mystification of
that rea 1ity. 1 Z7

This means, as has been pointed out earlier, that 'race'
and 'class' have a simultaneity in the South African social
formation. Still, each element within the system of racial-
capitalism has a relative autonom~ of its own. They are,
therefore, not to be conflated or reduced in their respective
productive and reproductive role -- either ideologically,
economically or politically.

Yet another crucial point singled out by Alexander is the
fact that from within the working class and other black strata
different conceptions of the South African nation have arisen. In
his judgement:

There is no single conception that corresponds a priori
to working-class ideology. This insight is vital for
the understanding of the complexity of the national
question. What happens in practice is that the workers,
like other class agents, are confronted with a range of
actual and possible identities (generalised
subjectivities or subject positions) from which they
select those which they consider appropriate to their
situation. Which of these identities will be selected
is a question of practical politics, i.e. mobilising
the revolutionary classes by demonstrating to them the
most effective and, from the point of view of
eliminating exploitation and oppression, the most
appropriate strategy. Of course, this choice is not
arbitrary even though we may be unable to predict
accurately which choices will be made by the individual
or groups of people. The choice is always materially
determined, since every ideology necessarily operated
through affirmations and sanctions within a material
"matrix.128

Alexander appears to be particularly careful about the
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practical implications of contending ideologies and subject
positions of the working class within the class struggle.
Moreover, his emphasis on the material base of the ideological
choice serves to reinforce the historically-specific nature of
class struggles. At the level of praxis this implies that working
class mobilization against exploitation and oppression must be
concerned with not merely the efficacy of their organization, but
ultimately with the nature of their political choices within a
specific conjuncture, hence the overall import of a
'revolutionary theory' to direct the working class struggle along
the shortest route to victory.

Repeated reference thus far has been made to the
significant role the working class in the resolution of the
national question. In discussing the import of 'class' vis-a-vis
nation, Alexander is at pains to point out that though it is
often held that the working class is inherently internationalist
in their outlook and profoundly anti-nationalist in their
struggle, yet, historical evidence repeatedly demonstrates that
indeed the contrary seems to be true. He cites the examples of
the Peoples' Republic of China and Vietnam to indicate the
nationalist flavour of some working class struggles. Indeed, he
contends that ever since the collapse of the Second International
after the First World War, the question of internationalist
instincts of the working class has been the subject of historical
materialist analyses of concrete struggles. In Alexander's view
one should not be dogmatic as to who should lead the nationalist
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struggle. Nonetheless, argues Alexander, it is precisely the task
of class-conscious 'vanguardist' elements to assist in the
transformation of the working class in order that it transcends
the national sphere and encompass the entire class on an
international plane. He comments:

v

•

It remains true, despite surprisingly deprecatory
inferences drawn by serious students of the
question, that the workers of the world are
structurally more equipped than any other
class to overcome the abysses of nationality
and national chauvinism.T29

No class, other than the black working class,
is capable of bringing about the unity of the nation in
the political and cultural-ideological spheres by
extending to the entire population of South Africa equal
democratic rights.130

Following Alexander's analysis to its logical conclusion,
it means, amongst others, that the working class is to be
supported as the vanguard of the struggle for a socialist social
formation in South Africa. Indeed, Alexander is quite explicit
with regard to the racial composition of the working class in
South Africa. In his view, the responsibility to liberate South
Africa from the shackles of racial oppression and economic
exploitation devolves on the shoulders of the Black working
class. In order to facilitate the liberation of South Africa from
the exploitative relations of production, the revolutionary
classes, i.e. the black working class and the radical sections of
the urban and rural middle classes, need an alternative
conception of the South African nation. Alexander states that:

Alexander thus, quite unambiguously, considers the black
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working class as the most revolutionary class in South Africa. In
his view, they must become the leading class in the building of
the South African nation; redefine the nation and abolish the
reactionary definitions of the bourgeoisie and the reactionary
petty bourgeoisie. More importantly, the nation has to be
structured by and in the interests of the black working class.

-States Alexander: "Class, color and nation converge in the
national liberation movement. ,,131 In Alexander's theorization of
the national question, therefore, there is no place for white
workers, as they are presumably too racist in their definition
and conceptualization of the conflict between labor and capital.

Indeed, in the trajectory of the liberation movement, in
1922, during the Rand Strike, white workers went on strike partly
because they considered Black workers as a threat to their
interests.132 The opportunity for inter-ethnic unity, i.e. across
the color divide, was missed. The state, witnessing the racist
nature of the white worker organizations, in subsequent years
capitalized on the bogey of 'black danger'(swart gevaar) by
introducing a whole range of restrictive legislation that would
collectively seek to limit Black mobilization, organization and

In his review of the different theoretical positions on

development not merely economically, but also politically,
culturally and so forth. It is in this historical context, one
surmises, that Alexander limits his definition of the
revolutionary role of the class struggle in South Africa,
to that of the Black working class.
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the South African nation, Alexander states that there are at
least four basic views on the South African nation; viz.:

the Afrikaner nationalists' view 6f South Africa as a multi-
national state;
the liberal view of South Africa, the so-called four-nations
thesis;
the 'black nationality' thesis which conflates race and

class; and
-- one-nation thesis that seeks to demonstrate the superiority
and feasibility of a socialist or working class project in South
Africa.

The multi-national thesis argues that South Africa
consists of between ten and twelve 'nations', each of which is
entitled to the 'right of self-determination' and destined to be
led to independence by Pretoria. Ethnicity constitutes the single
most important, allegedly 'scientific', criterion of this
essentially Afrikaner nationalist thesis. Tribalism constitutes a
very important ideological construct informing this perspective
on the national question in South Africa. Also, social, political
and economic categories like 'migrant worker' as opposed to
'urbanite,' 'Xhosa' as opposed to 'Coloured' and so forth
operate centrally to the dominant social practices of the
Afrikaner regime. These categories seek to 'locate' and
interpellate the different 'nations' within the socio-economic-
political framework of the State in such a way that eventually,
'automatic identification' with this ideological construction by
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the people of South Africa would make it a 'natural' way of
maintaining and entrenching the status quo. This type of
ideological construction is perhaps best captured by Antonio
Gramsci 's concept of 'hegemony'. In his view, hegemony is
essentially the way in which the State manages to rule and elicit
the consent of its sUbjects.133 It can do so either through
peaceful or violent means or through a combination of both. It is
clear, as pointed out by Alexander, that the South African State
attempts to maintain its hegemony through a host of ideological
constructs -- economically, politically and socially. In the
final analysis, the Afrikaner's multi-national thesis constitutes
essentially an ideological construct to entrench its hegemony in
South Africa. Within this theoretical framework, therefore, most
Blacks in South Africa will remain racially oppressed and
economically exploited.

The foyr-nation thesis adopts a pluralist, liberal
approach to the national question in South Africa. Alexander
captures the central argument of this school of thought quite
effectively when he writes:

The basic liberal position, analyzed in terms of
'race relations' framework, was and remains that
the four population registration groups that
inhabit South Africa are 'races' which should
be enabled through sound economic, political
and cultural policies to coexist in 'multi-racial
harmony' within a single nation state. These 'races'
were never considered to be 'nations'. The franchise
used to be conceded by liberals to all 'civilised',
ie westernised, pro-capitalist, individuals within
the 'South African nation'. The long term strategic
aim of the liberal establishment was, and remains, to
co-opt significant layers of the black middle class,
which had to be nurtured, and moderate elements within
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the liberation movement.134

The four-nation thesis is thus informed by a racist
ideology and aimed at the preservation of capitalism in South
Africa. As indicated earlier, liberals share the opinion that
racist practices of the Apartheid State will eventually be eroded
by a 'color-free economy' where the 'market will take its natural
course' irrespective of State policies. The naivete of this
position is glaring as it fails to take seriously the import of
ideological constructs and practices that underlie capitalism in
South Africa. One only has to refer to the plethora of racist
laws which militate against effective 'bargaining' by labor with
capital and serve to exclude Blacks from certain types of work to
demonstrate the superficiality, if not vulgarity, of the liberal
thesis.

The South African State, moreover, in the Poulantzian
sense, does have a measure of relative autonomy and does not
necessarily respond in the interests of capital -- though it does
so most of the times in the light of the structural relations of
capital that undergird the Apartheid State. Idealist versions of
the so-called 'free market' do not stand the test of the
trajectory of the working class struggle in South Africa, let
alone being able to come to terms with the specificity of the
conjunctural elements that inform the directory of the State's
formative influence on the relations of production and
reproduction. Perhaps most importantly, liberals fail to
recognize the ensemble of social relations constituting the State
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within a particular conjuncture. The State is not a monolithic
bloc and as such it does not necessarily respond in a linear
fashion to the requisites of capital accumulation, but might very
well enact policies that thwart the extraction of maximum
surplus-value.

Perhaps, most importantly, capitalist accumulation
necessitates exploitative relations of production and, within the
historically-determined nature of power relations in South
Africa, it has always been Blacks who were and continue to be
super-exploited. The economic-political-ideological conjuncture
in South Africa is therefore informed by the subservience of
Blacks. This being the historical nature of the particularized
relations of production in South Africa, it would indeed be
foolhardy to believe that the 'gradual adaptation of the
political system to Black aspirations' would be able to liberate
the working class from economic exploitation and racial
oppression.

The black natjonality thesjs is yet another theoretical
attempt to explain the dominant exploitative and oppressive
social relations in South(ern) Africa. This thesis is associated
with the Black Consciousness Movement and the Pan-Africanist
Congress and is alternately referred to as the 'colonial of a
special type thesis'. According to this thesis, there are two
nations in South Africa, an oppressing white and an oppressed
black nation. The most salient feature of this thesis ;s that it
tends to conflate 'race' and 'class' in that it considers all
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whites as capitalists while all blacks are viewed as workers.
Alexander captures the essential flaws of the this perspective
with striking lucidity when he states:

the fundamental problem with the two-nations thesis
and with any other many-nations thesis in the South
African context is that it holds within it the twin
dangers of anti-white black chauvinism and ethnic
separatism. It may not be possible with the ideology
of a single nation to tap all those currents in the
South African social formation which are
systematically opposeg to such divisive ideologies
and thus to avoid completely the danger of petty
bourgeois controlled movements based on anti-white
chauvinism or ethnic separatism. To the extent,
however, that the revolutionary classes in South
Africa accept that they are part and parcel of a
single nation, the liberation struggle becomes
ideologically insulated against these dangers. Of
course, believing in something is no guarantee
that it will happen. The objective basis for the
realisation of the idea has to exist, otherwise
it remains no more than a dream and an illusion.135

The two-nation thesis would therefore not lead to

irrespective of the skin color of the exploiters.

fundamental change in South Africa as the social relations of
production at the base would largely remain intact. This thesis,
essentially, ignores the fact that capitalism remains capitalism

In view of the observed shortcomings in the foregoing
theses on social change in South Africa, Alexander advances his
one-nation thesis. The one-nation thesis or the Alexandrian
thesis posits that the people of South Africa are being molded
·into a single unified nation by the twin forces of capitalist
development and the class struggle resulting from it. According
to Alexander the national bourgeoisie, for reasons of capital
accumulation, in effect aborted the nation in 1920 by fragmenting
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and freezing the population into four 'races' and a number of
'tribal' or 'ethnic' groups. He argues that as long as primary,
especially extractive, industry was the dominant sector of the
South African economy, or as long as the development of a large
and diversified domestic market for the products of secondary
industry and tertiary services did not exist, this system
produced the superprofits that justified it. This means that the
objective conditions underlying the relations of production
determined the concept of the nation. Alexander furthermore

In relation to racial-capitalism and the resolution of the

contends that in the wake of the ensuing class struggles and
especially after 1946, black workers gradually became the
decisive force determining the direction of the entire system of
racial capitalism. This implies that Blacks no longer acquiesced
to their subservient position in the social relations of
production but increasingly sought to influence and, according to
Alexander, even determine the objective conditions of capital
accumulation in South Africa.

exploitative and oppressive social relations undergirding it,
Alexander observes:

Because of the peculiarities of capitalist development
in South Africa, the only way in which racial
discrimination and racial inequality, ie national
oppression, can be abolished is through the abolition
of the capitalist structures themselves. The only class,
however, which can bring into being such a (socialist)
system is the black working class. On it, by virtue of its
unique historical position, devolves the task of mobilizing
~ the oppressed and exploited classes for the abolitio~
of the system of racial capitalism (original emphasis).13
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Alexander, however, recognizes that in order to eliminate
racial-capitalism in all its manifestations, the working class

• must forge links with progressive, democratically-inspired
fractions of other classes. In the Gramscian sense, the working
class must seek to constitute a 'historic bloc' that would
organize and mobilize against the hegemonic practices of the
State and its allies. More specifically, Alexander suggests,
following the Gramscian notion of 'war of position', the working
class must devise counter-hegemonic strategies and practices that
would prepare and constitute the ground upon which the Azanian

...the workers of South Africa are exercising the
right of self-determination by rejecting, in concrete
mass struggles as much as in the programmes of their
political organisations, the f:~rtition and
balkanisation of our country. 3

nation (Socialist South Africa) will stand. He concludes that in
terms of the one-nation thesis,

For Alexander, therefore, the modes of organization and
mobilization that would facilitate the construction of counter-
hegemonic strategies and tactics are to be found outside the
State apparatus. This suggests that the working class
organizations must enjoy complete independence vis-a-vis status
quo oriented schemes, whether they are institutional like the
Tricameral Parliament or extra-institutional like voluntary
organizations headed by liberals.

The Alexandrian thesis also recognizes the fact that the
construction of a socialist Azania has to take place in all
dimensions of the social formation, i.e. economically,
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politically and ideologically. In relation to the conjunctural
elements constituting the foundation of a free and democratic
South Africa, it emphasizes that:

Although certain economic forms and structures relevant
to a South Africa free of exploitation and oppression
are emerging out of the present struggle, it is in the
nature of the process of liberation that the political
and ideological construction of the new nation precedes
its socio-economic realisation. Indeed, such politico-
ideological construction of the new nation is an
inescapable precondition fQr the formal realisation of
the nation both as having new socio-economic conlent
and as a juridical entity, i.e. as a new state.13

This implies that ideology is a very important site of
struggle. Thus, it is in the contestation of extant ideologies
and the construction and promotion of counter-theoretic
formations, that organic intellectuals of the working class
assume a crucial role.

Alexander accentuates the import of accessible, readily
understood language, in the construction of counter-hegemonic
theoretic formations. In his view: "The importance of this
scholarly activity derives from the fact that it is in and
through language that the individual is constituted as a
subject." At the same time, however, Alexander is quick to point
out that his notion of the role of organic intellectuals in the
working class struggle is far from being elitist. Here he refers
to the fact that the process of ideological production is not a
unidirectional one in which intellectuals fill the empty minds of
proletarians or of other class agents with a symbolic
instrumentation appropriate to their 'class interests,.139
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At a practical level, Alexander suggests that it is
particularly important that organic intellectuals of the working
class demythologize the concepts of 'race' and 'ethnic group',
amongst others. These racist concepts are being reified, upheld
and promoted by traditional and organic intellectuals of the
ruling bloc in their effort to secure the ideological foundation
of the status quo. Thus the need for new discursive practices to
interpellate the 'new persons' in socialist Azania. In
Alexander's view, the formative role of language in the social
construction of the historical subject constitutes the single
most important site of struggle for organic intellectuals in
their efforts to construct counter-hegemonic discursive
practices. Still, though, organic intellectuals must guard
against all idealist notions of social reality by basing their
theoretical work on the non-discursive practices that determine
the nature of a particular conjuncture.

By way of a summary, it can be stated that Alexander's one-
nation thesis is structured within the conjunctural exigencies of
racial-capitalism and recognizes forthrightly, on the basis of
the objective conditions in the Apartheid State, the historic
role of the working class in the construction of Socialist
Azania. In the construction of counter-hegemonic theoretic and
ideological formations, Alexander, following Antonio Gramsci's
analysis, argues that organic intellectuals of the working class
playa very important role. Thus, within the economic-political-
ideological conjuncture, their intellectual labor and theoretical
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insights must be brought to bear on the discursive moment in full
appreciation and understanding of the non-discursive moment that
undergirds the social practices of the ruling bloc in an effort
to demystify the ,reified ideological constructs that inform the
dominant relations of production and reproduction. Cornel West
appears to be one of those intellectuals who take the
construction of theoretic formations quite seriously.140

West (1988), in his essay, Marxist Theory and the
Specificity of Afro-American Qppression appears to echo the
concern of Alexander in that he is proposing, in relation to the
existential social practices that characterize the political,
economic and ideological landscape of African-Americans, the
construction and propagation of a theoretic formation that would
explicitly recognize the discursive and non-discursive moments
underlying the dominant relations of power in North America. In
his words:

...the time has passed when the so-called race question,
or Negro question, can be relegated to secondary or
tertiary theoretical significance in bourgeois or
Marxist discourses. Instead, to take seriously the
multi-leveled oppression of African peoples is to
raise the crucial questions regarding the conditions
for the possibility of the modern West, the nature of
European conceptions of rationality, and even the limited
character of Marxist formulations of count~r-hegemonic
projects against multileveled oppression.14

In West's formulation of the African-American problematic,
he seems to give primarily attention to 'multi leveled oppression'
thereby locating the argument firmly within the superstructural
moment of the relations of production. He appears, therefore, to
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underemphasize the structural moment at the base that informs and
constitutes the relations of production. Though he refers to the
non-discursive moment undergirding the dominant social relations,
it, however, does not seem to inform his theoretical project.
Hence, West's theoretical debate concerns mostly the ideological
and political relations that constitute the conjuctural landscape
of African-American experience and not so much the economic
relations that determine the dominant social practices of
oppression and exploitation. Whereas Alexander gives attention to
both the oppressive and exploitative practices informing capital
accumulation, West chooses to ignore the exploitative practices
at the base and, by extension, also the historic role of the
working class. One could perhaps assume that West's emphasis on
the superstructure, rather than the economic base, is reflective
of his aversion to according 'class' primacy in his theoretical
debate as, in countries, like the U.S., with an advanced
capitalist system, the ideological hegemony of the ruling bloc ;s

I understand economism to be those forms of Marxist theory
that defend either simple monodeterminist or subtle
multideterminist causal relations between an evolving
economic base upon a reflecting and refracting ideological
superstructure, thereby giving a priori status to class
subjects an~ modes of production as privileged explanatory
variables.'4

presumably constructed and aligned in the superstructure and not
at the base. He seems to belabor precisely this point when he
writes:

West is therefore not going to give the social relations
of production a 'privileged' position in his analysis.
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Consequently, he appears to be very critical of those scholars
who do seek to understand the exploitative and oppressive
relations within the economic, political and ideological
conjuncture in terms of the social practices at the economic
base.

West reviews four major perspectives on the 'specificity of
Afro-American oppression'. The first major perspective, according
to him holds that the oppression experienced by Afro-Americans is
not dissimilar to forms of oppression experienced by all working
class people. West objects vehemently to this view and considers
it to be a classic example of economic, logocentric reductionism.
Though at the level of assertion this criticism appears to be
plausible, yet at this point of West's analysis there is no
empirical or analytical evidence to ground his theoretical
position. He, however, does provide cases in the U.S. history
where even the Socialist Party presumably stated that: "we have
nothing special to offer the Negro, and we cannot make separate
appeals to all races. The Socialist Party is the party of the
whole working class regardless of color.,,143

The second major perspective on African-American
oppression states that Blacks are subjected to general working
class exploitation, more specifically, working class exploitation
because of racial discrimination at the workplace -- in relation
to opportunities and wages received. In West's view this is a
superexploitation thesis that operates within an economistic
orbit as exploitation is limited to the economic base. He argues
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that in the U.S. marxist history, the Progressive Labor Party
espoused this superexploitation thesis in the late sixties and
early seventies.

The third perspective on the oppression of African-
Americans views the national oppression of Blacks as reflective
of general working class exploitation. In West's view, though
this perspective is anti-reductionistic and anti-economistic it
is nonetheless nationalistic in content. In his own words: "This
position claims that Afro-Americans constitute, or once
constituted, an oppressed nation in the Black Belt South and
oppressed national minority in the rest of the U.S. society."1U
West claims that the Black Nation Thesis has been and remains
hegemonic on the Black Marxist Left. West's damning criticism of
the Black Nation Thesis requires a citation from his analysis. In
this respect he observes:

But with its ahistorical racial determination of
a nation, its flaccid statistical determination of
national boundaries, and its illusory distinct black
national economy, the Black Nation Thesis continues
to serve as an honest, yet misguided attempt by
Marxist-Leninists to repudiate reductionistic views
on Afro-American oppression. In short, it functions
as a poor excuse for the absence of a sophisticated
Marxist.the?~y of the specificity of Afro-American
oppress, on. 4
This implies that any sophisticated theory of the

specificity of Afro-American oppression must be historically
rooted, be anti-nationalistic, anti-reductionistic, anti-
logocentric and anti-economistic. How West is going to structure
such a theory remains to be seen in a later section of this
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essay.
The fourth perspective, discussed by West, considers the

oppression of Blacks as being part of the general exploitation
and racial oppression of the working class. This perspective,
according to West, is shared by the Socialist Workers Party of
America and all those Marxists who are opposed to the Black
Nation thesis. In relation to this perspective, West observes
that it has been "useful in regard to broadening the theoretical
discourse of Afro-American oppression within Marxist circles."146
Even so, a glaring weakness in West's critique is the manner in
which he handles the social relations of exploitation and
oppression vis-a-vis Afro-Americans. In no way can it be argued,
let alone be defended, that the discursive and non-discursive
practices of racial oppression and economic exploitation affect
all Blacks to the same extent. More precisely, how would West
explain the economic practices of some Black capitalists who
might very well exploit fellow-Blacks in their attempt to derive
superprofits ? Thus, can one really conflate 'race' and 'class'
as the fourth perspective seems to do? Though racial oppression
and economic exploitation may have a simultaneity in the
economic-political-ideological-conjuncture, nevertheless, they
can never be reduced to a monistic relation in the universe of
social practices. At the risk of being cryptic, let me argue that
Blacks are affected differentially by the relations of oppression
and exploitation. More precisely, the nature of African-American
oppression and exploitation depends on their objective locality
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in the economic conjuncture on the one hand and their subjective
interpellation in the discursive moment within that conjuncture,
on the other. This means that racial oppression and economic
exploitation affect Blacks as detotalized class subjects within
the hegemonic practices of the ruling bloc. Still though, Blacks
are simultaneously an economically exploited and racially
oppressed collectivity in the objective and subjective
articulation of the dominant relations of power. It is,
therefore, the dialectic moment between the detotalized Black
class subject and the collectivized objective specificity of
Afro-American oppression that should be problematized and be
central to a theoretical enquiry. West's skepticism in respect
of the 'class' determinant, in the non-discursive moment, let him
elide the structurally-differentiated specificities that inform
the economic-political-ideological universe of African-Americans.

West adopts a neo-Gramscian approach to the 'specificity of
Afro-American oppression'. Clarifying his theoretical position,
he states that:

... certain aspects of the preceding four conceptions are
indispensable for an acceptable position, though all four
are inadequate. A common feature is that their analyses
remain on the macrostructural level; that is they focus on
the role and function of racism within and among
institutions of production and government. Any acceptable
conception of Afro-American oppression, indeed, must
include macrostructural analysis, which highlights the
changing yet persistent forms of class exploitation and
political repression of Afro-Americans. In this regard,
even narrow economistic Marxist analyses of Afro-American
oppression are preferable to prevailing bourgeois
perspectives .
...my neo-gramscian approach requires not only a macro-
structural approach but also a broad genealogical
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investigation and a d~tailed microinstitutional (or
1oea1ized) ana 1ys is. 1 4

West's analysis focuses on three moments and are both
micro-institutional and genealogical in nature.

The first moment is a genealogical enquiry into the
discursive conditions that allow for the hegemonic European
(i.e.; white) supremacist logics operative in various epochs in
the West and the counterhegemonic_possibilities available. Here
the enquiry seeks to show how white supremacist logics are guided
by various hegemonic Western philosophies of identity that
suppress difference, heterogeneity, and multiplicity. In West's
vi~w: "Since such discursive suppression impedes counter-
hegemonic practices, these philosophies of identity are not
simply ideologies but rather modes of domination with their own
irreducible dynamic and development".148 A serious
methodological-cum-theoretical obj~ction can be raised against
this type of theoretical formulation as West seems to suggest
that white supremacist logics arise out of the hegemonic western
philosophies. This formulation indeed posits an idealist
epistemology for the examination of dominant relations of
production and reproduction. Moreover, Marx and Engels (1947) are
quite clear on this score when they state that:

If now in considering the course of history we detach the
ideas of the ruling class from the ruling class itself and
attribute them to an independent existence, if we confine
ourselves to saying that these or those ideas were
dominant, without bothering ourselves about the conditions
of production and the producers of these ideas, if we then
ignore the individuals and world conditions which are the
source of these ideas, we can say for instance, that
during the time that the aristocracy was dominant, the
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concepts honor, loyalty, etc., were dominant, during the
dominance of the bourgeoisie the concepts freedom,
equal ity, etc.'O

Marx and Engels, argue quite cogently that it is the
material conditions and the relations of production which
determine and guide white supremacist logics and not metaphysical

philosophies.
The second moment of West's enquiry the

microinstitutional (or localized) analysis examines the
articulation of the white supremacist logics within the everyday
lives of Africans in particular historical contexts determining
the effects on Blacks of the binary oppositions of true/false,
good/evil, pure/impure within white supremacist logics. In West's
view, the second moment aims to show: "how the various white
logics shape African self-identities, influence psychosexual
sensibilities, and help set the context for distinctive Afro-
American cultural styles, linguistic gestures and modes of
res istance." 150

... "historic bloc" promotes a radically historical
approach in which the economic, political, cultural, and

The third moment in West's perspective -- macrostructural
analysis -- seeks to reveal the role and function of
overdetermined class ex~loitation and political repression upon
Blacks. This analysis, however, does not use the traditional
Marxist, base/superstructure distinction. It rejects it by
replacing it with the Gramscian notion of 'historic bloc' as it
is anti-reductionistic as well as anti-economistic. In West's

view:
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ideological regions of a social formation are articulated
and elaborated in the form of overdetermine~ and often
contradictory class and nonclass processes. 1

In the light of this usefulness of the concept 'historic
bloc' West implies that contradictory class and nonclass
processes give rise not merely to structural strains but also
conjunctural opportunities. By extension, one can hypothesize
that these conjunctural opportunities constitute the
'possibility' for counter-hegemonic practices. West is quite
correct in rejecting the nihilism of post-structuralists who seem
to theorize merely about 'endless chains of signifiers', yet he
is quite abstruse in his theoretical/praxeological silences as to
the subjects who are supposed to 'engage in political praxis'
whenever 'conjunctural opportunities' arise. Furthermore, he does
not spell out the 'counterhegemonic possibilities' within his
three theoretical moments. Also in this case West is silent. Yet,
I shall not be silent about his silence Thus the following
observations are apposite:

West's theoretical silences are located within his
particular rendition of the Gramscian notion of 'historic
bloc,.152 By rejecting the 'class remnants' in Gramsci's work, he

reading Gramsci selectively, if not symptomatically. Gramsci,

careers himself into an analytical impasse as he seeks to make
history without subjects. The problem appears to be one of

quite clearly uses the concept of 'historic bloc' not so much as
to 'replace' the base/superstructure 'metaphor' but rather to
establish conjunctural links between the base and superstructure.
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In this sense 'historic bloc' constitutes the 'dialectical
moment' where the ideological, institutional practices of the
ruling class are mediated through fractions of classes to the
economic base. Yet this mediation is not unproblematic as
conjunctural practices at the base or in the superstructure or
simultaneously in each may present severe 'contradictory
crevices' which could be forced open, even further, by the
historic bloc, depending on their basic class interests. This
implies that the historic bloc not merely constitutes a
dialectical relation between the superstructure and the economic
base, but it is also an ensemble of class relations.

These class relations are reflective of the dominant
classes or refractions of classes constituting the historic bloc.
In West's theoretical framework the ensemble of social relations
within the historic bloc are totally missing. In his analysis,
they constitute a theoretic silence. For Gramsci on the other
hand, it is precisely the constitution and alignment of the class
relations that would determine whether or not 'conjunctural
opportunities' would be contested and transformed into counter-
hegemonic practices. In the light of historical experience,
Gramsci accords the working class primacy in his theoretical
formation. Thus, in Gramsci's analysis, within the historic bloc,
the working class can forge links with a multiplicity of classes
or fractions of classes as long as their class interests are
paramount in all counter-hegemonic practices emanating from
within the historic bloc. It is in this context that the role of
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the organic intellectuals of the working class, the worker
councils and the Party acquires praxeological significance as
their social practices inform the 'war of position' and the 'war
of manoeuvre'. 153

Unlike West, Gramsci's theoretical formulations are
structured, determined and advanced within the historically-
specific exigencies of the working class interests. West longs
for a transformed social reality, yet, he fails to tell us upon
whom it devolves to mobilize and organize for a world order where
the discursive and non-discursive practices of racial oppression
and economic exploitation will be no more. In the light of these
analytical silences in West's theoretical perspectives, Urban
Social Movements would not be able to determine the historic-
specificity of the working class. At best, his theory does
indicate the ideological nature of their existential reality of
racial-capitalism. It is silent, however, in relation to the
modes of exploitation at the point of production; the structural
contradictions at the base that might provide the working class
with some conjunctural opportunities for contestation and
transformation; and most importantly it does not tell us much
about the modes of mobilization and organization that would be
required to translate into action his theoretical perspectives.

Precisely by renouncing the primacy of 'class' both as
theoretical and praxeological referent, West seems to do battle
only within the theoretical realm of the superstructure. Urban
Social Movements in South Africa, on the other hand, are not
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merely battling against the ideological constructs that
constitute the superstructure, they are most importantly
organizing and mobilizing against the economic relations of
production which undergird the political and ideological
formations of the ruling bloc. In this sense, West's theory
ignores Marx's famous dictum: "Thus far philosophers have merely
interpreted the world. The point is to change it !" Hence, only a
theory that is firmly rooted in the materiality of human life and
which recognizes the historic mission of the working class, can
advance the struggle for socialism in South(ern) Africa and by
extension in the world at large. West and other Neo-Marxists
(sic) would do well by heeding the poignant observation made by
Vladimir Lenin on the eve of the October 1918 Revolution in
Tzarist Russia:

What is now happening to Marx's theory has, in the course
of history, happened repeatedly to the theories of
revolutionary thinkers and leaders of oppressed classes
fighting for emancipation. During the lifetime of great
revolutionaries, the oppressing classes constantly hounded
them, received their theories with the most savage malice,
the furious hatred and the most unscrupulous campaigns of
lies and slander. After their death, attempts are made to
convert them into harmless icons, to canonize them, so to
say, and to hallow their names to a certain extent for
their 'consolation' of the oppressed classes and with the
object of duping the latter, while at the same time
robbing the revolutionary theory of its sybstance,
blunting its revolutionary edge and vulgarizing it. Today
the bourgeoisie and opportunists within the labor movement
concur in this doctoring of Marxism. They omit, obscure or
distort the revolutionary side of this theory, its
revolutionary soul. They push to the foreground and extol
what it is or seems acceptable to the bourgeoisie (original
emphasis) .154
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In the light of Lenin's condemnation of any form of
bourgeois revisionism and renunciationism let us consider the
import of the classic theories in relation to social change in
South Africa.

Towards a Theory of Social Change in Soyth Africa

Earlier in this chapter it has been made clear that there
are basically two types of epistemological orientations in the
Occident; viz. idealism and materialism. The epistemological
framework which captures the nature of the historic-specificity
of the South African social formation most aptly is historical
materialism as it presents the problematic of the working class
struggle in South(ern) Africa in the framework of continued
conflict between labor and capital. Idealism, on the other hand,
posits a range of idealized abstract notions of environmental
conditions -- social, economic, political and so forth -- in
isolation to one another as being the 'factors' which influence
the basic nature of society. Idealist notions of 'right' or
'wrong', 'good' or 'bad', and associated logical-positivistic
indicators of the 'good society' undergird the normative theories
of bourgeois sCholarship. Such theories are ahistorical and fail
to come to terms with the socially-constructed human practices
within a particular economic-political-ideological conjuncture
that inform the tensions, conflict, contradictions and struggles
in society. At best, they are descriptive and tell us very little
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of the dynamics of social change.
Materialist theories, informed by the conflict between

capital and labor, on the other hand, locate and analyze the
particularized nature of society within the directory and
trajectory of the working class struggle; more specifically, it
explains social change in terms of the relations of production.
For materialist theories, therefore humans make their own history
__ economically, politically and ideologically. This is also true
for South Africa where the social practices of racial oppression
and economic exploitation have rendered most Blacks as part of
the working class and most, if not all whites as part of the
ruling class. It is for this reason that I shall briefly review
the main contributions of the preceding materialist theories to
an understanding of the working class struggle in South Africa.

Geschwender's detailed examination of ethnicity and racial
consciousness demonstrates clearly that 'race' and 'ethnicity'
are social constructs and inform specific ideological-economic-
political practices within a particular conjuncture. Even so,
Geschwender's analyses do not tell us much about the construction
of counter-hegemonic social practices that would subvert the
dominant modes of racial oppression and economic exploitation.
His theoretical insights, nonetheless, provide a useful entree to
a theoretical project that seeks to equip the working class
organizationally with apposite historically-informed analyses in
their battle against the relations of oppression and
exploitation.
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Alexander's theoretical exposition on the construction of
theoretical formations by the organic intellectuals of the
working class is illuminating in so far as it introduces one to
the contending theoretical formations vis-a-vis the South African
nation. Unfortunately, it appears that Alexander assigns
consciousness to the working class. It is one thing to recognize
the import of revolutionary consciousness in respect of social

-change, yet, it is a totally different thing to construct and
promote the requisite consciousness amongst the oppressed and
exploited. Whilst Alexander argues cogently in respect of the
former, his theoretical project is totally silent in respect of
the latter -- an unfortunate praxeological omission? In relation
to social change in South Africa, the working class has to
understand and accept their historic mission in the struggle for
Socialism on the sub-continent and by extension in the world at

large.
Cornel West's project that seeks to illuminate the logics

of western philosophies in the construction of white supremacy
and the effect of overdetermined class exploitation and political
repression upon Blacks is useful insofar it clarifies to the
oppressed and exploited of the world ~he historically-informed
nature of ideological constructs of '990d/bad', 'ugly/beautiful',
'black/white' and so forth undergirding the ensemble of dominant
social relations. Even so, West does not address the means
through which the exploited and oppressed are supposed to become
aware of the insights of his theoretical project. More
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importantly, he does not tell us anything about the nature of the
subjects upon whom it would devolve to promote the insights of
his theoretical project. At the level of praxis, therefore,
West's project is quite abstruse mainly because he prefers to
renounce the primacy of 'class' in the explanation of oppression
and exploitation. West's renunciationism makes his theory very
weak in respect of social change in a world that is' increasingly
the playground of the imperialist class from the undulating hills
of California to the Apartheid shores of South Africa. His
theory, therefore, dwells entirely in the superstructure and
fails to recognize (indeed, West chooses to ignore) the import of
the class relations in society. Consequently, he seeks to
theorize 'class' totally out of existence.

Also, by focusing on 'localized expressions' of oppression
and exploitation, West underemphasizes the world-wide experience
of capitalist relations of production that inform the specificity
of racial oppression. In an age of unsurpassed technology, this
world has become a global village for capital and the 'common
ground' of labor in their struggle for Socialism. Ignoring the
imperialist relations of power that undergird the specificity of
racism from an era of colonialism to the present conjuncture of
the U.S. industrial-military complex is to ignore the
ideological-economic-political imperatives underlying social
change. West's theory is not necessarily wrong, it is simply
incomplete in its overdetermined superstructurality. Hence, for
it to have any praxeological significance, it has to be recast in
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terms of the relations of production.
Likewise, the theories advanced by Geschwender and

Alexander are helpful as they respectively illuminate the
historical-specificity of ethnic and race consciousness and the
contending theoretical formations informing the construction of a
particular nation. Even so, they all, perhaps with the exception
of the Alexandrian theory, underemphasize the international
struggle of the working class agalnst capitalist relations of
production. Alexander's theoretical boldness in respect of the
working class, as the vanguard of the struggle for Socialism in
South Africa, constitutes the basis of my own theory of social
change. At the same time however, I do recognize the import of
revolutionary consciousness in the struggle against oppression
and exploitation. In this case, both Geschwender and West's
theoretical insights are useful for locating and determining the
economic-ideological-political and historical-specificity of
particular social practices. In relation to social change in
South Africa, let me be clear:

Any theory that seeks to advance social change in South
Africa, i.e. the construction of Socialist Azania, must be
located within the historical-specificity of racial oppression
and economic exploitation. This means that the interrelated
nature of 'race' and 'class' in the relations of production
within a particular conjuncture must be recognized. 'Racial
oppression' and 'economic exploitation' at the point of
production converge for the working class. This, however, does
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not mean that all Blacks are economically exploited as not all of
them belong to the working class.

Since the Black working class experience the simultaneity
of racial oppression and exploitation, they are structurally in
the best position to struggle against exploitative relations of
production. However, in respect of racial oppression, the other
fractions of Black classes might also feel alienated from the
ideological constructs that interpellate them in the South
African social formation as 'inferior etc'. In this sense,
fractions of other Black classes share, differeptially, the
common forms of racial oppression with the Black working class.
However, racial oppression, per se does not serve as a source of
organization and mobilization against the capitalist relations of
production.

There seems to be evidence that Black capitalists would
prefer racial oppression rather than to forego their interest in
capitalism even if the conditions that inform their particular
modes of capital accumulation might be thwarted by racist laws;
e.g. the group areas act which till recently, in South Africa,
prohibited Blacks to pursue their business interests in the
central districts of cities. On the other hand, such restrictions
may very well favor the interests of some Black petite
bourgeoisie. For example, in many Black townships, the Black
petty bourgeoisie are assured of a captive market. Thus, one must
not 'idealize' or 'romanticize' the concept 'black' in respect of
the struggle for social change in South Africa, but rather locate
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and explain oppression and exploitation in terms of a particular
conjuncture --.i.e. the existing and changing situation on the
ground that determines the ensemble of social relations. In this
regard, such a project must not merely be 'localized', it must at
all times be informed by the overall situation in South (ern)
Africa and the world at large.155 Moreover, a project aimed at
fundamental social change must necessarily contest and transform
the dominant social relations of production and reproduction
within a particular conjuncture.

In this respect, Manning Marable's observation in his How
Capitalism underdeveloped Black America (1983) should inform
revolutionary praxis:

The nonwhite businessperson is the personification of the
legitimizing and rational character of capitalism. For
white corporations, he/she serves to perpetuate the
illusion that anyone can "make it" within the existing
socioeconomic order, if only he/she works sufficiently at
it. For the state, the black entrepreneur represents the
role model of proper civic behavior that the5 unruly and
"nonproductive" black masses should follow.1 6
Marable's observation points directly to the major task

facing the working class, not merely in South Africa, but indeed
in the world at large; viz. the demythologization of social
conditions by subverting the ideological hegemony of the ruling
bloc (ruling class in alliance with fractions of other classes).
The construction of counter-hegemonic practices to dislodge
dominant illusions both at ~he point of production (e.g. the myth
that if you work harder and longer you can make it in the current
system) as well as in the superstructure ( e.g.the ideology,
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perpetrated educational practices that some people by nature are
inferior whilst others are superior; cf.I.Q. tests and
systematized testing etc). This view, as indicated in the ensuing
section, has major theoretical and practical implications for
urban social movements in South Africa in the latter part of the
twentieth century.

The Specificity of Urban Social Movements in Soyth Africa

South Africa, particularly in the wake of the 1976 Soweto
insurrection, has literally become the academic 'market place' of
the world. Perhaps it is indicative of the seriousness with which
scholars have come to approach their task on the one hand or on
the other, it could also be an indication of the extent to which
the liberation struggle in South{ern) Africa has become the
prized commodity on the' international market place' .157 Many of
the books dealing with the 'crisis in South(ern) Africa range
from the intellectually abstruse to the socially cathartic.1SS

Even those focusing on the urban struggles are highly selective
and lack praxeological import.1S9 Internally, particularly the
young academics, in recent years, have come to realize the
untenable nature of the 'intellectual state of affairs' in
respect of the struggle for socialism in South{ern) Africa.

Thus, Dan Smit (1985) in a paper entitled Towards a
Framework for Ana1ysjng Commynity Strygg1es, argues that there
are different 'criteria' on which to judge the class relatedness
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of commun ity strugg 1es. 160 Smi t , however, does not exp 1icit 1y
indicate the significance of 'class'in community struggles. One
could, however, readily infer from his discussion that he
considers 'class' to be significant for the promotion of
transformational practices. This conclusion is perhaps best
reflected in his suggestions to community organizations:

1. Encourage participation from collective organizations
of the working class such as the trade unions.

2. Draw at least some of the leadership in the community from
these organizations.

3. Organize around issues which challenge capitalist social
relations of production and which engender the development
of class consciousness.

5. Place great emphasis on the building of democratic
structures.

4. Provide interpretations of community issues which promote
class based understanding.

7. Link community organizations to broader unifying movements
in both the workplace and on the political terrain .

6. Avoid an emphasis on defensive practices but also consider
positive attempts to create socialist practices within
existing social relations.

Smit's proposals to community organizations reflect,

.8. Work hard at mobilizing members of the working class who
otherwise would not be able to participate in class
practices. lSI

amongst others, the need for working class leadership and
perspectives in the project for transformative practices in
South(ern) Africa. As he realizes, however, this is easier said
than done as the conjunctural relations -- economic, political. ,
and ideological -- are far more problematical than it appears.
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~ow is one to decide whether or not a community organization is
working class oriented or not? Second, what guarantees does one
have that working class interests would indeed at all times be
paramount in both the organizational and mobilizational moments
of struggle, i.e. how does one guard against the potential
hijacking by other class fractions, particularly the petite
bourgeoisie, of the working class_struggle? Also, when and on
what grounds are links to be established with other classes? And
third, how does one explain the historic-specificity of community
struggles in South Africa? Are they predominantly working class
oriented or not? What is the significance of 'class' as opposed
to 'race', 'gender' and 'ethnicity' in the South African social
formation vis-a-vis urban social movements?

In his analysis of the theory on working class struggle,
Smit readily admits the particularized nature of the South
African struggle for socialism. The oppressed and exploited in
South Africa are not merely dominated as members of the working
class; they are also dominated in relation to gender and race. It
is therefore the specificity of the class-race-gender
relationships that need to be recognized and transformed in the
struggle for socialist Azania (South Africa). For Smit, the class
membership of the participants in the urban struggles, the issues
which inform their struggle, the level of consciousness that
accompanies particular struggles and the objectives and processes
that characterize a particular struggle influence the potential
contribution of community struggles toward the construction of
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socialist Azania.
In short, Smit argues that there are severe limitations in

trying to identify class struggles purely in class positions of
the participants as such an approach is highly categorical. In
his view, it is theoretically possible for the same individual to
be a member of a particular class in one struggle and of another
in some other struggle. Here he ~efers to the example of a
trade-unionized worker in a factory who is also a landlord in the
sphere of reproduction or who is the owner of stocks in a
company. Whilst theoretically, one cannot fault Smit's
reservation, one would indeed be hard pressed to prove his
theoretical position in the objective material conditions of the
oppressed and exploited in South Africa.

Also, perhaps, one has to judge community struggles in
terms of their social practices on the ground and perhaps, more
importantly, in terms of the consistency with which they espouse
and pursue the construction of socialist programmes for their
respective communities. In this case one would have an objective
indication of the level of consciousness with which participants
(leaders and members) in community struggles advance the
interests of the working class. Thus the conceptual referent of
'class' only assumes transformational significance in the social
practices of the oppressed and exploited. It is not only the form
of community struggles that is important e.g. strike or bus
boycott but also its material content -- economically,
ideologically and politically. Hence the significance of urban
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social movements is to be evaluated in terms of their
conjunctural specificity on the one hand and on the other, in
relation to the struggle for socialism in South(ern) Africa. That
they will continue to playa significant role in the structuring
of emergent social relations in South(ern) Africa, is beyond
d~spute. Mark Swilling (1987) is well within the mark when he
observes, in relation to East Lon90n, South Africa, that:

the struggle over the spatial organization
of social organization of social relations that is taking
place throughout South Africa: where people live; how
they travel between home and work; who should govern the
city; and their overall exploited and oppressed condition
that 'separate development' reinforces. Whether this
culminates in a reformist or revolutionary transformation
of the apartheid urban and regional system will obviously
depend on how divisions between state and capital evolve,
and on the fate of the crisis-ridden economy. Nevertheless,
the role of the urban social movements will crucially shape
the political terrai6n on which post-apartheid alternatives
will be worked out.1iZ

Whilst Swilling's observation illuminates the nature and
overall intensity of the struggle for the cities in South Africa,
his unproblematic reliance on the Castellian notion of urban
social movements raises serious questions: First and foremost, as
argued earlier., it is to be questioned whether indeed urban
social movements can only be defined in terms of 'collective
consumption issues' .163 In South Africa, on the contrary, it is
abundantly clear that urban social movements emerge in response
to a host of economic, political and ideological issues. Perhaps,
most importantly, urban social movements are ridden with
tensions, contradictions and conflicts vis-a-vis their
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organizational strategies, tactics, objectives and overall action
programmes in their respective constituencies. They are not
monolithic blocs who fight the state and its repressive policies
in unison. Thus, not merely are urban social movements struggling
against the Apartheid regime they are also struggling against
particular forms of ideological and political tendencies in their
very ranks.

Swilling, in his case study on East London does not make
these contradictions, tensions and forms of conflict explicit in
his transmutation of the Castellian notion of urban social
movement to the South African context. The economic, ideological
and political contours defining the struggle between urban social
movements and the Apartheid State are not as neatly drawn as
implied by Swilling, but are characterized by contours of
ideological vacillation, economic quagmires and political
inexactitudes. It is these contextual particularities of
contradictions, tensions, and cleavages which define the
conjunctural possibilities for contestatory and transformative
action both within the State on the one hand and in relation to
urban social movements on the other. It is, therefore, the
constitution and alignment of the economic, ideological and
political relations in the arena of struggle that determines the
social profile of urban social movements -- their trajectory and
potential to usher in social change on the sub-continent.

More importantly, perhaps, social change is not to be
reduced to 'observable effects' to be determined by either the
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absence or presence of certain structural elements a la Castells
but should be viewed in terms of the dialectical processes
undergirding oppression and liberation, exploitation and
contestation. Viewed dialectically, it is the social relations-
cum-power relations which determine the nature, form and content
of social change and not the 'structural effects' as a frozen
eventuality. Conceptually, therefore, social change is a process
characterized by its multi-levelled, multi-structured, dispersed,
continuous, fractured, discontinuous form and the structuring and
restructuring relations that comprise its economic-political-
ideological content. Whilst I accept Castells's structuralist
critique of the abstract humanism of Western Marxism, at the same
time, however, I oppose his undialectical rejection of All

humanism a la Louis Althusser. Specifically, I do not subscribe
to the Althusserian view that there is a complete epistemological
and theoretical break between the young humanist Marx of the ~
Bryma;re (1852) and the mature Marx of Capjtal.184

It is at this backdrop of the specificity of the South
African social formation that I present my analytical framework
for studying urban social movements in Metropolitan Cape Town.

To understand the nature, form, and political significance

Analytical procedures to Conduct This Stydy

of urban social movements in Metropolitan Cape Town, one must
first establish the basic trends of the urban crisis and more
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specifically the political crisis which informs it. This is
necessary not only for placing urban social movements 'in their
context' but also for identifying the empirical matter that
constitutes this social process. I then present the basic social
characteristics and evolution of the movements as an historical
phenomenon followed by an analysis of some of the neighborhood
associations, e.g. Manenberg Neighborhood Association and
Mitchell's Plain Neighborhood Association. After having analyzed
the trajectory and directory of these neighborhood associations,
I explore some theoretical perspectives on urban social movements
by studying the social relationships between a particular urban
social movement and the national movements. Finally, I
summarize my main arguments in the form of a theoretical
framework which I subject to empirical investigation.

Methodologjcal Issyes

My basic units of observation are neighborhood
associations. This option entirely relies on the specificity of
the social movements in Cape Town. They are multi-issue
movements, unified around a territorial basis (cf. figure 2), so
neighborhood associations are the real empirical unit around
which mobilization happens.

There is no organizationally unified movement, but instead
a collective process, highly diversified and decentralized, that

.can only be reconstructed by articulating different local
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Figure 2. Map of Cape Town and Environs.
Source: Divisional Council, Cape Town. (1985). Databank, base map

of Metropolitan Cape Town.
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experiences. Hence, I investigate a sample of the neighborhood
associations, and study each process in its local setting before
integrating the main observed trends into a more general
theoretical framework.15i The results are produced as a result
of:

1. Locating this study within tha history of the Cape Town
Metropolitan Area;

2. Focusing on the internal structure of neighborhood
mobilization;

3. Analyzing the evolution of social movements in the 1970's as
closely related to social and political conflicts in Cape Town.

Each of the aforementioned levels of observation requires
sources of data and modes of analysis, as described below: Here
the research goal is to link different approaches around a
theoretical framework, proceeding by successive steps from the
more general interpretation to the more specific and formalized
analysis. I try to show how different forms of mdbilization are
produced and how they contest the dominant relations of power
within a particular economic-ideological conjuncture. But my
analysis, although theoretically constructed, remains specific to
Cape Town's social context. To broaden its scope to a more
general theory of social movement on social change, the Cape
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Town's findings will have to be related to other experiences,
enabling us to observe the creation of urban mobilization under
different social contexts. However, such a comparative
perspective requires first, as in the case of this study, that
the specific social process be observed within a specific
context. This study, therefore, ·seeks to lay the ground,
theoretically and empirically, for the building of an
historically-informed theory of social change. The validity of
such a theory depends on the validity of the historical
observation, and for this reason I adumbrate, here below, the
techniques used at different levels of analysis:

The research on urban social movements in Cape Town are
based on four different sources of information and be jointly
used to check and complement each other:

1. In-depth interviews with key informants (most of them leaders)
of a selected sample of neighborhood associations;

2. Participant observation in the movements by becoming directly
involved in the activities of the movements;

3. Archives and organizational files of the Federation of
Neighborhood Associations, the Cape Action League and the Cape
Area Housing Action Committee;

4. Documents and research monographs (many of them unpublished)
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on Cape Town's urban problems.

Interviews of Members of Neighborhood Associations

Interviews of key informants of a targeted sample of
neighborhood associations -- these are focused interviews, quite
general in nature, but always covering at least the range of
topics as in the interviews guideline. When possible, it is a
group interview, with representatives of different tendencies of
the neighborhood association. Most interviews are with the
neighborhood's main leader, sometimes with other members.
Information obtained through the interviews have been
systematically checked through direct knowledge of the
neighborhood, informal meetings with residents, examination of
Associations'internal documents and press clippings.

Sample

The following criteria were used to select the sample:

1. All very active, large, and successful neighborhood
associations are included, but a variety of levels of
mobilization are kept. The neighborhood associations selected
are: BOkmakierie/Bridgetown/Silvertown/Kewtown, Bonteheuwe',
Elsies River, Manenberg, Langa, Crossroads, Kensington/Factreton,
Grassy Park/Lotus River, Mitchell's Plain, Gleemoor,
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Thornhill/Rylands;

2. They cover the whole range of urban situations, according to a
typology constructed on the basis of my analysis of the urban
crisis in Metropolitan Cape Town;

3. They include, as far as possible, a variety of political
orientations in the leadership;

4. They include, as far as possible, all social classes
participating in neighborhood mobilization;

Interview Gyidelines

1. History of Association

Where was it formed, why and how; social characteristics
of:
(a) membership
(b) Steering Committee, membership number, number of active
members, organizational force, legal status, relationship with
different social groups, relationship with the administration,
relationship with the media; relationship with professional
circles; relationship with other liberation movements;
relationship with political parties; phases of evolution in the
life of the association;
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2. Urban and social characteristics of the neighborhood;

3. Most important urban struggles led by the Association. Issue
underlying struggle; demand by the association; focus(es) of the
struggle; effects produced by each struggle;

4. Relationship to the political process;

5. Relationship to the neighborhood life;

6. Vision of Cape Town and of urban policies;
(The interviews were conducted in a non-directive way, so the
sequence did not necessarily follow the guideline. But in the
end, most aspects of it were covered in most interviews.
Specific quantitative information, such as membership or precise
dates for events, were obtained through documents of the
association. )

Organization of Dissertation

Over and above this introductory chapter, this dissertation
consists of:

Chapter 2:
Conceptualization of the Urban Crisis; The South African
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Crisis; The Urban Crisis in Cape Town.

Chapter 3:
The Trajectory and Directory of Mobilization in Cape Town;

From organization to mobilization on the Cape Flats; Urban
Mobilization and Urban Problems in Cape Town;

Chapter 4:
The cultural significance of urban social movements; Class,

Power, and Culture in Cape Town; Urban Social Movements and
Political Activists in Cape Town; The Role of Ideology in the
Urban Social Movements in Cape Town;
Unity and Struggle.

Chapter 5:
From domination to contestation; a preliminary assessment of

urban social movements in Metropolitan Cape Town, South Africa.
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ENDNOTES

:The specificity of the South African liberation struggle is the
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conditions and conjunctural contradictions underlying the South
African social formation, the work by Saul, J. and Gelb, S.
(1986): Crisis in South Africa, London: Zedd Books, is perhaps,
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unemployed, unemployable, part-time employed, the role of the ANC
in practice as opposed to 'taking statements by organizations
like the National Forum, the United Democratic Front and others
'on face value'. Murray, perhaps, needs to recognize that social
practices determine the nature of struggle and not verbal
utterances of policy objectives, however inspiring in respect of
the 'workers' republic' the latter may sound! cf. also North, J.
(1986) Freedom Rising, New York: Macmillan.
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Economic History, University of Cape Town; Cobbett, W. et al.
(1986). South Africa's Regional Political Economy: A Critical
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3, 137-168; Thompson, L.(1985) The Political Mythology of
Apartheid. New York: Vail-Ballou Press; (1982). Constitutional
Proposals. Work in Progress, 24, 9-15; Lodge, T. (1983). Black
politics in South Africa since 1945. Johannesburg: Ravan Press;
Saul, J.S. & Gelb, S. (1986): The Crisis in South Africa: New
York: Monthly Review Press, pp. 211-245.

3Under the influence of pressure groups job reservation has been
abolished in most economic sectors; trade unions have been
legalized; property rights have been extended to 'urban' Blacks;
quasi-political rights have been extended to 'Coloured' and
'Indian' and African townships; and educational 'reform' is being
emphasized. Change does not necessarily imply a 'break' with the
status quo, on the contrary, it could lead to the entrenchment of
racial capital.
4Management Committees and the Community Council System were
designed to 'represent' respectively the interests of so-called
Coloureds and Africans at the local level. Cf. Cameron, R.C.
(1986). Cape Town City Council: Policy Analysis. Paper
presented to the Conference on Western Cape, Roots and Realities,
Centre for African Studies, University of Cape Town, pp. 31-57.
The tri-cameral parliament, though an updated version of Grand
Apartheid, is the obvious attempt of the Government to
democratize South Africa. In this respect, see for example: Saul,
J.S. and S. Gelb, (1986). pp. 211-245.
5Urban social movements are of a political character in most
countries of the South ( so-called developing countries), This
is not necessarily true for the countries of the North (so-called
developed countries) as borne out by the theoretical and
conceptual framework undergirding my research.
SThe social practices of urban social movements are quite often
aimed at human emancipation from different forms of oppression
and exploitation. demonstrating that under particular conditions
people do contest the dominant relations of power in society as
conscioys subjects of their particular experiences of deprivation
on the one hand and on the other as makers of a new economic-
political-ideological reality where social justice for all people
will reign supreme. In this sense, as the French sociologist,
Touraine, A. (1977), in his The Se1f-prodyctjon of Society.
Chicago: University of Chicago, p.316. observes: ..... the
colonized native who rebels or the militant worker -even though
he may come forward only to demand more bread, or because he is
reacting to an insult-has a representation of the conflict in
which he is engaged and a project of society. These historical
actors, combatants in social movements, have a double will toward
creation and control or what comes to the same thing, a utopia
and an ideology. They want to manage their own society and to
combat the adversary who is preventing them from doing so
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(original emphasis)." In this case, therefore, urban social
movements are the spatial and temporal manifestation of conscious
human action seeking to change dominant social practices
fundamentally. This also means that they quite often do not only
focus on the problems that are associated with a particular city,
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observation on p. 210: "This is the classical Chicago stance: a
determination to use the intellectual resources of sociology to
wrest a fuller realisation of liberal values from a society whose
predominating groups are unwilling or unable to reach beyond the
selfish interests of their occupational group or ecological
niche."
29The series of essays contained in the classic work: THE CITY,
(1925) by Robert E. Park, Ernest W.Burgess and Roderick D.
McKenzie, Chicago University Press. More specifically, in his
essay entitled :The City: Suggestions For The Investigation Qf
Human Behavior In The Urban Environment, Park defines the city
essentially in individualist terms. He states on p. 1: "The city
is ...a state of mind, a body of customs and traditions and of
organized attitudes and sentiments that inhere in these customs
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construction. It is involved in the vital processes of the people
who compose it; it is a product of nature, and particularly
of human nature." Thus, according to Park human nature determines
the nature of the city. More importantly, he states that the
development of a specific city is the outcome of natural
processes. In Park's rendition, therefore, the city develops
naturally and orderly and most importantly it is the habitat of
,c iv il ized man'.
30perhaps, more noteworthy is the Darwinian organic naturalism
with which Park introduces the existence of potential conflict in
cities. On pp. 7-8, Ibid., he observes that: "As the city
increases in population, the subtl~r influences of sympathy,
rivalry, and economic necessity tend to control the distribution
of population. Business and industry seek advantageous locations
and draw around them certain portions of the population. There
spring up fashionable residence quarters from which the poorer
classes are excluded because of the increased value of the land.
Then there grows up slums which are inhabited by great numbers of
poorer classes who are unable to defend themselves from
association with the derelict and vicious."
31Ibid.
32Cf. Ibid., p.7. where Park avers that: "Under the complex
influences of the city life, what may be called the normal
neighborhood sentiment has undergone many curious and interesting
changes, and produced many ynysyal types of local communities (my
emphases)."
33Cf. Ibid., p.8. where Park seeks to understand the efforts that
would be required to "reconstruct and quicken the life of city
neighborhoods to bring them into touch with the larger interests
of the commynity (my emphasis)." Whilst Park does not define
what he means by 'larger interests of the community', it is quite
clear from his discourse that he favors the interests of the
dominant class. His description of working class neighborhoods in
the city of Chicago, San Francisco and New York is not merely
simplistic. On the contrary, it is glaringly racist.On p. 9 he
seems to blame the victims for their social conditions when he
states: "In American cities the attempt has been made to renovate
~ neighborhoods by the construction of playgrounds and the
introduction of supervised sports of various kinds, including
municipal dances in municipal dance halls. These and other
devices which are intended primarily to elevate the moral tone of
the segregated populations of great cities should be studied in
connection with the investigation of the neighborhood in general.
They should be studied, in short, not merely for their own sake,
but for what they can reveal to us of hyman behavior and hyman
nature generally (my emphases)."
34Cf. Ibid., p. 12. In this case Park appears to present the city
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in highly anthropomorphic and abstract terms by arguing that it
'offers a market'.
35Marx, & Engels (1986). Selected Works,
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Black Insurgency. 1930-1970. Chicago: University of Chicago
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37Ibid., p.7.
38Cf. Ibid., pp. 29-32. Here McAdam does not define what he means
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suggests that he refers to the predominantly working class
residents in the ghettoes of Chicago, New York, Los Angeles,
Detroit and so forth. Whilst he criticizes the behavioralists for
the lack of attention which they pay to the political relations
undergirding the social conditions that give rise to protest
movements, he however, is quite deterministic and expedient in
the way he argues his case on p. 11 when he states:
"What is missing in the classical model is any discussion of the
larger political context in which social insurgency occurs.
Movements do not emerge in a vacuum. Rather they are profoundly
shaped by a wide range of environmental factors that condition
both the objective possibilities for ·successful protest as well
as the popular perception of insurgent prospects (my emphasis)."
McAdam does not indicate the nature of the 'political context'

nor does he define what he means by 'environmental factors'.
39Ibid.
40Ibid., p.16.
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movement (my emphasis)." McCarthy does not define 'those who
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that inform the State.
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assassination of Leon Trotsky; August 1987. Published by Labor
PUblications, Detroit, Michigan, p.1.
~5~ighlighting the international nature of capitalism in the
latter part of the Twentieth Century, the International Committee
of the Fourth International, on 20 November 1987, included,
amongst others, the following observation, in their resolution on
The World Economic Crisis and the Struggle for Socialism: pp. 1&4

" The worldwide stock market crash, which began with the
collapse of Wall Street on October 19, has opened up a new stage
in the capitalist crisis and heralds a period of revolutionary
class struggles internationally ...The simultaneous collapse of
share markets in one country after- another has demonstrated the
world character of the capitalist crisis and directs and directs
the attention of Marxists to the fundamental contradictions of
the capitalist system which have produced the collapse. The
socialist revolution is not an event which emerges simply out of
the conjunctural changes in the economic situation. It arises out
of great historical problems which can be solved only by the
working class."

"The very development of the productive forces on an
international scale and the establishment of integrated world
production by vast multinational corporations has intensified the
most basic contradiction of capitalism in the epoch of
imperialism: that between the world market and the division of
the world into nation-states. Having internationalized production
on an unprecedented scale, the bourgeoisie represents the
greatest obstacle to the further development of the productive
forces and threatens them with destruction through slump, trade
conflicts and war. The international working class must resolve
this contradiction by freeing the productive forces from the
destructive confines of the capitalist system. It must abolish
the capitalist nation-state by means of the socialist revolution
and establish a rationally planned socialist economy, built upon
integrated world production, the preconditions for which have
already been established under capitalism." Resolution published
by Labor Publications, Detroit, Michigan.
15~arable, M. (1983). How Capitalism Underdeveloped Black
America. Boston: South End Press, p. 138.
157Cf. note no. 1 above.
158Cf. Finnegan, W. (1986). Crossing the Line. A Year in the Land
Of Apartheid. New York: Harper and Row. This book is perhaps the
best example of the journalistic attempts by some
'philanthropists in the late 20th Century' to cover the
oppression and exploitation in South Africa. Whilst one
invariably feels somewhat disgusted at the 'commercial motives'
underlying the spate of books appearing on the 'book market' for
international consumption, a work like this one by Finnegan is
perhaps cathartic to both writer and reader. His 'trouble'
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(p.356) of coming to terms with the validity of the book
underscores the paradoxical contribution such works make to the
struggle for socialism on the sub-continent: "What was I really
doing, I wondered, describing Third World Politics and daily
life, and all the permutations of my First World reactions
thereto, for the leisure time of those Americans whose education
and class inclined them to read such things. Was I doing
anything, that is, beyond satisfying some of the curiosity, of
the wealthy about how the rest of the world lived, beyond
irritating and then massaging the thousand loose-waving nerves of
liberal guilt? What right did I have to fix real people's lives
inside my American frame?" The asking of this question, in
itself, is significant as the ins~tiable arrogance and
ideological hegemony of Americans vis-a-vis humans elsewhere in
the world is no longer taken for granted.
153In fact,in South Africa there seems to be an increasing gap, at
University level, between urban research and urban problems. It,
furthermore, appears that academics ignore, conveniently, the
sources of social change and fail to identify with sufficient
accuracy the power relations underlying particular economic-
political-ideological practices, lest they being branded
Communist agitators and Marxist sympathizers!
160Smit, D. (1985). Towards a Framework for Analysing Community
Struggles. Paper presented to the Association for Sociology in
Southern Africa, Cape Town, 1-4 July 1985, p. 2.
161Ibid., p. 17.
16~ark Swilling's observation in Tomlinson, R. & Addleson, M.
(eds.). (1987). Regional Restructuring under-Apartheid: Urban and
Regional Policies. Contemporary South Africa. johannesburg: Ravan
Press, p. 152.
163Ibid., p. 150.
164Cf. note no. 105 above.
16~ne could, perhaps, single out three major flaws in the
methodology that characterizes logical positivist research on
urban social movements; viz:
i. The fetishization of science (scientism);
ii. The myth of objectivity (academic asceticism);
iii. Masking ruling class interests (social obscuranticism).
Here below, I elaborate on each of the aforementioned features of
logical positivist research and where deemed necessary cite
appropriate examples. I draw extensively from Reason, P.& Rowan,
J. (eds.). (1981). Human Inayiry. A Sourcebook of New paradigm
Research. London: John Wiley, pp.xiv-xvi, pp. 489-492.
In this respect, the following 'research' on (urban) social
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movements provides ample evidence of the essentially
atheoretical, ahistorical nature of the logical positivist
paradigm:
McAdam, D. (1982). Black Insurgency. 1930-1970. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, pp. 1-59. Friedman, D. & McAdam, D.
(1988). Networks, Choices and the Life of a Social Movement.
Paper presented at the Conference on Frontiers in Social Movement
Theory at the University of Michigan, June 1988; Jenkins, C. J.
1988: The New Movements and the Party System. The transformation
of the interest intermediation system. Paper presented at the
Conference on Frontiers in Social Movement Theory at the
University of Michigan, June 1988;- McCarthy, J. D. (1988).
Exploring sources of Rapid Social Movement Growth: The Role of
Organization Form, Consensus Support, and elements of the
American State. Paper presented at the Conference on Frontiers
in Social Movement Theory at the University of Michigan, June
1988; Oliver, P. & Marwell, G. (1988). Mobilizing Technologies
and the Micro-meso link. Paper presented at the Conference on
Frontiers in Social Movement Theory at the University of
Michigan, June 1988; Snow, D. (1988). Master Frame and Cycles of
Protest. Paper presented at the Conference on Frontiers of Social
Movement Theory at the University of Michigan, June 1988;
Miller, M. (1981). Community organization USA: the view from the
movement. International Joyrnal of Urban and Regional Researc~,
~,4, 565-572. Miller's presentation is patriotic even
jingoistic as he argues that social movements are essentially an
American experience (sic!) His paper is a classic example of
unadulterated bourgeois liberalism divorced from most, if not
all, soc ia 1 rea 1ity .

i. The fet;shizat;on of science (scientism):
It is common knowledge that social science research, in order to
acquire an aura of respectability in the academic community, for
the most part, particularly in North America, has uncritically
adopted the natural science model as ~ standard framework for
researching questions, problems and issues underlying and
constituting human experience. Consequently, most research
dealing with (urban) social movements accepts a standardized
version of homo sapiens in its social context resulting, amongst
others, in a specific model of the person, the type of language
used to define, particular human experiences, and the measures
used to delineate diverse or associated economic, political,
ideological and cultural processes. The following hallmarks of
logical positivism, in its quest for 'scientific respectability',
are not merely philosophically unsound, they are ultimately
sociologically untenable:
-- Model of the person: People are viewed separate from their
usual social contexts, as units to be moved into research
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designs, manipulated, and moved out again. People are seen as
alienated and self-contained, stripped of all that gives their
action meaning, and in this way they are trivialized. Smelser, N.
J. (1962). Theory of Collective Behavior. New York: The Free
Press, p.11, for example, explains the origin of social movements
on the basis of anxiety, fantasy and hostility towards the
'normative' order. Here, the individual is blamed for his/her
lack of integration into the existing order without any attempt
whatsoever being made to analyze the alienating practices of
racial oppression and economic exploitation that might give rise
to the 'malevolent behavior' of a particular individual or group
of individuals or community. In my research, however, individuals
are considered as 'being constitut~e of and constituted by an
ensemble of social relations and are not reducible to any linear
singularity of homo economicys but rather as subject of a
labyrinth of nodalities common to homo sociologjcys within a
particular social formation.
-- Positivism: The entire language of 'operational definitions',
'dependent and independent variables' and so forth is highly
suspect. It assumes that people, at the whims and caprices of the
researcher, can be reduced to a set of variables which are
somehow equivalent across persons and across situations - a most
ludicrous assumption! In this regard, the literature abounds
with examples where orthodox researchers are listing a great
number of 'factors' which are allegedly responsible for the
occurrence of a particular event. Depending on the hypothesis
(tentative solution to the problem) of the researcher, a
particular factor can either be a constant or a variable. The
selection of such factors, the designation of some of them as
'constants' whilst others are ranked 'variables' is quite often
without any historical-cum-theoretical foundation. Let me return
to Smelser's work where he attributes the origin of social
movements to personal anxiety, hostility and fantasy. What would
be construed as 'fantasy', 'hostility' or 'anxiety' ? Are not
all these behavioral categories historically-informed and
socially-determined? In other words, what is the cultural,
political, ideological and even political content and form of
these categories. When, for example, is something real and when
is something fantasy? What are the criteria on which such a
judgement is supposed to be based? For example, in South
Africa, it might be considered a fantasy, by the powers that be,
to espouse political rights for all people whereas the
disenfranchised may very well construe such aspiration as the
raison d'etre of the liberation struggle, thereby reconstructing
and realigning the discursive practices within a particular
conjuncture. In this case the discursive practice of affirming,
asserting and struggling for liberation, has its positionality
within the ensemble of social relations and is not reducible, as
Michel Foucault seems to imply, in the articulatory moment of
dominant thought, speech and knowledge. It is the ensemble of
social relations which constitute the domain of contestation and
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where the discursive and non-discursive (eg. institutional)
formations are structured and deconstructed through hegemonic and
counter-hegemonic practices. Urban social movements constitute an
articulatory moment in a particular discursive universe (i .e.
discursive practices comprising a specific discursive formation
e.g. reformism, liberalism, revisionism, materialism etc.) by
reconstructing through diachronic (i.e. by inserting evidence
into the historical context) and synchronic (i.e. by
juxtaposition and analogy) practices of the dominant relations of
power - economically, politically and ideologically.
-- Reductionism: Studying variables rather than persons or groups
or communities is a flight from reality, a flight from
understanding in depth, a flight from knowing human phenomena as
wholes. It means that the person, group, community as such is
never known. Geschwender, James A. (1971). Social Structure and
the Negro Revolt: An Examination of Some Hypotheses. In
Geschwender, James A. (Editor) : The Black Revolt. Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, pp. 33-43 p. 40, for example, explains the
emergence of the civil rights movement in terms of the
differences in the education, income and occupational level of
whites and blacks. The question which cries out for attention,
however, is : what about those blacks who do not have any formal
schooling or who are chronically unemployed? Are these so-
called 'factors' encompassing enough to explain the social
relations of power within society? As pointed out earlier, I do
not think so.
-- Reification: Processes are continually turned into things.
Test results are continually turned into things. All of this
smacks of intellectual machination and moral bankruptcy. In this
respect, compare for example, Dahl, R. A. 1967: Plyralist
Democracy in the United States. Chicago: Rand McNally, p. 24 on
democratic pluralism: In his view conflict in society is resolved
"because one center of power is set against another, power itself
will be tamed, civilized, controlled and limited to decent human
purposes, while coercion ...will be reduced to a minimum." Dahl's
teleological determinacy, his prophetic exactitude and overall
value-laden argument makes no room for an historically-informed,
socially-constructed alternative to his democratic pluralism.
More specifically, in relation to the origin of urban social
movements, contrary to Dahl's views' one often finds that power
is not evenly distributed - not even in a bourgeois democracy!
Indeed, Lenin V. (1977). Selected Works. volyme 3. Moscow:
Progress Publishers, pp. 100-101, states that: "Freedom of
assembly" can be taken as a sample of "pure democracy" .... The
workers know perfectly well ...even in the most democratic
bourgeois republic "freedom of assembly" is a hollow phrase, for
the rich have the best public and private buildings at their
disposal, and enough leisure to assemble at meetings, which are
protected by the bourgeois machine of power ....As long as
that state of affai rs prevai ls, "equal it y '", i.e. "pure democracy"
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is a fraud. Freedom of the press is another of the principal
slogans of "pure democracy". And here, too, the workers
know ...that this freedom is a deception while the best
printing-presses and the biggest stocks of paper are
appropriated by the capitalists, and while capitalist rule over
the press remains, a rule that is manifested
throughout the world all the more strikingly, sharply and
cynically the more democracy and the republican system are
developed, as in America for example." Hence the emergence of
extra-institutional movements that seek to change the uneven
distribution of power. Perhaps, more importantly, as will be
emphasized throughout my research power per se does not exist,
but it is the dominant social relations of power, as mediated
through the dominant practices in the economic-political-
ideological conjuncture, that determine the nature of a
particular social formation. Dahl quite clearly turns a social
process of exclusion, inclusion or marginalization into a thing
called 'power' thereby mystifying the content, form and overall
nature of domination, conflict, and contestation.
-- Quantophrenia: Measurement has become the single most
important characteristic of logical positivism - literally
everything has to be measured. I do not need to belabor the fact
that everything that is numerically precise is not necessarily
true; and some things which are n6t numerical are true. But
something more: orthodox research produces results which are
statistically significant but humanly insignificant; indeed, in
human enquiry it is much better to be deeply interesting than
accurately boring. Foucault, M. (1980). Knowledge/Truth (edited
by Colin Gordon), New York: Pantheon Books, p.66 in this respect,
aptly observes that: " Science, the constraint to truth, the
obligation of truth and ritualised procedures for its production
have traversed absolutely the whole of Western society for
millennia and are now universalised as to become the general law
for all civilisations."
It is the hegemony of scientism - i.e. the glorification of
scientific procedures - that would ultimately give rise to
subjugated knowledges. By 'subjugated knowledges' Foucault means
"the historical contents that have been buried and disguised in a
functionalist coherence or formal systematisation." Indeed,
Foucault argues, quite convincingly, for a struggle against
established regimes of thought by studying the historical
knowledge of struggles or what he calls 'genealogical
researches'. For Foucault 'genealogy' refers to the union of
erudite knowledge and local, discontinuous, disqualified,
illegitimate memories. In the Foucaldian sense, therefore, urban
social movements construct genealogical researches by advocating
the construction of People's knowledge for People's Education. It
is such research, in my view, that can advance social change in
Southern Africa as the disenfranchised construct and deconstruct,
on the basis of multiple discursive formations, particular social
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practices that interpellate them as sUbjects within a specific
political-economic-ideological conjuncture.
-- Testing: So-called 'intelligence tests' and other tests of
aptitude and personality are culturally biased and are used in
unfair ways. In short: there can be no fair tests within an
unfair society. Hence, in my study in Metropolitan Cape Town, I
exclude 'testing' from my research.
The myth of objectivity (academic asceticism):
Logical positivists, mainly because they concentrate so much on
'measurement', suffer from the ill~sion that their work is beyond
reproach. After all they are objective! The following examples,
however, belie their idiosyncratic arrogance:
-- Deception: Statistics are quite often fabricated, manipulated,
and distorted to suit expected outcomes and interests groups. In
my view: there is simply too much lying going on ! Unnecessary
withholding of information is an acquired trait of too many an
orthodox researcher. There is an arrogance about this which does
not commend itself. Humankind, too often, is deceived by trained
liars, parading as researchers, in the areas of health,
education, poverty, mortality rates and so forth. In my research
in Metropolitan Cape Town I do consider all official statistics
as rough estimates - either underrepresented or overrepresented -
of a particular social phenomenon and do not rely too much on

such sources for the construction of the social profile of urban
social movements. As pointed elsewhere, I utilize a combination
of sources - both official and unofficial - to study social
mobilization and organization in Cape Town.
-- Debriefing: There is an arrogant assumption that a bad
experience can somehow be wiped out by a superficial explanation.
But experience cannot be removed in that way. We should not
inflict harm on people in the first place; good research means
never having to say you are sorry. The subjects of my research
are my co-actors on the stage of history - they construct both
the stage as well as the history and as such are respected not
merely as informants but as well as participants in my research
project.
-- Contamination: Logical positivists try to eliminate real life,
but they cannot do so. Researchers usually give all sorts of
messages in all kinds of ways. They try to direct scenes on the
research stage, but they are actually part of the play. The eye-
blink reflex is natural, but measuring it is a social situation.
In my research, as far as possible, all gestures, innuendos,
postures are considered a vital part of my research as they give
me immeasurable insights into the constitutive elements of the
social universe - such is the basis of what Foucault calls a
genealogical research.
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-- Detachment: Number-crunching researchers try to know as little
as possible about the phenomenon under study as it might affect
the results if they knew too much. This is exactly the inverse of
an approach ~hich could do justice to human action. Indeed, in my
view, before one is a researcher, one is a subject of a
particular social formation. Therefore, in my research in Cape
Town I am not merely studying the processes underlying urban
social movements; on the contrary, I am simultaneously a
participant in the struggles of the disenfranchised.
Masking ruling class interests (social obscurantism)
Logical positivists usually claim that their research is
objective and as researchers they are neutral to the phenomenon
they study. Well, nothing can be further from the truth as there
is no such thing as 'neutrality'. On the contrary, neutrality is
the most atrocious form of partiality! Indeed, as borne out by
the following examples, logical positivists, operating under the
cloak of 'neutrality' are spokespersons for the ruling class,
whether they like it or not:
-- Conservatism: Owing to their lack of concern for the real
social context, it often happens that logical positivists are
easily co-opted by those who wish to entrench'the status gyo.
Logical positivists usually study those at the bottom while
holding up their hands for money to those at the top. Thus, in
fact, they serve to keep those at,the bottom right there, and
those at the top there. In contrast to such status quo oriented
research, my study in Metropolitan Cape Town seeks to illuminate
the trajectory of the working class struggle; it furthermore
tries to distill and clarify the mobilizational tactics and
organizational strategies that urban social movements employ to
contest, erode and transform the dominant relations of power
undergirding the Apartheid State in particular and international
capitalism in general.
-- Bigness: Logical positivists are continually asking for bigger
and better instruments, bigger and better samples, bigger and
better premises, bigger and better travelling expenses. This
turns research into big business, and makes it more likely to be
the servant of those who can afford to pay big money: it answers
their questions. My research is unabashedly anti-capitalistic as
well as anti-bureaucratic. Let me be clear: my study seeks to
contribute towards the construction of a more humane world order.
-- Low utilization: Quite often large organizations pay for more
research than they need, and then use only a tiny proportion of
it. Sometimes questions are put to confirm decisions which have
already been made. Because the whole process is alienated, there
are few connections and very little commitment, and the people
who receive the report may indeed be very different from those
who commission it. My research is People's Research and seeks to
be of value to the marginalized on the sub-continent of Africa
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be of value to the marginalized on the sub-continent of Africa
and the world at large.
-- Language: Research reports, too often, are written for the so-
called 'expert' in the most jargonistic terminology possible. The
cumulative effect of academese is to mystify the public, and to
hide the common sense notions that are actually being employed in
a given text. Perhaps, most importantly, technical conformity and
adhering slavishly to the precise stipulations of a particular
journal are quite often rewarded more highly than creativity.
Though primarily academically-informed, my research tries to
maintain a judicious balance between the conceptually rigorous
and the linguistically lucid.
-- Pressures: Journal publication policies and funding policies
of grant awarding bodies put severe pressure on for 'safe',
'respectable' research. Fads come in from time to time and offer
a band-wagon to climb upon. Researchers are continually short of
time and funds, continually looking for projects which mean a
minimum disturbance to even the tenor of their ways. Research
becomes increasingly specialized, and less and less concerned
with anything real or socially significant. As already indicated
this research is socially constructed and politically committed
to the interests of the marginalized in South Africa in
particular and the world in general.
-- Determinism: Logical positivists espouse a determinist model
where the independent variable coerces the dependent variable
into performing correctly. Belief in determinism leads to the
setting up of coercive (master-slave) relations in the
laboratory, where there is an alienated relationship between the
experimenter and the subject. As pointed earlier, I do not make a
distinction between the experimenter and the subject but
recognize the dialectical relationship between the two; i.e. the
subject influences the researcher inasmuch as the researcher may
influence the subject with profound consequences for the ensuing
research results.
-- Scientific fairy-tale: In real science it is often considered
highly commendable trait to be conscientiously arrogant and
profusely stubborn; a lack of humility is highly valued and an
unwillingness to change one's opinion on a subject is strongly
encouraged, bias is freely acknowledged and a great deal of work
depends on intuitive judgment. However, students are almost
without exception, made to believe, in standard textbooks dealing
with research methodology, that there are sacrosanct rules for
executing a study. What utter nonsense! My research does not
make any claim to so-called 'scientificity' as its ultimate value
is not to be measured in terms of the esoteric nature of its
methodological procedures but rather in terms of its elucidation
and clarification of the dominant relations of power underlying
the Apartheid State and the counter-hegemonic practices of urban
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social movements in the struggle for a Socialist World Order.
This'would be the authentication of the Science in my research as
only a Scientific understanding of the world can liberate
humankind from the.scourge of oppression and exploitation and
pave the way for a caring and sharing society.
To recapitulate my major reservations against logical positivist
research vis-a-vis urban social movements: Theoretical,
conceptual and empirical work on urban social movements leaves
much to be desired. What has passed as 'research' on urban social
movements has essentially been a series of conceptual taxonomies
used to classify community protests rather than being
historically-informed statements and analysis of the processes
underlying the nature, origin and development of urban social
movements. More importantly, perhaps, most of the work is
empiricist in form comprising either journalistic exercises or
meaningless jumbles of statistics.
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CHAPTER 2

THE URBAN CRISIS IN METROPOLITAN CAPE TOWN

General Introduction

The literature review in Chap~er 1 demonstrated that the
city is historically an important social object for at least four

main reasons:
First, urbanization is the production of a built

environment where the economy provides and consists of the main
structures whereby accumulated capital is channelled with
particular focus upon investment in the built environment.

Second, the economy within a specific social formation is
the outcome of uneven development of the capitalist world system

within which each urban area operates.
Third, the economy, consequently, is contingent on the

location and land-use practices of corporate capital and patterns
of capitalist investment in the built environment.

Fourth, urbanization reflects the changing form of spatial
social organization as expressed in the changing built
environment. In this regard, it has been posited that the economy
is the product of the structural tendencies of capitalism's
productive system where collective consumption is organized by
the State. Thus, through the collective provision of consumption
the State seeks to regulate the dominant relations of power in
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society as a whole. Most importantly, it has been argued that it
is through the formation of urban social movements around a
multiplicity of historically-informed tensions, contradictions
and conflicts unde~girding collective consumption, amongst

r
1

others, that provides the possibility for social change.
Indeed, in South Africa in general, and Cape Town in

particular, urban social movement~ develop around the problems
and contradictions resulting from an increasingly politically-
informed urban crisis. Consequently, in this chapter the urban
crisis in Cape Town will be discussed in relation to the
emergence of urban social movements. Most importantly, perhaps,
it will be argued that while the urban crisis is the conjunctural
terrain, i.e. immediate site of struggle for the residents in the
neighborhoods of Cape Town, it is nevertheless organically linked
to the structural contradictions underlying the Apartheid State.

Conceptyalizatjon of the Urban Crisjs

When I say 'crisis' I do not merely refer to the pressing
daily needs of most dwellers or the poor urban services. The
fact that in 1985 forty percent of the 1,458,620 people in
Metropolitan Cape Town1 live in inadequate housing does not
constitute a crisis in itself. In fact, during the 1940's,
during the poverty and recession that followed the Second World
War2, Cape Town was not in crisis. People were living in misery
and squalor, but the city's fate was consistent with the
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functions and goals assigned to it by the socially dominant
interests whose overwhelming power could hardly be challenged or
modified by outsiders.

Even so, due to the inherent contradictions of capitalism,
and by extension, in South Africa at large, would in ensuing
years become the struggle between the possessors and
dispossessed, between employer and worker, between black and
white, in short, between labor and capita1.3 This means, amongst
others, that the capitalist contradictions in Metropolitan Cape
Town are intrinsically bound to the capitalist contradictions in
the rest of South Africa and that the urban crisis in Cape Town,
to a lesser or greater extent, is a reflection of the national
crisis in South Africa.· In this respect, Hirsch (1981)5, for
example, argues that:

The 'crisis of the cities' essentially derives from the
late capitalist tendency to shift social crises into the
reproduction sphere, and the effects naturally accumulate
where the density of manufacturing establishments,
transport facilities and people is greatest. It is, in
this sense, imprecise to talk of a specific 'crisis of the
city' as a limited social field of inquiry. Rather, the
crisis of the city is an especially acyte manifestation of
the general crisis of deyelopment- of advanced capitalist
societies. It is where the effects of social
'marginalization' (unemployment, inability to work,
criminalization, etc.) culminate. It is where all the
implications of the large-scale exclusion of individuals
and social groups from the direct reproduction process of
capital come together. It is the focus of the destruction
of natural and social conditions essential to life, where
the disintegration of traditional residential milieus and
massive relocation processes, and the separation of 'work'
and 'reproduction' take on particularly sharp forms (my
emphasis).

f
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Hirsch's conceptualization of the 'crisis of the cities'

whilst not directly applicable to the South African social
formation, given the profoundly political practices informing the
construction and conditions undergirding the accumulation of
capital in South African cities, is nonetheless important for at
least two reasons: First, the inherent contradictions associated
with capitalism, i.e. rising inflation, unemployment, increased
bankruptcies, decreasing fixed investments, decline in domestic
savings and falling profits, are historically-informed processes
and manifest themselves in the urban crisis. Second, Hirsch's
argument that "the crisis of the city is an especially acute
manifestation of the general crisis of advanced development of
capitalist societies", recognizes that the contradictions in
capitalism are not merely confined to the urban level, but indeed
extend to the national level. Therefore, at this point, it is
appropriate to provide a broad historical outline of the overall
crisis in South Africa.

The Soyth African Crisis

One could, perhaps, start by arguing that from 1945 to 1960
South Africa experienced a high level of extra-parliamentary mass
politics as evidenced by the various sQuatter movements, rent
strikes, bus boycotts, the Defiance Campaign, the Congress of the
People, the stay-at-homes and the anti-pass law campaign.S A
significant feature of extra-parliamentary politics before 1960
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was not so much the character thereof, but rather its
constitutional legitimacy.7 Thus, during the 1940's and 50's the
possibility and reality of mass involvement in politics by the
disenfranchised and economically exploited prevailed despite
surveillance and harassment by the State.8 The events of 1960,
the year of the Sharpville massacre (of 69 Blacks, maiming at
least 180), the banning of the African National Congress (ANC)
and the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) and the first State of
Emergency, reduced drastically the feasibility of
extra-parliamentary protest.9

The Sharpville Massacre, as well as the repressive State
action against the liberation movement in the country, shocked
international capital, only for a while, i.e. about 2 years as
South Africa experienced sustained economic growth between 1962
and 1972.10 Indeed, during this period the Gross National
Product grew at an average of nearly 7~ per annum -- a growth
level attained by very few other capitalist economies." There
was a massive increase in foreign investment: a total direct
investment in the economy from abroad doubled during these years
e.g. from 1961 - 1966, new U.S. investment in South Africa
averaged over $33 million each year.12

Moreover, the greater part of the 1960's and the early 70's
was a period o~ notably a "strong" State and a relatively weak
Black oPPosition.13 John Vorster, Minister of Justice and Police
Chief·Hendrik van der Bergh presided over a ruthless,
uncompromising assault on popular resistance. New security laws
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introduced detention without trial, increased the powers of the
police and reduced the powers of the Courts. Black resistance
politics was driven underground and by 1965 a brief sabotage
campaign was effectively ended.I. Thus, the extra-parliamentary
opposition was virtually routed. Leaders were imprisoned or went
into exile; the movements were either weakened or smashed.15

Also, during this period, Black trade unions were severely
curtailed providing South Africa with the lowest strike rates in
the industrial world.IS

But this is not all. The 1960's was also a decade with a
high degree of social control and state intervention: massive
population removals were enforced in the name of the Bantu
Homeland policy, the full brunt of the Group Areas Act was to be
felt by the so-called 'Coloureds' and 'Indians' whilst the
migrant labor system was both extended, refined and ruthlessly
applied vis-a-vis Africans.t7 Table 1, for example, illustrates
that 3,522,900 Blacks were uprooted between 1960 and 1982 whilst,
approximately still another 1,765,000 (Table 2) are expected to
be dislocated.
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Table 2 147

Geographical Displacement of Blacks in South Africa: Estimated
Numbers under Threat of Remoyal. by Category and Region. 1982

--E. Ca~ W. Cape N. Cape o.r.s. Natal TVL Total
Faro:a. 150,OOO? Propo.ed Ord.rly I~v ... nt and Settl.- 150.000+..nt ot Ilack per.ona 1111 tnr.at.n.

lncr....d control ot nu.ber' ot ~lack.
11v1n, on Whit. tar.a. Indivldual.v1ctiona onI01n,.8llele Spot. --- --- --- 2115.000 120,000

38.000* 1 ,'53.000Consoli- -dation --- --- --- 300.000 1150.000Urol)&nRe-
location 86.000. --- 25.000 61.000 12.000 184.000
Su~totals 2'T16.000. -- 25.000 606.000 582.000 1.1187.000+
Into,...l I

S.tel ...nt l'TO,OOO. ontoln, and 'It.n'lv. baraaa.ent but 1.poeaibl. l'TO,OOO+
to proJeat,nu.Der,. I

f f
•IntluI

Controol Propoa.d Orcsero11 Moveeent and SettllMftt ot IlaolcP.,.eone
lUl threat.,. inOl"'''" lntlYi OOfttrol r..t,.lotiona Oft
tnoa. not d....d -Per"8aft.ntUrban I.aldenta.-Group Aro... 36.000 - 16.000 21.000 13,000end 1980 end 1980 end 1980 .nd 1980Cape.

Introa-
Strouctural Many tbou-

aand at-
teated by
cs... at
Indiana. 2.500 2,500+
MpencSl ••
Mn......Strat.,lc l.OWI"
uatoloelOth.r 33.000. 33,000seoondar"y

r..oval.
Total 16n.ooo+ Gl-oup 25.000+ 622.000 605.500 1,165.000·

Ar ...

·Includ.a ~Prlvat. looationa.-

Soure.: A. quot.a ln Khay.lltaba new noa,--old story. Surplua Peopl., ProJ.et. Forced
Removal. in South 1r,.10a.Vol. 1. Cape Town. 1983. p. 6.
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Thus, it is quite clear that thousands of Blacks (i.e.

'Coloureds', 'Indians' and Africans) were residentially
dislocated for the sake of geographical Apartheid. More
importantly, however, during 1962 - 1972 new funds and energy
were injected into the economy by foreign investors prompting the
American business journal fortune to observe in 1972:

South Africa is one of those rare and refreshing places
where profits are great and problems small. Capital is
not threatened by political instability or
nationalization. habor is cheap, the market booming and
the currency hard.

The Fortyne's euphoric pronouncement notwithstanding,
already by 1972, inherent contradictions in Racial Capital were
at boiling point, threatening the very stability 'applauded' by
the journal. The prospects for uninterrupted, maximum capital
accumulation changed for a number of reasons. One could,
perhaps, single out the following as the most salient: firstly,
the business boom referred to in the preceding section, itself,
facilitated the growth of an urban, industrial Black
working-class. At the same time, however, the Apartheid State
policies ensured that the disenfranchised would be deprived of
adequate housing, effective education and the necessary welfare
facilities in the racial ghettoes. For example, the number of
houses built in the five years preceding 1975 was 20,350, while
the Black urban population is estimated to have increased by
940,000 or 50~ over the same period, increasing the number of
people per house from 13 in 1970 to 17 in 1975.19 Indeed, in
1975, 85~ of houses in the townships had no bathrooms and 70~ no
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hot running water, whi le 75% were without cei 1ings.20 In the case
of Soweto, about on 1y 20% of the houses had electr icity. 21 States
French,22 in th is regard: "Soweto has one hote 1, but there isn' t a

'Coloured' and 'Indian' pupils received far smaller subsidies

single pharmacy or even a bakery. There are no big supermarkets,
modern shopping centers, office blocks, or large buildings." In
respect of the governmental spending on education, African,

than white pupils. Table 3 illustrates that in 1976, for
example, Whites received almost 15 times more than Blacks while
the absolute difference between Africans and Whites have indeed
increased between 1976 and 1984 from a difference of R602.00 in
1976, to a difference of 1,192.00 in 1984.

Expenses per Pupil by the Soyth African Goyernment in 1976 and
Table 3

1984 in Rand

Coloureds R301
Whites R644

R140
R1,384

Indians R190 R408
Africans R42 R192

Sources: SALDRU Fact Sheet, 1983. Centre for Intergroup
Studies. (1978). Education Bulletin, p. 8.

. I
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'Population' Group
Whites
Coloureds
Indians
Africans

Number of Pypils
20
31

27

70-100

150
The lack of educational facilities is also quite graphically

expressed when one looks at the number of pupils per classroom ;n
1976. Table 4 illustrates that Africans, quite often have almost
five times more pupils per classroom than Whites, i.e. in 1976
Whites were only 20 per classroom while Africans had between
70-100 pupils per classroom.

Table 4
Number of Pupils per Classroom

Source: Central Statistics; May 1977, p. 5.
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More importantly, disproportionate governmental spending on
education vis-a-vis Blacks and Whites is most clearly reflected
in the professional qualifications of teachers in South Africa.
Table 5 illustrates, amongst others, that the situation changed
very little between 1976 and 1983. While the situation has
changed very slightly in respect of the Africans, 'Coloureds' and
'Indians', the professional qualifications of Whites have
improved by 100~, i.e. whereas there were only 2~ of all African
teachers with a college degree in 1976, their situation improved
slightly to 2.45~ in 1983 while the situation in respect of
Whites changed dramatically from 29~ of all White teachers having
a college degree in 1976 to 58~ of them being graduates in 1983.
Given these very poor educational facilities for Blacks in
general, it is therefore quite clear why only 1.96~ Africans
usually complete twelve years of formal schooling (grades 1-12)
in comparison with 58.4~ of whites (who usually have access to
better educational facilities).

J
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Table 5
Professional Qualificatjons of Teachers in South Africa

Afrjcans Coloureds Indians Whites

1976 1983 1976 1983 1976 1983 1976 1983

professional
Qualifications:
Degree 2~ 2.45~ 3~ 4~ 17~ 22~ 29~ 58~

Standard 10 10~ * 23~ * 65~ * 65~ *
Standard 8 49~ * 67~ * 14~ * O~ *
Standard 6 21~ * O~ * O~ * O~ *
No Professional
Certificate 18~ * 7~ * 4~ * 6~ *
Grand Total: 100~ 100~ 100~ 100~

Source: SALDRU, 1983.
Notes: Standard 10 = Grade 12

Standard 8 = Grade 10
Standard 6 = Grade 8* = Information not available
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One could indeed argue that the overall material conditions

of Blacks have changed very little since the 1970's in relation
to Whites. This contention is borne out by the nominal and real
earnings per year as indicated by Table 5.

It shows Quite clearly that the proportional increase in
White earnings since 1971 has consistently been higher than those
of Africans, "Coloureds", and "Indians". For example, whereas a
White person earned R3,575 per year in 1971, his/her salary
increased to R5,892 in 1975 and R11,232 in 1981 while the
comparative figures for Africans were R516 in 1971, R1,284 in
1975 and R2,735 in 1981. It is Quite significant to note that at
the end of 1981, the African person did not as yet even earn the
salary which the White person had received in 1971. Of course,
given the fact that the majority of Blacks are blue-collar
workers23 and most Whites white-collar workers, it would be
expected that Whites earn higher salaries than Blacks. Even so,
neither singularly nor collectively does it detract from the fact
that in South Africa, the salary structures are 'racially'
discriminatory, as in most cases, the 'ethic' of equal pay for
equal work does not apply.
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Table 6
Nominal and Real Earnings in Rand per Year of Blacks and Whites

jn South Africa: 1971. 1976 and 1981

Year: 1971 1976 1981
Population Group:
Whites R3,576 R5,892 R11,232
'Coloureds' R1 ,056 R1,908 R3,720
'Indians' R1,212 R2,340 R4,932
Africans R516 R1 ,284 R2,736

Soyrce: STATS, South Africa, January 1983, p. 13.

At the same time, it is quite s1gnificant to note that, in
1986, for example, according to the ~ Times of 18 March 1986,
the government's expenses in relation to its policy of "Total
Strategy" for defending the statys guo are much higher than its
expenditure on the basic needs of labor; e.g. the money made
available for the adequate housing of African labor was only
R311.3 million in comparison with R5,123 million for the South
African Defence Force and R775.8 million for the production of
nuclear power. The State spent in 1984, for example,
approximately R3 million daily in its war against the Southwest
African Organization (SWAPO) in defence of its occupation in
Namibia. And yet, in Metropolitan Cape Town, alone, at least
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In South Africa, while there was no increase in the wages of
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70,000 houses are needed to accommodate Blacks adeQuately.24 In
due course, therefore, the combined impact of the overall poor
material conditions of the working class in South Africa would
undermine the very foundation of capital accumulation (including,
amongst others, a stable 'cheap' labor force).

Secondly, economic growth remained precariously dependent on
a high level of imports: capital goods, loans and high
technology all flowed in from the more advanced capitalist
economies, notably from the USA, the United Kingdom and France.25

Thirdly, the mechanization of agriculture and industrial
automation increased the huge army of the unemployed. For
example, unemployment fluctuated around the 19~ level in the late
60's and increased to over 22~ in the early 70's.28 The modest
increase in real wages of Blacks in the 1960's began to be sapped
as South Africa, along with the rest of the international
capitalist economy experienced rising inflation in the 70's.
For example, as pointed out by the Foyrth Internatjonal, in
August 1988:

...both in Europe and the United States, the rate of profit
fell sharply after 1974. By 1976, the average rate of
return on invested capital was 9.2~, compared with
13.4~ in 1966. The profit rate for non-financial
companies in the United States fell from 15.5~ in 1963-1966
to 12.7~ in 1967-1970, 10.1~ in 1971-1974, and 9.7~ in 1978.
In 1965, profits amounted to 14~ of the national income. By
1970, they had fallen to 8.8~. In 198~, the figure was 8.2~,
and it fell to a low of 6.7~ in 1982.

Black labor in 1973, the inflation nonetheless increased from
5.3~ in 1970 to 8.7~ in 1973.28 In the early 70's, these
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however, were still cushioned in by the combination of economic
boom, relative political and industrial tranquility and the
buffer of White minority regimes in Angola, Zimbabwe and
Mozambique. Yet, by the second half of 1976 most of these
organic relations, protecting the Apartheid Regime, were in
shreds threatening thereby both the state and capital. Though
the crisis was complex, it would be quite tenable to suggest that
it had at least three interrelated structural moments; viz:

1. An economic moment: In 1974 economic prosperity started to
wane, partly as a result of the international recession reducing
the economic growth rate to only 2% by 1975. Indeed, after June
1976, the economy went into reverse and registered contraction
not growth. Resultantly, the combination of inflation and
unemployment affected the living conditions in the Black
Townships quite severely and this led directly to the second
dimension of the crisis in the mid-70's.

2. Political-industrial moment: In the 1970's South Africa

resistance. In 1973 the country experienced wildcat strikes
experienced a resurgence of both political and industrial

Pretoria-Witwaterstrand complex. For example, the number of

which started in Durban and radiated into the industrial centers
of Cape Town, Port Elizabeth-Uitenhage, East London and the

1965-1972, were 370 in 1973, 384 in 1974, and 274 in 1975.
strike$, which had fluctuated between 56 and 98 between
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Strikes amongst Blacks, though illegal in most cases, rose to
274, 189, and 148 in 1973, 1974 and 1975 respectively. More
impressive was the .number of persons involved in the strike
actions. The number of white participants decreased steadily
until only 319 white persons were involved in the peak strike of
1973. However, the number of blacks on strike skyrocketed from
3,021 in 1970 to 67,338 in 1973, followed by 37,724 in 1974, and
10,669 in 1975. Similarly, only 103 Coloured and Asians
participated in strikes in 1972, but 30,574 did so in 1973 and
58,975 in 1974.29 More importantly, however, the working class
in the early 70's also took advantage of this material basis at
the workplace to formalize their organization. Argues French30

in this regard: "After the severe repression of the 60's trade
union membership figures had surpassed the 1961 figure of 52,800
members to reach 59,550 in 1975 and 75,000 in 1976."

Thus, when, in June 1976, Soweto erupted, the organizational
base at the workplace could serve,to a lesser or greater extent,
as a vital link with the student movement in the more than 200
townships across the country. Characteristically, the Apartheid
State enacted a series of draconian measures against Blacks in
the wake of the Soweto upheaval. Even so, the subsequent State
tactics of brutal repression, technocratic reform and cooptation
far from eradicating Black opposition at the grassroots level,
fuelled the fire of popular anger. Indeed, one can perhaps argue
that the Soweto uprisings of 1976 provided, amongst others, an
experience in class struggle against the structuring and

J
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formative nature of instutionalized racism a la capital
indicating to the marginalized and disenfranchised the structural
spaces and conjunctural possibilities for future confrontational
politics in South Africa.31

3. A military or geo-political moment: The fall of the Fascist
Regime in Portugal in April 1974 and the victories by FRELIMO in
Mozambique in June 1975 profoundly altered the alignment of the
repressive, exploitative forces on the one hand and the
liberation forces on the other in Southern Africa. Even more of
a subcontinental setback for the Racist Regime was their Angola
debacle in December 1975 as their attempt to invade that country
met with total disaster. Indeed, in the words of one observer: ..
-- the absence of anticipated support from the USA and the
arrival of unanticipated ~roops from Cuba saw Operation Zulu
become Operation Undignified Retreat ...32 But this was not all, in
the arena of Southern Africa, that augured bad for the White
Minority Regime of Pretoria.

The triumph of the forces of democracy over the forces of
racial oppression and economic exploitation transforming
colonial-Rhodesia into the People's Republic of Zimbabwe, in
1979, once and for all changed the geo-politics of Racial Capital
in South Africa. Thus, it is quite legitimate to conclude that
the South Africa of the 1980's with its State(s) of Emergency,
its economic slump, its military occupation of the Black
Townships and its popular resistance bordering on overall Civil
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War emanated directly from the three-dimensional crisis of the
mid-1970's.

Yet, it should be borne in mind that the forces of history,
within a particular social formation, do not unfold evenly, nor
do they develop mechanistically, as evidenced by the irregularity
of the crisis in the late 70's and early 80's in South Africa.
For example, economic decline has been punctuated by upward
swings. To illustrate this point one could readily refer to the
fact that after the severe setbacks between 1974 and 1978, the
economy recovered a measure of prosperity and enjoyed a brief,
hectic boom between 1979 and 1981 thanks to the spiralling gold
price. "Unpegged from the dollar in 1971, gold reached $200 per
ounce in 1974 - and then climbed steeply between 1978 and 1980,
reaching an all-time high of nearly $800 in late 1980. "33

Experiencing a flood of foreign exchange, as a result of the gold
bonanza, the State engaged in unfettered spending as if gold were
to be their eternal saviour from international debt. But this
was not to be the case at all, because by the end of 1981 the
price of gold had fallen by almost 50~, plunging the economy as a
whole into a sharp downward curve.34 In the last Quarter of 1983
and the first Quarter of 1984 there was another short upward
incline in the economy but this mini-boom was rapidly followed by
the steepest economic slump yet.35 More importantly, however,
the monetarist economic policies adopted by the South African
Regime in the early 1980's, intended to combat the general
pattern of short, unstable upswings as well as the recessions of
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the early 1970's, as outlined in the preceding sections, seem to
have failed disastrously by the mid-1980's. For example, South
Africa's State expenditure was growing rapidly, rising from 22~
of the Gross Domestic Product in 1981 to 29~ in 1984 and, most
importantly, was highly inf1ationary.36

It was argued that cutting state expenditure and raising

In the property sector-sales and development also fell
~

interest rates to unprecedented heights, would cure South
Africa's economic problems. Indeed, South African rates in the
early 1980's were already almost double those of the USA, at a
time when American interest rates were regarded as excessively
high.37 In August 1984, the Reserve Bank raised its discount
rate steeply, with the result that the crucial prime lending
rates rose to 25•.38 Bond rates also climbed, with Barclay's
rate hitting 26., and the rate of interest on hire purchase
agreements soared to 32•.39 The immediate consequence, of all
this, was to drive the economy into recession. The high cost of
credit caused consumer spending to drop sharply and inhibited
company borrowing placing producers under pressure to cut back on
expansion plans and to contract production.40 High interest
rates also precipitated cuts in State and para-statal
expenditure. Since the South African state is the country's
largest single consumer of goods and services, these cuts
affected a number of sectors. For example, civil engineering and
heavy industrial companies experienced immediate contraction of
demand.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~
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because of the prohibitive bond rates hitting the construction
industry very hard. Unemployment began to rise: in the mid-80's
it was estimated that 25~ of all the economically active Africans
were unemployed and that between August 1984 and June 1985, White
"Coloured" and Indian unemployment doubled from 30,000 to
60,691.41 The State's monetarist policy had yet another effect
on the industrial base of the country. It had been calculated
that for the first five months of 1985 insolvencies (at 1,123)
were 105~ higher than for the corresponding period of 1984 and
that in the first six months of 1985, company liquidations (at
1,581) were 27~ higher than for the last six months of 1984.42

South Africa's most successful automobile manufacturer, TOYOTA,
which registered pretax profits of R23 million in the second half
of 1984, produced a R9 million loss in the first six months of
1985 attributable mainly to the collapse of the new car market by
one-third since 1981 (from 300,000 units sold per year to
200,000) .43

The State's monetarist policy also contributed to companies
building up foreign debt in an effort to stave off collapse
because of the exorbitantly high local interest rates.44

Borrowers found it increasingly difficult to meet repayment
obligations as the value of the South African Rand continued to
fall against other currencies, particularly after Botha's
cataclysmic Rubicon speech of August 1985.45 Indeed, the Rand
fe1l'to an all-time low of $0.35 in the wake of Rubicon I,
placing the South African economy as a whole in a particularly
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vulnerable position as it is greatly dependent on foreign
capital.46 In this respect, it has to be pointed out that most
of South Africa's foreign debt consists of 66~ short term debt
compared with a more normal 44~ in Western industrial countries.
Thus, for example, when at the beginning of September 1985, US
banks called in much of South Africa's debt, estimated at about
$24 billion or some R55 billion, partly as a massive vote of no
confidence in Botha's Regime, the Rand fell to an all-time low of
$0.35.47

The Minister of Finance, in the face of this financial
crisis, was forced to announce a package of far-reaching
financial measures, including inter alia: the temporary
suspension of trade on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange so as to
prevent foreign investors moving capital out of the country
through the sale of shares; the reintroduction of the financial
rand so as to impede the repatriation of foreign capital; the
declaration of a four-month moratorium on South Africa's debt so
as to allow officials to negotiate terms of repayment.48 All
these measures, together with the overall political situation in
the country of Black resistance and brutal State repression,
served to transform South Africa into a bad risk for foreign
investors by the end of 1985. In the words of one analyst: "In
1985 Wall Street -- if not yet President Reagan's Washington
concluded that Botha was a bad risk.,,49

As far as the State was concerned, the sharp downturn in the
economy after mid-1984 could hardly have come at a worse time
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since in August 1984 there took place the 'election' of the
so-called Coloured and Indian representatives to their puppet
chambers in the Tricameral Parliament. Ironically, the
'elections' provided oppositional groups across the country with
a potent weapon against the updated version of Apartheid, the
so-called 'New Dispensation'; alternatively referred to as the
"New Constitution". So vehement, intense and solidified was the
hostility and opposition to the new version of the
divide-and-rule tactics of the State that "Don't Vote" calls came
from almost every Quarter of the Black political spectrum;
linking the United Democratic Front (UDF), Azanian People's
Organization (AZAPO), the independent unions and even Inkatha
aga inst the State. 50

Yet again, as in the 1950's and early 1960's the State
responded to the Black opposition in the 1980's in the same
language of brutal violence: protests against the elections were
met by the riot police, who waded in with whips, dogs and
teargas. On the crucial date of 3 September 1984, when the 'new'
Constitution was supposed to have come into force, economic
pressures and popular resistance intersected and fused as workers
and students in the Vaal Triangle staged an effective one-day
stayaway. Indeed, the "Vaal Risings" continued throughout
September, October and November of 1984 blending grievances about
education and the cost of living with attacks on collaborating
councilors and policemen.51 Throughout 1985 a similar fusion of
issues operated in much of South Africa but unemployment, high
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prices, the role of Black policemen, the dismissal of popular
teachers, or the death at police hands of local activists, all of
these acted as the trigger or short term cause of new levels of
militancy and organization.52

In the preceding outline of the overall crisis in South
Africa in the 1980's I have argued that it is multi-faceted in
that it has at least three distinct, yet interrelated structural
moments, viz: an economic moment, an industrial-political moment
and a military or geo-political moment. Stated differently,
South Africa, in the 1980's is quite clearly in the throes of an
organic crisis. In relation to the concept of an 'organic crisis'
Stuart Hall,53 with special reference to the crisis in the
United Kingdom, quoting Antonio Gramsci's Prjson Notebooks,
(1971) contends that:

A crisis occurs, sometimes lasting for decades. This
exceptional duration means that incurable structural
contradictions have revealed themselves ...and that,
despite this, the political forces which are struggling to
conserve and defend the existing structure itself are
making efforts to cure them within certain limits, and to
overcome them. These incessant and persistent
efforts ...form the terrain of the conjunctural and it is
upon this terrain that the forces of opposition organize.

Explaining the Gramscian concept of 'crisis' Hall continues:
Gramsci insisted that we get the 'organic' and the
'conjuctural' aspects of the crisis into a proper
relationship. What defines the 'conjunctural' - the
immediate terrain of the struggle - is not simply the
given economic conditions, but precisely the 'incessant
and persistent' efforts which are being made to defend and
conserve the position. If the crisis is deep - 'organic'
- these efforts cannot merely be defensive. They will be
formative: a new balance of forces, the emergence of new
elements, the attempt to put together a new 'historical
bloc', new political configurations and philosophies, a
profound restructuring of the state and the ideological
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discourse which construct the crisis and represent it as
it is 'lived' as a practical reality; new programmes and
policies, pointing to a new result, a new sort of
'settlement' -- 'within certain limits'. These do not
'emerge': they have to be constructed. Political and
ideological work is required to disarticulate old
formations and to rework their elements into new
configurations. The 'swing to the right' [in Great
Britain] is not a reflect jon of the crisis: it is itself
a response to the crisis.5•

Indeed, one concurs readily with Saul and Ge1b 55 when they
argue that a great deal of Hall's analysis of the organic crisis
in the UK is applicable to South Africa and in the case of this
particular study, not merely at the national level, but at the
urban level. Thus, one can assert that an urban crisis ensues
when the basic goals of the ruling class cannot be achieved by a
dominant set of social interests either because of internal
contradictions between some of the goals or because of mounting
challenges from alternative social interests. Urban social
movements in Cape Town represent such a challenge: their growing
influence on the city and on urban politics call into question
the whole logic of the model of urban development. But, if the
movements are able to rely on widespread support, this is because
many latent issues that are arising through a series of earlier
crises connected with the evolution of Cape Town's urban system
go without their proper social expression due to the constraints
imposed by the Apartheid state.

Therefore, I shall proceed to analyze Cape Town's Urban
development since the 1940's58, its stalemates, and the
alterations imposed to find ways out of each critical situation
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as well as the contradictions triggered by such new urban
policies. The purpose of this analysis is not merely to
introduce the urban context in which my research takes place but
also to outline and explain the basic issues that are giving rise
to urban social movements in Metropolitan Cape Town.

it is only through the local state system that social and
ideological control of a spatially extensive and
heterogeneous national political system becomes possible.
Accordingly, local needs are antic?pated and answered and
national state legitimacy ensured.

The Urban Crisis jn Cape Town

The main factor commanding Cape Town's urban development is
not the economy, but the state.57 Even at the peak of
uncontrolled capitalist exploitation of urban needs, banks and
developers take advantage of the situation, safe in the knowledge
that the political ruling elite can be relied on to structure and
restructure the dominant social relations that inform the economy
-- its major chance for survival in a political and ideological
context that increasingly contradicts the very foundations of the
regime.58 This is the cardinal argument in the understanding of
Cape Town's peculiarities at the present time: the State
'organizes' the economy, and the economy shapes the city in such
a way that people are forced to adapt. In this respect, Cockburn
(1984), for example, argues that the local state (i.e. city
government) exists merely to avoid long-term crises at the local
level:

J
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and its many apparatuses serve the interests of capital in
general and that the local state is merely an administrative
apparatus of the national state. For about 30 years this
one-sided mechanism worked smoothly in Cape Town. Between 1936

and 1950 only 17,560 migrants settled in the city,60 in spite of
hunger, misery, unemployment and agricultural crisis in most of
rural South Africa. The city, for the most part, remained a
bureaucratic and service center. Urban growth was limited and
the specific needs of most Whites were easily met by a seemingly
omnipotent administration whose 1948 plan for urban areas,
including Cape Town (~ Tjmes, 14 July 1949) mainly emphasized
the ideological tenets of the racist State and its right to
decide on the use of most land. Indeed the overt form of racism
informing the State's land use policy was made quite explicit, on
30 May 1952, in the Speech in ParliamentSI, by the then Minister
of Native Affairs, Dr Hendrick Verwoerd, stating that:

Every town or city, especially industrial cities, must
have a single corresponding black township;
Townships must be large, and must be situated to allow for
expansion without spilling over into another racial group
area;
Townships must be located an adequate distance from
white areas;
Black townships should be separated from white areas by an
area of industrial sites where industries exist or are
being planned;
Townships should be within easy transport distance of the
city, preferably by rail and not by road transport;
All race group areas should be situated so as to allow
access to the common industrial areas and the CBO without
necessitating travel through the group area of another
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access to the common industrial areas and the CBD without
necessitating travel through the group area of another
race;
There should be suitable open buffer spaces around the
black township, the breadth of which should depend on
whether the border touches on densely or sparsely
populated white area;
Townships should be a considerable distance from main,
and more particularly national roads, the use of which
as local transportation routes should be discourage;
Existing·wrongly situated areas should be moved;
Everybody wants his servants and his laborers, but nobody
wants to have a native location near his own suburb.

Thus, in strict compliance with the Verwoerdian racist
doctrine, the Nationalist Government, in the 1960's decided to
relocate, or more appropriately dislocate, thousands of so-called
Coloureds from the city of Cape Town (District Six and environs)
to the Cape Flats.52 Having physically destroyed the internal
opposition (as evidenced by Sharpville Massacre and Rivonia
Trial, etc.),S3 the Pretoria Regime had been consolidated by the
politics of Apartheid and a weak parliamentary opposition
(disintegration of the United Party).

In the 1970's the time had come to move ahead with the Grand
Apartheid Scheme of formally racializing geographical space in
Metropolitan Cape Town. Cape Town had to be an industrial center
that satisfies the needs of the different population groups in
geographically distinct areas, hence the development of
Atlantis.S4 The white public sector, in conjunction with the
state, undertook the building of basic industrial infrastructure
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in energy, transportation, telecommunications, etc.55 A series
of measures were taken to this effect: fiscal exemption,
favorable transportation fares, easy supply of electric power and
concentration of public investments in designated
decentralization areas or growth points.56

Yet, to have a proper understanding of the
relocation/dislocation of thousa~ds of former District Six
inhabitants57 it is necessary to refer to the underlying
structural processes that gave rise to the gentrification88 of
that community. Let me, therefore, move from the .1970's back to
the 1940's to clarify the increasing conflict in Metropolitan
Cape Town 'between the State and civil society.

In the 1940's Cape Town experienced rapid industrial
expansion. Industries arrived in Cape Town on an unprecedented
sca1e.S9 So did people. Between 1950 and 1960, 38,440 newcomers
came to Cape Town.70 Workers found low-paying jobs but no
housing they were still too few and too poor71 to be
considered an attractive market. The Government was building
'subsidized housing' exclusively for middle-level civil
servants.72 Since workers had to stay in the city because most
of the jobs were there, they created their own housing market;
'Shanty Towns' developed close to the "CBD" of Cape Town.Tl

These settlements were, of course, illegal but tolerated by the
landowners who, besides obtaining high rent;74 in the short-term,
had expectations of rising land values after years of
urbanization by shanty town dwellers. As long as the workers
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contended themselves with the shanty towns or with overcrowded75

slums of central Cape Town, it seemed that self-regulatory
mechanisms would work to sustain urban harmony.76 The shanty
towns were denounced, however, as a scandal by both the

But, however significant the public housing programme proved

conservative and liberal press, leading to new urban policies for
Cape Town.i7

Low-cost public housing were hastily designed and provided
between 1960 and 1970.78 Provisional units were built to low
standards on the desolate sand dunes of the Cape Flats79 and
housed thousands of shanty town dwellers who were removed from
their shacks and settled there while waiting for their future
homes. (In the event, they waited forever ...80) Some massive
high-rise public housing estates were built by the government and
sold or rented to tens of thousands81 who were sub-letting,
living with relatives, or were housed in shanty towns82.

In the meanwhile a new real estate network emerged from the
public housing programme, along with a booming construction
industry83 -- big developers absorbed most of the demand and
created some of Cape Town's largest firms, soon connected to the
top banks.

for the burgeoning developers, the main reason for its launching,
once again, originated with the state, particularly from the
confrontation between the populist ideologists of urban social
movements84 and the Apartheid technocrats of the Nationalist
Party.85 Two major issues were at stake in the 1970's: For the
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first time massive political demonstrations, led by students,
took place in several major cities, including Cape Town,8S to
demand democracy both at the grassroots as well as the national
level. While supporting repression of the protesters,87 business
corporations, advocated some popular measures, including social
benefits with which to keep people quiet;88 hence the formation
and apparent concern of the Urban Foundation.S9 In the 1980's
the Pretoria Regime, desperate to change its repressive image,
started to:

Although hampered in the conflict with the

-- espouse economic growth instead of the pursuit of grandiose
Apartheid dreams;
-- revive, expand and sustain relations with Western democracies,
particularly with the USA and UK;
-- 'modernize' institutions by creating and expanding the Black
middle class.

disenfranchised by the Conservatives, Nationalists keep a few
positions open, including the most valuable commodity, viz.
housing, and they attempt to obtain some popular support90

through their housing policies. Thus the creation of the local
housing market for big business91 whilst the program's key
positions are left to ardent followers of Nationalist Party.92
In fact, the city council are unable to use their position to
attract people given their total lack of credibility93 and
instead are securing personal benefits by actively participating
in the speculators' network.94
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As a result, tens of thousands of houses were built on the

periphery of Cape Town, e.g. in Manenberg, but because of low
budgets, bad planning, and disregard for people's needs95 the
newly built estates began to crumble from the moment they were
occupied. In places like Elsies River, Bishop Lavis, Manenberg
and Hanover Park the houses were soon nicknamed 'match-boxes' --
an allusion to their very thin walls.96

More importantly, perhaps, residents having been promised
the ownersh ip or 1ife tenure of brand new hous ing,97 thousands of
them were being concentrated onto the desolate sand dunes of the
Cape Flats.98 This overall social alienation and disintegration
of community life in Metropolitan Cape Town, however, is but one
of the most pervasive effects of the grandiose Apartheid schemes
dreamt up for the city in the early 1960's.99 In short, when the
South African economy was booming, it offered cheap labor and a
fiscal haven to foreign capital. The GNP grew at an average
cumulative rate of 7~ per year.100 Cape Town took a substantial
share of this expansion. Almost 20,000 people migrated to Cape
Town between 1960 and 1970; its 'Coloured' population jumped from
430,754 in 1960 to 633,202 in 1970.101 About 94~ of all housing
units existing in the Cape Town Metropolitan area in 1975 were
built after 1960. Most of the countryside, which lacked jobs,102
was deserted with its population migrating to the cities.
Workers came to Cape Town by the thousands looking for housing.103

In the wake of a militant, though unlawful, labor movement,104
which had won higher wages, albeit in exchange for exhausting
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working conditions, this new urban population had some money
they were a market -- and the developers were prepared, having
bought land allover the city, concentrated capital, contracted
hundreds of small subsidiary construction companies and
established a new legal foundation as a result of the Group Areas
master plan. tOS

So the developers, both public and private, built hundreds
of thousands of sub-economic houseslOe in compact groups on the
Cape Flats leaving empty spaces, in accordance with the central
tenets of Apartheid, between clusters of blocks, serving as
'buffer zones' between different racial groups. They built
mostly housing and provided virtually no amenities, no paved
streets, no lighting and only limited sewerage and water
services.I07 They often located blocks of flats in townships
peripheral to the city.108 These townships grew in just ten years
from 170,754 inhabitants to 633,202 inhabitantsl09 without having
their basic urban services necessarily altered."O

In Mitchell's Plain, for example, all housing was built and
developed by the City Council of Cape Town.11IAlthough housing in
Cape Town does provide jobs and houses for some industrial
workers, one of its most important functions is as a major
instrument of capital accumulation.1I2 The real estate business
which is controlled by the largest banks obtain very high
benefits"3 from the conditions it is able to impose due to the
tight market conditionsl14 created, in part, by increasing urban
and industrial concentration. The result is the emergence of a
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metropolitan landscape in Cape Town made up of massive,
Apartheidized townships lacking most social services necessary
for the development of healthy neighborhoods consistent with the
needs and aspirations of their inhabitants. (These
contradictions and issues inherent to the Apartheid City form the
basis of a community survey and will be discussed in Chapter 3,
see for example Tables 7-9).

While the periphery was being built, large sectors of the
city were destroyed -- e.g. District Six -- to allow the
development of expensive high-rise housing, the expansion of
department stores, the relocation of office buildings, the
estab 1ishment of hate 1s, and so forth. 115 The demo 1itions all
over the city116made way for the high-speed urban express ways
that, since their creation, have been jammed by the growing
number of cars117which were increasingly necessary for daily
commuting because public transport had become inadequate and
obsolete for the expanded city.118 The builders wiped out
tree-lined boulevards, erased old neighborhoods, and in the
process eliminated virtually all cultural traditions and social
networks.119 In short, Cape Town has become a city of strangers,
with the remnants of the old neighborhoods emptied of their
inhabitants. Relocated, or more appropriately, dislocated
residents in the newly-created townships find it difficult, if
not impossible, to generate meaningful social ties as they have
to contend with multiple daily problems of survival on the
desolate Cape Flats.120 Cultural frustration and overall social
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disintegration are the bitter results.
When the major parts of the extensive urban development

had been completed, the real estate industry, always in clQse
contact with both the banks and the government,12! turned its
attention to selected targets to create new markets. The
remaining shanty towns which, as a result of rapid urban growth,
were now located in relatively central places had to be
removed.122 These were areas urbanized by squatters for many
years but had to be yielded up to the force of redevelopment for
more profitable uses. But a potentially explosive contradiction
emerged between the use-value i.e. the capacity to meet needs
of shelter -- of this urban land for shanty town dwellers and
its exchange-value that they themselves had increased through
their efforts to make their shacks inhabitable.123

The developers, notably the Coloured Development Board, also
built new suburban housing in the suburbs of a better quality for
the Black middle class,124 and marketed these, promising new life
on the fringes of the 'city that is too hectic'. So the middle
class are to discover the reality of suburban isolation, lack of
urban life, and false hopes of public amenities in so-called
prime residential areas like Glenhaven and Belhar. The economic
crisis and political uncertainty125 of the 1980's caused the urban
developers to alter their sights with peripheral development
halted by reluctant banks and a shrunken homeowner's market,!26
real estate and builders turn on to operating in established
townships. The large and recent housing estates were added to,
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to take advantage of the urban services and neighborhood life
that are at last beginning to take root there.127 But by building
new blocks in the middle of a crowded area, developers are
creating a new set of problems associated with a declining
environmental Quality: the sacrifice of open spaces, increased
traffic and pollution, and overcrowded school and public
services.

Rehabilitation policies in the city center were linked to
new strategies of urban speculation in the city center.128 These
policies were beginning to force tenants out or rent controlled
houses either by allowing the old buildings to crumble129 or by
official declarations from City Council of their imminent ruin.
New land use plans130were designed to allow the demolition of
entire neighborhoods and their replacement by higher and more
dense construction.131 Some limited gentrification began in the
historic areas of Cape Town. Hundreds of architecturally
valuable buildings were threatened with destruction,132 while
thousands of families faced displacement.133 From uncontrolled
high-rise urban expansion, Cape Town was now growing towards
on-the-spot demolition of its historic areas in the name of
'Racial Capital'. This is the ultimate extension of a model of
urban development that is based on three premises:

1. The centralization and spatial concentration of economic
activity on the basis of accelerated industrialization, leading
to a massive exodus134 from the depressed regions, notably in the
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countryside, and to the location of companies, service
activities, and therefore, jobs in the Cape Town metropolitan
area.

2. The substantial control'35 of this process by state capital
both in terms of industries and in the provision of housing and
public works. The banks, with close ties to the government set
up urban development firms which are able to use a captive
hous ing market as a major source of prof it.13e The total
domination of capitalist interests on urban policy and the
rigidity of social control'37 over urban development are key
factors in explaining the rapidity of Cape Town's urban growth,
the brutality of its conditions'38 and the sharpness of its
contradi ctions. 139

3. The basic underlying condition that can allow such urban
development is the existence of an authoritarian state, founded
on systematic police repression, the institutional repression of
any progressive association, and an undemocratic government at
both national and local 1evel.140 Defenseless, people have little
choice but to migrate, work long hours per day for low wages, to
commute over long distances to and from work and rent/buy
expensive houses of poor Quality in the middle of nowhere, e.g.
in Mitchell's Plain and Atlantis.'4' The government exchanged its
favors with business groups'42for political a11egiancy and
actively supports widespread ,corruption among civil servants.'43
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Moreover, 'mutual understanding' between public officials, big
landowners, bankers, and deve10pers'44 seems to make life easier
for everybody in favor of the status quo. Thus, the ability to
keep all social protest under contro1,'45 by whatever political
means necessary, is fundamental to urban-industrial growth using
Cape Town's gigantic housing needs'46as the most profitable
source of short term capital investment. Indeed the Apartheid
model shaping modern Cape Town is based on specific political
foundations,'47 and the contradictions that it presents are
increasingly expressed in political terms.'48

Though the political structure is finally under serious
attack, both from popular opposition and internal conflicts,
state repression is not at all slackening.'49 As a result, a
series of neighborhood protests take place representing a host of
urban problems engendered by Cape Town's metropolitan
development.

Since neighborhood protests will be analyzed in Chapter 3,
the following succinct points are in order: In relation to
shanty town dwellers inhabitants are first demanding the
improvement of services, seeking the redevelopment of their
neighborhoods (for example in Crossroads) for their own
benefit.150 Inhabitants of large peripheral housing units are
struggling to obtain properly equipped schools, health care
centers, transportation and other urban facilities.'51 Residents
of the new and massive concrete complexes claim open spaces and
green areas. Old neighborhoods, for example in Woodstock-Salt
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River want to be protected from the bulldozer and demand their
improvement. Allover Cape Town, neighborhoods, both old and
new, participate in the annual Mardi Gras and City Fair in a
conscious effort to overcome their anonymity and social
isolation.152 And because all claims and activities need freedom
to organize, franchise of political rights is demanded and the
campaign to obtain an elected, democratic local government is
winning increasing support from most social movements.153

While the various contradictions that are brought on by the
model of Cape Town's urban development are fuelling neighborhood
mobilization, such protest can only happen because of the
legitimacy crisis of the Apartheid State 15. In other words, the
political crisis commands the expression of the urban crisis.
This political crisis comes from the internal contradictions of
the regime155as well as from increasing resistance from social
movements and public opinion. Internally, an increasingly
diversified, industrialized, and modernized society is being
lashed with a highly rigid, bureaucratic and incompetent state
apparatus, crippled by corruption1SS and undermined by its
belligerent Apartheid ideology. Business circles, regional
bourgeoisie, new managerial and professional sectors157-- all
want access to power, and particularly, a reliable procedurel58

whereby major policy questions can be debated and decided upon.159

While they would possibly agree on merciless authoritarianism in
the event of se~ious danger or social revolution, there is yet no
such danger in sight, ISO though a state of emergency was declared
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in 36 magisterial districts on 20 July 1985 and in all of South
Africa in the course of 1986. So certain fractions within the
ruling bloc call for 'democracy' that would allow some civil
rights161 and political plurality while curbing popular opposition
that, although it might endanger social stability, could limit
the extremely advantageous conditions for business in South
Africa.

The trouble, however, with this strategy is that the most
active push for democratic institutions come from the grassroots.
Foremost among the new urban social movements are the Cape Areas
Housing Action Committee (CAHAC) and the Cape Action League (CAL)
which emerged in the early 1980's in response to the need to
represent workers' interests in the community. Relying to a
great extent on Christian and Muslim leadership, members of these
social movements are able to infiltrate the official
nationalist-approved trade unions,182 stage strikes and
demonstrations, and become a major social force, respected and
even recognized by the factories' management in spite of their
illegal status leading, Quite often, to police reprisals.163

against workers.
Black nationalism enjoys overwhelming support from their

respective communities and across the wide political spectrum,164
as do labor protests, enabling thereby dissidents to challenge
administrative centralism and cultural oppression. Militant
workers resort to passive resistance165 destroying the myth of the
invincible political police. Student-activists echo since 1973
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with open political rebellion on the Black and liberal campuses
the crying need for a true democracy in South Africa, resulting,
sometimes, even in the presence of riot police in lecture
hal ls.166So the remaining arguments for the regime's
authoritarian outlook, namely its ability to enforce 'law and
order' and keep popular protest under control in order to
preserve an easy way of life for business, is seriously
undermined.167

The Church, middle class, and liberal press are beginning
to wonder if it is worth tolerating such a repressive state when
its overall racial policies are quite clearly in disarray and
ineffective provoking the wrath of not merely the Blacks but also
some sections of the international community. As a result, large
and influential groups are suggesting the total democratization
of the country. Consequently, the government has to cope with the
new mood among liberals by indirectly recognizing popular
organizations and collective protest as long as the political
institutions and ideological values of the regime are not
immediately and explicitly at stake. Thus, for example, the
state does not (as yet) deem it fit to ban the United Democratic
Front (UDF) as it is not the UDF ~ ~ that is undermining the
state's hegemony but rather its affiliates. Hence, the state
banned the Congress of South African Students (COSAS) in 1985 as
it has effectively mobilized the students against Bantu Education
as evidenced by the country-wide school boycotts and restricted,
in early 1988, the activities of at least 17 anti-Apartheid
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organizations, including those of the UDF.

It is in this context of political crisis, mounting social
protest and fading support for the Nationalist Party -- the
breakaway to form the Conservative Party (CP) in the late 1970's
and early 1980's that neighborhoods started to mobilize and
organize on a large scale. But this does not mean that social
movements in Cape Town are simply a response to a political
crisis nor that the nationalist regime is about to be overthrown.
On the contrary, Botha, feeling threatened by political
opposition, formulated his Total Strategyl68 to "brave" the
political storm by:
-- jailing thousands of his opponents, dismantling 46 popular
organizations (1977),
-- issuing long-term prison sentences to dozens of militants,
killing a number of Black leaders (e.g. Steve Biko), thereby
restoring 'order' in the short term.ISg

Underground organizations and influential democratic leaders
realize that, however shaken, the Nationalist Regime cannot be
toppled unless massive political support can be won at grassroots
level.170 So began the reconstruction of a more cautious and a
less ideological labor movement, and the development of
neighborhood associations concerned with neighborhood problems
and community life. In this sense, it can be argued that urban
social movements in Cape Town emerge from within the organic
contradictions of the Apartheid State and more specifically are a
response to the acute urban problems endemic to capitalism. More
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importantly, however, their resulting development, in turn, is
widening the popular protest and self-organization, laying the
ground for a broader and more legitimate attack against a system
that, besides being repressive, fails to provide the basic social
services to the bleak townships on the Cape Flats. In Chapter 3
these arguments, amongst others, are explored empirically, by
looking specifically at the social profile of Cape Town's urban
social movements.
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mounting pressure of protectionist policies have compelled these
regimes to further slash domestic consumption in order to meet
interest payments. At the behest of the World Bank and the IMF,
the backward countries have largely abandoned their import
substitution policies and adopted the "export strategy", which
subordinates them even more completely or the dictates of
impe ria1ism. "

"This shift from import substitution to export is
euphemistically referred to by the international bankers as
"adjustment," but as the World Bank recently admitted,
"Adjustment ...has proven to be a longer road than had been
originally envisaged for some countries, particularly in sub-
Saharan Africa and those that are highly indebted. In the absence
of needed resources on appropriate terms, these countries will
find it difficult to maintain, let alone expand, education and
health services, nutrition programs, and improved water
facilities and shelter for the poor"(Wor1d Bank Annyal Report
Ull, 1987, p. 15)."

"In Latin America, the average worker consumes fewer
calories daily than in 1975, when it was estimated that only one-
third of the population ate a subsistence diet. Infant mortality
has risen sharply. In 1986, per capita income remained below the
1980 level. This is the price that the Latin American working
class is paying for the betrayals and defeats of the 1970's. The
1985 per capital Gross National Product of the backward countries
makes clear the implications of a further fall in the essential
services, facilities and programmes mentioned by the World Bank.
The per capita GNP of Burundi is $230, that of Ethiopia $110,
Madagascar $240, Zaire $170, Somalia $280, Malawi $170, Burkina
Faso $150, Guinea-Bissau $180, Bangladesh $150, Burma $190, and
India $270. In relation to India, which has, under the regime of
Rajiv Ghandi, become the most enthusiastic convert to the export
strategy, its economic development provides the most striking
verification of the parasitism and historical bankruptcy of
imperialism. Between 1950 and 1985, the actual per capita growth
of the Net Domestic Product in agriculture was only 0,0074~!
Surveying the development of the Indian economy, the Economic and
Poljtical Weekly, (January 2-9, 1988, p.50) of Bombay, concludes:
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Growth is inadequate and much of it is neutralized by the growth
of the population. Development by borrowing does not create
sufficient funds to repay the loans and the burden of the debt
grows. Deficit financing generates inflationary pressures causing
not only economic debility but also political instability.
Sectoral and regional disparities grow and become politically
untenable. These difficult problems and there are no solutions in
sight. Probably India will enter the 21st century with all these
problems on her back."

"The historical prognosis of Lenin has been vindicated in
the terrible suffering of the masses in the backward countries:
"It goes without saying that if capitalism could develop
agriculture, which today lags behind industry everywhere, it could
raise the standard of living of the masses, who are everywhere
still poverty-stricken and underfed, in spite of the amazing
advance in technical knowledge, there could be no talk of a
superabundance of capital. This 'argument' the petty-bourgeois
critics of capitalism advance every occasion. But if capitalism
did these things it would not be capitalism; for uneven and
wretched conditions of the masses are fundamental and inevitable
conditions and premises of this mode of production. As long as
capitalism remains what it is, surplus capital will never be
utilized for raising the standard of living of the masses in a
given country, for this would mean the decline in profits for the
capitalists; it will be used for the purpose of increasing those
profits by exporting capital abroad to the backward countries"
(Selected Works, Vol. 1, 1977, p. 679)."

"Thus, the only solution lies in the overthrow of
imperialism through the socialist revolution, and it is to this
conclusion that the masses of the backward countries are
inexorably driven."

"The growth of debt has played a central role in the
impoverishment of the backward countries and is a central element
in the world economic crisis. The decade since the end of the
world recession of 1973-75 has been characterized by an
astonishing growth in world financial debt, which has been fueled
by an extraordinary mobility of international capital, with vast
sums criss-crossing the globe in search of whatever investment
promises the Quickest and the largest return. Minute changes in
international exchange, rates are themselves the cause of massive
shifts in financial assets from one part of the globe to another.
Daily foreign exchange trading in the United States rose from
less than $1 billion in 1969 to $34 billion in 1983. Worldwide,
it rose from $75 billion in 1979 to over $200 billion in 1986."

"This frenetic activity has contributed nothing to the
development forces of mankind. The chief result of the drive for
profits is glutted markets and a massive edifice of international
debt. The transition from the oil boom investment of the 1970's
to the oil "bust" of the 1980's is the best illustration of this
process. The same anarchic drive for profits which produced the
overcapacity now requires its destruction through the traditional
capitalist technique of plant closings and mass layoffs. This
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process has decimated the steel industry in the United States and
Europe and has been in progress in the auto industry throughout
the decade and will continue into the 1990's."

"Debt looms like a dark shadow over the global economy and
its implications are recognized by all the capitalist economists
to be potentially catastrophic. Entire countries have been
virtually bankrupted by debt levels which can be only partially
serviced through the drastic increase of exports at the expense
of the utter impoverishment of the masses. By 1982, the external
debt services as a percentage of exports had already reached 179%
for Argentina, 129% for Mexico, 122% for Brazil, 95% for
Venezuela, and 91% for the Philippines. For all the indebted Less
Developed Countries, the ratio of debt to exports has increased
from 132,2% in 1978 to 179,5% in 1~86. During the past decade,
the ratio of the debt to Gross Domestic Product for the debtor
LCD's has risen from 25,6% in 1978, 33,8% in 1982 to 40% in 1986.
When considered on a per capita basis, the level of debt for
Latin American countries is staggering. In Argentina, it is
$1 662; in Bolivia $622; in Brazil $791; in Chile $1 740; in
Costa Rica $1 615; in Mexico $1 261; and in Venezuela $2 000."

"Within the United States, the debt figures reveal the
internal rot of American capitalism. The federal debt, which
stood at $914 billion in 1980, had grown to $1,841 trillion in
1987, or 37% of the GNP. Net interest on the debt rose from $23,2
billion in 1975 to $42,6 billion in 1979 to $129,4 billion in
1985, or 13,7% of the budget. The total public and private debt
has grown from $1,6 trillion in 1970 to over $8 trillion in 1980.
The growth of corporate debt not only exposes the fragility of
the entire structure of American business; it also represents an
indictment of the workings of capitalism, where the drive for
profit undermines the very process of production and prepares the
ground for catastrophic crises."

"The reorganization of American industry, which has been
celebrated in the capitalist press as heralding a rebirth of U.S.
competitiveness in the world market, has, in reality, represented
a gross and unproductive squandering of resources. The mega-
mergers of the 1980's have had as their central aims the
weakening of the working class, the intensification of the rate
of exploitation, and the offsetting of the decline of the rate of
profit. Banks and brokerage houses were hardly unmindful that the
"merger mania" generated immense paper profits. Prior to 1980,
there were only 12 mergers costing more than $1 billion. But
between 1980 and 1985, there were 45. There 25 such multi-billion
dollar mergers in 1985 and 33 in 1986. Four thousand firms spent
$200 billion restructuring in 1986, and 12 200 companies valued
at $490 billion, changed hands between 1983 and 1987."

"This reshuffling of assets invariably involved massive loans
e.g., $12 billion to Arco in its unsuccessful attempt to take
over Gulf, $1 billion to Gulf to fight a takeover bid by T.Boone
Pickens, $14 billion to Socal to finance its merger with Gulf,
etc. As a consequence of this merger mania, corporate debt has
risen to stratospheric levels. In 1950, the average American
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corporation had $43 for each dollar it paid in interest. By 1982,
the ratio of assets to interest payments had fallen to 4:1. In
1983, debt rose by about $60 billion and equity by $30 billion.
In 1984, new corporate debt rose by $169 billion, while equity
fell $78 billion. In 1985, the debt rose by yet another $145
billion. In a large number of industries, profits were not large
enough to cover fixed interest and preferred dividend charges.
While the size of the debt has grown continually larger, the
duration of its terms has grown progressively shorter. Short-term
debt of less than one year rose from $40 billion in 1976 to
nearly $100 billion in 1984. By 1985, some 47~ of the pretax
profits went into debt service, and over half of the debt was
short term. As to the quality of the debt, in 1985 junk bonds
made up 25~ of all new corporate i..ssues."

"The unsustainable character of this gargantuan structure is
obvious. The much-feared but inevitable onset of a recession will
place unbearable strains upon the whole system and threaten a
chain reaction of corporate bankruptcies. Moreover, as Trotsky
noted 65 years ago, the growth of fictitious capital is the
mirror reflection of the bankruptcy of the capitalist economy.
All the billions in debt represent claims on capital which has
either ceased to exist or which has yet to be created. From the
capital that no longer exists, nothing can be extracted. It is
from living labor, the working class, that the capital to sustain
debts must be derived. And that can be accomplished only through
the intensified exploitation of those who work and the
simultaneous reduction of the workers' share of the national
income."
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CHAPTER 3

THE TRAJECTORY OF CAPE TOWN'S URBAN SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

General Introdyction

In the preceding two chapters it has been argued that urban
social movements emerge within the multiple historically-informed
tensions, contradictions and conflicts undergirding a particular
social formation. More specifically, in Chapter 2 it has been
posited that people at the grassroots level usually mobilize and
organize around their daily problems within specific
neighborhoods. In this regard it has been stressed that, whilst
in Gramscian terms, such conjunctural, i.e. occasional, ephemeral
and accidental problems within a specific neighborhood,
constitute the immediate terrain of struggle, historically,
however, such conjunctural problems are, quite often,
differentiated expressions of an organic crisis besetting a

specific social formation.
In this chapter, therefore, the conjunctural terrain of

struggle in Metropolitan Cape Town will be considered so as to
illuminate the historically-specific problems that inform the
mobilizational tactics and organizational strategies within
particular neighborhoods on the Cape Flats. Thus, to grasp the
meaning of Cape Town's urban social movements, one must first
examine some of their basic characteristics, such as their
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historical evolution, organization, urban and political demands;
in short, tbeir profile as a social phenomenon. Only on this
basis can an analysis of a movement's emergence, dynamics and
influence on the dominant relations of power be fully understood.

The Trajectory of Neignborhood Mobilizatjon jn Cape Town

Neighborhood mobilization occurs in Cape Town as a series
of locally-based convergent responses to a wider urban crisis, a
series that follow in the wake of increasing political tension.
In this respect, it must be pointed out that political tension
exists in the Cape ever since the establishment of the Dutch
station at the Cape in 1652, although through most of the
subsequent centuries the expectation of economic and social
equality, in addition to a measure of political and legal
representation, militated against resistance and revo1t.1

ProposalS to raise franchise qualifications, thereby entrenching
white hegemony effectively, provided the impetus for organized
opposition with the formation of the South African Coloured

People's Association in 1892.
The unwavering effort of Rhodes and the Cape Parliament to

restrict "Coloured" political rights led to the formation of a
number of middle class voluntary organizations and the founding
of the African Peoples Organization (APO) in 1902.2 Even though
the APO was established with a socialist program its leadership
departed from this position after the Second World War, seeking
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to protect "Coloured" interests rather than advocating Black
unity,3 It appears that this stand was consistent with the
attitudes of other organizations such as the Cape Malay
Association and the Cape Malay Choir Board, founded or encouraged
by white nationalists for whom the emphasis on ethnic identity
became an almost divine obsession as it fitted in well with
segregationalist policies of the Government,'

White Afrikaners, indeed, sought alliances with the
"Coloured" working class, who at this stage still held franchise
rights, through organization such as the African National Board
and the United Afrikaner League, which had as their aim the
removal of political control from the English-speaking population
of the Cape,S The socialist programme was incorporated by
organizations such as the Industrial and Commercial Workers
Union, founded in 1919 and the Communist Party of South Africa,

founded in 1921,6
In 1927 the All-African Convention consolidated these

positions under the federal structure of the African National
Congress (ANC), which for a decade, could claim to be a united
front opposed to the ~ facto segregation and domination of the
white minority regime in South Africa,7 However, within the

All-African Convention there were tensions culminating in 1937 in
the withdrawal of the ANC, which had chosen to advocate an
exclusively African nationalism, At that juncture the Union
Government developed its segregationalist policies further with
the proposal to create a Coloured Affairs Department and a
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Coloured Advisory Council, thereby broadening the chasm between
those members of the "Coloured" community who believed in
collaboration with the State and those who did not. The
Servitude Bills were pUblished two years later, introducing
beach, public transport and residential segregation to Cape Town.
Those groups opposed to the proposal for a Coloured Affairs
Department formed the Non-European_unity Movement (NEUM) in 1943,
reviving the federal structure of the All-African Convention, but

now without the participation of the ANC.8

Hence, by the end of the Second World War political
opposition in the Western Cape took three forms: those, such as
part of the leadership of the APO, who had decided to acquire
political rights through collaboration with the State, those who
pursued a Black nationalist unity and those who adopted a
socialist position through the NEUM. In 1951, these divisions
were evident when the Franchise Action Committee (FRAC) was
formed in opposition to the Separate Representation of Voters
Act, which provided for the separate representation of the
"Coloured" population in parliament and the Cape Provincial
Council. While the ANC and the APO joined FRAC, the NEUM
rejected such participation as FRAC included advocates of the
Coloured Advisory Council. Even so, FRAC organized a protest
strike which had a considerable impact on Cape Town's industry,
strengthening thereby the ANC's resolve to organize a national
mass campaign against Apartheid legislation, materializing the
following year in the Defiance Campaign.9
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The nature of opposition to the State was influenced
considerab1~ by the war economy. Briefly, the interconnection
was as follows: War demands had led to the expansion of
manufacturing industries and a diversion of skilled white workers
into the army, giving rise in turn to large increases in the
African population of Cape Town, but with accompanying poverty.
These poverty-stricken circumstances in Cape Town provided the
fertile soil for trade union organization, and by 1945 the
Council for Non-European Trade Unions (CNETU) had an affiliate
strength of 158,000 members in 119 unions, although in the
following year violent state repression of a national strike in
support of miners severely crippled the movement.

Notwithstanding the repressive powers of the State, in 1955
unions again came together in the South African Congress of Trade
Unions (SACTU) which, in the Western Cape, succeeded in forming
several new unions among the largely migrant African working
class. Yet again, State brutality and repression thwarted the
movement, this time through the device of Sabotage Act of 1962,
prohibiting strikes and leading to the incarceration of union

leaders.10

It might be true that draconian State policies virtually
outlawed all forms of legitimate Black protest; yet it is also
true that, if anything, repressive state measures enhanced the
militancy of the African population of the Western Cape,
estimated to total 75,000 in 1960: a militancy which was further
encouraged by the rigid application of influx control in
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Metropolitan Cape Town and the policy of "ejecting" Africans to
the Bantust~ns, "the dumping grounds of the reserved labor army
and where poverty and unemployment are "reigning supreme".
Resultantly, the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC), formed by those
who had broken from the ANC in 1958 on the issue of white
participation in the Black resistance movement, enjoyed
considerable success in its recrui~ment. Both the PAC and ANC
began campaigns against the Pass Laws in 1960 and in March that
year protest turned to resistance with extensive rioting, a

the most obvious cause of this was the suppression of the
nationalist movements and the imprisonment, banning or
exile of an entire generation of politicians and trade
unionists. During the 1960's the police were granted
unlimited powers of arrest and detention as well as
increasingly lavish budgets. The police recruited an army
of informers whose activities promoted a climate of fear
and distrust, effectively paralyzing any political
initiative amongst Africans. The decade also witnessed
fresh restrictions on political discussion with the
silencing of the radical press and the increasingly
apolitical content of African commercial journalism.12

sustained work stayaway, and a march by an estimated 30,000 on

the center of Cape Town. 11

The violent repression of the pass laws protests ushered in
a decade during which Black political activity inside South
Africa was suppressed by unfettered draconian security measures
forcing the nationalist movements underground, furthermore,
forcing the liberation movements to begin a campaign of
insurgency organized from beyond the country's borders by the
PAC's Poqo and the ANC's Umkhonto we Sizwe. Perceptively, one

researcher, in this regard, observes:
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From the foregoing discussion it should be quite clear

that, historically, Metropolitan Cape Town, like the rest of the
country, has been experiencing political tension ever since the
arrival of the European settler community at the Cape in 1652;
political tension which would ultimately influence urban social
movements in Cape Town. Other characteristics of urban social
movements in Cape Town include, in ~~: Community
organization in Metropolitan Cape Town is confined mostly to the
"Coloured" areas of the Western Cape where there is almost no
history of trade union activity.'3 This is an important point to
bear in mind, because whatever has developed in terms of
organization, has developed with these particular constraints.

Community organization in Cape Town is unlike the community
organization which has taken place elsewhere in South Africa.
The dynamics of the situation in Cape Town, the relationship
between organizations, is qualitatively different." In Port
Elizabeth, for instance, there was the rise of Port Elizabeth
Black Civic Organization (PEBCO) in 1979, heralding a major new
development in South Africa. However, the very direction which
PESCO took soon led to conflict with the state and after no more
than five months the leadership of the organization, who had at
the time been fairly deeply involved in worker organizations as
well, were removed. The organization has been struggling to
re-establish itself with the kind of presence in the community,

ever since.
In Durban, community organization took off in the Indiana
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areas, also around 1979.15 The climax of this organization was
during 1980_and 1981 when the Durban Housing Action Committee
organized a rent boycott in Phoenix and Newlands East.'6 In
Johannesburg, there has been the Soweto Civic Association, which
only in 1982 started taking root in different areas on the
Wiwatersrand when the Coordinating Rents Action Committee (CRAC)
was formed to coordinate the activjties of organization of the

witwatersrand.'l
In Cape Town, the turning point in the organization was

1980. To attain a balanced perspective on community organization
in Cape Town, it is necessary to look at the history of
organization before 1980 which has a bearing on 1980 and
post-1980 period. It is also important to understand the
conditions under which this organization took place, and the
processes involved in building organization.

From Organizatjon to Mobilization on the Cape Flats

Organization in Cape Town before 1980 was linked to the
activities at the University of the Western Cape. In 1973, there
was a walk-off on campus. One of the major decisions of the
students was to go out into the community and generate some
support from parents. These same students in 1974 decided to
organize the areas known as Bonteheuwel around the issue of the
in-fill-scheme -- the City Council of Cape Town had decided to
build maisonettes between the existing houses, and people in the
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area were unhappy about this. The students had little or no
knowledge o! organization. Consequently the scheme was dropped.

These embryonic attempts at grassroots organization, however,
were rekindled in the years to come when the social consciousness
of the township residents on the Cape Flats would be dramatically
raised by the deteriorating material conditions in South Africa
in general and in Cape Town in par~icular. Thus, for example, in
1975 there was an attempt to organize a bus boycott on a city-
wide scale. Though the boycott never r~ally took root in the
townships, it did expose, as will be made clear in a later
section, the leadership in the different neighborhoods to the
tactical, strategic and overall political nature of organizing
the marginalized in Metropolitan Cape Town. In 1976, the people
in Hanover Park -- a fairly small area -- latched onto the fairly
specific issue of housing conditions in the area and confronted
the local authorities on these issues.

Up until 1979, the attempts that had been made to organize
in the communities, were in themselves quite unconnected, and no
consideration was given at the time to establishing permanent
organization. In 1979, the Fattis and Moni's workers came out on
strike and called for a consumer boycott. To many community
activists this call from the workers underscored the importance
of permanent community organization. Consequently, the boycott
was organized within the community, and was successful even
though there were no well-established organizational networks on

the Cape Flats.
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The experience of the Fattis and Moni's strike was
translated jnto activities in a number of ways. Thus, for
example, in early 1980, people, concerned about different
community problems came together to discuss the idea of a
community newspaper. Grassroots was established as a result and
has subsequently played a fairly important organizational role.
Not only has it grown alongside cQmmunity organizations in Cape
Town --in fact it has in many areas preceded community
organization, and has provided some kind of stimulus for
organization. Most importantly, perhaps, it has also put people
in contact with each other.18 This contact through Grassroots
was very important for people who were working in different
neighborhoods and who were grappling with problems of

organization for the first time.
The contact which was built by people being drawn together

around Grassroots, also facilitated the establishment of the Bus
Action Committee (BAC) in response to bus-fare increases in 1980.
BAC organized the bus boycott throughout Metropolitan Cape Town.
The organizations or groups represented on the Bus Action
Committee crossed Groups Areas boundaries having representatives
from both the African and "Coloured" areas on the committee. The
boycott was launched, it lasted two weeks in "Coloured" areas,
and managed to continue for a month in the African townships.

In relation to the bus boycott it has to be noted that it
occurred at a time when there was a flurry of activity on the
Cape Flats. For example, there was a schools boycott19 and
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boycott of red meat in support of the demands of the meat workers
who had come out on strike reinforcing, perhaps, the
differentiated, collective demands of the marginalized in the
bleak townships. As will be pointed out in a later section, these
organic and multiple forms of community action also contributed
towards the deepening of the legitimacy crisis of the Apartheid
State and the heightened level of political consciousness that
seems to inform the different modes of community organization and

mobilization in the late 1980's.
Yet something else has to be made clear about the '

aforementioned boycotts. During their generative and formative
phase they were co-ordinated by Parent-Student Action Committees
in neighborhoods where there were tenants, and some in areas
where there were homeowners. Since the so-called Coloured
townships were also affected by rent increases in 1980 the
Parent-Student Action Committees came together to form yet
another committee, called the Umbrella Rents Committee (URC). In
September 1980, URC was transformed into the Cape Areas Housing

Action Committee (CAHAC).
Together with the transformation of the URC into CAHAC, the

Parent-Student Action Committees which had been established in
most townships on the Cape Flats were being transformed into
residents' and civic organizations. In the short space of six
months, where previously virtually no organization existed, there
were now organizations existing in one or other form. Very often
there was little clarity about the direction or the form that
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these organizations would take. However, it was the coming
together of. organizations which threw up questions for people who
were keen on community organization, questions which could best
be answered in practice. This, then, was the general pattern of
community organization in Cape Town in 1981, setting the scene
for a period of intense activity in ensuing years as the
confluence of various urban problems would serve to mobilize the
predominantly working class communities on the Cape Flats.

Urbanization and Urban problems in Metropolitan Cape Town

The urban mobilization that began in Cape Town in the late
1970's developed around a series of demands that thoroughly
corresponded to the main problems that give rise to the urban
crisis. It follows that, although urban protest is fostered by
political initiatives, problems arising from the model of urban
development nourish the movements, provide their content and

shape, their goals.
Demands expressed by residents of different neighborhoods

emanate from a wide ranging issues as reflected in Table 7,
detailing the salient problems20 in local neighborhoods on the
Cape Flats. Significant about the results are the high responses
in respect of problems vis-a-vis the living environment, social

.environment, as well as the proportion of respondents who listed
recreational, economic and political problems as being amongst
the most salient in their respective neighborhoods. In all these
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cases between 90-100% of the working class residents indicated
these as their most acute problems whereas the middle class
residents quite often mentioned these same problems, though
occasionally fewer middle class respondents indicated living
environments; in e.g. Gleemoor (88.23%), Kensington (71.42%),
Thornhill/Rylands (83.3%); yet, even these proportional responses
are indicative of the severity of the problems in the
neighborhoods on the Cape Flats. The same marginal differences
hold true for most of the other neighborhoods, which seem to
indicate that generally residents in these neighborhoods are in
agreement that, to a lesser or greater extent, their respective
neighborhoods constitute poor living environments.

Indeed, this view seems to be reinforced when one scans the
pages of the very popular community newspaper, Grassroots. Table
9, for example, amongst others, indicates that since 1980-1985,
more than 11.7% or 71 2/3 of its 616 pages were devoted to
housing issues, in comparison with 0.3% or 2 pages to land use
issues. More importantly, the concern with the living
environment seems to be quite legitimate when one looks at the
housing conditions in the neighborhood.

Table 10 indicates that in 1981 a significantly high
proportion of residents' income was spent on rent, an average of
at least 42%. Indeed, in quite a few cases, residents paid in
some townships more than 42%, for example, in Kalksteenfontein
residents paid.45% of their income on rents, whilst in
Atlantis(b) the proportion is 55% rising to 75% in Atlantis(a)!
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At the same time, it is significant to note (Table 11) that more
than 40~ of the residents in Atlantis(b) and almost 50~ in
Atlantis(a) receive salaries between RO-70.

Bearing in mind that residents of Atlantis usually have to
commute daily 45 km to work in Cape Town, one can readily
appreciate the gravity of their situation. Table 14 indeed
points out that weekly a person traveling by car from Atlantis to
Cape Town has to pay $45.00, i.e. R180.00 per month, whereas a
personal traveling by bus has to pay $5.50 per week, i.e. R22.00

per month.21 In this respect, one researcher22 observes:
for those who are forced to live in the new

townships on the metropolitan periphery, transport costs
are an excessive burden. This is especially the case
since work opportunities are either limited or
non-existent in these areas and people have little
choice but to commute to the city center or the main
industrial areas to find work. In the case of Atlantis,
housing construction and the relocation of people (in
the name of geographical apartheid) has occurred much
faster than the establishment of factories and the
creation of jobs. It has been estimated that some 50~
of Atlantis residents have to commute to Cape Town
daily. Furthermore, no assessment of commuting costs
can ignore the fact that the level of public
transportation service to many low income, sprawling
housing areas on the edge of the city is inadequate.
This literally forces people to commute by car, which is
by far the most expensive mode of travel and which may
increase travel cost five or six-fold.

Aggravating the transport problems experienced by
commuters is the constant rising of both bus and train fares as
illustrated in Tables 12 and 13. In respect of train fares, for
example, Table 12, a third class ticket from Athlone to Cape Town
increased from 16 cents to 40 cents between 1980 and 1985, an
increase of 250~, whilst the average wage increase was
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approximately 33%.23 First class tickets between Athlone and
Cape Town r?se even at a steeper rate, viz. from 35 cents in 1980
to 90 cents in 1985, an increase of 257.14%.

These overall increases hold true for all other
neighborhoods on the Cape Flats with particularly acute increases
in Mitchell's plain from 75 cents for a first class in 1980 to
R1.90 in 1985, an increase of 253.33%, whilst the increase for a
third class ticket was from 34 cents in 1980 to 80 cents in 1985,
an increase of 235.29%. Also, in the case of bus fares, Table
12, Mitchell's Plain experienced a particularly steep increase
from R1.34 in 1980 to R2.57 in 1985, a rise of 191.79% whilst
most other townships experience less steep bus fare increases.
Even so, Tables 12 and 13 indicate quite clearly that transport
expenses have been rising steadily since 1980 on the Cape Flats
constituting a singularly most pressing concern for both working
class and middle class Black families on the Cape Flats.

Grassroots, Table 9, between 1980 and 1985 has given
constant coverage to the transport problems of commuters. For
example, between 1980 and 1982 the paper focused regularly on the
transport issue as it appears that it was, during this time that
train fares (Table 12) increased the sharpest e.g. in respect of
Athlone, a third class ticket to Cape Town increased from 16
cents in 1980 to 25 cents in 1982, an increase of 15.62% whilst
the increase for a first class ticket was from 35 cents to 55
cents, an increase of 15.71~. The parallel increase for
Mitchell's Plain was for a third class ticket from 34 cents in
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1980 to 50 cents in 1982, an increase of 14.70% whereas the rise
in the fare for a first class ticket was from 75 cents in 1980 to
R1.15 in 1982, an increase of 15.33%.

The fact that Grassroots paid less attention to transport
problems subsequent to 1982 is connected to a shift in the
political focus of organizations in Cape Town in the wake of the
President Council's Proposals which aimed at restructuring the
Nationalist policy of divide-and-rule. This aspect will be
explored in some detail in a later section when the
organizational structures, strategies and principles of the Cape
Action League and the Cape Areas Housing Action Committee will be
analyzed.

At this stage it is important to emphasize the
multiplicity of problems experienced by residents in the
neighborhoods on the Cape Flats, ranging from problems in the
living environment to those which are seemingly connected to the
political situation in South Africa at large (Tables 7 and Table
9). Though both the working class and middle class residents in
the racial ghettos of Cape Town singled out problems, ranging
from those in the living and social environment to those which
have been described as recreational, economic and political in
character (Table 7), it is quite clear that the working class of
Cape Town, by virtue of their sheer preponderance (Tables 15, 16,
and 19) are collectively the 'worst off'.

In this respect, Table 15 indicates that in Manenberg, for
example, 11,380 or 84.5% of the inhabitants are blue collar
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workers in comparison to 2,080 or 15.5% who are white collar
workers. With the exception of Thornhill/Rylands, most residents
in the townships are blue collar workers, and by extension,
belong to the working class.24 When one considers the proportion
of homeowners on the Cape Flats, the predominance of the working
class in neighborhoods becomes even clearer. For example, Table
16 reveals that in Manenberg, only 11% of the residents are
homeowners, whilst only 0.6% of the residents in the townShip at
large (Table 19) completed 12 years of formal SChooling (i.e.
Matric). Indeed, the material conditions of most residents on the
Cape Flats (Tables 15 to 21) are not much better than those in
Manenberg, reinforcing the fact that many people on the Cape
Flats live in abject poverty.25

Also, in this case, Grassroots (Table 9) has given
continuous coverage to the squalor and misery. in which many
residents live on the Cape Flats e.g. the paper, between 1980 and
1985 has devoted 29 out of 616 of its total pages or 4.7% to
rising prices, particularly of foodstuffs, 39 pages or 6.4% of
its coverage to poor services on the Cape Flats, and 71 2/3 pages
or 11.7% of its content to housing conditions in the racial
ghettos of Cape Town, thereby heightening residents' awareness of
their miserable conditions in the bleak townships (Table 7). The
overall material poverty of the working class neighborhoods on
the Cape Flats is further highlighted by the relatively poor
personal incomes in the townships vis-a-vis personal incomes of
whites in the suburbs of Cape Town. For example, Table 17
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indicates that in Factreton the monthly mean income of residents
is R163.33 whilst that of a white person in the suburb of
Newlands is R879.35.26

Generally, there is very little difference between the
personal income and that of the head of the household in Black
townships as reflected in Tables 17 and Table 18. For example,
the head of a household in Factreton earns a monthly income of
$207.00 whereas the monthly income per head of household in the

white suburb of Newlands is R1,652.99. When one considers the

fact that the mean household size in Black townships is much
larger than that of whites, e.g. Table 20 shows that Factreton
has a mean family size of 6.95, i.e. 2.19 persons27 per room
(Table 21), in comparison with 0.57 persons per room in the white
suburb of Pinelands, one readily realizes that Blacks in the
racial ghettos of Cape-Town are not only poor ~~, they are
ultimately poor in relation to whites in South Africa.

The gravity of the squalor, misery and overall material
needs of Blacks in Cape Town becomes even more graphic when one
bears in mind that where 90~ of all state-owned rented dwellings
are occupied by Blacks -- only 19~ of whites make use of them;
whereas 70-100~ of Blacks do not have cars in the townships, less
than 10~ of whites do not own a car; while 30 - 90~ of Blacks
share accommodation with other households; whites usually do not
need to depend on shared accommodation with other households, and
while 35~ of Blacks are homeowners on the Cape Flats (sometimes
the proportion is higher or lower e.g. 67~ own their homes in
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Kensington while only 9% own their in Bonteheuwel, (cf. Table 16)
more than 50% of whites in Cape Flats are homeowners.28

In the light of these and related expenses, it has been
concluded by several researchers that many Blacks in South Africa
live under the Household subsistence Level (HSL). For example,
it has been established that 85.8% of the residents in
Atlantis(b), 79.4% in Kalksteenfontein, 77.9% in Valhalla park,
76.5% in Hout Bay, 74.6% in Ocean View, 70.9% in Factreton, 62.2%
in Atlantis(a) and 47.0% in Mitchell's Plain live under the
HSL.29 Thus, it appears there is a high correlation between the
general living environment poor housing, high rents, bad
roads, and so forth -- and the overall social environment, with
specific reference to the high incidence of crime in such areas.

Table 7 indicates that many residents perceive crime as one
of the most salient problems in their respective neighborhoods
and more importantly, there appears to be no significant
difference between the perception levels of crime in working
class and middle class neighborhoods as, with the exception of
the middle class residents of Factreton, throughout the study
area, between 80 and 100~ of residents singled crime out as a
particularly acute problem. Even more striking, however, is the
fact that an average of 96.6~ of residents in the townships
singled crime out as the most salient neighborhood problem,
overshadowed only by a 100% response indicating 'economic
problems' as the most serious concern on the Cape Flats.

Indeed, it is an established fact that Cape Town has been
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dubbed the capital city of crime in the world as it registers
more criminal acts per 100,000 than any other city in the
world.30 South Africa, at large, for example, has 440 convicted
criminals per 100,000 in comparison with the 189 in the USA, 137
in Israel, 109 in Argentina, 75 in the UK, 52 in France, 40 in
Spain, and 9 in Cambodia, making it the leading country in the
world vis-a-vis crime.3l

In the light of the exceptionally high crime rate in South
Africa in general, it should therefore be no surprise that the
Black townships in Cape Town experience very high levels of
crime, e.g. in Grassy Park, in 1984, 1,024 cases of housebreaking
were reported to police i.e. 4.31~ of all the 23,751
housebreaking incidents in Cape Town, while in Woodstock 1,164
cases were reported i.e. 4.90~ of all the cases in Cape Town, in
Manenberg 1,169 incidents were reported, i.e. 4.92~ of all the
cases in Cape Town and 1,548 in Mitchell's Plain, i.e. 6.51~ of
all the housebreaking incidents in Cape Town.32

Furthermore, it seems there is a relationship between certain
types of crimes and the overall material conditions in the
neighborhoods. It i~, therefore, particularly significant to
note in Table 7 that, without exception, all the neighborhoods in
Cape Town experience economic problems, viz high unemployment,
low wages and high cost of living, amongst others. According to
the Department of Manpower, Central Statistics Services, in
Pretoria, the number of registered jobless people has nearly
tripled between 1984 and 1985, i.e. in October 1984, 7,663
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persons in the Cape were registered as unemployed whereas in
October 1985 the number increased to 17,472.33

Already in 1984 it was projected that South Africa's
future is dark for the growing labor force as the country does
not generate enough jobs for its growing population, e.g.
extrapolating the 1960-1980 labor situation in the country to
1980-2000, conservatively, it has been established that annually
more than 5 million people would not be able to find jObs.3'
Indeed, in August 1985, already 56~ of Africans in Port Elizabeth
were unemployed.35 The aforementioned statistics tend to
reinforce the residents' view in Metropolitan Cape Town that the
'Economy' is their most salient problem. Moreover, residents
tend to agree that rising unemployment, low wages and the overall
high cost of living are directly connected with the deteriorating
social environment in the neighborhoods as most of them
experience an exceptionally high crime rate.

Whilst there are certainly many factors which contribute to
crime, it seems obvious that the economic need, experienced by
the unemployed, gives rise to crime. In this respect, Engels36

observes: "if (a poor man) can get no work he may steal, if he is
not afraid of the police, or starve". A survey of offenders in
Cape Town found that for 66.4~ of the parents or substitute
parents of the offenders, unemployment and/or financial
insecurity or poverty was their most serious problem.37 This
would suggest that many of the offenders had grown up with
periodically unemployed parents and had then turned to crime.
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Also, a survey of gang members in Cape Town found that 66% of the
fathers of the youths had been out of work for the past year and
11% had been without work for two years or more.3a If not
elsewhere in the world, it seems quite true, at least in South
Africa, that if a person cannot get work, stealing appears to be
the only key to survival.

Furthermore, these poor living conditions seem to be borne
out by the unanimity with which residents in Metropolitan Cape
Town indicated 'economic problems' as their most salient concern
in the respective neighborhoods. Table 7 indicates that 100% of
the residents mentioned economic problems', i.e. unemployment,
low wages, high cost of living, amongst others, as their single
most important problem.

Previous research on the living conditions in the racial
ghettos of Cape Town seems to support the view that life on the
Cape Flats is increasingly unbearable. Concludes one
researcher:39

Quite apart from the frustration generated by unemployment
and the underuse of human potential, the sharp rise of the
cost of living in the late 1970's produced nothing less
than a crisis of survival in Cape Town. In 1975 the Theron
Commission found that about 40% of the Coloured population
were living in need, many in an 'acute state of poverty'.
From the early 1970's South Africa was exper.iencing
double-figure inflation. Between 1971 and 1980 the average
wage for Coloured people rose by a third, but in the last
6 years during this period the consumer price index rose
as much 82.6% on all items, and 94.8% on food items. So,
despite a money increase in wages in Cape Town, the real
wage decreased -- and with it the standard of living of
the working class.
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Hence, it could be suggested that the increasing incidents
of unemployment, the rising level of poverty and the overall
marginalization of many people in the Cape Flats are inextricably
bound to the high crime rate in the townships. By extension,
therefore, the townships are becoming increasingly the
battlefield of the working class. It appears that their
day-to-day struggle, within the ambit of a multiplicity of
problems, is all-encompassing, all-embracing, it is total.

Not only do Black's experience problems in their living and
social environment, they also have a lack of recreational
facilities. For example, Table 12 illustrates that, with the
exception of Mitchell's Plain,'O between 89-100~ Blacks perceive
recreation as one of their most important problems. In this
respect, the ~ Tjmes, 6 August 1985, provides an apt
description of the poor recreational facilities in Black
townships. In this respect it is worthwhile quoting this liberal
paper's observations in some detail:

Langa, with a population of 28,000 has only one
well-maintained football stadium, one rugby field, one
cricket pitch, four dilapidated tennis courts, a closed
swimming pool and one community center, which provides the
very basic needs of boxing and weightlifting.
Nyanga and New Crossroads, with some 34,000 people, also
have only one football field, one operational tennis court,
one dilapidated netball field, and a community center where
very basic facilities are available.
Guguletu's 75,000 people have two closed swimming pools, one
netball field which is being used by all the clubs in the
three townships, and dilapidated tennis courts. Several
clubs play football and rugby on open fields and the
townships's sandy wastes.
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Even more poignant is the response of the president of the
South African Council of Sport (SACOS)41 in relation to the poor
recreational facilities in Black townships: ..... (the) poor and
non-existent facilities in Black townships are symbolic of the
discrimination, oppression and exploitation of Blacks in this
country." Indeed, not merely do Black leadership identify
residential problems in political terms, on the contrary, the
rank-and-file within the larger Black community are increasingly
defining their neighborhood problems in political terms.

Thus, equally striking, is the political awareness of
Blacks on the Cape Flats, as shown in Table 7, where 93.1~ of
them, particularly amongst the middle class, who consider
political problems -- as manifested in the notorious Group Areas
Act which thus far has uprooted at least 600,00042 so-called
Coloureds on the Cape Flats -- as their single most important
concern.

Hence the significant proportion of 79.9~ Blacks (Table 8)
who identified political objectives in respect of the future of
both Cape Town and South Africa at large. Again, it is
particularly noteworthy that the middle class seem to be
unanimous in their view that the "only solution to the multiple
problems in Cape Town and, indeed, in South Africa, is a
political one", whereas the working class emphasize
socio-economic solutions and objectives. This is a particularly
significant difference in perception between the working class on
the one hand and the middle class on the other (as to what the
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solution to Cape Town's and by extension, South Africa's problems
shou 1d be).
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Tabl. 10 233
R.nt as a percentage of Income. 1981

I Ir.com.
I.nR.nt- 0-251 25- 301 30- 351 35-"01 "0-"5' 4S·' 'Jve~ 2S~S

r::1tyCouncil people
F'actr.eon 681 21.81 5.51 .51 .31 3.8S 32S

Kall<ste.nfon-
t.1n 551 12.61 5.q_I 1.21 2.91 16.31 45 S
Valhalla Parle 661 8.51 ~2.U 1.5S 3.1S 1.21 3ijS

Dl Y'. Counc1l
Hout Bay 831 2.2S 3.91 1.11 6.11 2.81 111
Oo.an Vlev 571 3.0S ,II.0S II.0S 12.8S 1.4S "31
M. 'lain 6"S 23.01 8.0S 3.0S 1.5S 0.31 361
Atlantl. (a) 25.6S 11.11 lS.9S 13.9S 15.71 13.91 751
Atlantl. (b) 115.0S '2.0S S.OS 12.0S 13.61 8.01 551

Av. • 1.12S

.This .xclud •• peopl. with -nil- lnoo.e, 1 ••• with r.nt .qual to over lOOS
lnco. ••

Sow-o.: Dlvlsional COuncil ot tM Cape, Aa quoted by I. ""tuneS, 1983.
lxaalnatlon ot AlternatlY1 Roualnc tor the Poor, Sobool ot loono.1C., Unlv.rsl~y
ot Cape Town, p. 51.
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Table 11
Percentage of Income paid in Rent by Income Groyp

,",ontnly Incom. RO-70 R70-150 R 150-250 Ft250-350 R350-450 R4;O·
:L~y '=ouncll
Factl'".ton 30.3S 18.5S 12.8S 1.8S 6.lS 4.5S
Kall<st••nton-
t.i.n 44.9S 26.3S 16." 10.2S 6.5S 4.31
Valnalla Parle 36.0S 2t.1l1 19.2S 11.0S 11 .11 10.6S
01'1. CouncU
Hout 8&y 38.1S 18.1S 19.3S 12.51 t2.1l1 10.8S
Oc.an Vitv 1l2.0S 2'.8S t".9S 1t.61 9.2S 6.1 S
M. Plain '2.8S 2".8S ~.2S 21.1S t9.3S t8.2S
Atlantis (a) 48.9S 2!.6S 33.2S 38.8S 3".61 26.0S
Atlanti, ( b) la3.0S 2!.3S 2!.tS 28.0S 21.0S 23.0S
Ay.,..... laO.1S 23.1S 20.1S 18.aas t5.11 t2.9S

SOw-c. I I. ,..tunCl, 1983. lu.1nation ot Alt.-natty. Mouainc tor tn. POOl'"t
SChool ot loonaaioa, Un1y.,..ity ot CaPt Town, p. 52.
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Table 13
Bus Fares From Cape Town to Subyrban Areas. 1980 & 1985

Suburban Are. F.re ln 1980 F.,... ln 1985
1 • Boaaklerle 92 99
2. Brldeetown 98 1.30

3. Sllvertown ge 1.30
4. Klvtown 98 1.30
5. Bontlh.uv.l 1.10 1.30
6. Klnslnaton 65 111
1. 'actr.ton 65 14
8. Athlon. 98 1.30
9. El.ll. IUYI,. 55 10
10. Lan.. 92 99
11. Man.nbtre 98 1.30
12. Rylanda 98 1.30
13. Mltch.ll" P1aln 1.311 2.51
14. Crall Roa41 1.10 1.30
15. Gr ... y Park 1.05 1.35

Not.:- lua tar•• xpr ... td 1n Randa and tractlons ot a Rand.

Souro.: Clt, TI-.... ,.. Cape Town. 'ebruary 1986~
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Table 14
Cost of Transport to Cape Town per Week

0l"1,1n 01stanc. RaU (2)

Atlantis R5.50
R5.60

R45.00
M. Plain 25 ~ R1.10 R25.00
aont.n.uv.l 12 ~ _R1.20 R12.00

(1)aua co.t baled on weekly olip card r.t •••

(2)".11 co.t baled on tnird ol ... w"kly tiOk.t ••

(3)Car co.ta baled Oft A.A. ttCW"•• ot 2001~.

(lI)In AproU 198a .11 t.,... w.,.. 1nor... ed.

,
~: Th•• bOv. caloul.t1ona &Nu. no br•• ka 1n • JOW-ft.,. In raot a1any
tro1pa to work roequlr•• Obaft .. 1n eranaport ao4., or • br •• k 1n Jourft.y--wn1c!"l
1nor••••• tn. OOIt ot ebi trtp.

Sow-eel Ctt, T!"..,.ya. Quoted b, I. ""wnd, 1983. IUaination ot
Alternattv. Ko... in. tor tn. Poor. SOnool ot loonoalo., University ot Cap.
Town, p. 1l8.
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238Tabl. 15
Proportional Distribytion of Bly. and Whit. Collar Worklrs 1n

Local Neighborhoods

IIlue CoB.,. WO,.".,., '4ha. CoB.,. Wo,.".,., rotal ~o. or _OI"IC.r'S
Ifo. S Ifo. S ~o. S

, . 1I1S1 8260 19.I 2180 20,9 1011110 100
2. !IOnt'ft,w'l '''60 81.1 3360 18.9 11820 100
3. C,.o..,.oau 8160 M.9 "0 10., 91'0 I~O
ij. lUL" IU .... ".eo 81.' 3'20 18.' 19000 100
5 • 'IOt.,.etOft 3960 ." .6 1280 2'.' 52'0 100
~. 01...... 2'20 61. , "110 31.9 3960 100
1. ar ... , , .. IC '. M.I 2180 34.2 6310 100
8. l ... lftlCOft '. U.I 2soo JF .2 6120 100
9. t.aqI uno tt.1 lO. '.2 231'0 100
10...........

,,_
I'.' 2010 "., 13460 100

II. TftOrftftJll'I,1aad1 "0 ..1 240 61.2 310 100

12. "'tOftel1'. 'll1a 16110 M.9 1UG lO. , 2]9tO 100

SO..roe, 1910 e__ en, co.ou ol c.. ro..t.-
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Tabl, 16

Hom'own'rShip in LOCAl Nejghborhoods

239

No. or Hou~.nold~ No. or Hom.ownl~s S or Homlown.~s
1. 9BSK 5185 518
2. Bonel"luwll 1916 118
3. Cl'"ouroads not avalla~ll not lVa1hOle
ij. el!lIS "!vIr 9.08 2916
5 . F'lcerlton leOl 318
6. ClI..oor 1100 1100
1. C~assy Parle 3102 2036
8. KIna 1naton 2113 1851
9. I.anaa 6928 69
10. Man.nDer, 6962 165
11. Thornn1ll/Rylan41 312 181
12. Ml tctl.n 'I 'la1n 121-5 11860

SoW"c •• :
1• 1980 C.nsua, City Coun01l ot cape Town.
2. Carn.,u R......Oll. tlCT. t 98-.

10

9

not nlilaOle
31

.21
100
55
61

11
58
93
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Tabl. 17

Parsonal Incomes 1n Loca' Neighborhoods in Rands

M.dian Inc:OII. M.an Ineoca.Annually Monthly Annually 1'10nthly

1. BBSX 1643 ,36.91 19"3 161 .91
2. Bonu".u".l 1504 ,25.33 1171 141.58

3. Cro••roada ,212 ,06.00 13~ 160.33

" . n.l•• ~lver 1586 '32.16 1930 160.83
5. ,.actr.ton '539 128.25 '960 163.33
6. C1.-oor 2152 119.33 28.8 231.33
1. Cru.y Parte 2033 169 ••' 2815 23".58
8. lC.nalncton 22115 181.01 2869 239.08
9. r.an.. 1525 121.01 1615 ,39.58
10. Man.n •• U68 122.33 1192 1119.33
11 • ThornAl11/Ay1anda 36M 301.33 ' 3926 321.16
12. Mltch.ll'. Plaln 2.61 20'." 2911 2"3.08

sour-c.: 1910 C.naua. Cl ty Counoil ot Cape Town.
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Table 18
Income of Head of Hoysehold jo Bands jn Local Nejghborhoods

M.d1&n IneOll. Mean IneOlll.
Annually MontrUY Annually Monthly

, . B8SJ( 2389 199.08 2586 215.;0

2. Bont.h.uv.l 2011 112.5S 2111 180.91

3. Crollroad.
It. 11'1.' IH.,,,, 20011 161.00 229' 191.16

,. 'actr.ton 2036 169.66 2'S' 201.00

6. 01•..00" 2781 231.15 3'" 281.91

1. eru., Park 3556 296.3 '0453 331.15

8. Kenalncton 353S 29'.83 '051 33S.0S

9. L&nP 1122 U3.50 16S0 UO.OO

10. ManenDer"I 1115 "1.91 21" 118.66

11. TMI"MU1/1t11anda 3661 305.51 .... 310.33

12. Mltc~.ll'l Plaln 35"1 295.5S 3S'3 320.25

SOurces 1980 C.M.. Clt1 Counoil ot Cape Town.
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Table 19

egU!êltiQnll I..vlla in I.Q!êll ~.;9bt!QCbQg~
.

Ifo rOtil.EducatiQn Std. 6 Matt"ie Post Matt"le Popuht~~n
r • BBSK 6682 1600 280 220 3182020.9 5.03 0.S8 0.1 lOOS
2. BonUn.uv.l 91112 5112~ 580 120 4106020.0 13.6 1.2 0.3 lOOS-3. Ct"os.t"oa4a 15880 620 20 0 31940.9.1 2.0 0.06 0 lOOS
II • Elsi •• ~1"", 12101 31180 1120 UO 5522523.0 5.3 1.3 0.1 lOOI5. 'acer-.ton 215_ 880 220 ItO 1251922 1.1 1.1 0.3 1001
6. Cl.e.oor 1063 100 200 200 559119 12.5 3.5 3.5 lOOI
1. Cr ... r Par" 3910 3100 1S0 1S0 IS62021 16.6 1t.2 1t.2 1001
S. lC.nalnaton 3025 1660 500 380 1592219 10.1t 3.1 3.6 1001
9. toan .. 999 1560 320 150 333243 ..6 0.9 0.5 1001
10. Man.nlMr, 1155 2800 2-0 "0 3166019 3.1 0.6 0.1t 1001
11• Thornft111/R,l&ndl -86 20 60 100 162030 1.2 3.1 6.2 1001
12. Mlee~.llt. Pla1a 11239 .920 9-0 920 6385121 1.1 1.5 1._ lOOI
$Our-eez 1980 C...ua, cn, Co_eU ot Cape Town.
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Table 20
Hoysehold Size in Local Areas

M.dian M.an
1 • 88SJ( 4.10 5.55
2. Bont.rt.uvel 5.00 5.90
3. Crol'l"oa4a ----
4. Elli •• IU"I" 5.00 5.81
5. 'actl".ton 6.00 6.95
6. 01.-001" 11.50 5.13
1. ar... r Park 5.00 5.03
8. lC.nainlton 5.00 5.1'
9. t.&np '.00 4.81
10. Manenbr. 5.00 5.'1
11• TboI"ftft1ll/l,1&n41 5.00 5.19
12. MitChell's Plaln 5.00 5.01

SOurces 1980 C.naua, Cit, Council ot Cap. Town.
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Table 21
Density oer Room jn Local Areas

Oensity pel" RoOCI
1 • BISIC 1.81

2. Bonte"euvel 2. til

3. Croaaroada ----
4. Elalea Rl",r 1.81

5. 'aetreton 2.19

6. Qleeaoor 1.'1

1. Gru., Park 1.38

8. Kenalncton 1."

9. t.anp 1.81

10. Maft.nbr, 2.19

11• Tt'lorfthlll/R,landi 1.20

12. Mitohell'. P1aln 1.31

SOuree, 1980 Cenaua. Clt, Counoil ot Cape Town.
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Whilst the working class apparently do not accentuate the
need for political solutions, they, however, do seem to emphasize
their socio-economic needs lending, thereby, to a measure of
validity to the so-called "economistic tendencies" amongst the
working class as they seem to be more concerned with 'bread and
butter issues' than with the hegemonic role of the state in
society at large. Even so, it still remains Quite significant
that in 7 or 72.7~ of the neighborhood more than 80~ of the
working class emphasize the need for a political solution to the
prevailing problems.

The foregoing section illustrated the range of problems
besetting the Black townships of Cape Town .. Paradoxically,
however, the very existence of these problems is generating
amongst the inhabitants on the Cape Flats a concerted effort,
both from within individual townships, as well as in the city at
large, against the dominant structural relations of oppression
and exploitation. Thus, neighborhood associations are demanding
not merely the attention of the local authorities in Cape Town,
but ultimately the political intervention of the national state
in the pursuit of their demands. To sum up, therefore, one could,
perhaps, argue that the most frequently mentioned demands of
urban social movements in Cape Town are:

1. Housing -- urban social movements are demanding decent and
affordable public housing; they are protesting against the bad
Quality of public housing estates and demanding their

http//etd.uwc.ac.za
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redevelopment; they are demanding repairs and maintenance of new,
private housing developments as well as of old dilapidated
housing; they are requiring compensation for legal irregularities
in the conditions of payment or in the state of the housing; they
are demanding the proper relocation of families displaced as a
result of so-called slum c1earance-cum-urban renewal or as a
result of the political dictates of the notorious Group Areas
Act;

2. Schooling -- more public school places and better
educational facilities and a departure from "gutter education" as
characterized by different educational departments for so-called
different "races"!;

3. Public health -- both in terms of health care facilities
(chemists, emergency medical services in the neighborhood, an
effective ambulance service) and good sanitary conditions
(rubbish collection, an improved sewerage system, and so forth);

4. Transportation -- improved and expanded public transport
(buses, suburban trains); improvement of access from the highways
to neighborhoods; and better traffic safety, and traffic lights
to avoid the frequent accidents that bedevil the newly built
urban areas.;

5. More open space for the creation of parks, tree-lining of

http//etd.uwc.ac.za



streets and the general upgrading of the bleak Cape Flats;

6. Preservation and restoration of the historic city -- its
cultural movements: churches and mosques, and so forth;

7. Improvement of social life in the neighborhood -- support for
local associations, increasing oppbrtunities for social life,
cultural events, sports competitions, children's parties,
Christmas and New Year parties, and Mardi Gras, and so forth, to
overcome the loneliness and boredom of metropolitan life on the
desolate Cape Flats;

8. Political demands -- the right for the neighborhoods to
organize voluntary associations, elect their board, call
meetings, and stage mass rallies against the oppressive practices
of the Apartheid State.

Urban Problems And Political Control

Consonant with vox popyl; urban social movements are
mobilizing for grassroots participation at all levels of
government both locally and centrally. More importantly, they are
demanding that the Pretoria Regime overhaul the entire system of
institutionalized racial-capitalism.

It should be emphasized that the expression of the demands
develop in a distinctive way: a given neighborhood, when

247
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successful, tends to shift from defence demands (resistance
against gentrification and displacement) in order to assert a
total culture (fairs, celebrations, support for local networks)
and then to raise the level of institutional transformation
(asking for participation in the local government). This
progression and the ever-widening goals that come with it are
crucial to the evaluation of urban social movements as agents of
social change.

Thus, although each neighborhood first mobilizes around a
particular issue, the subsequent development of collective action
leads to a continuous overlapping of demands in the majority of
neighborhoods. This is perhaps one of the most important
characteristics of Cape Town's urban social movements -- they are
composed of organizations that are concerned with all sorts of
issues, and each is based in and responsible for one territory.43
Once a particular problem has succeeded in temporarily mobilizing
people in a given area, the active wing of the movement, often
led by political activists, work to establish a neighborhood
association that would eventually take care of organizing and
mobilizing the residents around all kinds of prob1ems·4

concerning their living conditions, cultural activities, and
overall social life as well as from time to time, their political
stands. As a result of this shifting from one issue to another,
a permanent organization usually emerges in one of three possible
shapes:
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1. The most usual form emphasizes the role of the steering
committee, elected yearly by a general assembly of all the
membership. The committee designates permanent working groups on
topics such as schools, health, planning, and youth. Working
groups are formed by the most militant members, meeting every
week, and enjoy substantial support from the neighborhood
residents when needed. The critical moment in the life of the
association comes on "election day" since several political
tendencies would try to win support for their candidates, often
leading to bitter controversies and blocking tactics by the
losing side hence the split in CAHAC that gave rise to the
formation of CAL (this aspect will be dealt with later in more
detail).

2. Some associations combine the preceding scheme with a
decentralized organization consisting of worker clubs45 and
street delegates to foster participation and create a more
intense involvement in the association's initiatives. This model
is usually related to a burning problem that concerns most of the
neighborhood, e.g. the provision of electricity.4S

3. Other neighborhoods mobilize themselves around regular general
meetings that everybody can attend.47 This approach is often
accompanied by a strong personal leader who is able to act on
decisions reached in tumultuous circumstances. This alternative
is basically a response to the immediate danger of police

249
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repression and relies on collective solidarity as a weapon
against institutional violence. Whatever specific forms the
associations take, two major characteristics must be noted.
First, they are in most cases, ~ facto, illegal organizations
given the institutional constraints imposed by the regime on
most, if not all, voluntary associations. For example, Quite
often magistrates ban meetings called by these associations as
they regard such meetings as "potential threats to public peace"!
Nominally, though, most neighborhood associations affiliated to
the Federation of Cape Civics do enjoy the approval of the City
Council of Cape Town.

So, for the overwhelming majority of the neighborhood
associations, the very fact of their existence is a breakthrough

I

for democracy against an increasingly authoritarian state. Aware
of this, residents are extremely cautious when they participate,
always counting themselves as representatives of the entire
neighborhood's population, picking on sensible popular issues,
and in most cases limiting their political stance to the
affirmation of the right to exist. There are, however, instances
where associations make direct political programs their means of
conscientizing people, e.g. during the anti-tricameral
parliamentary election in 1984 most civics on the Cape Flats
mobilized around this issue. Second, each association is
territorially defined -- though border lines are not necessarily
drawn on a map to clarify areas of responsibility as these
usually coincide with official borders (cf. figure 2, depicting
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the residential areas on the Cape Flats). In spite of the
absence of legal recognition (of some), the associations, by
describing their competence over a specific territory, e.g.
Manenberg, are staking claims beyond their immediate struggle.
Even though one basic urban issue always ~emains the principal
focus of the associations' ability, as well as the raison d'etre
for its initiation they are fighting for the residents'
self-reliance in the definition and management of all their
problems, from housing to prices, from schools to women's
conditions.

At the time of my survey 1984-1986 there were about 42
associations in Cape Town Metropolitan Area counting on some
400,000 members with a hand core of about 1,000 militants.
Certainly, in statistical terms, they cannot pretend to represent
the 1,458,620 inhabitants on the Cape Flats. Even so, in the
townships where associations are active, they do seem to
represent the collective interests (both expressed and
unexpressed) of predominantly working class neighborhoods.

Given the specificity of the urban problems of different
neighborhoods, urban social movements develop various ploys to
suit a variety of urban situations, a strategy that builds up for
the movements an array of issues, contradictions, and processes
of mobilization to work on. This is another major feature of
urban social movements: their organizational and cultural unity
is built upon a highly diverse urban and social universe. Basic
differences in urban situations lead to different forms of
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neighborhood associations, the profile of which can be reduced to
the following typology of urban mobilization:

1. Shanty Town MObilizations·S -- starting in the early
seventies, they are mobilizations aiming to win broad support,
particularly in the working class areas of Cape Town. Formed by
unskilled (construction) workers, ~nd relying on the support of
Anglican and Catholic parishes, in particular, they usually go
through three stages of struggle, each one with specific demands.
First they try to obtain a basic level of sanitation and urban
services as well as the right to .improve their shacks. Second,
when the improvement in the shanty town makes it desirable for
profitable redevelopment, they have to oppose urban renewal
projects (e.g. moving to Khayelitsha) that would displace all
shanty town dwellers. Third, turning the official argument for
shanty town clearance on its head, they mobilize to obtain public
urban redevelopment programs for their own benefit as illustrated
in the case of Crossroads neighborhood association.

Although Crossroads was first settled in late 1974, the
majority of its residents arrived in 1975. Soon after the people
had settled in Crossroads the officials began to raid them.

Strong community organization, initiated by the women and
successful legal intervention resulted in Crossroads being

Crossroads
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declared a "legal" emergency camp in June, 1976. Crossroads
escaped the focus of the state's attention in 1976, 1977 and
early 1978 as it concentrated its energies on destroying
Modderdam, Unibel and Werksgenot "sQuatter" communities. But
Crossroads remained a thorn in the government's side. It
represented a political threat, since its very existence implied
the breakdown of influx control (êxercised against Africans) in
the Western Cape.

In February 1978 Connie Mulder, Minister of Internal
Affairs, stated that "Crossroads must go". The Crossroads
community responded by consolidating its own internal
organization, sharpened by years of collective struggle and
forced Dr. Piet Koornhoof, Minister of Co-operation and
Development, in 1979 to "legalize" their community. Yet, in the
1980's Crossroads experience a great deal of internal confusion
and fights resulting in many deaths. The people of Crossroads
appear militant in their response to the fact that they are
destined to be dispersed to Khayelitsha, a bleak, desolate ghetto
east of Mitchell's Plain, approximately 40 km from the city of
Cape Town. In the words of the Crossroads Committee, October
1983 "We say that Dr. Morrison (official responsible to enforce
Pretoria's racist laws against Africans in Metropolitan Cape
Town) can come and kill us and take our dead bodies to
Khayelitsha -- because that's the only way we'll go there."

The struggles in Crossroads illustrate that neighborhood
associations on the Cape Flats contest the dominant relations of
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power differentially. Their modes of contestation are determined
by prevailing economic, ideological and political practices of
the ruling class on the one hand and the counter-hegemonic
practices of the revolutionary bloc on the other. In the case of
Crossroads the dominant relations of the ruling bloc are
entrenched through the Homeland policy in general and the so-
called 'Coloured labor preferential zone in Cape Town', in
particular.

The trajectory of Crossroads is essentially the trajectory
of a territorial movement corresponding to the set of collective
practices and behavior which lead to the creation of popular
neighborhoods in ways which depart from the established norms and
the institutional mechanisms of the Apartheid city. As borne out
by Josette Cole's study (1987), CROSSROAPS; The Politics of
Reform and Repressjon 1976-1986,·9 the working-class in Cape Town
is confronted with a huge housing crisis. Since 1975, in
particular, they have responded to the housing shortage with
collective action aimed at the conquest of urban space. These are
forms of struggle which clash with the 'legal norms' governing
access to urban land, and bring about changes in the rules giving
rise to institutional responses; furthermore, they substantially
change the face of the city. Here one readily thinks of the
changes to the Urban Areas Act of 1945 in the wake of the
increasing 'squatter problem' on the Cape Flats since the mid-
1970's, the revision of influx measures and the concomitant
creation of Khayelitsha as well as the State-sponsored
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vigilantism against the Crossroads residents in the early parts
of 1986.

The invasions by Crossroads residents represent a primary
level of collective practices carried out by the masses, with
majority proletarian participation bearing in mind that most
Crossroads residents come from the Bantustans in search of better
living conditions in Cape Town. But, through this type of
grassroots practice, it appears to be primarily territorial
rather than class consciousness which is stimulated as evidenced
by the nature of the demands of Crossroads residents their
emphasis on the 'right of citizens of South Africa' to live and
work wherever it is most convenient to do so and not to be
'assigned', on the basis of their presumed 'ethnicity' to the
desolate, impoverished confines of the Bantustans. Hence, the
resistance to the Apartheid practice of restricting Africans'
presence in urban areas was forcefully challenged when no fewer
than 70,000 residents of Crossroads and environs in mid-1985
refused to 'resettle'in Khayelitsha, the new dormitory township
for Africans some 30 kilometers south east to the City of Cape
Town. More importantly, perhaps, this historic level of
resistance was undermining one of the central tenets of the
State's racist policies in Metropolitan Cape Town, viz
maintaining the Western Cape a 'Coloured labor preferential zone'
as furthermore evinced by the struggles in the African Township
of Langa.
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Langa

At the turn of the 19th Century Cape Town's black African
population lived .mostly in the Docks Compound and in District
Six.

The first known drive to force Africans living in Cape Town
into controlled townships occurred in 1901. They were moved to
Uitvlugt -- later renamed Ndabeni. In 1921 they were yet again
moved -- further away from the city of Cape Town: "Hamba" -- to
Langa. As indicated in Chapter 2, the forced removals continue
into the 1980's. Hence, most of the struggles of the residents in
Langa involve the efforts by Africans (predominantly male migrant
workers) to be able to live and work in the Western Cape as
fully-fledged citizens and complete family-units of South Africa
and not as mere sojourners as prescribed by the State's urban
policies (of influx control and 'orderly' development)

As pointed out in Appendix A, the residents of Langa would
increasingly contest, since 1981, the State's racist urban
policies in Metropolitan Cape Town. Whilst the State in 1981 was
most certainly not prepared to extend the unconditional right to
Africans to live and work in Cape Town, the protests of Langa
residents notwithstanding, even so, the high incidence of protest
and mobilization against the existing lnflux control measures
did, indisputably, serve to undermine the overall albino policies
of the State in urban South Africa. Thus, for example, in 1982,
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when the State announced its intention to update its influx
control measures, as set out in the Koornhoff Bills, the issue of
influx control and related urban policies did not merely
constitute the terrain of struggle for the residents of Langa
but, indeed, served to galvanize mos,tof the Neighborhood
Associations into a formidable bloc of opposition and resistance
against the State and its urban p~licies. Perhaps, even more
importantly, the State's urban policies and particularly its
efforts to update them along the lines of the Koornhoff Bills,
did not only enrage Africans in the townships of Langa, Guguletu
and Nyanga, but indeed, served as the organizational nexus
between so-called Coloureds, Indians and Africans as counter-
hegemonic bloc against the State. This collective mobilization of
the marginalized people of Cape Town also served to establish
links of solidarity across the officially-imposed ethnic-
geographical divide. In the past, for example, through the rigid
application of the Group Areas Act, decreeing strict racial
separation, the Black communities of Cape Town (i.e. so-called
Coloured, Indian and African) though experiencing similar
problems, found it very difficult to establish permanent working
relationships. Geographical apartheid, as a consequence and in
accordance with the hidden agenda of State, quite often resulted
in skepticism amongst the leadership in the ethnically-divided
communities vis-a-vis the feasibility and desirability of
umbrella bodies representing the interests of all the oppressed
and exploited in Cape Town.
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It is precisely this historical skepticism among Africans
and so-called Coloured communities that was substantially reduced
when, in response to the Koornhoff Bills and the President
Council Proposals, envisaging the creation of the Tricamera1
Parliament of November 1984, the African, Indian and so-called
Coloured communities in Cape Town, in 1983, formed the Cape
Action League (CAL) to serve as umbrella body of the marginalized
communities in Cape Town.

In the light of the high level of protest against the
Koornhoff Bills and related legislation, the State's formative
policies and practices for the 1980's in South Africa in general
and in Cape Town in particular, suffered a severe setback as they
had to be shelved in the original format. Most importantly,
perhaps, they had to find expression via indirect, more covert
mechanisms. In this case the formative structural relationships
of State power found it mediation through the employment of
vigilantes in Crossroads in an effort to translate into action
some of the 'hidden intentions' of the Koornhoff/Crossroads
Bills, viz. the removal of the Crossroads residents to the sand
dunes of the Khayelitsha Township. It is precisely these battles
for the cities that characterize the relationship between the
increasingly oppressed and alienated disenfranchised majority
and the desperate Minority Regime that shape the South African
landscape in the 1980's~ its topography of resistance and its
valleys of setbacks in the undulating dialectics of a highly
politicized working-class and the reformist rhetoric of the
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ruling class. Such is the nature of struggle -- there is no easy
walk to freedom.

In relation to Crossroads it should be borne in mind that

,

the collectivization of behavior depended on the type of
organization which emerged during and after the invasion of the
'Coloured Labor Preferential Zone' and the kinds of conflicts
that divided the community. In th~ respect the following
scenario unfolded since the mid-1970's: As a community
organization, Crossroads became legitimated through its capacity
to 'negotiate' with and apply pressure on both the local and
central authorities. Paradoxically, it also became the
springboard for the upward advancement of some of the patriarchal
leadership rendering the organization vulnerable to the co-optive
and divisive policies of the State. Indeed, patriarchal relations
and petite bourgeoisie interests would eventually result in the
demise of Crossroads as a progressive community. This perhaps
illustrates that whilst the subversive and hegemonic practices of
the State are still intact --institutionally, ideologically,
economically and politically -- the socialist struggle in its
embryonic form is never secured. On the contrary, it appears to
be profoundly vulnerable to the political and ideological
strategies and overall divisive tactics of the ruling class. It
furthermore suggests that the mobilizing, transformational power
of a community is never guaranteed except in a strictly-enforced
central democracy where the leadership derives its legitimacy
from a vigilant People.
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Thus, in respect of Crossroads, one could perhaps conclude
that its significance resides i~ the mobilization and
organization of diverse working class elements and various
subordinate class fractions -- student groups, cultural groups,
religious bodies -- that do not have access to political power.
It, however, failed to become, in the Gramscian sense, a
'historic bloc' as the bourgeois male chauvinism of Johnson
Ngxobongwana et al, in alliance with the political interests of
the State, came to be a divisive force reducing thereby the
transformative potential of the Crossroads neighborhood
association. Still though, the social processes underlying the
directory and trajectory of Crossroads provide very useful
insights into the nature of struggle on an increasingly
authoritarian landscape -- these are historic lessons which no
State can undo, however fascist it might be. The struggles in
public housing estates seem to illustrate this point:

2. pyblic Hoysing Estate MObilizations -- (a number of) massive
protests take place in the large public housing estates managed
by the City Council and the Department of Community Development.
Specifically, protests are aimed mainly at the appalling quality
of housing construction and the poor maintenance of existing
housing units as illustrated by the struggles in Bokmakierie,
Bridgetown, Silvertown, Kewtown (BBSK); Grassy Park/lotus River;
Elsies River; Kensington/Factrteton; Bonteheuwel and Manenberg.
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Bokmakierie. Bridgetown. Silyertown. Kewtown (BBSK)

These three areas are well-established rental schemes and
were built by City Council of Cape Town in the early 1950's as an
extension of Athlone. A small section, Bokmakierie was already
built before the Second World War. Houses are of standard council
type, with semi-detached and multi-story buildings. Residential
densities are high because of the proximity of the Athlone
Central Business District. F~r the most part, however, basic
services are absent in BBSK.

Thus, basic neighborhood services constitute the terrain
of the struggle for BBSK ever since its inception as a combined
neighborhood association. Thus the dominant relations of power
are contested through the daily needs and experiences of the
residents. For example, in March 1982, it organized the local
communities around the issues of proper road signs,.had no fewer
than 1 200 people in the community signed a petition for improved
road services and submitted it to the City Council of Cape Town
for attention. The City Council responded favorably to the
demands of the local residents and erected the necessary road
signs thereby 'boosting' the image of the Association in the
community as an effective organization that could win some points
against the City Council which, traditionally, neglects working
class areas like BBSK. In the past, however, a more standard
response by the City Council of Cape Town would have been that
they lack sufficient funds to attend to the multiple social
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services required on the Cape Flats.
However, far from placating BBSK, the Council's 'positive'

response to the demands for road signs encouraged the Association
to demand from Council proper maintenance services. BBSK, indeed
came to regard the positive response by the Council as an
indication of the Association's mobilizational power within the
respective neighborhoods. Thus, i~July 1982, the local
neighborhoods demonstrated publicly, through rallies and
displaying of posters, the communities need for proper
residential services. The City Council, according to a subsequent
press statement responded almost instantaneously. Comments a
community newspaper:

In Orchid Crescent, Silvertown, for instance, Council
came to do most of the repairs last month diverting
attention to broken drains in the area referred to
in a medical report in 1980 lamenting
the poor state of the drains outside the flats, which
could, according to the health official lead to cholera.

Consequently, BBSK continued its fight for proper
community services by surveying the overall housing conditions in
the latter part of 1982, in the constituent townships. In the
beginning of 1983, a community activist commented in relation to
housing conditions in pretty lamentable terms: .....enamel coming
off baths, broken window frames and catches, damp ceilings",
illustrating, perhaps, the overall social conditions of the
working class residents of BBSK. Even so, it is precisely through
the collective mobilization against such squalor that the
residents of BBSK manage to interrogate the dominant relations of
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power on the Cape Flats -- they quite clearly, together with so
many other neighborhoods, having become a defying voice on the
racial landscape of Metropolitan Cape Town. No longer would the
oppressed participate in their own oppression. In fact,
contesting the social practices of the ruling class has now
become the rule rather than the exception as furthermore borne
out by the directory of struggle in Grassy Park/Lotus River.

Grassy Park/Lotus River

This residential area consists of both middle class
(predominantly professional and semi-professional workers)
and working class families (predominantly blue-collar workers).
Working class households dominate in Lotus River whilst middle
class families live mostly in Grassy Park. Still, though, the
problems in both residential areas overlap and gave rise to the
formation of a combined neighborhood association in the late
1970's.

The Grassy Park/Lotus River Neighborhood Association, like
most other neighborhood Associations on the Cape Flats, mobilizes
the local residents around basic household services, subverting
thereby the dominant social practices of the ruling class.
Dominant social practices are constructed and entrenched through
the numerous daily activities of people. As pointed out earlier,
the oppressive and exploitative daily experiences in the
neighborhoods serve to galvanize the residents on the Cape Flats
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against the Apartheid State. For example, in 1980, irregularities
in electricity bills of rate payers and tenants as well as the
lack of proper street lighting sparked off a protest by at least
50 residents, some accompanied by their children. They met on the
premises of the Divisional Council of Cape Town demanding that
Council improve the Quality of their administrative services as
well as install proper outside lighting as the "lack of lighting
contributes to the high crime rate in the area." Council
responded in favor of the residents' demands by installing proper
street lighting. In an effort to render more accurate
administrative services to the neighborhood, Council computerized
electricity bills. This response by Council was a moral boost to
the residents and an indication of their mobilizing power to
improve their living environment. It also indicated to the
residents that together they have the capacity to challenge the
dominant relations of the local authorities. Consequently, in
June 1981, the residents organized the community around the issue
of adequate bus shelters submitting a petition signed by 2,000
residents to the Council. Also in this regard, the Council
responded favorably to the petition and promised to erect
adequate bus shelters.

Assured of their ability to force the Council to respond
positively to their demands for improved living conditions in the
area, the Neighborhood Association organized, in the latter part
of 1ge1, a poster demonstration on the premises of the Divisional
Council." They called for better roads, halls, parks and child
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care centers. At the same time, they were mobilizing the
community around the need for a library in the neighborhood and
submitted a petition, to that effect, to Council. The petition
was signed by at least 2,000 residents. In February 1982, the
residents, through repeated demonstrations and protest meetings,
reminded Council of the poor roads in the area. In a sUbsequent
meeting with 11 delegates from the community, Council responded

-by saying: " Over the next five years we will be building about 3
km of road per year and will complete the all the sewerage works
in the area by 1983."

In mid-1983 approximately 120 residents of Grassy Park
marched for electricity, carrying placards reading: "We spend a
fortune on candles, paraffin and gas. During winter we have to
spend even more because more fuel is needed." This focusing on
local needs in the community was the overriding characteristic of
the Neighborhood Association in the earlier parts of the 1980's.
However, as in the case of other neighborhoods, with the birth of
the United Democratic Front on 20 February 1983, the mobilization
of residents around local issues would be eclipsed by 'more
distant' pOlitical/ideological issues.

Even so, it was through mObilizing around the oppressive
conditions in their daily lives on the Cape Flats that the
residents of Grassy Park and Lotus River managed to break the
culture of silence in their respective neighborhoods, deepening
thereby the legitimacy crisis of the Apartheid State -- residents
have learnt to Question and contest the dominant social practices
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underlying racial capitalism. No longer do they seem to extend,
through acquiescence or apathy their consent to the ruling class.
Their. consent, itself, has quite clearly now become a site of
struggle as furthermore illustrated by the neighborhood struggles

in Elsies River.

Elsies River

This tow~ship is situated south of the Elsie's Kraal River.
In the 1880's the area was a peaceful farming country far from
town, occupied by several 1andowners. Over the years the
properties were divided among families related to the owners.
People from outside the area settled in shacks in the bush paying
rent to the landowners (in the 1930's).

In 1942 Elsies River was included by the Medical Officer of
Health in a list of "black spots". In 1944 Elsies River was
taken over by the Goodwood Municipality for industrial
development. The impact of the Group Areas Act on the area was
most devastating -- the crowded township, like elsewhere, became
a ghetto. Still humans do resist the dominant political practices
of the Apartheid State even in a ghetto like Elsies River.

Since dominant relations of power of the Apartheid State are
multi-facetted and ubiquitous in the South African social
formation, neighborhood associations do not merely mobilize
around local issues but, quite often, engage in protest against
oppressive and social practices on both a regional and even
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national levels. For example, like elsewhere on the Cape Flats,
in June 1981, the Elsies River Neighborhood Association supported
the Leyland Workers' strike. It also supported the campaign for
the reinstatement of 23 expelled students in the wake of the
protracted 1980 school boycott, in Uitsig, 5 kilometers away from
the Elsies River. In the latter case the Elsies River
Neighborhood Association condemned-the high-handed approach of
officials to the legitimate grievances of the students in
relation to the inadequate educational services at so-called
Coloured schools.

Not only are the residents of Elsies River concerned with
issues of a regional nature. On the contrary, in 1981 they also
mobilized against the overall poor conditions in the local living
environment, focusing explicitly on the high crime rate in the
area as well as the lack of recreational facilities in the
neighborhood. The leadership in the neighborhood blamed the
depressing living environment for the overall lack of involvement
by residents in issues affecting the neighborhood. Presumably,
the Divisional Council had proved themselves to be 'deaf' to the
legitimate demands of residents. Allegedly, the Council had
written their complaints off as 'non-existent' even preposterous.
The Neighborhood Association of Elsies River set out to change
the arrogant nonchalance of the local authorities to the
prevailing problems in the neighborhood.

Thus, in November 1981, the Association decided to launch a
frontal attack on the proposed rent increases in the
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neighborhood. At the same time they focused regional attention on
the squalor in the Low Bush Flats as poor maintenance in the
Flats gave rise to residents choosing to 'squat' in the nearby
'Transit Camp' rather than enduring the 'pathetic conditions in
the Low Bush Flats'. Consequently, approximately 300 residents of
the 'Transit Camp' started to campaign for proper housing in the
area, breaking thereby the 'culture of silence' that had
characterized the Elsies River community so long.

In an effort to enhance the political consciousness of the
local residents, the Youth and Tenants Association of Elsies
River, which is linked to the Elsies River Neighborhood
Association, decided to engage the community in cultural
activities over a period of one week. Very soon the organizers of
the 'Cultural Week' realized that parents would usually leave
their children at these activities without becoming personally
involved, reflecting, perhaps, the overall political lethargy
amongst the adult population in the community. This indifference
would be a grave source of 'generational conflict' between
parents and the more politically active youth in Elsies in the
ensuing years. Even so, given the 'immediacy' and explosive
nature of the proposed rent increases, parents soon became
involved in local campaigns that sought to improve the quality of
life in the neighborhood. For example, more than half of the
residents of Avonwood, a sub-unit of Elsies River, decided not to
pay the announced rent increases. On the contrary, residents
decided to take part in protests and demonstrations against the
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rent increases. Reflecting on the social conditions informing the
increased political awareness and upsurge of neighborhood
activism in Elsies River an activist commented:

Before the Day of Action, a protest meeting was attended by
400 residents. Every night house-meetings are being held in
the area to discuss the rent crisis. So far, nObody has
been evicted for failing to pay the increases - in fact, no
one even received a warning letter. In the past you had to
be over-due a few days and the letters were arriving. If we
all stand together the Counci4 cannot evict 400 households.
In a spirit of unity, residents consequently staged on 14

February 1982 a silent protest against the increased rents.
During the protest, one participant said:

Many people are complaining about life in the Flats. I
regret the day we moved into the flats. Living here you
lose your human dignity and your privacy. There is no
recreation for the youngsters in the area. They can be
seen roaming in the street. There are no creches. Mothers
need to work so families can eat, but where can they leave
their small children?
Even so, protests and demonstrations by the residents did

not prevent the Council from increasing the rents and
threatening with eviction those residents whose rents were 'in
arrears'. However, when the residents of Elsies River received
eviction notices, they called upon the community to sign a
petition detailing their demands to the Council. As in the past,
the Council ignored the petition and went ahead with the eviction
of those residents who refused to pay the increases in rent or
those who were not at all able to pay the increased rents. In the
meanwhile, the Divisional Council also refused the request by the
community for R200.00 to build a creche in the neighborhood. Yet,
the Council was quite prepared to spend R1,000.00 to host a
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Chilean Cabinet Minister prompting a neighborhood activist to
comment: "They obviously felt closer to their foreign friends who
are representatives of one of the most repressive governments in
the world. And, the people's demands fell on deaf ears." Thus, it
was pretty clear to the residents of Elsies River that the
Divisional Council of Cape Town, a strong supporter of the
Afrikaner-dominated Nationalist Party, would not attend to their
demands save of 'stronger action' by the People. Towards this
end, therefore, Elsies River Ratepayers' Association and
Vigilance Society in their campaign against increased rents and
rates tried to point out to residents that the fight for
affordable rents and rates had to be part of the fight for full
political citizenship. It would be this integrative approach to
community and national issues that would deepen the discontent of
the residents of local neighborhoods throughout South Africa
discontent that gave rise in the following year to the birth of
the United Democratic Front.

Like in most other neighborhoods, the concerns with
national issues, in 1983 and 1984, served to 'displace' the
struggle from the local level to the national level, undermining
to some extent, the focus on issues on the ground in local
neighborhoods and led in most instances, as in the case of Elsies
River, to a renewed sense of hopelessness and despair amongst
many residents. Neighborhood activists in the latter part of the
1980's are starting to realize the import of maintaining a
'balance' between national and local issues in the struggle to
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empower people at the grassroots level. Still though, the
mobilizations in Elsies River illustrate that even the seemingly
most depressed neighborhood can be organized in.a collective

•struggle against the dominant relations of power in society. The
specificity of neighborhood struggles in Kensington/Factreton
illuminates this point further.

A municipal home ownership scheme, between 1961 and 1967,

Kensington/Factreton

As a result of the gradual development of the industrial
area of Maitland in the inter-war p~riod, the nearby settlements
of Kensington, Windermere and Factreton Industrial Estate became
over-populated and gradually degenerated into slum conditions.
In the post-war years the City Council decided to redevelop these
decayed areas under the 1934 Slum Act. Subeconomic houses were
built between 1945 and 1964, first in Windermere, the worst shack
area, then in Factreton. African residents were moved to Langa
and Guguletu. Kensington remained an area of private houses,
often in poor state of repair.

resulted in many new houses higher building standards. The whole
complex, from Kensington to Factreton, has a very uneven physical
profile as middle class families quite often live next to working
class families. It is precisely the contrasts between working
class and middle class households which accent the differential
nature of neighborhood conditions in Kensington/ Factreton
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informing the very trajectory of struggles in the area.
Indeed, the contestatory activities of neighborhood

associations, like Kensington/Factreton, quite often focus on
housing issues, throwing up into sharp relief, the dominant
economic, political and ideological relations undergirding the
Apartheid State. For example, in 1980 the Kensington/Factreton
Neighborhood Association conducted-a survey of the local
households to determine the overal I conditions of the dwellings
in the two adjoining neighborhoods, the former occupied mostly by
middle class families (i.e. they own their houses) while the
latter are mostly sub-economic rental units, occupied by
predominantly working-class families.

The survey revealed that most of the households in
Factreton were without proper electrical wiring and consisted
mostly of poor quality timber structures unable to withstand the
normal wear and tear of a standard dwelling unit. Thus, on the
basis of these findings, the Neighborhood Association decided to
refuse paying any further maintenance costs to the City Council
of Cape Town, as it was quite clear to the residents of the
neighborhood that Council did not use the money collected for the
maintenance of their houses, on the matters connected with the
proper maintenance of their dwellings. Furthermore, they decided
to petition for proper roads, sidewalks, street1ighting as well
as public libraries in the neighborhoods.

In 1981 the Neighborhood Association, in response to the
Central Government's decision to sell no fewer than 500,000
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rental units to predominantly upper working-class families,
conducted a survey in Factreton to establish how many residents
in Factreton were indeed interested in buying their houses. The
survey results indicated that at least 75~ of the respondents
were in favor of buying their houses from the Government.
Furthermore, the survey showed that 64~ of the respondents who
were in favor of owning their own houses were wage earners while
36~ were pensioners and recipients of welfare grants.

In a subsequent discussion with the leadership of the
respective neighborhoods, the high interest amongst the
predominantly working-class in homeownership was attributed to
the specificity of social conditions obtaining in Factreton. The
working class considered homeownership as a means to preclude the
Council from erecting infill-schemes on existing dwelling sites.
In their view the proposed infill-schemes would exacerbate the
squalor in an already overcrowded neighborhood. In addition,
homeownership would hopefully give rise to a greater sense of
security and stability amongst family members as it would reduce
the risk of being evicted by Council whenever a household is in
arrears with its rent. Perhaps, most importantly, it was
suggested that parents would, through the right of inheritance of
property, be able to secure the future of their children.

Even so, it still needs to be explained why, contrary to
popular belief, 3 out of every 4, or 75~ of the residents of
Factreton were attracted to homeonwership despite the anti-
housing sale campaign launched in the area by the Cape Areas
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Housing Action Committee (CAHAC) prior to the survey. Indeed, a
copy of the questionnaire, used to conduct the survey, had as an
appendix several 'information sheets' discouraging the buying of
Council Housing. One could in fact hypothesize that if it were
not for this 'discouragement through information sheets' the
interest in the ownership of housing could very well have been
higher.

The phenomenonally high interest amongst the working-class
could perhaps be ascribed to the ideological hegemony of middle-
class values in adjoining Kensington. It, therefore, appears that
the working-class of Factreton is emulating the 'values' of the
petite bourgeoisie of Kensington despite the anti-housing
campaign in Factreton. Moreover, it may also be the contradictory
position of the predominantly middle class leadership in an
essentially working class campaign. They are property owners, why
should the working-class be deprived of the opportunity to own
their own housing? This apparent contradiction in the working
class attitude suggests, amongst others, that the relations of
social production informing the leadership are crucial in
determining the outcome of any specific campaign. It may at least
be conjectured that if property was 'denounced' in both
Kensington and Factreton and if there had been a stronger
representation of the working-class in the leadership of the
Neighborhood Association the impact of the ant-housing campaign
on the eventual outcome on the interests in homeownership amongst
the working-class in Factreton might had been much more marked in
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that a lower interest in buying of Council housing by the
residents of Factreton might have been expressed. But such are
the contradictions besetting a multi-class organization like
CAHAC, affiliate of the multi-class United Democratic Front
(UDF).

Like elsewhere on the Cape Flats, the Kensington/factreton
Neighborhood Association spent most of its time in 1982 on issues
connected with the supply of electricity. Most of the time
Council responded favorably to the demands of the 'placard-waving
women and children' by switching on their electricity which had
usually been discontinued whenever residents were in arrears with
the rent.

In 1983, issues surrounding the formation of the United
Democratic Front dominated the activities of the
Kensington/Factreton Neighborhood Association, followed in 1984
by the anti-election campaign which would in 1985 result in the
declaration of the State of Emergency. Though the two
neighborhoods contain respectively petite bourgeois and working
class families, their common opposition to the Apartheid State
served to unite them in their struggle against the oppressive and
exploitative practices of the ruling class. Of course, the
exposure to oppression and exploitation is differentially
experienced both within and between different classes. During
certain moments of acute pOlitical-economic-ideological crisis
the commonality of overall material deprivation may indeed
trariseend class lines serving as a galvanizing, if not a
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unifying, force. Yet, it would be suicidal for the neighborhood
association to base their organizational unity and mobilizational
strength solely on deprivation as the nature and form of
suffering could indeed change depending, inter alia, on the
overall economic prosperity in the country in general and
political stability on the sub-continent in particular. Still
though, the overall levels of deprivation in the townships do
serve to mobilize the residents agatnst the Siate. This is also
true of Bonteheuwel.

Bonteheuwel

In this area sub-economic and economic dwellings were built
in the early 1960's by the City Council of Cape Town. This
neighborhood provides rented accommodation for low income
families.

Bonteheuwel exhibits the typical characteristics of earlier
Council schemes with uniform rows of semi-detached houses,
modestly built, interspersed with more recent "infi1l" two-story
buildings, to accommodate the increasing population. Some houses
are well maintained, but many are in very poor conditions.
Altogether, Bonteheuwel presents the usual unappealing and
monotonous appearance of the Council schemes. The community
facilities are mainly grouped at the center of the township, but
retail outlets are limited to a few general dealers with little
variety of goods. Car ownership being minimal, access is mainly
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provided by the railway line and by bus connections with the city
of Cape Town. Bonteheuwel is served by two railway stations,
bordering the industrial zone of Epping.

Kalksteenfontein, a section between Netreg station and
Valhalla Drive, is a squatter relief housing scheme, started by
the City Council with some financial assistance by the private
sector. Valhalla Park, a newer extension is a scheme of basic
three-bedroomed dwellings together with civic buildings, located
on the outskirts of Bishop Lavis, on the area previously known as
Lot NMH.

Like BBSK, the Bonteheuwel Neighborhood Association is
primarily concerned with the housing conditions in the
neighborhood and the need for proper maintenance services. Thus,
throughout 1981, it organized residents around the issue of
improved housing conditions, arranged protest meetings and
various demonstrations against the local authorities. During such
protests certain participants drew parallels between the protest
for proper maintenance and other issue-related protests. For
example, on 5 July 1981, a participan~ remarked: "When everybody
stood together here in Bonteheuwel, we will get the houses
maintained." This observation suggests that during local
campaigns participants do derive important lessons from past
experiences in an attempt to encourage and sustain the campaign
for community services, a campaign that continued throughout the
most part of 1982 and 1983. However, as in other townships,
localized campaigns were displaced in the latter part of 1983 by
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the political and ideological issues underlying the birth of the
United Democratic Front (UDF) as well as the tricameral
Parliament elections in August 1984. Even so, the multiplicity of
social needs persisted unabated as revealed by a graphic account
(Grassroots, August 1984) by an elderly resident of Bonteheuwel:

I am 75 years old, I have to go to the doctor most weeks,
because I have a bad chest. This means I must go all the
way to Heideveld, which is very far. And when I get
there, I must wait in lqng queues to see a doctor. I
think this travelling makes me more sick.

This account refers to the need for proper health services
in a community like Bonteheuwel. The Government closed the Day
Hospital in Bonteheuwel after the 1976 uprisings. Since then,
residents of Bonteheuwel have to go to Heideveld or Lavistown,
some 3-5 kilometers away, to see a doctor. There are no trains
or buses to these areas. People have to walk far -- and many have
been robbed or assaulted on their way to hospital. The
Bonteheuwel Neighborhood Association decided to respond to this
local issue by holding a survey in the area to determine the need
for health services. They found that people desperately needed a
hospital -- private doctors were too expensive, travelling out of
the area cost a great deal and the hospitals in the other areas
were already overcrowded. On the basis of the survey results, the
residents of Bonteheuwel decided to take action by sending a
delegation of seven people to the Cape Provincial Administration,
the body in control of medical services in Metropolitan Cape
Town, demanding the provision of health care facilities in
Bonteheuwel. In response to the residents' demands the Cape
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Provincial Administration decided to build a Day Hospital in
Bonteheuwel. In this case, the Bonteheuwel Neighborhood
Association, like BBSK, demonstrated that through a thorough
surveying of residents' specific needs, rather than mobilizing
around nebulous, ill-defined global issues, residents are able to
concretize their collective struggle against the dominant
practices of the State. In this respect, the history of Manenberg
Neighborhood Association is marked by distinct contours of
mobilization and organization against particular structural
problems and illustrates, perhaps most clearly the generative,
formative and legitimating processes undergirding democratic
relations at the grassroots level.

Manenberg

Maneneberg is a typical resettlement area for low income
families. It was developed on the sands of the Cape Flats by the
City Council between 1966 and 1970. Manenberg has the largest
number of sub-economic dwellings of all municipal schemes. It has
rows of semi-detached houses and brightly coloured high rise
buildings. A few are well tended by the residents but most are
ill-kept.

No adequate commercial facilities or community services
have been provided. There is a limited number of corner shops.
There are schools, churches, creches and a hospital for
alcoholics. It is divided by a railway line from the African

l
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township of Nyanga, with which it shares a station. Bus lines to
Claremont and Athlone provide access to distant shopping centers.

The Manenberg Civic Association has its origin in the
broader educational crisis in South Africa as it is directly
related to the "practical intermediary course", presumably
designed to favor the less academic pupil, which was introduced
in 1977. When the first group of students, who completed the
course in 1978, applied for jobs in 1979, their school leaving
certificates were not recognized by reputable institutions other
than the South African Defense Force (SADF) as the content of the
practical course was academically inferior. Consequently,
concerned parents, students and teachers were very perturbed at
the "only SADF suitability course".

These concerned students, parents and teachers formed the
Concerned Parents Committee (CPC) and they started to negotiate
with the Administration of Coloured Affairs in an effort either
to abolish the "practical" course or to introduce a course that
was academically on par with other reputable courses. After a
long battle of approximately 4-5 months, the intermediary course
was eventually abolished. As it was 'almost mid-year, the CPC
insisted that the affected pupils be permitted to the normal
academic course without demotion to a lower standard as suggested
by some inspectors. Coloured Affairs acceded to this demand on
the explicit understanding that, if pupils were to fail the
normal course, the Department would not be kept responsible for
their failure. Parents had to sign a document protecting
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Coloured Affairs against possible legal action in this regard.
As the students who changed from the "practical" course had

only three to four months to complete the normal academic course,
they required additional assistance. Consequently, the Manenberg
Educational Movement (MEM) emerged to offer the necessary
support. In 1981 the MEM merged with the Duinefontein Tenant
Association -- the latter was a project of the Students' Health
and Welfare Centers Organization (SHAWCO) -- and formed the
Manenberg Civic Association (MCA). MEM then became a branch of
MCA.

In 1980 there arose the Manenberg Action Committee (MAC) to
handle the crisis in education. It was also in this year that
progressive movements started in Manenberg. Prior to 1980 the
Manenberg Residents Association (MRA) emerged out of the need for
protection against gangsterism. It was under the auspices of MRA
that the PEACEMAKERS (control squad) has assumed great social
significance. This general concern for protection against
gangsterism developed into a broader social movement that gave
attention to inter AliA: education, health, crime and welfare.
The Peacemakers were one of the biggest community based movements
in the Cape Peninsula -- every house had to "submit" a person to
the movement. The males were usually responsible for weekend
vigilance whilst the females provided supportive services like
food and fund raising.

The events of 1976 caused the collapse of the Peacemakers
as the Riotous Assemblies Act prohibited the gathering of
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unofficial groups in public. More importantly. however. there
was the co-option of conservative members of the Peacemakers into
the South African Police (SAP) which split this vigilante group
irreparably into two camps. The conservative members were also
encouraged to become SAP reservists. Whereas. there existed
formerly a healthy relationship between the SAP and the
Peacemakërs (control squad) that relationship deteriorated
steadily to the extent that some members of the Conservative
section of the Peacemakers were in favor of SAP membership whilst
the radical group was vehemently opposed to such membership.
More importantly, the radical group favored the transformation of
the Peacemakers into a progressive movement. The Peacemakers
movement also spread to other townships like Parkwood. Hanover
Park. Bonteheuwel, Steenberg and Lavender Hill. Yet. they were
not as prolific in these areas as in Manenberg due to
organizational problems.

As already indicated, the eventual demise of the Peacemakers
can be largely attributed to the restrictive Riotous Assemblies
Act and related police laws. The unity of the Peacemakers as a
solidified goal-oriented social movement caused the SAP to
intervene as the movement was perceived as a latent political
threat to the Government as it consisted of reputable political
activists who were clearly opposed to the Pretoria Regime. This
perception by the authorities was underlined when the radicals in
the Movement decided in 1976 to support the boycotting students
against "gutter education". When the leadership shifted in 1976
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to predominantly younger members, the SAP become even more
paranoid. Consequently, the SAP had a meeting with the
leadership of the Peacemakers. They were given the option either
to disband or be co-opted into the SAP. This intimidating police
tactic, as well as the internal differences in the movement,
steadily eroded the solidified nature of the Peacemakers. For
example, in 1976, during the unrest in the Cape Peninsula,
certain conservative members of the movement decided to act as a
control squad between the African townships and so-called
Coloured residential areas forbidding students from Langa to
enter Hanover Park en route to the city of Cape Town.
Paradoxically, this action by the conservative members of the
movement intensified the political consciousness of its members
as the leadership had to decide whether or not to support the
student struggle against "gutter education". This decision to
support the boycotting students broadened the schism between the
conservatives and the radicals of the Peacemakers. Ultimately,
the ideological differences between the conservatives and the
radicals would lead to the demise of the Peacemakers. Though
there were occasional attempts by some people to revive this
vigilante group, their resuscitating efforts were to no avail.

At that stage the leadership contended that even if it were
not for the events of 1976 -- the student unrest and subsequent
Riotous Assemblies Act -- the Peacemakers Movement would still
have disintegrated as its character and goals were too parochial.
They concentrated mostly on the social ills of society like crime
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without making a determined effort to examine the political
structures underlying social problems, hence the absence of the
necessary momentum to ensure the continued existence of the
Peacemaker as an urban social movement. At that stage the MEM
made a similar assessment of the Peacemakers whilst documenting
the history of Manenberg -- a view coinciding with that of the
leadership of the Peacemakers. It must be stressed that it was
not a view of the rank-and-fi1e of the movement at that stage.
Yet, in retrospect, it should be clear that the Peacemakers were,
in the words of the present Manenberg leadership, merely "a
welfare organization concerned mostly with the running of water,
not at all concerned with the tap." However, the events of 1976
highlighted the need to go to the root of the problem (e:g.
gangsterism, gutter education).

The Peacemakers had a healthy relationship with the media.
The South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) even made a
film on the Peacemakers.

Professionally, services were rendered to the Peacemakers by
SHAWCO. In fact, the first president of this movement was a
SHAWCO social worker.

Though no overt relationship existed between the
Peacemakers and labor unions, there was nonetheless an indirect
link between them as quite a few of its members belonged to trade
unions.

In assessing the overall significance of the Peacemakers it
can be stated that the movement emerged primarily in response to
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the concrete plights of the community. Stated differently, it
was a spontaneous body of community members who tried to ensure
the safety of the neighborhood against gangsters.

Whereas the Peacemakers was a spontaneous welfare movement,
the Manenberg Civic Association (MCA) is a progressive movement,
which emerged as a result of a certain level of political
consciousness in the neighborhood, political consciousness gained
in the wake of the 1976 events. The different forerunners to the
MCA clearly highlight the increasing political content of the
community's struggle: Manenberg Residential Association to curb
crime; Manenberg Action Committee to politicize and mobilize the
community around the issue of the 1976 educati'on crisis and the
Manenberg Education Committee to struggle for t~e abolition of
the intermediary course. The MCA emerged in 1981 as a
consummation of the political consciousness and growth of the
civic associations in the Cape Peninsula in general. Indeed, the
formation of the MCA was more than a mere structural issue, it
was ultimately a purposeful effort at consciousness-bui1ding.In
the heyday of the MeA it had a steering committee of forty
members subdivided into twenty semi-active members in branches
and another twenty active members on the planning committee.

The MCA is recognized by the City Council of Cape Town as a
legal association (indeed City Council recognizes all
neighborhood associations in the Cape Peninsula).

The relationship of the MCA with the media is a cautious
one as the media are prone to sensationalize and distort
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community issues. Only in crisis moments does the MCA refer
matters to the media. Usually the MCA prefers working in
conjunction with the community paper Grassroots on whose
newsgathering board MCA has representation.

MCA has no formal links with any religious or professional
body as the leadership wants to avoid any form of sectarianism.
It, however, does have links with some individual progressive
priests who, quite often, make their halls available for
meetings. Professional people like teachers are members of the
MCA, but again, there is no formal link as such with any
particular professional body .ina conscious effort to eschew
parochial tendencies.

In 1981 the MCA was one of the founder members of the Cape
Areas Housing Action Committee (CAHAC). Prior to the formation of
CAHAC there existed no such community organizations in the
Western Cape. People in the Cape Peninsula were certainly members
of national bodies such as the Azanian People's Organization
(AZAPO), etc. but there existed no regional bodies, arising out
of a concern for particularized local/regional issues.

As mentioned earlier, the ultimate demise of the
Peacemakers as a social movement, according to its then
leadership was attributable to its apolitical nature.
Invariably, therefore, the question does arise as to why civics
are not overtly political in character and purpose. Their
virtually apolitical origin can best be explained as a leadership
tactic rather than as a structural constraint. Though they are
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not directly concerned with politics, indirectly though, they are
indeed politically motivated insofar as the housing issue in the
Cape Peninsula is being used to politicize the community.

Yet, a further question arises as to whether or not civics
could be regarded as useful and successful organizations in
Metropolitan Cape Town vis-a-vis community issues. When
considering this question, one should bear in mind that the
tradition and policy of any particular neighborhood have a very
strong influence on the outcome of any particular community
struggle. The following struggles were waged by the MCA:
(i) Rent campaign;
(ii) Bus campaign;

(iii) Maintenance campaign/maisonette campaign.
These struggles will be elaborated upon here below to

provide a balanced perspective on the significance of the
neighborhood associations in general and of the MCA in
particular:

(i) Rent Campaign: the rent increases were delayed for 12
months. The delegation who went to see the Minister of
Development (Pen Koetze) was unsuccessful to prevent any further
rent increases in future as the delegates refused to consider any
compromises in this regard. The delegates were strongly
influenced by the non-collaboration theory of the Unity Movement
of South Africa and the Charterist ideology of the African
National Congress (ANC). On reflection, the leadership realized
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that the unflinching commitment to any particular ideology within
a particular struggle could be potentially fatal as it could
result in the absence of concrete criticism against the
proficiency of the leadership in general and the existence of a
specific movement in particular. Seemingly, this criticism was
levelled against the MCA in the wake of the meeting with the
Minister; hence the declining interest of the rank-in-file in the
activities of the movement.

Still though, on another level, the MCA has managed to
mobilize people on a big scale. For example, there were many MCA
members at Rocklands in Mitchell's Plain during the official
launching of the United Democratic Front (UDF) on 20 August 1983.

(ii) Bus Campaign: CAHAC launched the bus campaign in 1980. It
was partially successful as bus fares were not increased for a
short period. More importantly though, as in the case of the
rent struggle, the bus campaign was a rallying point that brought
people together both within a particular township as well as from
different townships.

Yet, the inherent weakness of both struggles was the
inability of the leadership to enlighten the struggling masses on
the inexorable political link or relationship between the rent
struggle and the bus struggle. Their reference to the Freedom
Charter as the source of their solidarity was merely rhetorical
rather than analytical. Hence, most of the working class
remained in the political wilderness - disastrously unaware of
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the dialectics of oppression and resistance; exploitation and
cont~station; legitimation and transformation.

(iii) Maintenance Campaign: This was yet another struggle which
was started by CAHAC in 1980. (This is an ongoing campaign.)
Though CAHAC dropped this campaign in favor of the rent campaign,
Bridgetown, Bokmakierie, Silvertown, and Kewtown (BBSK) and
Parkwood persisted with the campaign as they believed that there
was essentially a unity between the two campaigns which should be
highlighted and understood. They believe no single campaign
should be fought in isolation to any other campaign. Though the
MCA was as yet not very closely related to BBSK and Parkwood,
their leadership shared the view that the maintenance and rent
campaign should be pursued simultaneously though the tactics used
in these two campaigns might differ.

The maintenance campaign was relatively successful as
toilets, doors, broken window panes, washing lines, drainages and
fences were either replaced or repaired. In some cases certain
sub-economic houses were made bigger. A very important gain was
the electrification of the sub-economic houses in the area.

These gains, small as they might appear, illustrated to the
rank-and-file of the working class that they have some political
leverage and when used strategically, some pay-offs may indeed be
reaped! (Ironically, though, when the working class started to
appreciate the significance of their unity in action, the
leadership started to experience structural tensions ultimately
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giving rise to the expulsion of two Charterists. This incident
will be referred to in a later section.)

The maintenance campaign, supported by the MCA, in defiance
of CAHAC, also rendered positive results in Parkwood where the
sub-economic houses were electrified. CAHAC seemed not to have
appreciated these gains fully as it silenced one of the delegates
during a meeting. The delegate wanted to raise the victories
gained through the maintenance campaign. Indeed, it deprived the
delegate of his vote during that meeting. These structural
tensions in CAHAC would ultimately presage its demise in some
neighborhoods, as it does not permit the freedom of thought and
expression that informs democratic practice at the grassroots
level.

Despite CAHAC's opposition to the maintenance campaign,
its participants gained yet further victories as the maintenance
lease period of maisonettes in Parkwood was extended by six
months; the City Council endorsed the old lease thereby accepting
responsibility for the maintenance of housing. The Council also
approved a rObot-operated pedestrian crossing on the highway at
the intersection between Duinefontein Road and Modderdam Road.
It furthermore undertook not to sell state houses to the working
class as the houses were in poor condition. Yet, after the
recommendation of the President's Council, the City Council was
forced by Government to change its view on the selling of houses
to worker tenants. In addition, Council agreed to the demand of
the MCA that its youth wing could use the community hall at ten
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cents an hour rather than the initial three rand an hour (imposed
by the Council). Most importantly, however, the City Council
employed the services of a construction company, LTA, to upgrade
all the maisonettes in Manenberg by providing them with proper
taps, walls (making them soundproof) and roofs.

Despite these gains, probably in most other neighborhoods,
the civics in general and the MCA in particular are experiencing
a structural decline and the leadership are assessing anew the
policy orientation in the civics.

Earlier reference has been made to the tensions in the MCA
in respect of conflicting ideologies .. Charterism, in particular,
seems to have led to the expulsion of two members of the MCA
leadership. On reflection, the CAL orientated ideologies on the
MCA executive realized that the decision to expel the two
pro-Charterist members was an inco~rect one as they did not
contravene any constitutional principles of the MCA; their only
"crime" was the negligence of their accorded duties; they failed,
for example, to attend to correspondence and to arrange for
venues where scheduled meetings could take place. In a few
instances they took decisions unilaterally and occasionally,
as delegates to regional meetings, they failed to report back to
the MCA on matters discussed at such meetings. Yet, the
expulsion of the two pro-Charterists should not be viewed in too
simplistic terms as the influence of the youth wing of the MCA
was increasingly felt in the leadership. The youth also assumed
a greater role in the MCA leadership as they started to campaign
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for those executive members who shared their ideological
principles of anti-racism, anti-imperialism, non-collaboration
with their oppressors and their political instruments,
independent working class organization and opposition to all
alliances with ruling class parties. Working zealously in the
different branches of the MCA, they were able to gain the support
of the community and eventually, during the annual general
meeting, were able to oust those charterists who were rhetorical
rather than analytical yjs-a-yis the interests of the worker
tenants. The interests of the worker tenants are paramount in
CAL.

In order to grasp the objectives and programs of CAL it is
necessary to provide an outline of its origin and constituent
elements. (The MCA played an instrumental role in the formation
of CAL.) CAL developed as a direct result of community
opposition to the Disorderly Bill, propounded by the then
Minister of Department of Cooperation, Dr. Piet Koornhoof.
Concerned people in Cape Town, formed the Disorderly Bill Action
Committee (DBAC), comprising members of the National Union of
South Africa Students (NUSAS), AZAPO, youth groups, women
movements and trade unions. The format of the DBAC was a
theoretical talk shop, characterized by a strong
theoretical/rhetorical component dominated by proponents of the
Freedom Charter. The trade unions became disillusioned with the
theoretical thrust of the DBAC and decided to withdraw its
membership. Subsequently, in 1983, NUSAS, CAHAC, the United
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Women Organization (UWO), COSAS, and CAYCO formed the Cape United
Democratic Front, the remaining group consisting of forty-two
organizations decided to form the Cape Action League (CAL) in
March 1984. When CAHAC decided to become a member of the UDF in
August 1983, the MCA moved out of CAHAC and decided to join CAL.

The last meeting of the MCA was on 21 August 1984, on the
eve of the Tricameral Parliament elections. Since then they did
not meet again. Currently, the MCA exists only in name as
community organization has changed both structurally and
ideologically.

Already in 1983 the UDF arranged a meeting with the MCA
leadership. Under the auspices of CAHAC, UDF decided to have an
advice office in Manenberg, called the Manenberg Advice Office to
provide advice to individuals in the neighborhood.

After leaving CAHAC, the worker tenants of Manenberg, BBSK,
Parkwood and the Bishop Lavis Action Committee decided to form a
joint Forum. In order to foster closer cooperation, they publish
a popular newsletter, called The Worker Tenant as well as a
theoretical newsletter, called The Hoysjng Joyrnal. The Joint
Forum serves as a think tank for the leadership of the different
neighborhoods. Some members in the Forum feel that civics have
generally fulfilled their role and that the era of historical
civicism is past hence the need to transform civics to a higher
level of organization and consciousness thereby maintaining the
political momentum in the neighborhood. This school of thought
verifies their argument by citing the very low level of sustained
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enthusiasm and participation in civics. Through a higher level
of organization and consciousness they believe civics would
become a dynamic, real working class power base. The joint forum
tries to provide direction to worker tenants by means of regular
workshops, providing thereby the vital continuity within civics.
(Presently civics seem to be "too defensive" by being active only
in moments of crisis.) Hence, certain members of the Joint Forum
decided to analyze and discuss the significance of the different
neighborhood campaigns in general and the nature of civics in
particular.

Subsequently, the leadership of the different civics
engaged in intensely theoretical arguments whilst neglecting
effective organization at neighborhood level. They focused
mostly on theoretical elements of national organization whilst
ignoring the rank-and-file of the neighborhoods. Consequently,
nothing constructively happened in the townships and people were
slowly drifting away from the civics. The leadership furthermore
contends that the joint forum should be used to pave a way
forward". Activists believe that the inability of the leadership
to link the workplace and the residence has reduced the
neighborhood struggles to merely material struggles at most, if
not all campaigns, were conceived economistica11y. The link
between economic· exploitation (hence material deprivation) and
racial oppression (hence Black political exclusion) was
neglected. The leadership in civics viewed the political
dimension of the struggle in the abstract, they did not try to
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consc;ent;ze people.
Consequently, the consciousness of the people ;s not

commensurate with their material conditions. It is in this
respect that activists argue for the creation of worker clubs as
a vital link between the factory floor and the neighborhood as
civics cannot directly intervene at the level of the factory
floor. Worker clubs would therefore be expected to "take-up"
practical issues that influence the quality and nature of their
labor either at work itself or in the neighborhood (where they
live). In this manner activists hope to bridge the artificial gap
between the civic and the trade union as well as the geographical
separation of the different civics. A certain section of the
Joint Forum opposes this structural shift and argues that civic
structures should remain intact -- but that the nature of their
intervention should change; e.g. conscientizing 100 houses,
survey these houses, record whatever problem exists and make
people aware why they experience the different problems.
In the process a strong working class leadership would be built.
In response to this form of intervention, those in favor of
worker clubs argue that intervention should not be merely
educational, it should not be restricted to only a few houses; on
the contrary a broader layer of the neighborhood should be
conscientized. They pose the pertinent question: Should the
consciousness of the leadership be raised at the expense of the
broader working class? They say: "No"(!) as the leadership
should be able to acquire the necessary conceptual and
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intellectual understanding by selfstudy. Hence, the worker club
protagonists state that concrete issues should be "taken up" as
they are the best means to conscientize people. The latter
strategy seems to be paying increasing dividends as reflected by
the impact (materially and ideologically) of the consumer boycott
which was extended to the Cape Peninsula in the wake of the State
of Emergency (declared on 20 July ~985 in 36 magisterial
districts of South Africa in an effort to stem the tide of
national uprising against the racial capital regime of Pretoria).
And yet, the struggle at the grassroots continues despite the
State of Emergency even in privately developed housing estates.

Thi~ area consists essentially of petite bourgeois
households. Most residents are homeowners, are either small

3. protests Over the Lock of Social facilities in the privately
Deyelooed. Large Housing Estates like Glenhaven, Belhar and some
parts of Athlone. While (not many of these developments are
inhabited by individual workers,50 a significant proportion of
their population is made up of young middle class couples who
predominate in some sections of these so-called prime residential
areas. In such areas student activists seem to have a dominant
influence on the directory of struggle as in the case of
Thornhill/Rylands.

Thornhill/Rylands
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businesspersons and/ perform professional work. Still though this
does not necessarily mean that the residents of
Thornhill/Rylands, by virtue of their apparent class position are
necessarily apathetic towards to the struggles in the
neighborhoods of Cape Town. On the contrary, neighborhood
activism in Thornhill illustrates that in Metropolitan Cape Town,
the neighborhood associations do not necessarily mobilize around
local issues.

For example, in 1981 Thornhill Neighborhood Association
mobilized around regional and national issues rather than
focusing on specific matters pertaining to the local
neighborhood. In this respect, residents were urged not to buy
any products from Wilson Rowntree Company in protest to the
unfavorable treatment it meted out to its workers who were
disputing the company's labor practices. Similarly, residents
were encouraged to support the striking workers of the Leyland
enterprise.

Thus, most of the efforts of the Neighborhood Association
concerned issues at the work-place rather than in the
neighborhood itself; efforts explicitly aimed at the political
conscientization of the residents. However, in their daily work
in the neighborhood, it was not always clear whether or not the
Association utilized the most effective methods to illustrate to
the residents the interrelated nature of societal issues as it
seems that quite often they emphasized labor disputes in
isolation to the concrete problems of housing, lack of
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recreational facilities and so forth in Thornhill. In a sense,
therefore, their work, for the most part, remained at the level
of abstraction, generalization and polemics. Even so, Thornhill
neighborhood association has managed to highlight the ubiquitous
nature of oppression and exploitation within the ensemble of the
power relations in South Africa in general and Cape Town in
particular sustaining protest thereby even in predominantly
middle class areas.

4. The Sustained Protests in Middle Class Residential
Neighborhoods, often led by student activists in areas like
Athlone, is a clear indication that the middle class,
particularly in the wake of the 1985 rebellion on the Cape Flats,
are increasingly becoming part of Urban Social Movements. Thus,
though most clearly still predominantly working class in nature,
urban social movements are increasingly reflecting the
demographic structure of the politically-alienated in South
Africa by the presence in the movements of so-called Coloureds,
Indians and Africans irrespective of class background.

In Cape Town, for example, the black middle class, having
dreamed of a "new life" in the exclusive residential areas as
promised by real estate advertisements, they discover the poor
environmental quality of these new quarters, the lack of
facilities, the boredom of anonymous urban settings, and
ultimately the overcrowding as open space is consumed by new
housing to enhance profitability.51 They, therefore, join urban
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social movements to give collective expression to their anger at
the systematic annihilation of their former neighborhoods in
places like Wynberg, Claremont, and Maitland as decreed by the
Group Areas Act. The neighborhood struggles in Gleemoor are a
case in point.

Gleemoor

The original name of West London was changed to Athlone,
after a contemporary Governor General, in the 1930's when the
City Council reorganized the Coloured settlement that had grown
along Klipfontein Road mainly after World War I. With the
dispersal of the traditional communities in town, Athlone
increasingly assumed a central role among the Coloured suburbs of
Cape Town and it now functions as a regional center in the
commercial and social struc~ure of the Cape Flats.

Athlone is a well-established residential area of individual
houses, mainly developed by private owners though there are also
some rental schemes developed by the Municipality of Cape Town.
Bokmakierie, for example, was developed in 1934. Athlone is
consequently a very mixed area with some attractive and well-
maintained sections such as Belgravia, Crawford, Sunnyside
interspersed with pockets of decay and poverty. For the most part
the area is fully built, with little possibility of further
horizontal expansion.

Athlone is well served by rail, with 3 stations along its
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western fringes, and by road, with Klipfontein Road carrying a
large volume of bus traffic. Facilities are comparatively well
developed, with a magistrate's court, police station, a civic
auditorium, several schools, and large institutions, sport
facilities cinemas and related entertainment establishments.
Even more important, is the commercial function of Athlone. It
has a relatively well developed shopping district along
Klipfontein Road which serves as a regional shopping center for
Cape Flat dwellers. The development of this commercial area is
partly hampered by the lack of large department stores and the
increasing competition from major shopping complexes in white
areas like Claremont, Kenilworth, Goodwood, Central Cape Town. In
view of these structural and infrastructural constraints on the
commercial development of Athlone, the trajectory of struggles ;n
Gleemoor ;s quite often informed by class-specific issues.

Indeed, the Gleemoor Neighborhood Association is mostly
concerned with issues affecting the built environment of the
neighborhood as evidenced by the following case that involved the
possible expropriation of property by the local government. This
case also demonstrates the informational and organizational base
of the Association contributing significantly to their ability to
launch defensive campaigns against the State. The ensuing section
thus looks at the Association's campaign against the
expropriation of property by the State and certain vested
interests groups in Gleemoor and its environs.

On 15 April 1981, homeowners in Athlone were served with
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expropriation notices by the Department of Community Development.
This expropriation followed in the wake of the realization in the
1970's by big businessmen in Athlone, together with the Chamber
of Commerce, that profits were suffering because the Athlone
Business District was out-dated and congested. In a letter to the
Town Clerk on 6 April 1970, the Cape Town Chamber of Commerce
expressed concern at the deficiencies of the Athlone sub-center
in regard to its growth and problems associated with traffic
congestion, parking, location of bus terminals, the zoning
provisions of the town planning schemes as well as the general
deterioration.of the physical environment. That memorandum was
supported by the Athlone and District Management Committee and
referred to the City Council Engineer for investigation.

Subsequently, the Chamber of Commerce, in conjunction with
the Coloured Development Corporation and the Department of Urban
and Regional Planning at the University of Cape Town, undertook
an investigation into the Central Business District of Athlone in
collaboration with the Planners of the City Engineer's
Department. Their survey concluded that in order to increase
trade penetration in Athlone, the City Sub-Center had to be made
more attractive. They suggested the:
--improvement of accessibility to and within the Center;
--provision of off-street parking;
--improvement in the pedestrian environment and the
--provision of a major 'draw card' or a regional supermarket in
Athlone.
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After all the surveys and proposals were completed, a State
Committee was appointed by the Minister of Community Development
to assist in the redevelopment of the area concerned in
conjunction with the Provincial Administration and the City
Council of Cape Town. Subsequently, the State Committee decided
that not only the then existing Business Area of Athlone but also
the adjoining area had to be developed. It was for this reason
that the State Committee decided to 'freeze' development in the
adjoining area by invoking Proclamation No. 84 of 18 April 1980
in terms of the Community Development Act of 1966 prohibiting:
--the sub-division of lands or stands within the area;
--the erection or alteration of any building or structure within
that area;
--the use of any building or structure within the area for a
purpose for which such building or structure was being used on
the date of publication of the notice, 18 April 1980.
Furthermore, property owners wishing to dispose of their
property had to offer it to the Community Development Board for
sale.

Residents responded by mobilizing the Neighborhood
Association through door-to-door contact, setting up a committee
to investigate the matter and collect information which revealed
subsequently that:
-- In 1979 the redevelopment of proposals were sent to, amongst
others, the Athlone Management Committee and certain business
organizations for comment;
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The new supermarket would be assembled by the State;
Though the City Council of Cape Town knew about these

proposals already in 1979, they, nevertheless, passed residents
building plans in early 1980.

In a public statement the Gleemoor Neighborhood Association
in 1980 responded by saying:

Consequently, in April 1981, the Gleemoor Neighborhood

We wish to mention the Group Areas Act and the Community
Development Act had engendered more bitterness, hatred,
suffering and insecurity among the people than any other
oppressive Law in the country. These acts have caused
hundreds of families to be uprooted and thrown unto the
wastelands and badlands, far from the 'white' cities and
herded into urban ghettos with poor quality housing. Once
again, here in Athlone, the Community Development Act -
Urban Renewa1- Freezing-Slum Clearance Act - is used to
justify the enforced removal of people, thus rendering them
helpless, defenceless and destitute. And as in the past, as
many areas became slummy because of the Group Areas Act, so
this area, because of that Ugly Law, will be turned into a
slum. It is, therefore, necessary for this organization,
together with all the people to fight this issue with all
its energies. We have to work hard in order that we can
involve all the people in this area in this struggle against
them (sic) who have been legally robbed of their property.

Association sought legal advice, held mass meetings to discuss
the 'expropriation' as well as to elicit support from other
neighborhood associations on the Cape Flats. It was in April 1981
that they decided to seek a legal interdict against the local
authorities to prevent the expropriation and redevelopment of the
Athlone City Sub-Center. Eventually, in January 1982, the
Gleemoor Neighborhood Association, through a Court Order,
prevented the Department of Community Development and the City
Council of Cape Town from expropriating and redeveloping the
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Athlone City Sub-Center.
Thus, through a process of information collation,

dissemination and interpretation, the Gleemoor Neighborhood
Association launched a successful defensive campaign against the
Local Authorities' attempt to expropriate and redevelop the
Athlone City Sub-Center in the interests of certain fractions of
capital. Throughout 1983 and 1984 Gleemoor Neighborhood
Association would be using their informational base and
organizational expertise to launch a massive campaign, in
conjunction with other neighborhood associations, against the
Koornhoff Bills (these Bills sought to update the influx control
measures against Africans to urban areas) and the President
Council Proposals (these Proposals would eventually give rise to
the Tricamera1 Parliament Elections). Both the Bills and
Proposals will be discussed in Chapter 4 of this dissertation.

However, this does not mean that local neighborhood issues
were neglected by the Association as in January 1984 the
residents of Gleemoor were once again successfully mobilized
against the Local Authorities when they tried to close the
Thornton Road Primary School in the neighborhood so as to convert
it into administrative offices for the envisaged Department of
Education and Culture, the off-spring of the 'New Deal'. As a
result, the Thornton Primary School remained opened as a
neighborhood school defeating thereby the attempts of the then
Department of Coloured Affairs to 'locate itself' in the very
midst of a community who so vehemently opposed the Tricameral
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Parliament elections of 1984. This victory by the Gleemoor
Neighborhood Association had at least two implications for the
State: First, it failed to gain support for its tricameral
parliament coup from even predominantly middle class families.

Second, its attempt to expropriate middle class property in
Athlone together with its efforts to establish veneer of
legitimacy in the neighborhood by converting the Thornton Primary
School into offices for the Department of Education and Culture,
deepened its legitimacy crisis in an already enraged, if not
militant, community. As evidenced by the recurrent incidents of
protests in the neighborhood, even during the States of
Emergency, Gleemoor Neighborhood Association would indeed
continue to contest the dominant relations of power undergirding
the Apartheid State. As the ensuing section illustrates, the
dominant relations of the Apartheid State elicit particularly
intense battles in dormitory towns specifically created for a
particular section of the disenfranchised.

5. MObilization in Dormitory Towns-cym-Coloyredstans

Mitchell's plain

This Colouredstan (town specifically developed by the authorities
to house Coloureds in the pursuit of its racist residential
policies) bears the name of a farmer. The construction of this
dormitory township started in 1975 and was officially opened in
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1976. On 17 July 1980 this area was connected to the city of Cape
Town, some 30 kilometers to northwest, by railway line. This
'city for Coloureds' is subdivided into Strandfontein, Rocklands,
Westridge, Woodlands, Portland, Lentegeur, Beacon Valley,
Eastridge and Tafelsig and provides both municipal (rental) and
private dwellings (homeownership). The explicitly racist
principles undergirding the construction of a Colouredstan like
Mitchell's Plain presented neighborhood organizations in Cape
Town with profound tactical and strategic problems.

Consequently, the Cape Areas Housing Action Committee
(CAHAC) was formed in 1980 so that organizations in different
areas in Metropolitan Cape Town could come together and tackle
their problems jointly. It was against this background of
uniting people in a specific neighborhood, as well as in the
region at large, that the Combined Mitchell's Plain Residents
Association (COMPRA) was formed in 1980.52 In the early period,
it was made up of Ratepayers Associations (RAs) from Woodlands,
Westridge/Portland, Rocklands and Strandfontein. The factor
giving rise to COMPRA was "the Department of Community
Development who needed an "authoritative body" to consult with
regarding the business tenants of the MP Town Center.53 "Right
from the beginning it became quite clear that the role that these
people had designed for COMPRA was nothing more than a management
commi ttee. "H

While the decisions about who should occupy the large
business premises seemed to be more or less a fait accompli,
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COMPRA was left arguing about who should get the little shops
"who shall get the cafe -- and these debates really led to some
terrible scenes in COMPRA" .55

From the start, there were struggles within COMPRA -- about
its line, its direction, and its priorities; from the start,
there was conflict between the strong reformist element and those
who saw COMPRA playing a role organizing people at grassroots
level. Comments a neighborhood activist:

Our delegation from Rocklands, we really felt the kind of
problems facing people in Mitchell's Plain are that common,
it would facilitate matters in Mitchell's Plain if we were
to fight issues on that common broad basis, and COMPRA could
be utilized for that, right? But these people were very
reluctant to get involved in real civic issues, matters
affect?ng the day-to-day lives of people in Mitchell's
Plain. 6
In November 1979, the Council of the City of Cape Town (CCC)

wanted to change the homeownership orientation of MP, owing to
the problems they were having vis-a-vis the selling of houses.
They approached COMPRA about the issue. The fact that people
were forced to accept homeownership because there were simply no
other housing alternatives, was one of their grievances.
However, within COMPRA, those who supported the idea of the
tenants were in the minority. Observes a neighborhood activist:

The majority of COMPRA people were against tenants moving
into the area. What they said was, 'What will happen to
the area if tenants move in? The area will get so rough,
it will get so dirty, with all these kind of hooligans, and
it will bring down the v~lue of their houses - all these
kinds of shit arguments!
In the same period, City Tramways increased busfares, and

COMPRA was forced to take up the issue. Comments the neighborhood
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activist, in this regard:
There again, this big contradiction played itself out.
Those guys insisted we should take legal action. They
were so impressed with the Rommel Roberts action, you see.
On the other side, we tried to push that we should involve
the community, get some mass action as opposed to going to
court. They of course were in the majority - they were
always outvoting us. That happened there too.58

Legal action failed, COMPRA was left owing large amounts
of money, and the go-ahead was given to the Rocklands group to
lead mass action on the issue. After this, the two Rocklands
delegates on COMPRA, were detained. Argues a resident: "And then
those guys really managed to consolidate. They changed the
constitution -- they made it so undemocratic. In no way people
living in Mitchell's Plain had any control over COMPRA."S9

Finally, the relationship between COMPRA and big business
was cause for dissension. A good relationship with COMPRA was
seen as a good basis for business in the area. But some people
in COMPRA felt that COMPRA was being drawn further and further
from the real issues and problems of the people of MP, and
getting too tangled up at the level of negotiations with the CCC,

(CDC) and the representatives from big business. At the same
Community Development (CD), the Coloured Development Corporation

time, big business was wooing the leadership. There were offers

issue. Business operating in MP were expected to contribute to

of overseas trips to study "local politics" in America, the
leadership was wined and dined and there were rumors of
corruption.50 The Social Responsibility Trust also became an

this fund; Pick n Pay, OK Bazaars and Foschini each pledged R500
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per month for 5 years. RA's like Westridge, for example, were
unhappy with COMPRA receiving all this money; they felt it was
not being administered properly. There were also ideological
reasons for rejecting the fund -- it made COMPRA into a
mini-Urban Foundation, and people within COMPRA and in the
community had problems with that relationship. According to the
leadership:

There are those in Mitchell's Plain who argue that
accepting money from the private sector lets the
government off the hook. There are those who see housing
as a right, they see social services, transport, creches-
all these things - as a right. These are the peop1r who
are not enamoured of the private enterprise system. 1

The issue was resolved at the time by setting up a trust,
so that COMPRA did not directly administer the fund: "the trust
is open to all ~ ~ Mitchell's Plain organizations the
Islamic Society, the Minister's Fraterna1."S2

At that stage COMPRA was very discredited among the people
or they'd forgotten what is was, as it was tending more and

more to operate as an executive in complete isolation from its
base. Avers a resident: "Nobody supports COMPRA. They never
tell us anything.,,63 It was at this point that Rocklands RA
decided to withdraw, as COMPRA seemed to be beyond salvaging, and
there was enormous potential for organization in the community
that was being ignored. Portland and Lentegeur RAs also
withdrew, because COMPRA "was not taking up the real issues
affecting the people in Mitchell's P1ain".84 Those who withdrew
began to organize around the electricity issue, hoping to draw
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people from other areas. Out of this organization grew the
Electricity Petition Committee (EPC), formed on 29 September
1980.

EPC started with a core of people from Rocklands continuing
the campaign to change the electricity due date, which had
started with a survey done by Rocklands in October 1979, which
showed that about 60% of the people interviewed paid their
electricity accounts after the due date each month, and therefore
had to pay the 10% penalty. The due date was in the third week
of the month whilst most residents were paid on a monthly basis,
and could not afford the bill at that time of the month. At a
mass meeting in November 1979, it was decided to ask the City
Council of Cape Town to change the date. Council declined the
request, as it could, allegedly not favor the people of MP. In
hearing the response of Council, there was a strong feeling
amongst the residents of MP that in fact it was the white
residential areas like Clifton, Sea Point, Bakoven and Camps Bay
that were getting favorable treatment and not MP as the due-date
for electricity bills in white areas falls in the first week of
the month. However, the issue was dropped until EPC was formed.
According to the CAHAC report: "The survey of 400 houses was done
revealing that the Council was making a profit of over R400,000
per year on overdue charges (10~ surcharge payment on late
payment of accounts)." 65

EPC was not, however, intended to be an alternative to
COMPRA as an organization, although it provided an alternative
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method of organizing, with the emphasis on the democratic
·participation of the people affected, and with the question of
community organization seen in the context of the broader
struggle for political rights and more specifically the struggle
for democracy at all levels. Certainly, this was the mould EPC
cast itself in, and the direction it attempted to go in, despite
some of the limitations imposed on it by the nature of the
campaign, the level of organization in MP, and by the fact that
the organization was very much the first of its kind in Cape
Town, acting without any real precedents. Thus the EPC,
according to CAHAC, was closely watched by people involved in
organization in Cape Town for quite a number of reasons:

The electricity campaign had served as a training ground
for many people to gain experience in collective
decision-making and organizing people. This was to stand
them in good stead later in the various spheres of
mobilization be it in the youth or in the organization of
further action or in the consolidation of the work already
done. It was an exercise in democracy. People in South
Africa have no parliament. The organizations they create
serve as their place of discussion and decision-making.
The EPC was a forum where people could c~llectively decide
on an issue affecting their daily lives.

The leadership of EPC consisted of about 35 people of whom
about half could be classified as intellectuals, having matric
and, in some cases, further education as well.57 In general,
therefore, EPC had a predominantly petite bourgeois leadership.
More importantly, perhaps, EPC tended to draw the more
politicized people to it -- people with a desire to contribute
actively in a concrete struggle.

In brief, the directory of EPC reveals that in December 1980
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a mass meeting was held in the Anglican Church Hall in Westridge,
at which the campaign was explained, the due date changed to the
7th confirmed, and the petition campaign endorsed. Organization
initially centered around collecting signatures for the petition
to the CCC, and groups were organized to collect signatures in
Strandfontein, Westridge, Lentegeur, Portland and Woodlands.
Signing a petition, however, did not have the effect of drawing
people into the campaign, and other methods were necessary to
sustain interest in the progress of the campaign, to build up a
support base for EPC. To this purpose, EPC started to organize
house meetings, at which EPC members would explain the issue in
detail to people, answer questions, stimulate discussion about
gener'al grievances faced by the people, such as the R20 deposit
for electricity, the need for electricity pay ofrices to be open
on Saturday mornings, and the problem of faulty electricity
boxes. Through this process, and after several months of running
the campaign, the EPC members became experts on the issue -- and
this in itself was a problem. As the CAHAC report states:

A small group of highly motivated and committed people had
carried out the campaign for most of the time. It was not
always able to get a broad group of people continuously
involved and eventually committed to the civic struggle.58

This was a problem that had to be worked through, and was
part of a broader problem that of establishing real
communication links and a basis of support for EPC from the
community -- for the people to see it as their struggle,
something they were participating in. This kind of relationship
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and understanding is something best bui It up through regular
contact. To facilitate that contact, EPC started to produce a
newsletter, drawing on ski IIs learned through Grassroots. The
newsletter was distributed at bus stops, at stations, house
meetings and schools. Four editions were produced -- it was used
to keep people informed of progress made, what the next steps
were to be, and gave EPC the opportunity and excuse to maintain
contact with people with whom initial contact had been made. In
this regard, the CAHAC reports states:

Right from its inception, the EPC has been associated with
Grassroots. It regularly sells the newspaper here in
Mitchell's Plain and the paper played a major role in the
electricity campaign in that whenever it carried an article
on the electricity issue, a massive campaign was launched
to sell and promote it here. At the height ofe the
campaign, 3,500 copies were sold of one issue. 9

One of the significant problems that faced EPC, and that
faces all community organizations, is that of creating channels
for the active participation of members of the community, of
drawing people in on an organizational level. At house meetings,
people would express their willingness to get involved but, in
the words of a neighborhood activist: ..The most we could do was
1 eav ing them a few Grassroots and st ickers to se 11 ... 70 To a
limited extent people organized fund-raising for the campaign,
e.g. through cake sales.

This problem of involving people democratically was
aggravated in the EPC by the pace of the campaign, leaving little
space and time to the organizers. In a context in which there is
no developed network of organization, and in which people have
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extremely limited organizational experience, the process of
involving them is extremely time consuming. The democratic
participation of the people in making decisions that affect their
lives is a learned process, especially in a context in which an
enormous degree of decision-making power has been
constitutionally removed from the people for so long. Thus, for
example, the relationship between the EPC and other emergent
organizations in MP posed certain problems, particularly the
relationship between EPC and the MP youth organization,
Interyouth. States the CAHAC leadership: "When the EPC initiated
the electricity campaign, the representatives of the Youth were
always involved in our campaigns."71 What happened was that the
leadership in Interyouth all became involved in the EPC struggle,
to the detriment of their own organization. Interyouth basically
ceased to function as such.

This aspect of the EPC campaign raises another important
issue which relates to organizations generally -- the question of
the relationship between different progressive organizations
within one community, especially when issues come up which all
organizations feel the need to take up such as the Republic Day
Campaign and the Wi1son-Rowntrees Boycott. The specificity of
the different organizations can tend to get lost, especially if
their base is not particularly solid the activities specific
to that group and to mobilize its constituency can fall by the
wayside as all energies become channeled into organization around
a particular issue. At the same time, it is extremely impor~ant
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that organizations in the community also see their relation to
broader struggles, and involve themselves in them.

For example, the participation of EPC in the Leyland
Support Committee concretizes an important link. Indeed, as the
EPC Report states:

1981 saw the EPC giving support to and getting support
from the trade unions. There was the Leyland strike
which the EPC actively supported by collecting food and
money to see workers through the strike. It also sent a
delegate to Leyland management to demand that the
management negotjate with the workers and their
representatives.72

Participation by neighborhood associations in broader
struggles reinforces the unitary nature of the struggle against
racial capital, the origin of community problems. As the CAHAC
report emphasizes:

The struggle for higher wages is part of the struggle
against high rents and high transport costs. The struggle
is one. Therefore it is very important that the civics and
unions should continue to work together as they have done up
until now. In fact, they shou}f strive to work much closer
together towards common ends.
Yet, it is very important that the balance for organizations

between participating in broader struggles and becoming submerged
by them is important to find.

A new phase of the EPC campaign started wrth a survey,
that drawn up to establish how much money the CCC was actually
making out o~ the overdue penalties. Observes a neighborhood
activist, in this regard:

The main reason the CCC is refusing to change the due date
in MP is money. The Council make thousands of rands every
month from the extra 10~. We find it impossible to avoid
paying this because we are forced to pay the account at a
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time when we just do not have the money.74
For the survey, 400 houses were picked from the 16,500 at

MP, on a representative basis. The survey looked at how the
residents paid their January account, what it amounted to, and
whether they paid it by the due date. They also asked how many
times their electricity was cut in the last six months; how many
times they paid overdue penalty in the last six months; when they
got paid; whether the 7th of the month was the best date; and if

not, when?; and whether they experience problems paying on a
weekday instead of on a Saturday.75

Social work students from the University of the Western Cape
(UWC) helped with the survey, and two University of Cape Town
(UCT) academics ensured its validity as a representative study,
and computerized the results.

The results of the survey indicated that the Council makes
about R385,000 a year from the penalty, and that 93~ of the
people wanted the date changed to the 7th. The breakdown for how
much the Council makes from each area per year was: Lentegeur
R5,022; Woodlands, R1,926; Portland R7,675; Rocklands R7,339;
Westridge/Strandfontein R9,084.76 As the EPC pointed out, the
survey applied to summer; in winter CCC's profits would be
higher. The CCC disputed the figures, claiming to make only
R120,000 on the deal. But, as Grassroots, points out: HA thief
who admits that he did not steal R140 but only R20 is still a
thief ...77

A mass meeting was organized for the 14 May at Lentegeur
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Civic Center to report back on the survey results and to take a
decision on how to submit the petition of 7,500 signatures and an
EPC memorandum to the Council. The meeting was advertised
through Grassroots, which had played an important role throughout
the campaign, given the issue repeated front page prominence, and
making people aware of the activities and progress of the EPC.
This particular edition was distributed in a blitz at all major
stations and bus terminals; UWC and UCT students were used to
augment Grassroots' extensive distribution network. There was
one big oversight in the organization of the meeting: it
coincided with the soccer cup final on the Idiot Box (TV)
which severely affected attendance. However, at the meeting it
was decided that, rather than sending a delegation, as many
people as possible should go to the Civic Center in Cape Town to
present the Town Clerk with the memorandum and the petition,
which was to constitute the climax of the campaign. About 200
people went to the Civic Center in busloads, which off-loaded
people 2 by 2, with banners and placards, in order to be on the
"right" side of the notorious Riotous Assemblies Act. People
crammed into the hall and demanded to see the Town Clerk. They
settled for his deputy and presented their demands. While
Council initially made negative mutterings, the final outcome was
that the rules were changed in relation to accounts less than
R30.00 allowing for a month's "period of grace" after the due
date before the imposition of a fine. This new arrangement would
apply not just to MP, but to all areas. This was a total victory
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for EPC.
After the euphoria over the victory had subsided the EPC

leadership had to consider its continued existence as a community
organization and more importantly, its "agenda for community
action." States CAHAC's report, in this regard:

Because the EPC was an AQ ~ committee, it experienced
difficulties in taking up electricity problems related to
the campaign after the due d~te had been changed. Although
it had always been generally understood, that our eventual
goal would be the formation of a civic organization to
cover the whole area, it had never been spelled out clearly
how this was to be achieved. Even before the campaign came
to an end differences about how to conduct the campaign and
other ~atters had already given rise to tension in the
group.
Although the Rocklands group had seen the EPC as a

precursor to setting up a broad-based organization for MP as a
whole, it had become evident during the campaign that, as yet,
there simply did not exist the requisite level of organization in
MP for a civic association. As the CAHAC leadership points out:
"Lack of experience in dealing with differences and the lack of a
mass base, led to these differences and the consequent tensions,
causing undue problems for the group."l9

Some in the EPC felt that they should operate as a unified
group, working wherever there was a need, while others felt
members should go and work in their own areas. Meanwhile,
nothing was being done! It was during this period that existing
political differences in the EPC were given space to come to the
fore. Fortunately, for the leadership the differences were never
"unbridgeable" largely due to the already established working
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relationship in the group. Consequently, it was decided to
continue to function as a unit but to restructure the EPC so as
to elicit a broader grassroots support in MP that would
ultimately give rise to a fully-fledged civic organization for
the area. Observes the CAHAC report:

To implement these decisions a steering committee composed
of a chairperson, vice-chairperson, secretary, recording
secretary, treasurer, assistant treasurer and organizer
was elected. Areas of activ1ty were planned and targets
set.80
For example, in Woodlands high rents were earmarked as a

major issue; in Lentegeur road safety was singled out as a major
issue while in Tafelsig and Eastridge the lack of schools and
inadequate transport for pupils were regarded as grave problems
requiring urgent attention. In Tafelsig a survey was done to
find out how many children were not attending school because of
the lack of accommodation at Mitchell's Plain schools. They
established that more than 110 children of school-going age did
not attend school. Subsequently, a memorandum, concerning this
educational problem was prepared. It was taken by a Tafelsig
delegation, consisting of more than 50 women, men and children to
the Regional Offices of Coloured Affairs in Wynberg. There they
demonstrated with placards and banners demanding schools and free
buses. Furthermore, they demanded an interview with Mr.
Bri nkhui s, a senior officia1 in the Department. 81 Thei r demands
were granted -- school accommodation and free buses. From
Wynberg the delegation went to the Civic Center in Cape Town
demanding from the CCC houses to serve as a clinic, a community
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center and a creche. At the Civic Center they demanded to see
the chairperson of the housing committee, Mrs. Stott, and her
committee. Here, too, the delegation was victorious in its
demands.

In Eastridge a pattern similar to that of Tafelsig was
followed and also in this neighborhood, adequate school
accommodation was subsequently provided by the authorities.
Hence, despite the internal weaknesses of the EPC it nonetheless
played a key role in fostering civic consciousness in both
Tafelsig and Eastridge to the extent that the lack of proper
school accommodation and transport for pupi Is were (successfully)
resolved in the interest of the community. To a large extent the
success of the EPC can be attributed to its close links with
CAHAC. The EPC did not only raise the civic consciousness in MP
but contributed significantly to the broader civic struggles in
Metropolitan Cape Town.

For example, it was at the behest of the Hanover Park
Civic Association that the CAHAC affiliates and other
organizations and Trade Unions decided to object to the
application by the City Tramways, the Mitchel l's Plain Associated
Bus Holdings and Atlantis Bus Company for an increase in
busfares. Over 25,000 signatures supporting the objection and
oral evidence was led by representatives of various civic
organizations and trade unions as to why there was no
justification for the requested increases.

On behalf of the residents of MP, the EPC lodged objections
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and to that end canvassed nearly 3,000 signatures to support the
objections. In October 1981 the National Transportation Board
announced that they had turned down the application by the Bus
Companies for an increase in bus fares. This was a crushing blow
for the companies and a resounding victory for the united and
organized action of the people's organizations. It was through
its association with other civic bódies in CAHAC too that the EPC
was able to get assistance for various activities such as selling
Grassroots in the period prior to the Electricity Campaign
victory.

In Bonteheuwel the EPC assisted with the maintenance issue
distributing pamphlets of the Bonteheuwel Action Committee. Here
the EPC helped in selling Grassroots and the Bonteheuwel
Newsletter. It also organized around the maintenance issue in
Bonteheuwel culminating in a mass meeting to which the EPC sent a
bus load of residents. It was through CAHAC too that the EPC on
the 1st November 1981 was called upon to support the Anti-South
African Indian Council election rally in the Athlone Civic
Center. Once again the EPC arranged for a bus to take delegates
to Athlone.

It should be abundantly clear, therefore, that it was with
the intention of strengthening the community's capacity to act
collectively to meet their demands, that the EPC, right from the
time it was invited to join CAHAC, supported the organization and
immediately became a member. Subscribing fully to the need for
an umbrella body such as CAHAC, EPC avers: "An injury to one is
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an injury to all.82 Indeed, most neighborhood associations in
Metropolitan Cape Town appreciate their geographical oneness in
relation to regional issues. For example, in 1982 most of them
rallied around the Disorderly Settlement (Koornhoof) Bills,
whilst in 1983 most of them organized around the launching of the
UDF, and in 1984 they campaigned successfully against the
Tri-Camera1 Parliament elections. -

The Social Specjfjcity of Neighborhood Strygg1es

The neighborhood struggles in Cape Town illustrate that
urban socica1 movements cover in their practice a host of urban
issues ranging from satisfying basic housing needs to preserving
historic Quarters.83 This fragmentation of the movements
represents one of their major strengths, since it allows a very
disparate spectrum of interests and local experiences to be
represented in each neighborhood. This loose form of unity
amongst neighborhoods, however, does not necessarily satisfy the
political vanguard of the movements.

In the traditional socialist conception (social
democratic, as well as Leninist) a mass movement becomes a force
to be reckoned with when it has a centralized and
well-disciplined organization.84 Thus, in 1982 neighborhood
associations created the Federation of Cape Civics. In practice
these are super-structures using grassroots strength to take
stands and issue public appeals on behalf of the neighborhoods.
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For most associations being linked to these umbrella movements85

(Cape Action League, Cape Areas Housing Action Committee and
Federation of Cape Civics) is a matter of political discipline in
which ideological principles are to be followed.

Each time urban social movements need to appear as a single
entity, for example under the auspices of the United Democratic
Front, they do so without negating" necessarily their ideological
orientation, staging major demonstrations on a particular issue
with which many people from many neighborhoods could identify.
Here it is important to observe that all attempts to encapsulate
the territorial organization of urban social movements under a
centrally-directed action program could actually thwart the
transformative potential of neighborhood struggles as it could
trigger sectarian in-fighting.86 Indeed, when the neighborhoods
are required to agree on issues determined by a centrally-
directed leadership (instead of being conferred with in the
construction of a specific action program) they usually refuse to
confine themselves to such directives and frequently seek to
mobilize neighborhoods with regard to the political, ideological
and economic specificity of townships on the Cape Flats.87

To be sure, the tension between some of the neighborhoods
and the national movements a la CAHAC, CAL and the Federation of
Cape Civics does not represent the opposition between local and
national approaches to urban and political questions,88 but
rather the historical specificity of the trajectory of struggle
in Cape Town and the need to study, analyze and understand the
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particular problems, issues and concerns that elicit mass
participation in neighborhoods on the Cape Flats.

Conjunctural specificity is, therefore, an important element
of Cape Town's neighborhood associations. Most attempts to
transcend these historically-informed conjunctures seem to be
mainly motivated by strategies of political contro189 which, if
allowed unchecked, could ultimately weaken the movements.90

Neighborhood associations are therefore closely linked to
specific conjunctural forms of organization and mobilization.
Thus, there appears to be a relationship between Cape Town's
neighborhood associations and the historically-informed sites of
tensions, contradictions and contestation. As already intimated,
this however, does not mean that neighborhood associations are
isolationist in their organizational and mobilizational moments
of struggle. On the contrary, as illustrated in the ensuing
section, neighborhood associations do foster interorganizational
networks on the Cape Flats.

Interorganizatjonal Networks on the Cape Flats

Community organization in general has not happened in
isolation but, has happened together with other forms of
organization.

1. Links with student organizations: As has already been
indicated, the pre-1980 community organization in Cape Town has
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been closely aligned with the development of student
organizations. At that time South African Student Organization
(SASO) activists became involved in the community, fostering
closer ties between community organizations and student
organizations. During 1985 the relationship between students and
the community was stabilized, extended and reinforced through the
creation of Parents-Teachers-Students Associations.

2. Links with trade union organizations: As regard trade unions
there were experiences where community organizations and trade

unions were forced by local struggles into a position of
supporting each other: It happened for the first time in 1979,
in support of Fattis and Monis workers who had been organized by
the Food and Canning Workers Union; it happened in 1980 with the
red meat boycott, in support of meat workers organized by the
General Workers Union (GWU). It happened again in 1981 in
support of the Leyland workers, who were organized by the
National Automobile and Allied Workers' Union (NAAWU), a
Federation of South African Trade Union (FOSATU) affiliate. These
are the bigger unions in Cape Town who have often turned to
communities for support for worker action. Reciprocally,
communities have also gone to the trade unions for support as in
the case of fighting bus fare increases.

3. Links with youth organizations: What has been probably the
most important influence on the development of community
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organization in Cape Town has been community based youth
organizations. These were established also after 1980, and exist
presently in parallel community organizations. In the early
days, the impetus for community organizations, very often came
from the youth organizations. The leadership of community
organizations likewise came from the youth organizations. But as
pointed out earlier, there has been somewhat a shift from the
younger activists to leadership by tenants. Still, for the most
part, in ensuing years there would continue to be very healthy
relationships between youth organizations and civic
organizations. The youth would Quite often provide a workforce
for the civic organization, for example, by assisting in the sale
of Grassroots newspapers and the distribution of pamphlets. This
support by the youth as a workforce is necessary as Quite a
number of tenants involved in organizations are working mothers
-- about 70~ of CAHAC's members are women. Because of their
particular social position, women have additional
responsibilities in the home, and are not always able to give as
much time as younger people.

However, there has also been a process of separation between
youth organization and civic organization, where the youth began
to realize the importance of organizing youth as youth, rather
than as a workforce for civic organizations. In 1982,
thirty-five youth groups in the Western Cape unified themselves
under the Cape Youth Congress (CAYCO).
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4. Links with the women's organization: There has also been a
relationship between urban social movements and the United
Women's Organization (UWO), both around the levels of daily
problems facing people in the townships and in terms of sharing
ideas and experiences.

The preceding discussion, inter alia, illustrated that in
Metropolitan Cape Town there IS a meshing of the activities of
different community organizations. It is precisely these
interorganizational networking that provides unto neighborhood
associations a structural and social specificity. Ideally, it
appears that social organization in the neighborhoods would be
strengthened where the parents are involved in the civic, the
mother is involved in the United Women's Organization and the
children are involved in the Congress of South African Students
and the Youth. Limited though, there are in fact cases of this
community involvement by families. It is the interlinking of the
activities of these organizations which in fact is what people
have come to know as the democratic movement in South Africa.

Feminist themes, however, are almost absent in the programs,
demands, and debates of the urban social movements.91 By
feminist themes I mean demands and topics that address women
oppressed in their conditions as women, and not so much demands
as housing, schooling and health that, although often directly
linked to women, appear from time to time in neighborhood
activities. Child care centers are required as a basic
neighborhood amenity, particularly for working women. Some
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neighborhood associations do set up women's committees where the
main activity is to organize talks for women on a variety of
topics. In some instances family planning and contraception
issues are discussed, but more controversial issues such as
divorce, abortion and women's rights are carefully omitted due to
the belief among some of the leadership in the United Women's
Organization (UWO) that such subjects would shock most women and
so provoke their hostility and would ultimately result in a
reduced UWO membership. For the most part women do participate in
urban social movements and take a significant part in the
leadership of some key neighborhood mobilizations, e.g. they
fulfill important tasks92 in CAHAC as well as in CAL dominated
constituencies. Why, then, do they stop short of fighting for
their own problems, either as a feminist movement or in terms of
their legal or material situation?

It appears that the explanation does not lie in the
structure or orientations of urban social movements, but in the
history of women's organizations in South Africa in general and
in Cape Town in particular. The potential is there for a
powerful alliance of women's demands, urban mobilization and
feminist themes, at a moment when both the urban movements and an
autonomous feminist movement are emerging in South Africa. But
women are separately organized into the United Women Organization
(at regional level) and the Federation of South African Women (at
national level). Women organizations are predominantly under the
leadership of UDF activists. The Federation can become the
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driving force of a powerful women's movement based on
neighborhoods. At present UWO's are not assertive enough and can
only manage to place a few women in influential positions in the
UDF. They are used locally mainly to mobilize protests against
the government on bread and butter issues.

Furthermore, they are paralyzed by a major informal
contradiction. Whi Je women activists rightly argue that they
should organize their own gender, they seem to refuse to
introduce feminist topics, or even controversial issues such as
divorce or abortion for fear of scaring off others. Instead,
they focus on issues concerning women as organizers of family
consumption, their main campaigns being against rising prices.
Also schools and child care centers and all issues related to the
family are considered to be most important and the ones most
likely to "bring women together" and to mobilize them. In this
respect UWO mobilized women in Athlone, Langa, Landsdowne,
Manenberg, and Wynberg around issues such as general health,
bread prices, and childcare. Essentially, the UWO is torn
between their will to affirm their own movement on the basis of
their specific conditions as women and the refusal to develop a
corresponding struggle. Hence, the UWO is but a satellite
organization supporting urban social movements in the
articulation of neighborhood issues. As yet, they do not take
women's conditions as a source of struggle and liberation, a very
necessary priority in the transformation of all power relations
in South Africa -- gender relations need to be contested by women
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to ensure their democratic place in society at large.

Towards an Assessment of Neighborhood Struggles in Metropolitan
Cape Town

Instead of commenting on the empirical findings one by
one, let me summarize the main trends of the urban social
movements in Metropolitan Cape Town: An urban social movement
(USM), as defined by its contestatory practices, articulates with
the dominant relations of power -- economically, politically and
ideologically --; develops its own cOhsciousness, and operates
through political activists. Whilst maintaining a level of
organizational autonomy a USM relates its counter-hegemonic /
transformative, catalytic practices to society at large through
the mobilizational nexus of organic intellectuals, political
activists and the people's media. When politics does not enter
into the structure of the movement it leans towards parochialism
and overall social myopia. When an ideological structure links
up with particular urban demands without relating them to a more
general level, the movement becomes inflexible, even dogmatic.

I shall now put these findings into a broader explanatory
framework. The transformative influence of urban social
movements on Metropolitan Cape Town appears to be shaped by the
dominant relations within the broader South African social
formation. Moreover, counter-hegemonic or contestatory practices
in Cape Town are informed by urban demands that reject production
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and management of urban space and services as profitable
commodities. People struggle for housing and related services on
the basis of their living requirements.

Effectively, therefore, after 1981, in relation to the
housing issue, there was a shift from student activists who have
initiated organization in many cases, to the tenants themselves.
The kinds of events that have take~ place, the marches, the mass
meetings, as shown in Table 22 that have been used in virtually
every area, generally get scant coverage in the commercial press
as indicated in Tables 23 and 24.
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Table 22

Neighborhood Action as Recorted by the Commynjty Paper.
Grassroots; 1980-1985

Total Sre.,. P.Ut1ona St,.lk. Boycott D..o M•• Une pe,. re.,. pe,. rea,.
1980 2 2 II 3 3 1II 1.9
1981 6 8 2 11 _ 2 29 16.3
1982 11 1 II .16- II 112 23.1
1983 12 2 lil 30 16.9
19811 11 1 5 9 33 18.6
1985 9 10 II 6 0 29 16.3

51 36 20 59 11 111 1001
28.8 20.3 11 .3 33.3 6.2 1001

SOurce: OI'u.,.OOt. Ca.unl ty 'al*", 1980-1985.
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Tabl, 23
Th. ProportionAl CoyerAg. by tb. COmm.rCiAl pr.ss. tb. CAP'
Tim.s. of PopulAr Stryggles And Issy.s in tb. N.igbborboods on
tb. CAe. FlAts. 1980-1985

Tot&l "0.
or 1980 1981 1982 1983 19814 ! :lB,

Issu•• "0. I No. I No. I No. I No. I ~o. ,
J&nuary 27 5 18.5 3 11 .1 -20 1". I 9 33.3 13 119.1 5 ," -..,
F.bruary 2_ II 16.1 1 29.:2 18 15 5 20.9 13 'l4.2 ~ .~. .,

"'are" 27 ,. 51.9 10 31.1 15 55.6 11 "0.1 114 51.9 B 29.;

April 26 8 30.a 6 23.1 6 23.1 1 3.a 6 23.1 2 1.5

"'ay 27 12 ..... 11 110.1 6 22.2 13 118.1 1 ~.9 16 59.3

Jun. 26 11 '2.3 10 38.5 .13 50 1 26.9 2 1.6 3 11.,

July 21 6 22.2 13 118.1 11 110.7 3 1.5 6 33.3 6 22.2

A"lUlt. 21 6 22.2 • ".a til '1.9 1 25.9 a 29.6 6 22.2

Sept_Mr 26 , 19.2 12 116.2 10 38.' 6 23.1 3 11.5 3 ; 1 .;

OctOMr 21 6 22.2 19 10.' 2' ae.9 I 3.1 6 22.2 1 25.9

NOV_Mr 26 5 19.2 15 57.1 5 19.2 3 11 .s 1 26.9 9 3l4.5

O.c_Mr 21 s la.5 1 3.7 a 29.6 3 11 .1 .. 111.8 6 22.2

Total ror 'f .... 570 TT 111 150 61 a9 15

I ror 'f .... 100 '3.' 19.5 26.3 11.9 15.6 13 .2

~: T!\. Cal!!T~. t~t"'.
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Tabl. 24
Ih. proportional Coy.rag. by the Commerc;al pr.ss. the Argys. of
popy]ar Strygg]•• and Issy.s ;n tb. N.;ghborhoods on the Cae.
F] ats . 1980-1985

Total NO.
or 1980 1981 1982 1983 19811 198,

Issu •• No. I NO. I No. I No. I NO. S 'fo. S

Janual"y 21 .. 14.8 .. '''.8 7 215.9 3 11.1 II 111.8 3 11 • 1

r.t>t'uary 2_ 3 12.5 2 8 •• 9 160.5 2 8." 2 8.11 2 ,.~
~.,.en 21 8 29.6 • '''.8 12 ..... 3 11.1 3 11.1 3 11.1

April 26 4 15." • 15." 8 30.8 5 19.2 2 1.7 3 l' .s

"'.y 21 10 31.0 .. 1••8 20 711.0 1 ~.9 5 18.5 8 33.3
Jim. 26 1 26.9 9 34.5 6 2].0 3 11.5 3 11.5 II 1, .u

J.uy n 9 33.3 11 .0.1 8 29.6 3 11 .1 4 U.8 5 18.5

A"lWlt 21 8 29.6 11 40.7 5 18.5 3 11 .1 • U.8 I 3.7

Sept_Der 26 6 23.0 9 3'.5 13 50.0 3 11 .5 • 15.11 1 3.8

OotoDer 21 • ".8 6 22.2 11 '0.1 1 3.1 2 1.11 6 22.2

MoneDer 26 1 26.0 • 15.' 8 30.' 1 3.8 2 7.6 3 10.8

Deo_De,. 21 3 11 .1 1 3.1 1 25.9 • ".8 5 18.5 3 11.1

Tot.l tOf" r..,. 570 13 69 .1,. 38 '0 ~3

I tOf" r..,. 12.8 12.1 20.0 6.1 1.0 7.5

SOw-eez Th. &te. 19.'915.

)
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Yet the activity which these events gave rise to are in fact a
great deal broader than what newspapers suggest. They have
involved drawing people into organizations for the very first
time, training people to actually go out and knock on the door
and relate to other people in their communities; training people
to do house visits, more commonly referred to as huisbesoek, and
to conduct other tasks necessary to the campaigns that took
place. So even though people outside the community would relate
to a campaign by way of the march that has taken place on the
civic center the day before, within that community the dynamic of
that issue cuts a great deal deeper. And it is this dynamic,
this doorknocking and drawing people together in small groups
which is a fairly slow and tortuous process which is in fact
community organization; drawing people together around the kinds
of issues which they themselves can relate to -- this task is
quite problematical as the experience on the Cape Flats seem to
indicate.

There are indeed various problems facing community
organization. Existing problems include:

1. Th. abs.nce of organizational rigor: No fewer than 43
community organizations93 are affiliated to CAHAC and most of
them rely on the services of volunteers. This is an important
distinction between the local community organizations and trade
unions; even the smaller trade unions in Cape Town employ about
eight people as organizers. Most community organizations have to
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rely on the skills of volunteers thereby placing great
constraints on effective community mobilization. Continued
efforts, however, are being made to provide the necessary
education and training to volunteers, an aspect that could
contribute to more effective community organization. Yet, there
have already been benefits to the organizations, and of these
probably the most significant would be the way in which people
have been able to respond to an organization. Whenever a march
or a protest or a demonstration takes place, it very often
involves people staying out of work to participate.g• That is a
clear barometer of the kind of commitment which community
organization has been able to generate.

The event is not as important as the process which takes
place within the community. Before, what would happen was that
when there was an issue, the Ratepayers' Association would send
two executive members to discuss it with the Council. Since the
existence of an organization, the 'people' -- and for the first
time many tenants -- would personally confront the 'bureaucracy'.
Now the people are in a position to speak for themselves: It is
this process that is:
(a) breaking the culture of silence, which has existed for so
long in Cape Town; and
(b) transforming the consciousness of the people. It is this
personal involvement and increased consciousness that would
ultimately give people the kind of ~onfidence (necessary for
them) to be able to run community organizations far more
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effectively. It is this in itself which is the very beginning of
building the kind of leadership95 that stems out of working class
communities.96 It is also this type of involvement that makes
people committed to organizations.

Earlier it has been indicated that a shift has taken place
from student activist to a more tenant-based organization. This
shift could only take place in th~ light of the confidence and
commitment generated by the methods used in organization.97

Though some might describe the method as one of conflict and
confrontation,98 it is qualitatively different from the more
reformist forms of community organization. The kind of training
which is so important within organizations, of what there is
insufficient, are organizational skills, insight -- both
strategic and political insight necessary to plan the course of
events of an organization -- and media skills, i.e., the ability
to write and produce a pamphlet which could then be distributed
in the area.99 While the training of leadership at the
grassroots level is taking place, the popular leadership believes
that the rate has been far too slow. In the case of CAHAC the
training of cadres is being promoted through the work of a number
of committees: they include an organizing committee; an
education and training committee and a publications committee.
The intention is to take people from different areas and to put
them through a process of training, and then send them back to
utilize these skills within their particular community, with the
view of strengthening organization.IOO Yet another problem faces
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effective leadership on the Cape Flats, viz:

2. Social dislocation through the Group Areas Act: Of the 43
organizations that are affiliated to CAHAC, probably no more than
five or six of the areas that they are based in, have been in
existence for more than 23 years.10l The rest of them are areas
that were established to accommodate people moved under the Group
Areas Act - this has broken down the community spirit that had
existed in areas before. Vast areas like District Six, Harfield,
Claremont, Constantia, and Parow Industria were all proclaimed
white group areas, and people were removed to the desolate sands
of the Cape Flats. It has meant that the neighbors that people
had, particularly relationships which had been established where
they had lived before, were now broken completely. Families were
separated and moved to different localities. It also meant that
the kind of respect and understanding which had developed over
generations of living together within particular communities, was
no longer there; resulting in acute social pa~hologies, like
crime, for example:

3. Crime : it is found that on the Cape Flats today, crime is one
of the biggest problems facing peop1e.102 Not only are residents
personal safety at stake. Most importantly, perhaps, criminal
gangs tend to take over entire neighborhoods as their so-called
'turf' .103 Organizationally, gangsterism adds additional
constraints to organization. Most definitely, it is not the
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easiest thing trying to organize under life-threatening
conditions. Here it must be re-emphasized that the absence of
political organizations affects (the way in which people relate
to) community organization adverse1y.l04 The pol itica1 vacuum
within neighborhoods seems to be closely related to the overall
structural constraints imposed on the poor. Let me be precise:

4. One must also look at the conditions of poverty which exist in
the community. On the one hand, organizations in fact exist to
mobilize people around the causes of poverty; on the other hand
poverty tends to build a particular kind of disillusionment in
the minds of the people. There is also the problem of the long
waiting 1ists for housesf05 which tend to give Counci 1 an
artificial hold over the lives of people -- people tend not to
want to get involved in organizations because of their fear of
eviction. Unemployment, which is a very serious problem in Cape
Town,106 as elsewhere at the moment, means that people do not get
involved as easily as they did before -- all these affect the
manner in which people relate to organization. Other constraints
hampering community organizations on the Cape Flats include:

5. Crisis oriented, reactive rather than pro-active
organizations: Up until the late 1970's community organization
has been somewhat sporadic, and at one level appears almost AQ

10 i~ More precisely community organizations have been
primarily defensive organizations. Trade unions, for example,
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would fight the bosses for wage increases in defence of the
living conditions of workers whilst community organizations would
usually respond to an initiative by the state like rent hikes and
bus fare increases. The terrain of struggle was therefore, for
most of the time, determined by the State, reducing most
community organizations to mere crisis-oriented reactive
organizations.

6. Lack of organizational tactics and moblizational strategies:
community organizations do not have many tactics to draw on108.
The 'boycott' is frequently used. It was used, for example by the
Port Elizabeth Slack Civic Organization (PESCO) in an area like
Zuide. The boycott by PESCO in itself and the way people
responded to the boycott was fairly effective, but it did not do
much about the rent increases. Similarly, the Durban Housing
Action Committee (DHAC) organized a rents boycott with its climax
between 1979 and 1982. In Cape Town, the rents boycott had been
debated as to whether it would necessarily guarantee a reduction
of rents as organization was perceived to be too weak to mount
and sustain an effective boycott.

The kinds of tactics which people resorted to have been the
petitions, the mass protest meetings, marches on local rents
offices, and at best, people being bussed into the offices of the
City Council in Cape Town. These tactics have been used in most
of the affected townships (cf. Table 22). Still though the tools
which had been so effective during 1981 seem to be ineffective in
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the wake of the draconian measures taken by Pretoria since the
declaration of the State of Emergency in 1985. Here it has to be
borne in mind that cadres did not have a range of experiential
precedents from which to draw on. They had to beat out the
methodology of contesting the dominant Apartheid practices by
sounding out ideas and by sharing experiences that were gained
through struggle in the neighborhoGds across South Africa.

Still though, there have been contributions by community
organizations to the broader democratic struggle in South Africa.
In fact, the kinds of organizations are quite apparent, the
involvement of people in organizational work, the creation of
organizational structures and the attempt to establish a mass
base generally, contribute to the deepening of their
understanding of political organization. More importantly, the
surfacing of leadership from the community itself, though a small
step for the broader democratic movement, is a giant leap for
grassroots mobilization.

Thus, it is precisely in the mobilizational moments of
resistance and organizational strategies of city-wide
neighborhood networks in the form of urban social movements that
there emerge, through conscious struggle, the organic potential
and conjunctural possibilities for the construction and
propagation of counter-hegemonic social relations in the arena of
conflict and contestation where the State, since 1976 is finding
it increasingly difficult to elicit the consent of the governed.
Hence its brutal repression of the discontent of the masses since
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the State of Emergency. Yet, it is precisely in the arena of
heightened organic contradictions both structurally and
conjuncturally that there arise, dialectically, new forms of
social relations where the concept of power, the concept of
democracy and the concept of the city as an ensemble of diverse
interests are no longer accepted as a fajt accomplj but rather
viewed as a project to be constructed and deconstructed within
the universe of specific experiential and analytical social
categories in Metropolitan Cape Town in particular and South
Africa in general. Hence the organic link between urban social
movements and national liberation movements in the struggle to
transform the dominant power relations in South Africa. It is in
this context that neighborhood associations in general and urban
social movement. in particular are first and foremost an
expression of an organized attempt by the people at the
grassroots level against the Apartheid practices at all levels of
society.
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members of the research team comprising High School students and
community workers. More importantly, in an attempt to elicit as
detailed a response from the residents, the most appropriate time
for conducting the survey was established by means of a pilot
survey which occurred both during the week as well as over the
weekend. After comparing the detailed nature of the two sets of
responses, i.e. those elicited during the week with those
elicited over the weekend, it has been quite clear that the best
time for conducting the survey was over the weekend when most
residents were not working. Thus, it has been ensured that the
residents had enough time to respond to the open-ended questions;
which encompassed the following:
1. Where do you live? (e.g. Belgravia, Manenberg, etc.)
2. That type of work are you doing? (i.e. factory worker,
nursing, etc.)
3. What are your prOblems where you live? (Mention as many as
you can, please.)
4. What would you like Cape Town to be in the future? (Mention
your hopes, your dreams and objectives.)

It must be pointed out that questionnaires were filled out by
more than 2,000 persons and covered all the neighborhoods on the
Cape Flats.' In order to verify and collate the residents'
responses, a detailed study was made of reports, dealing with
neighborhood issues, in both the liberal press, The Cape Times,
and the community newspaper, Grassroots, from 1980-1985. By
comparing the results, derived from the questionnaires, with
those derived from the newspapers, I was able to determine, to a
lesser or greater extent, the role of the press in popularizing
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neighborhood issues (thereby contributing towards a
heightening awareness amongst residents of their common problems
throughout the neighborhoods of Metropolitan Cape Town). Stated
differently, this corollary study of newsreports, indicates to
what extent the press plays a status quo-entrenching or
transformational role in the South African social formation.
20Freund, B. (1983). An Examination of alternative housing
policies facing the poor. Unpublished Economics Paper (?),
University of Cape Town, p. 47.
2'Ibid.
22Pinnock, D. (1984). The Brotherhoods: street gangs and state
control in Cape Town. Cape Town: David Philip, p. 61.
23At least, this is the case in the very simplistic Marxist sense
of the word. Thornhill/Rylands is a predominantly "Indian"
neighborhood where most inhabitants are traditionally connected
to the commercial sector.
24Pinnock, D. (1984), p. 61. Here it should also be pointed out
that in respect of Blacks I use the concepts 'blue collar worker'
and 'working class' interchangeably as well as the concepts
'middle class' and 'white collar worker'. The latter category of
workers are also referred to as the petite bourgeoisie. In
Chapter 1 I have drawn attention to the theoretical issues
surrounding the concept of 'class'. Suffice, it therefore, to
state that in Marxist literature classes usually refer to large
groups of people that differ from each other by the place they
occupy in an historically-constructed system of social
production. They differ from each other in terms of the relations
of production, by their role in the social organization of labor
and consequently in the dimensions and methods of acquiring their
share of the social wealth they obtain.
25Riley, N. & Schuman, C. (1984). Spatial variations in the
levels of living in the Cape Metropolitan area. Second Carnegie
InQyjry into poverty, ~, 7.
26In some cases, e.g. in Manenberg, Hanover Park, Elsies River,
Bonteheuwel, there are as many as 10 persons per room.
27pate1, E. (1984). Cape Town - A Statistical summary and
analysis of socio-economic trends for local areas and the 01
economic region (Part 2). Carnegie Conference paper, ~,
54-56; Riley, N. & Schuman, C. (1984), p. 13.
28Freund, (1983), p. 47.
29Institute of Criminology, (1985). Crime Statistics. 1985,
University of Cape Town. Cape Times, 11 April 1986.
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30Institute of Criminology, 1982). Crime Statistics. 1982,
University of Cape Town, p. 77.
31Ins tit ute 0f Cri min 0 log v . (1 985 ). Cri me Sta tis tic s. 1985 ,
University of Cape Town, pp. 8 & 9. However, it needs to be
pointed out that there are many activities in South Africa which
have been "criminalized" which elsewhere in the world are not
considered criminal activities. Most notably, in this respect
are the various laws which curb the movement of Blacks in the
country. cf Omond, R. (1986). The Apartheid Handbook (New
Edition). Suffolk: Penguin Books.

32Argus, 16 November 1985.

33Argus, 26 April 1984.

HArgus, 26 April 1984.

35Quoted from Larson, W. G. and P. Wiles (Ed.) The Sociology of
Crime. Delinayency in Brita;n. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
36Slabbert, M. (1980). What Unemployment Means. Institute of
Criminology of Cape Town, p. 18.

37Institute of Criminology, University of Cape Town. (1982).
Quoted in Stydent Working Papers.
38Pinnock, D. (1984), p. 61.

39Mitchell's Plain had been specifically planned by the State as
the "equal" but separate "Coloured City" on the Cape Flats.
Thus, the relatively superior recreational facilities in
Mitchell's Plain are aimed at drawing the "Coloureds" away from
the immediate environs of the City of Cape Town. Mitchellas
Plain is 30 km (18.9 miles) southwest of Cape Town.
40Cape T imes, 6 August 1985.

41Patel, E. (1984). Cape Town -- A Statistical summary and
analysis of socio-economic trends for local areas and the 01
economic region (Part 1). Carnegje Conference Paper, ~, 10.

42This, however, does not imply that neighborhoods do not support
one another in relation to city-wide issues, e.g. the electricity
campaign, the rent boycott elicited support throughout the
Metropolitan Cape Town. In this regard, see Appendix A.
43The following active organizations in Metropolitan Cape Town
illustrate inter AliA, the different types of issues around which
the communities rally: Ad Hoc Detention Action Committee, Athlone
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Student Action Committee, Azanian National Youth Unity, Azanian
Peoples Organization, Azanian Students Movement, Azanian Students
Organization, Avondale Tenants Association, Belhar Civic
Association, Bellville Civic Association, Bellville South Housing
Action Committee, Bonteheuwel Civic Association, Call of Islam,
Cape Action League, Cape Youth Congress, Cape Areas Housing
Action Committee, Civic Association of Bellville, Concerned
Parents, Students, Teachers and Residents, Conscription Action
Group, Consumer Boycott Action Committee, Consumer Support
Committee, Crossroads Co-ordinating Committee, Detainees
Concerned Committee, Detainees Parents Support Committee,
Ecumenical Action Movement, End Conscription Committee,
Federation of South African Women,-Gleemoor and Cape Flats Civic
Association, Grassy Park Ratepayers Association, Grass Park/Lotus
River Residents Association, Hanover Park Ratepayers Association,
Heathfield Ratepayers Association, Heideveld/Vanguard Civic
Association, Houtbay Action Committee, Inter Church Youth, Inter
Regional Forum, Joint Council of Teachers Association, Joint
Students Representative Council, Kensington/Factreton Ratepayers
and Tenants Association, Kewtown Residents Association,
Kraaifontein Civic Association, Kuilsrivier Burgerlike
Vereniging, Kuilsrivier Civic Association, Landsdowne Ratepayers
and Tenants Society, Lavender Hill Residents Association, Lotus
River Ottery Grassy Park Student Action Committee, Mitchell's
Plain Co-ordinating Committee, Modderdam Civic Association,
Mowbray Interrace Group, Muslim Against Oppression, Muslim Youth
Movement, Muslim Students Association of South Africa, National
Forum Committee, National Union of South African Students,
National Council of Women of South Africa,
National Youth Organization, New Unity Movement; Parents Action
Committee, Parents Concern Committee, Parent Teacher and Student
Association, Pupils Action Awareness Group, Qibla, Ravensmead
Residents Action Committee, Release Mandela Committee, Retreat
(Ward 17) Ratepayers and Tenants Association, Rocklands
Ratepayers Association, Schotse Kloof Civic Association,
Steenberg/Retreat Housing Action Committee, Silvertown Residents
Association, South African Council of Sports, South African Youth
Revolutionary Council, Steenberg Housing Committee, Steenberg
Retreat Education Action Movement, Students of Youth Azania,
Students Action Committee, Students Union for Christian Action,
South Peninsula Educational Fellowship, Social Issues Group,
Thornhill Residents Association, United Democratic Front,
United Women's Organization, Valhalla Park Tenants Association,
Voluntary Action Committee, Western Cape Civic Association,
Western Cape Students Council, Western Cape Teachers Union,
Western Province Council of Sports, Westridge Action Committee,
Westridge Ratepayers Association, Woodlands Action Committee,
Woodlands Ratepayers Association, Women's Front Organization,
Women's Movement for Peace, Young Christian Workers.
44In the case study on Manenberg, this aspect is elaborated upon.
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45rn this regard, see Appendix A.
46The chairperson of CAHAC, who is concurrently the chairperson
of Kensington/Factreton Civic Association emphasized the import
of regular meetings so as to monitor effectively neighborhood
issues, concerns and progress towards greater participation in
decision-making at grassroots level.
47As pointed out in Chapter 1, this does not mean that other
class fractions are not involved in the struggle against the
Apartheid Regime. cf. also Western, J. 1981. Outcast CaDe
~, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, pp. 277-331.

-
48The diary of protests in Appendix A details this issue.
49Cole, J. (1987). Crossroads: The Politics of Reform and
Repression 1976-1986. Johannesburg: Ravan Press.
50Cf. Table 15.

51For example, in Belhar, the residential area had been
significantly enlarged with the establishment of the "New
Belhar", consisting, primarily, of more dense and less expensive
houses.
52For a detailed analysis of the housing issues in Mitchell's
Plain, cf. Selected Research Papers on Aspects of Organjzation in
the Western Cape. Cooper, L. & Kaplan, D. (eds.) (1982),
Department of Economic History, University of Cape Town,
pp. 24-33.
53r nterv iew.
54rbid.
55Ibid.
56Ibid.
57Ibid.
58Ibid.
59Ibid.
60Ibid.

61Ibid.
62Ibid.

63Ibid.
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64lbid.

65EPC Report to the Cape Areas Housing Action Committee, December
1981, p. 2.

66Ibid., p. 3.

67cf. Table 15.

68Ibid., p. 3.

69Ibid., p. 8.

7°1nterv iewee.
71EPC Report, p. 8.

721bid., p.7.
731bid., p. 7 •

74Grassroots, April 1981.

75Grass roots, May 1981.

76Grassroots, May 1981.

77Grassroots, May 1981.

78EPC Report, p.3.
79lbid.
80lbid.
811bid., p. 5.

821bid., p.7.
831n this respect, see Table 12.

84A neighborhood activist in Manenberg, for example.
85Federation of Cape Civics includes the following:
Heideveld Civic Association, Grassy Park Civic Association, Van
Guard Civic Association, Belmore Park Civic Association, Elsies
River Civic Association, Gleemoor-Flats Civic Association, Ward
17 Civic Association, Ward 16 Civic Association, Kuils River
Civic Association, Heathfield & District Civic Association,
Landsdowne Civic Association, Kraaifontein Civic Association,
Modderdam Civic Association, Worcester Civic Asso~iation,
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The 43 organizations affiliated to the Cape Areas Housing
Action Committee (CAHAC) are: Avondale Tenants Association,
Avonwood Tenants Association, Atlantis Rents Action Committee,
Anglican Church, Belhar Action Committee, Bridgetown,
Bokmakierie, Silvertown and Kewton (BBSK), Residents Association
Bellville South Housing Action Committee, Bishop Lavis Action,
Committee (BLAC), Bonteneuwel Civic Association, Crawford
Residents Association, Clarkes Estate Tenant Association,
Catholic Church, Catering, Commercial and Allied Workers Union of
SA (CCAWUSA), Eureka Estate Action Committee, Food and Canning
Workers Union, General Workers Union, Grassy Park/Lotus River
Civic Association, Hanover Park Civic Association, Hout Bay
Residents Committee, Interim Rent~Action Committee for Langa,
Nyanga, Guguletu and Crossroads; Kensington/Factreton Ratepayers
and Tenants Association, Kewtown Residents Association, Methodist
Church, Media Workers Association of SA (MWASA), Macassar
Residents Association, Manenberg Residents Association
Muslim ~udicial Council, Mitchell's Plain Rents Action Committee
made up of Woodlands, Westridge, Portlands, Tafelsig, Eastridge,
Rocklands and Lentegeur; National Union of Catering, Commercial
and Allied Workers (NUCCAW); Parkwood Action Committee, Qibla
Schotschekloof Civic Association, Scottsdene Residents
Association, Steenberg Residents Committee, Social Service
Workers Association, Silvertown Residents Association, Trinity
Place Residents Association, University of Cape Town's SRC,
United Women's Organization (UWO), Valhalla Park Residents Action
Committee, Worcester Action Committee.

The Cape Action League (CAL) comprises, amongst other, the
following civics: Grassy Park/Lotus River Residents Association,
Heathfield Ratepayers Association, Lavender Hill Residents
Association, Kewtown Residents Association, Landsdowne Ratepayers
and Tenants Society, Retreat (Ward 17) Ratepayers and Tenants
Association, Schotse Kloof Civic Association, Steenberg/Retreat
Housing Action Committee, Steenberg Housing Committee,
Woodstock-Salt River 'Residents Association'.

According to Cameron, R. C. (1986). ~C~a~D~e~T~o~w~n~~C~i~t~y~C~o~u~n.c~i.l.:_
Poljcy analysjs, paper presented to the conference on 'Western
Cape Roots and Realities', 16-18 July 1986, p. 37. CAL has
approximately 12 affiliates.
86Pillay, O. (1985). The Port Elizabeth Stayaway: Community
Organizations and Unions in Conflict. Work in progress, Jl, 4-13.
870r. Allan Boesak, President of the World Alliance of Reformed
Churches, for example, seems to have very strong organizational
support cutting through both residential and ideological
barriers. Still, the social specificity of neighborhoods is a key
element in the formation of counter-hegemonic struggles on the
Cape Flats.

Neighborhood organization is ubiquitous on the Cape Flats
and subside only in the most exclusive residential areas, which
in Cape Town in particular, and most probably as well as in the
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rest of South Africa, coincide strikingly with so-called white
residential areas. This means that the higher the social status
of residential space is, the lower the level of urban
mobilization. Hence, while urban social movements in Cape Town
cut across most ethnic contexts, their main support tends to
remain in the working class areas. By extension, therefore, the
lower the quality of housing and urban facilities are, the higher
the level of neighborhood mobilization.ln a sense, this should be
no surprise, as 58.9~ of all "Coloured households" are
overcrowded, while poverty and squalor are becoming,
increasingly, the daily experience of Blacks on the Cape Flats.
cf Riley, N. et al 1983, pp. 1-32.

From this spatial profile emerges one key conclusion, viz.:
Neighborhood associations, constituting the various urban social
movements in Cape Town, emerge within the specificity of local
struggles, even though their trajectories and directories cannot
be reduced to such localized struggles. On the contrary as the
directory and trajectory of neighborhoods on the Cape Flats
indicates local struggles in Metropolitan Cape Town are
inseparably linked to the larger struggle on the sub-continent
against the Apartheid Regime.
88See for example: Abrahams, A. (1985). Cape Action League:
Challenging the Cliches? Work jn progress,~, 28-23.

89In this respect, see: Karon, T. & Ozinsky, M. (1986). A Reply
to Innes: The Working Class in National Democratic Struggle.
Work in progress,~, 31-36.

90For example, not focusing any longer on local issues but on
regional and national issues, may indeed undermine grassroots
support for a particular movement. This aspect will be dealt
with later i~ the study.
9tcf. Grassroots, May/June, 1980; Grassroots, September, 1981;
Grassroots, September, 1982; Grassroots, June 1983; Grassroots,
April, 1984; Grassroots, June, 1985.

Recently the woman's 'question' has received increasing
scholarly attention. In this regard see, for example, the debates
by: Marcus, Tessa: The Women's Question and National Liberation
in Van Diepen, M. (ed) (1988). The Natjona1 Qyestion in South
Africa. London: Zedd Press, pp. 96-109; Casaburi, I. M. On the
Question of Women in South Africa. In Magubane, B. & Ibbo, M.
(1988). Whither Soyth Africa? Trenton: African World Press,
Inc., pp. 137-159; Hassim, S. et al (1987). 'A Bit on the side'?
Gender Struggles in the politics of transformation in South
Africa. Transformation,~, pp. 3-32.

92In some cases they comprise 90~ of the active membership e.g.
Kensington Factreton; Bonteheuwel; Kuils River, etc.
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93See note 44.
94Jaffe, H. (1986). Stayaways in Cape Town. Paper presented to
the conference on Western Cape Roots and Realities, 16-18 July
1986, Centre for African Studies, University of Cape Town, pp.
1-30; Moss, G. (1983). Stay-aways: Soweto 1976. Work in
Progress,~, 7-16.
95Seftel, L.( 1984). Worker Education in the 70's. Africa
herspective, Z,,!: Education Control and Resistance, pp. 86-98.
5Ïbid.
9ilbid.

98saul, J. S. & Gelb, S. (1986). The Crisis in Soyth Africa
(Revised edition). New York: Monthly Review Press, pp. 211-242.
99Grassroots organizes regular workshops where these skills are
inculcated.
lOOIt is perhaps with this
of South African Students
motto Each One Teach One.
Cape. )
101Goyernment Gazette, 25 October 1985.

explicit idea in mind that the Congress
(CaSAS), founded in 1979, adopted the
(CaSAS has a branch in the Western

102See notes 29 and 30 above.
1031bid.

104It is particularly true in respect of Cape Town which, like
elsewhere in the country, experienced a drought of political
activity since the banning of the ANC and PAC. (In this regard
see Chapter 2.)

IO~abin, A. (1983). State Homes for Sale: re-examining home
ownership. Work in progress,~, pp. 4-7; Naidoo, W.& Dreyer,
W. (1984). Area Study of Cape Town. Vrygrond and Lavender Hill.
Carnegie Conference paper, 12.
I06See notes. 44, 83, 84, 86-88 above.
l°bne could perhaps argue that in the early years of C1V1C
associations, they were primarily crisis-management oriented as
they focused almost exclusively on day-to-day issues. However,
in the mid-eighties this situation has changed dramatically as
most civic associations have some form of action program which
goes beyond short term demands.
10~he repressive laws undergirding the Apartheid State make
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mobilization extremely difficult ln South Africa; cf. Omond, R.
(1986), pp. 197-206.
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CHAPTER 4

THE INFLUENCE OF URBAN SOCIAL MOVEMENTS ON THE CULTURE AND
DOMINANT POWER RELATIONS IN METROPOLITAN CAPE TOWN -

General Introdyction

In Chapter 1 I have argued that the concept of the city
is informed by the dominant relations of power undergirding a
particular social formation. More specifically, in my own
perspective on the city, partly informed by the Althusserian-cum-
Castells triad of political-economic-ideological relations I have
deprivileged Castells's structural approach and argued for a more
historically-informed concept of the city within the ensemble of
social relations.

It is precisely in this context that the leadership of the
urban social movements in Metropolitan Cape Town contest the
dominant use-value of the city arguing that it should accommodate
the preservation of the city's history, reward the efforts of
people to urbanize so-called squatter areas, discontinue
suburbanization through the stringent application of the Group
Areas Act and related legislation, foster cultural networks and
encourage the people's participation in planning and developing
of the city.

In this regard, it has to be noted that in Chapter 3 of
this dissertation, the origin, nature and development of the
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Manenberg Neighborhood Association was already discussed in some
detail. Here below, however, attention will be paid to the
theoretical perspectives, political practices and overall
critical consciousness of the working class in Cape Town in
general and Manenberg in particular in an effort to illustrate
the alternative notions of the city that obtain in the
neighborhoods on the Cape Flats. In the ensuing section I also
accent the dominant power relations underlying the cultural,
ideological and political practices in the townships of
Mitchell's Plain and Manenberg; I furthermore emphasize the
people's concept, at the grassroots level, of what constitutes
planning and democracy within the ensemble of their socio-
cultural experiences.

Urban social movements are contesting the dominant

Cyltyre and Relations of Power in Cape Town

relations of power in the city of Cape Town decisively both
resurrecting and ushering in cultural activities and actively
participating in the transformation of the political system by
militating against racial capital.

More specifically, urban social movements are contesting the
dominant cultural patterns on the Cape Flats. Perhaps the most
striking example in this respect is the revitalization of popular
festivals and community fairs. Contends Grassroots:

Expressions night is the night on many people's calendars.
It is the one event of the year that nobody wants to miss.
More than-1,OOO people came to the Athlone Civic Center on

_______________________________________________________________________________________ J
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Thursday, 5 April 1984 to listen to the people's artists
expressing themselves. There was the drama, "A Time to
Act" about the struggle in our country. There were poetry
and songs about freedom.'
Here it is important to note that Cape Town has an

historical tradition of folk culture and has been a society
focused on its neighborhoods which are full of traditions and
celebrations. But for almost 20 years, celebrations have been
abandoned, traditions forgotten, and popular gatherings banned as
they, according to Government, presented a potential threat to
'public order'. As Grassroots points out:

When District Six community was broken up, the songs and
dances known to the area were lost with time. In the
townships today violent films and television have become
the forms of entertainment. peopl? sit and watch without
being able to express themselves.

Though significant parts of Cape Town are populated by
"freshers" living in respectively newly-constructed townships and
squatter camps where community life barely exists, where
traditions are mostly unknown and where personal gain is
emphasized (particularly by big business and their cohorts) as
the only path to progress, urban social movements are nonetheless

in Grassroots, nearly all the neighborhoods are organizing
able to revive old traditions and to invent new ones. As reported

children's galas, cultural activities, sports competitions,
musical parades and so on.

Theater is being born out of the current struggle. Drama
reflects our history and problems. Allover langa,
Guguletu and Nyanga community drama groups have been
started. Some are based in houses and others in the
townShip community centers. The community drama does not
only talk about how people suffer, but also explains why
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our problems exist and how we can solve them.3

Though the celebrations and revived traditions are
certainly for fun for the residents, they are also the expression
of a rich and dynamic local culture. Argues a neighborhood
activist:

For too long now, our culture has been crushed. Our ears
listen only to the tin sounds of America and England.
The drums of Africa have been silent. But no more. For the
first time in years, they saw that we have people amongst
us who know best to express our life's feelings ...our
story of suffering.4

In the process of cultural revival and innovation the
celebrations recover public places and so work against the
loneliness of life on the bleak Cape Flats. By reviving their
popular traditions, the "outcasts of Cape Town"S are learning to
express their humanity against a background of anonymous
bureaucracy and cultural bareness. This is the first major
influence urban social movements are having on the social life of
the suffering masses in Cape Town. The second concerns the
strengthening of local networks and the development of community
life, both of which can be put down to the arranging of a number
of social activities that did not exist before: public talks,
sports competitions, activities for children and many informal
meetings. In addition, neighbors in the most mobilized
communities are socializing more than anyone else. In organized

<,
ne ighborhoods, for examp 1ein Manenberg, the deve ro~~ of ,.~-~
social networks have led to a sharp drop in crime and violence.S
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What has to be remembered is that in most cases, on the
desolate Cape Flats, community life hardly existed before the
urban protest. Community-building is, in fact, a goal and
product of urban social movements in Cape Town and is being
advanced through the collective participation by residents in
neighborhood activities. In this sense, therefore, the struggle
for a community esprit is creating.a social foundation on which
to base a broader fight. Remarks a researcher:

At the Rocklands Civic, Mitchell's Plain, with one voice
they showed that bullets, jails and teargas will never
break us. They gave us a vision of a free South Africa -
and nothing will stop us winning that.

The influence of urban social movements in the first stage
of their development is clear vis-a-vis the dominant social
practices of the Apartheid State but tends to become more complex
to unravel in the wake of the State of Emergency in 1985. For
example, given that between 1976 and 1980 the very existence of
extra-parliamentary movements was conditional to their right to
organize, in the 1980's the movements are becoming increasingly a
major factor in the popular mobilization for democracy in their
collective struggle at a national level. In this respect, urban
social movements, because of their appeal to some members of the
middle class, the legitimacy of their demands is essential to
convert these members of the middle class to the idea of
democracy. There are still many middle class members who are
afraid to withdraw their support from the Pretoria Regime as they
fear the "threat" presented by the popular forces.S
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Urban social movements are also contesting the social
concept of the city as evidenced by the neighborhood struggles in
Mitchell's Plain. Community participation was perhaps for the
first time elicited on a massive scale in the latter part of 1980
when no fewer than 4,574 signed the Electricity Campaign Petition
that sought lower electricity rates and more flexible payment of
electricity accounts. In Chapter 3- it was mentioned that
Mitchell's Plain residents made a highly successful attempt at
forcing the authorities to change electricity due-dates and in
some cases even prevented the Council to impose electricity
hikes.

In like manner, residents set out to petition the
Authorities to install proper safety measures at pedestrian
crossings to arrest the alarmingly high accident rates,
involving pedestrians on Eiseleben Road. According to reports, by
August 1981, 19 people lost their lives so far that year in
accidents related to vehicular traffic on Eiseleben, including 12
adults and 7 children. Appalled at the lack of concern with which
traffic authorities responded to the high accident rate the
Neighborhood Association organized 50 children from Woodlands Day
Center to demonstrate against the poor safety measures at
pedestrian crossings; displaying posters with messages such as:
"Involve us in road planning"; "Pedestrian crossings are
necessary" and "Drivers and Children are Victims". In reference
to the high accident rate on Eiseleben, an outraged resident
commented: "Eiseleben is known as 'Kill-Me-Quick'." Even so, it
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needs to be stressed that whilst pedestrian crossings have been
fitted with 'traffic lights' the roads leading into Mitchell's
Plain, remain characteristically broad. Such broad roads are in
strong contrast with most types that usually serve residential
areas, reinforcing the suspicion of many residents that the roads
in the area have been planned with militarily purposes in mind as
they can be easily be truncated i~ the event of civil unrest as
well as readily accommodate military traffic. Indeed, their

residents and the State. Thus, in a very real sense, wide roads,

suspicion was borne out during the 1985/86 unrest in Greater Cape
Town when Eiseleben was the epicenter of the struggle between the

difficult to cross for pedestrians, do claim their toll amongst

It is simply not good enough for the Government to uproot
residents of Cape Town and dump them 30 kilometers away
from the city they helped to build; they must ultimately
also make sure that the people of Mitchell's Plain are
being systematically killed off by the system whether it is
through their road design or other structural devices that
seek to induce lethargy, despondency and utter despair
turning the community eventually against itself as
evidenced by the high crime rates in the area, of which the
cause is not merely economic deprivation but also
ideological subjugation and political alienation.
The insightful observation of the Mitchell's Plain activist

the residents of Mitchell's Plain. In this regard, it would be
quite apt to quote the incisive conclusion of a neighborhood
activist in this regard when he asserts that:

reflects a high level of social consciousness in the leadership
of the residents. They quite clearly draw very sound conclusions
from the overall structural relationships that informed the
creation of the dormitory Town of Mitchell's Plain, conclusions
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which are increasingly being shared by a highly politicized youth
in the area. As the observation amply illustrates the linkages
with the Grand Design of Apartheid South Africa and by extension
the political balkanization of the dominated disenfranchised are
readily drawn in the trajectory of resistance and contestation in
Metropolitan Cape Town -- political conclusions which are quite
functional in mobilizing neighborhood residents against the local
authorities responsible for basic services in Townships like
Mitchell's Plain. As pointed out in Chapter 3, a case in point is
the petition signed by 300 residents when in a survey of the area
they discovered that at least no fewer than 63 children were
unable to attend school as they were not able to reach a school
in Mitchell's Plain on time. The petition demanded a free bus
service to schools elsewhere in the area. The Council, in
response to the petition, immediately provided a free bus service
to the neighborhood pupils. Inspired by the tangible results that
petitions and mobilization against the local authorities rendered
in the past, in the latter part of 1981, the residents of
Mitchell's Plain decided to launch a campaign for a hospital in
the area. This campaign would be lasting for the next few years
with very little evidence as to whether or not the authorities
would meet the residents' demands for a hospital.

In 1982 Woodlands Action Committee conducted a survey of the
area finding that the 7f~ of the residents could not afford the
old rents, let alone the announced increases of between R2.00 and
R60.00. Detailed information gleaned from the survey revealed
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that of the 300 families surveyed, 223 or 74.1% could not afford
the old rents. The other 77 families or 25.9% surveyed indicated
that whil~ they could afford the new rents, their net savings
were in the process reduced to between R10.00 and R15.00; i.e.
the amount they had left over after paying the increased rents.
In other words, the increased rents had an impoverishing effect
on most residents of Mitchell's Plain. Of the residents
surveyed, 238 mentioned that they paid between R8.00 and R20.00
before they moved to Woodlands whereas they had to pay between
R38.00 and R100.00 per month in Mitchell's Plain, an increase of
500% in rents alone, the transport costs to and from work, aside.
Many residents are still working in the City of Cape Town, 30
kilometers away. To a great extent, it is such differences
between previous expenditures and existing expenditures in
Mitchell's that contribute to heightened bitterness amongst
residents against the Apartheid State that, in accordance with
the ideological and political objectives of the Group Areas Act,
has 'relocated' a large section of the so-called Coloured
population to the sand dunes of Mitchell's Plain.

Understandably, therefore, the Council, quite often,
responds favorably to residents' demands for improved services in
the area. For example, in 1982 the Divisional Council of Cape
Town provided the residents of Tafelsig with a creche and a
community hall after they submitted a petition for one in 1981.
Even so, the economic constraints, together with the structural
constraints associated with the Group Areas Act removals, would
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in the long run outweigh the attempts of local authorities to
placate the geographically dislocated and politically alienated
residents of Mitchell's Plain. Hence the enthusiasm with which
the birth of United Democratic Front was greeted at Rocklands,
Mitchell's Plain on 20 Aug~st 1983. The intensity of the battles
against the State by the residents of Mitchell's Plain even
during the State of Emergency, is ample evidence of their
determined effort to make the sprawling Colouredstan ungovernable
and inaccessible to the State and its agencies by turning it into
a 'liberatory zone of the People'.

In Gramscian terminology one could perhaps suggest that the
'war of manoeuvre' might very well have started, though in
embryonic form, in Mitchell's Plain with the formation of the
United Democratic Front in 1983, paradoxically, in the very place
that the State sought to use as a model for its grandiose scheme
of divide-and rule. It, however, appears that the structural
contradictions, underlying such a Grand Design of the Apartheid
Metropolis, would not allow the State to carry its plans to their
logical conclusion as the residents of Mitchell's Plain are
resisting. It is precisely in their spirit of resistance that
they are creating alternative structures of power relations by
setting up democratically-constructed street and area committees.
To what extent the residents of Mitchell's Plain would be able to
develop these organizational structures into effective
alternative modes of control for 'People's Power' will be
determined by the struggles on the ground in the latter part of
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the 1980's and in the years thereafter. Like in other townships,
the fact that they are making an effort, in itself, is promising
and therefore progressive in relation to the seemingly complete
hegemony of the ruling class that obtained in the Townships in
the 1970's. No amount of State oppression can conceal the
heightened level of political consciousness of the working-class
in Metropolitan Cape Town. At bes~, they can seek to gloss over
the social consciousness of the oppressed and exploited that is
shaping the nature of the relations of power in the economic-

CAHAC sees its main task as uniting the people of the
Western Cape. They believe that all people must have the
right to live where they choose, to be decently housed and
to raise their families in comfort and security. Rents,

political-ideological conjuncture, yet they can never objectively
eliminate it. This is the double-edged sword of racial oppression
and economic exploitation that is increasingly drawing the battle
lines between capital and labor in late Twentieth Century South
Africa.

Conjuncturally, Cape Town is an instrument of power (the
bureaucratic city) a mechanism of profit (the capitalist city) a
necessary evil for survival (the labor market city) and an
ambivalent symbol of modernization (the great metropolis). Still
though, the leadership of urban social movements do not regard
economic profit and bureaucratic power as the ultimate value of
the city. The city is being regarded as a collective good, a
shared experience to be governed by its grassroots. Argues an
activist within the leadership of the Cape Areas Housing Action
Committee (CAHAC):
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rates, water and electricity charges must be determined by
what the people can afford. The organizations of the
people must be consulted. We therefore reject all forms
of dummy representation including management committees
and community councils. We believe we can only achieve
this, if all people have a say in the laws that affect
their lives. This means representation for all in the
central government and at all other levels of Government.9

Though these objectives have not yet been realized, in
practice, they have nonetheless been realized in the social
consciousness of at least the popular leadership as illustrated
by the trajectory of the neighborhood struggles in Manenberg.
For example, the ensuing evaluation is that of a neighborhood
activist made in 1982 evincing the level of critical
consciousness that informed local neighborhood projects already
in the early 1980's. In an interview, the activist commented:

In the new areas we tackled, we relied too much on our
original work-force to take the message of the civic to
the people, instead of drawing the people into actively
participating in building the civic. Field-workers had to
remain in the street to look critically, with the street
committees, at the problems facing them and to make
discoveries as to how issues are connected with each other.
To do this properly, we lacked the work-force, taking into
account the number of streets that had to be covered. In the
already organized areas the 'street leader' was looked upon
as the one who would solve their problems. The majority of
people in the streets were inactive. Through our involvement
with this situation, we adopted a branch structure, where we
worked on contacts in the area. Contacts showed more
willingness to take up problems in a real way. Informal
meetings were held between 'old' members and new contacts,
who had given their names at mass meetings. Problems in the
area were discussed as well as ways of building up the
civic. These people formed themselves into a branch with a
representative on the general body. Through experience we
discovered that the best way to draw people into the civic
was through their own active involvement. House meetings
became much easier to organize as branch members had real
contact with the people. They knew that many of the people's
problems were the same as theirs. Branches came together at
monthly meetings to exchange ideas, reflect on what they
were doing and decide which issues affected the area as a
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whole. To build stronger branches and equip them with
organizational skills, workshops are necessary, as the need
arises. In the workshops we will look at what the branches
are doing, look at our potential in the area to act with the
potential we have. As one of the members put it: 'It means
never do less than we can or ought to do, but not attempt to
do things we are not really ready to do'."
Manenberg Association not merely realized in the early phase

of its existence the overall import of active community
participation in the issues affect1ng the local neighborhood if
the Association were to develop into an organ of mobilization on
behalf of its residents, but also had a reasonably sound
understanding that community control of the neighborhood would

responsible to the people of the community. Thus, they cannot

only be realized within alternative societal structures of 'law
and order'. In this respect, the Neighborhood Association,
encouraged by the 'crime prevention' work of the local
Peacemakers, gave increasingly attention to the concept of
'People's Justice' through 'People's Courts' or also referred to
as 'advisory centers'. During a workshop session the idea of
'people's justice' was analyzed by both lay and professional
persons. The most salient arguments raised in favor of 'people's
courts' or 'advisory centers' were that:
-- they are created by people's organization and are completely

do something of which the people would not approve;
-- they do not have the difficult 'legal' language that only
specialists understand. Everybody follows what is happening

and is taking part;
-- they do not punish offenders. They try to make people
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understand the wrongness of their actions. Comments a community
leader in this respect:

We understand that crime is Apartheid, we cannot punish
someone for stealing because Apartheid has made him (sic)
poor, and hungry and unconcerned about his fellow-human
beings. If someone steals, we make him give back what he
has stolen. Then, we explain why stealing will not solve
our problems of hunger and poverty, and how we can work
together, and give attention to fighting our
real enemies - oppression and exploitation.
In the beginning of 1986. Manenberg, like most other

neighborhood associations, realized that the State was determined
to 'crush' the local community structures as evidenced by the
institutional manoeuvres of Pretoria in creating Regional Service
Councils (RSC's). Since RSC's are the regional mechanism of State
control, not merely to update existing 'repressive practices' but
ultimately to displace the struggle of the disenfranchised, it ;s
necessary to pay careful attention to the formative nature of the
RSC's as political state apparatus.

For this reason, Manenberg activists are looking afresh at
the permanency of local structures so as to ward off the
potentially divisive impact of RSC's on neighborhoods. Their
focus, even during the State of Emergency, continues to be on the
organizational modes at the household, street, block and zonal
level in an effort to promote and sustain the tenets of democracy
at the grassroots level. In Chapter 5 of this thesis I elaborate
on the structural and political import of RSC's.

To pretend that only urban social movements are contesting
and undermining the dominant relations of power in Metropolitan
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Cape Town would be quite audacious. In this respect, it has to be
borne in mind that presently the Apartheid Regime is
experiencing, ever since its constitutional inception in 1948,
its most vehement opposition from a combination of both internal
social contradictions as well as external forces resulting in
particular acute crisis for racial capital -- the rand dollar
exchange rate reaching an all tima low! 10 And yet, social
contexts do not by themselves set things in motion. Social
action and its outcome is the result of collective behavior,
whose form, characteristics and orientations depend upon their
own structure and dynamics as much as.on the influence of the
contextual variables within which they take place. What this
means is that urban social movements in Cape Town, while
mObilizing during the Botha Regime of "Reform" are also a factor
signalling and deepening the legitimacy crisis of the Apartheid
Regime. In the case of Cape Town's dominant cultural and
political practices, urban social movements reflect the formation
of counter-hegemonic practices aimed at the fundamental
restructuring of the dominant power relations of Pretoria.

Indeed, grassroots opposition to the status quo is
particularly marked as 'official' opposition parties never seem
to take the popular wishes of the people seriously into
consideration in the construction and implementation of their
urban programmes. In this respect, one only has to consider, for
example, the liberal platitudes and selfrighteous rhetoric in the
CCC and Divisional Council (DIVCO) when badly needed services are
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requested in the racial ghettos (townships) under their
jurisdiction.ll Essentially, they seem to regard neighborhood
mobilization as a matter of political agitation,12 the
revolutionary outcome of which would far outweigh all its
demands. So, chronologically speaking, all the topics and
concepts that are becoming the common wisdom of leftists and
centrists, as well as of the liberal media,13 in the
mid-eighties are originating with urban social movements through
mobilization. Given this pattern of grassroots organization and
mobilization, one can safely argue that increasingly the
municipal programmes of political parties would be drafted by the
cadres of the neighborhood associations, and the media headlines
on the city's problems would be determined by events ushered in
by the neighborhoods' popular mobilization.14 In this sense,
therefore, urban social movements are increasingly impregnated
with the social relations of a People's Democracy even though
Pretoria would like to claim otherwise.

As alluded to earlier, it would indeed be simplistic to
pretend that urban social movements alone would be able to
transform the Apartheid Regime into a democratic state. Yet, it
would be equally simplistic to contend that any other popular
movement or opposition party would be able to do so
single-handedly. To be clear: Given the dominant economic,
ideological and political relations underlying the South African
State, the Apartheid dictatorship would only be crumbling
because of the combined pressure of internal contradictions and
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popular opposition. While significant opposition is coming from
the labor movements,15 these are also the enemies of the system
of racial oppression and material exploitation, provoking
cohesion within the establishment against any potentially
revolutionary movement. Only when other social groups and a more
diversified range of issues, such as the ones posed by urban
social movements, side against th~ Apartheid State, would the
reformist forces within it see the necessity for, and the
possibility of, ensuring a definite transition to democracy. It
is in this sense that the urban social movements will be having a
specific and crucial political influence, opening the way for a

There's a new world coming
Falsehood will be gone
They'll come a marching into town at dawn
Singing songs of freedom, and laughing in the rain
Gone will be this old world,
Things won't be the same

new political culture with their demand for participatory
democracy.

Urban social movements are undoubtedly transforming
Metropolitan Cape Town -- its culture, politics and space as
well as the social perception of what the city is and should be.
At this point, I would not know how extensive these effects would
be, but the important point is that change is taking place at
all! It is in this respect, that the prophetic words of artist,
Abdullah Ibrahim (Dollar Brand)16, reflect the determination with
which social change is being constructed in the very heat of
sustained protest, political mobilization and mass resistance on
the Cape Flats:
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Tula, dubula, there's no need to hear much more,
We've heard all those lies before
It's allover now with their lying
In the township afternoon, songs
of their impending doom
The racists and their puppets are dying.

Since no social movement happens in a social vacuum, I
need to examine the relationship in Cape Town between urban
social movements and the social contradictions that, according to
historical experience, are triggering collective action aimed at

relationship that form their basic structure. In other words,

social change. I need not only to show the specificity of the
urban movements, but also to comprehend the complex systems of

while being fundamentally defined by the contradictions of
urbanization, urban social movements also emerge as a conscious
mobilization for social change as a result of their connection
with class structure, and the political system. The ensuing
section elaborates on this argument in relation to Cape Town.

Class, power and Cyltyre in Cape Town

For some observers, urban social movements in general and
the Cape Town experience in particular, are an extended
manifestation of class struggle, to be understood as the process
of social confrontation between capital and labor.17 For others,
the struggl~ is limited to distribution and, as such, is
basically "reformist" because the movements' demands concern
consumption and outside relationships of production.18 My
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proposition, however, is that urban social movements occur in a
class structured society, as evidenced by the dominant economic,
political and ideological relations undergirding their
organizations, mobilization and demands. Instead of re-entering
the general theoretical debate, I shall observe what is happening
in Cape Town.

As pointed out in Chapter 1r there are different ways of
looking at the "class context" of movements. The most immediate
one is to determine their members and classes to which they
belong.19 First of all, in almost every neighborhood there is
practically no difference between social base20 and social force:
leaders, militants and residents are, broadly speaking, of
similar social origin. When the leader is significantly above
the average, as in Lavender Hill, it is because he/she is
representative of a potential sector of the community (middle
class professionals) that, although being a minority among the
militant, represent an important sector of the constituency.

When one looks at the frequency and intensity of
neighborhood mobilization (as derived from community newspaper
reports,21 one observes a striking relationship between the
frequency (intensity) of neighborhood mobilization and working
class neighborhoods.22 Again, this does not mean that
non-working class constituencies, for example those in Gleemoor,
Lansdowne, Ward 16, and so forth, are not mobilized. On the
contrary, they do play an active role in debating and organizing
around community issues.23 It is in this respect, that the
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Federation of Cape Civics and CAHAC, for example, link most
neighborhood organizations across the social spectrum.
Geographically, though, each neighborhood mobilization tends to
be based on a single class. Indeed, the movements as a whole,
from Mitchell's Plain to Manenberg, in their collective
organization, campaigns, ideology, image and collaboration to
contest the dominant economic, po~itical and cultural practices
of the Apartheid State do comprise different class fractions. In
this sense, therefore, class allegiance24 is a major structural
and social dimension in defining particular mobilizations in
specific neighborhoods.

Thus the movements as a collective are segmented into a
variety of social classes and cannot simply be defined as the
expression of a class struggle, even if the potential of class
struggle tends to reinforce their existence and militancy.
Nevertheless, I am using a narrow, static view of social classes.
Most analysts of social class (also those in CAL) tend to
consider classes as historical actors using people's class
conscious and collective action as the principal clue for
recognizing a particular class position. Hence, the relationship
of neighborhood associations to the labor movement should be the
most specific sign of class membership or class orientation.
From this point of view, the experiehce in Cape Town is clear:
There is a very feeble connection, though statements of mutual
solidarity are frequent -- organizational coordination, joint
struggle, common demand and shared strategy guided by a common
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political leadership and ideology are very poorly developed. More
importantly, it is during specific struggles that the class
position of the social actors manifests itself most clearly. For
example, during 1985 CAL, being very critical of the nature of
the school boycott, formulated its principled assessment of the
student struggle in terms of working class interests. In this
regard, a detailed quote from even-the liberal press is quite
informative:

While the Cape Action League (CAL) 'saluted' the students
'for their commitment and sacrifice in the past 12 weeks',
it believed that a boycott of schools could not on its
own solve all the problems of poverty, hunger,
ill-health, gutter education and all the ills of the
system of racial capitalism. Reacting to the schools
boycott, CAL said in a statement that it had maintained
consistently that 'our struggle must be led by the
workers'. The students, therefore, had to consider the
gains and losses of the boycott in the context of
advancing this struggle, and not only in terms of student
interests, it said.
Students have the historic opportunity of setting a
process into motion whereby the control of our schools by
parents, students and teachers can lead to worker control
of all other aspects of their lives. There are those who
represent reactionary middle-class interests who want
students to go back to class to write exams
unconditionally. We reject this position and support the
minimum demands put forward by the students. It is for
this reason tnat we believe that the examinat'ions should
be postponed.
Thus, while perhaps not as yet in its organization and

mobilization, at least at the level of theoretical assertion,
CAL's concern for the paramountcy of the working class leadership
in the battle against the dominant power relations of the ruling
bloc does inform its political judgments vis-a-vis the
conjunctural terrain of struggle. The foregoing statement also
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indicates that CAL propagates and struggles for working class
interests at all levels of society. This, however, does not mean
that organized labor does not support urban social movements or
that the movements do not support trade unions. On the contrary,
the Fatti's and Moni's strike in 1979, the bus boycott in 1980,
the Republic Day Campaign 1981, the Wilson Rowntrees Boycott
1981, the Pollsmoor March 1985, amongst others, have indeed been
supported by both trade unions and neighborhood associations in
general. Even so, it has to be borne in mind that labor and
neighborhood associations fight different battles. Though they
often clash with the same police and frequently exchange messages
of solidarity -- inspired by a common political destiny -- they
are allies not comrades.

Furthermore, where movements are organizationally diverse
and only partially overlap in their social base, they can still
be differential expressions of a common class struggle. In this
regard, they may address issues that are interrelated but at odds
one with the other: such as the relationship, for instance,
between capital and labor. And perhaps, here one can find the
most specific distinction between class struggle and a social
movement such as Cape Town's urban social movements. The demands
frequently expressed by the movements include housing, health,
urban facilities, transportation, culture participation, open
space and children's games. They seem to embrace all aspect of
life except work. As indicated in Chapter 3, it is in this
respect that CAL, as an urban social movement is playing a
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crucial role by linking the workplace and residence both
theoretically and organizationally. As for the majority of
neighborhood associations, only occasionally are demands made
that concern the unemployed and labor at large directly.
Generally speaking, the movements, at least up till the mid-
1980's seem either to avoid or gloss over issues like wages, work
conditions, and economic po1icies.- In fact, they tend to have a
superficial understanding of the connection between the
neighborhood and the factory. Hence, structurally and
organizationally, city and labor seem to exist as two separate,
although, theoretically, interrelated dimensions in the social

(

practices of neighborhood struggles.
As pointed out in Chapters 2 and 3. it does not follow that

the movements have nothing to do with social classes. The
interests they fight in opposing the dominant social relations
informing the Apartheid model of urban development are ultimately
class interests. South African racial capital, connected to the
multi-nationals, is the driving force behind the metropolitan
growth and industrial development in Cape Town. Banks, real
estates, firms and developers, all closely organized in a top
business network, are the agents of urban development based on
speculation, exploiting workers and residents in the ~rocess of
collective consumption, by imposing conditions in a situation of
urban scarcity. An authoritarian state, closely tied to business
circles through social support and individual corruption, provide
the dominant instrument of urban policy opposed by neighborhoods.
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In this respect, urban social movements confront class interests
by arguing in favor of use value against exchange value, and by
claiming local participation against the centralized dictatorship
of racial capital. Here one may hypothesize that by weakening
the capitalist domination over the city they would be having a
major influence on the class struggle. But it would not be a
class-defined mobilization in terms of its social base,
organization and the issues involved. On the contrary, it
appears that, in the Gramscian sense, different class fractions,
constituting a historic or counter-hegemonic bloc, would be
challenging the oppressive and exploitative social relations
undergirding the Apartheid State. It can, thus, furthermore be
argued that only to the extent that the working class contests
the reformist, liberal and centrist tendencies in the counter-
hegemonic bloc would it be able to ensure the fundamental
restructuring of the economic, political and ideological
relations of power in South Africa. Only along this path of
principled action by the working class can the socialist
revolution on the sub-continent be advanced. This of necessity
means that the working class must not merely contest the
reformist tendencies in the counter-hegemonic bloc, it must also
struggle for organizational independence by fighting against all
forms of revisionism and renunciationism of the class struggle.

Thus far it has been pointed out that urban social movements
in Cape Town go beyond urban issues. Indeed, they contest the
very basic cultural values embedded in the framework of the South
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African society as illustrated by the latent concept of feminism
in the democratic struggle in general and in urban struggles in
particular.

Urban Social Moyements and the Cadres in Cape Town

Urban social movements are, from their foundation, political
movements. By political I mean insofar as they contest
domination and legitimation of ruling class practices.

From the start, the dominant social practices in South
Africa forced neighborhood associations to place their demands
within the broader political context. Authoritarianism is the
intrinsic element of the urban development to which residents are
opposed. And the existence of the movements is in themselves a
challenge to a system founded on banning of all uncontrolled and
uncontrollable, progressive, voluntary organizations.
Furthermore, most of the initiatives to organize protest and to
set up neighborhood associations are the output of political
activists trying to obtain grassroots support for the struggle
against the Apartheid Regime.

Activists are referred to rather than neighborhood
associations per se as no single association seems to have a
clear strategy about using urban issues as sources of protest and
organization. What activists are doing, particularly those
affiliated to CAL, is to put into practice a more general
strategy. They use all possible forms of popular pressure to
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organize people and to fulfill their demands as a means of
showing the necessity for a system that would allow socially and
politically democratic organizations to eliminate political,
economic and ideological alienation. Towards this end, in
Manenberg, for example, the Manenberg Workers Association (a CAL
affiliate) is functioning in diametric opposition to the dictates
of officially-recognized management committees. Different
blueprints seem to emerge behind this strategy: for the radical
left (CAL affiliates),26 grassroots protest is the beginning of a
revolutionary process; for the centrists (New Unity Movement)27
affiliates, it is an additional factor in a massive popular
protest that would ultimately lead to the overthrow of the
dictatorship and to a progressive government; for the liberals in
UDF, it is a demand for pressuring the system to open itself up
in a process of gradual democratization.

The Role Qf Ideology vis-a-vis Urban Social Movements in Cape

Whilst CAHAC, CAL and the Federation of Cape Civics are in
agreement that the South African social formation is a racially
oppressive and economically exploitative one, they are, however,
ideologically at loggerheads as to how best to eliminate it. It
appears that they are all competing, in Gramscian terminology,
for ideological hegemony in the Slack townships. Gramsci, at
various occasions in his Notebooks refers to Marx's dictum that
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human beings develop consciousness and become political actors in
the ideological sphere, in support of the contention that
consciousness decisively affects the content and outcome of class
conflict. He goes on to assert that:

To the extent that ideologies are historically necessary
they have a validity which is 'psychological'; they
'organize' human masses and create the terrain on which
men move, acqulare consciousness of their position,
struggle, etc. -

Gramsci argues convincingly that ideas, beliefs, cultural
preferences, and even myths and superstitions possess a certain
"material reality" of their own since in their power to inspire
people towards action they interact with economic conditions,
which otherwise would be nothing more than empty abstractions.

This implies that the inherent contradictions of a
capitalist society do not "explode" but are actualized and even
manipulated by human will-power either to maintain the status gyQ

on the one hand, as in the case of the State and certain
fractions of capital, or, on the other hand, to transform it, as
in the case of urban social movements. It is in this respect
that Gramsci asserts that bourgeois society is characterized by a
"dual nature" exemplified by Machiavelli's Centaur, half-animal
and half-human -- "the levels of force and consent, authority and
hegemony, violence and c iv i 1ization. ,,29 Thus, also in the South

State exercises (or attempts to exercise) hegemony at least from
African social formation, one could, perhaps, argue that the

two separate angles, congruent with Gramsci's analysis, viz: the
state employs, at different junctures, different modes of
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political control (e.g. through a host of racially contrived
laws) whilst on other occasions, in an effort to keep the "power
bloc" intact, it embarks on a carefully devised program of
ideological manipulation and consent, e.g. through the "language
of obfuscation, fetishization and mystification" or through the
tactics of "appeasement and co-optation." In the former
respect, one could, readily, mention the Orwellian language of
the South African Government in the late seventies and early
eighties which, A2 nauseam, contains the ideologically tainted
phrases of "Total Onslaught" and "Total Strategy"30

These militaristic phrases served a very important function
in "the battle for the minds" as the State set out to
militarize31 every facet of the South African formation (I
elaborate on this aspect in the concluding chapter of this
dissertation). Precisely by cultivating the "language of an
impending war" the State tried to elicit a measure of support for
its new constitution to overcome its legitimacy crisis. Indeed,
the so-called "new dispensation" was presumably predicated upon
the need to have "unity in diversity" inside the country against
the forces of "communist anarchy." And, it is in this respect,
that pseudo- recognition was to be given to the constitutional
rights of the "co lour-eds" and "Indians" in a effort to arrest the
deepening crisis of racial-capitalism.

Indeed, the restructuring of the Apartheid State, in an
attempt to maintain ideological hegemony, was not merely confined
to the illusory enfranchisement of "Coloureds" and "Indians", but
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encompassed the entire "ensemble of relations" extending, amongst
others, to the "reproduction of the social relations of
production" as embodied in the Koornhoff Bills which, in short,
aimed at driving a wedge between the so-called "urban Africans"
and "rural Africans". (These aspects wi 11 be analyzed in more
detail in a subsequent section.) Similarly, Saul and Gelb (1986)
argue, quite convincingly, that:

...one need not share the enthusiasm of most Western
apologists for Wiehan and Riekert in order to see that the
strategy spelled out in their reports i§ formative that,
specifically, it is attempting to achieve a "new balance of
forces" by shifting the weight of the urban black population
in favor of the maintenance of capitalism (Original
emphasis).32

Indeed, Marx (1983) emphasized the fact that the
reproduction of capitalism involves both production and the
setting up of conditions whereby production can continue to take
place. He asserts:

Whatever the social form of the production process, it has
to be continuous, it must periodically repeat the same
phases. A society can no more cease to produce than it
can to consume. When viewed, therefore as a connected
whole, and in the constant flux of its incessant renewal,
every social process of pr?fuction is at the same time a
"process of reproduction".
Thus, the South African State in the Eighties is

employing, increasingly, both measures of direct physical
coercion and repression as well as measures of ideological
manipulation and co-optation in an effort to maintain its
hegemony. Urban Social Movements, however, in Cape Town, and by
extension, in the country at large, are consistently challenging
the legitimacy of the State by striving to create their own
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consensual legitimacy or counter-hegemonic presence in civil
society. Boggs (1984) asserts that:

(f)or the proletariat to wrest power from the bourgeoisie
it would ultimately have to become "hegemonic" precisely
in the sense of moving beyond the restrictive "economic -
corporate" phase of special group, sectional, or even
class interests to the political or "universal" phase in
which a new moral-intellectual organizing principle for
society as a whole could be advanced.34

In Gramscian language,35 hegemony i~ attained when:
...one's own corporate interests, in their present and
future development, transcend the corporate limits of the
purely economic class and can and must become the
interests of other subordinate groups, too. This is the
most purely political phase, and marks the decisive
passage from the structure to the sphere of complex
super-structures ...bringing about not only a unison of
economic and political aims, but also intellectual and
moral unity, posing all the questions around which
struggle rages not on a corporate but on a 'universal
plane', and thus creating the hegemony of a fundamental
social group [class] over a series of subordinate groups.

This implies, amongst others, the progressive leadership
need to realize that in South Africa they have a series of
demanding tasks which are historically shaped as extant social
relations include the fragmentary realities of ideologies
entrapping the working class.36 More importantly, socialists
cannot simply assume the inevitability of socialism. On the
contrary, socialist ideas must come to terms with the people's
experience, ideologically, economically and politically; must
make sense of the people's daily experiences and must interpret
and develop the revolutionary strands of the workers' language of
resistance and opposition.37
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But something more. The working class need to know how to
run their own lives from the cradle to the grave if the
neighborhoods in Cape Town are really to become the grassroots of
a Socialist Azania. Hence the need for the working class to:

forge links with the democratic fractions of other classes;
study and understand the problems, perceptions and

orientations of other classes;
-- draw together, into a united front, the different democratic
class fractions and to contest and transform their divergent
ideological and political relations in the interest of the
working class struggle. As Graeme Bloch (1983) observes:

Socialism does not arise spontaneously. (It requires) a
class which can transform itself from the secondary to the
leading element in society. A class capable of conducting
a struggle in areas of civil society, moral and
intellectual life, and the state, outside of its immediate
class experience; a class capable of winning the "war of
position" in relation to a whole complex of social
movements which d?i not spontaneously cohere around the
class experience. 8

Indeed the construction and promotion of a socialist
project through struggle is rendered even more problematical as
the marginalized are not a monolithic bloc uniting around
commonly-held ideological, political and economic principles.
Thus, in relation to urban social movements in Cape Town, the
creation and promotion of unity amongst the marginalized on the
Cape Flats constitutes a central concern to political activists
in determining a specific action programme in particular
neighborhoods.

As borne out by the trajectory of the Cape Areas Housing
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Action Committee (CAHAC) and the Cape Action League (CAL) unity
is not a 'given' even when the twin evils of racial oppression
(Apartheid) and economic exploitation (capitalism) are in
dialectical unity against the majority of Blacks. In this
respect, it has already been pointed out in Chapter 2 that the
last decade has been one of ever-worsening world economic
chaos.39 A fluctuating gold price v, soaring interest rates, high
inflation -- these have all been the order of the day.40 Here
one can suggest that deep recession has necessitated a major
onslaught on the living standards of the working class by the
bourgeoisie and, its agent, the State. In broad terms let me
state: The result for the working class has been rocketing
prices, rising unemployment, retrenchment and starvation. In a
word, the potential for the working class to be reduced to a
state of pauperism as the world capitalist economy lurches from
boom to bust from one crisis to the next no longer appears to be
a far-fetched assertion but an historically-informed judgment.
As suggested in Chapter 2 this type of global economic anarchy
will sow the seeds for even greater socio-political anarchy.
This,the bourgeoisie and the State recognize only too well. The
spokespersons and the missionary-libe~als41 in the ranks of the
oppressed masses wish them to believe that the objective needs of
capitalism will lead to a situation where "normal" bourgeoisie
democracy will come into its own. This is the grand liberal
illusion. The reality of the situation daily shows signs that the
contradictions inherent in the system will not give rise to its
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reformist transformation. Nor will the strategies of the ruling
class succeed in eradicating the contradictions whether
political, economic or ideological.

South Africa, of course, has not been exempted from
recession.42 If the bourgeoisie fears the potentially
dislocating effects of rising unemployment, then the working
class in South Africa has done nothing to allay the fears of the
bourgeoisie. As emphasized in Chapter 2, the ever-increasing
number of strikes throughout the last decade, and the rapid
growth of the independent trade union movement in this same
period has shown clear readiness by the proletariat to defend
their living standards. The bourgeoisie views with trepidation
the developments and its response, via the State, wavers between
brute repression and attempts at co-option and deflection. Whilst
these measures do delay liberation from racial capital and the
construction, promotion and implementation of a socialist
project, they, however can never eliminate the struggle for
social change on the sub-continent.43 Thus, the State does not
capitulate, on the contrary, it makes efforts to break the unity
of the working class. And it was precisely with this aim in mind
that in 1982 there was the joint introduction by the state of
measures designed as a twin attack on all the racially oppressed
and materially exploited masses. I refer to the President
Council Proposals and the Koornhoff Bills. The President's
Council Proposals were naked attempts to co-opt the "Coloured"
and "Indian" middle class while further dividing the 'Indian" and
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"Coloured" workers. The Koornhoff bills were designed to create a
division between workers with permanent urban rights and those
without. The bills were further designed to carve out from
within the ranks of the "legals" the growth of a middle class who
would underpin the system because they would have been given a
stake in "Oppression and Exploitation Incorporated (Pty) Ltd."

The net result of the President's Council/Koornhoof
machinations implied greater repression and division in the
entire working class. And, it should be noted, that it is only
such naked repression that makes possible the concessions aimed
at the middle classes among the oppressed and exploited, hence
the vehement opposition among the working class to these bills.
Phrased, by a working class activist, when he exhorted at a
meeting: "If the working class is to successfully ward off the
latest attack by the State then the understanding of the clear
link between the President Council's on the one hand and the
Koornhoff Bills on the other, is vital." Indeed, what this
activist was calling for in practice was that all sections of the
working class had to struggle with equal mass action against both
the President's Council's proposals and the Koornhoff Bills. The
activist went on to say that: "Never before was the unity of the
oppressed so vital as when these measures were announced."

It was against this backdrop that the Disorderly Bill Action
Committee (DBAC) came into existence, a case referred to in the
study on Manenberg in Chapter 3. There it was already noted that
the DBAC attracted many diverse organizations of the exploited
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and oppressed to it, and their very number was proof on the part
of those organizations that alone they could not hope to
effectively struggle against the oppressive and exploitative
state initiatives. That realization came to constitute one of
the guiding principles around which organizations united in the
DBAC. The second principle of their unity evolved after much
argument and debate at initial DBAC meetings. The debate centred
on the crucial question as regards the link between the
President's Council Proposals and the Koornhoff Bills, and
whether those had to be taken up jointly by the DBAC. Ranged on
the one hand, a view propagated mainly by CAHAC (a UDF
affiliate), was the idea that "the affected people must lead the
struggle." On the other hand, the idea emerged that the
President's Council and Koornhoff Bills were two sides of the
same sword, designed to further cleave apart the working class
(along "racial" lines) and smash their organizations. Hence the
conclusion by DBAC (now called CAL) that the whole working class,
being the super-exploited class, and the object of the twin
attach, had to lead the strugg1e.44 (This point has been
discussed in the section of Chapter 1 dealing with the race/class
debate. )

On the surface it appears that very little separated these
two "blueprints". In reality, though, CAHAC's position amounted
to thinly-disguised reactionary racism, the real content of which
was that the "African" community had to fight the Koornhoff Bills
as those measures affected them directly. Similarly, the
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"Coloured" and "Indian" communities had to fight the President's
Council Proposals. In geographic terms, that amounted to drawing
an Eiselen Line45 across the struggle of the masses. The second
formulation, that the President's Council Proposals/Koornhoff
Bill were inseparable and had to be opposed jointly by all
sections of the working class, thus became the second principle
un it ing organ izat ions in the DBAC.· Oue to the thus const ituted
principled basis of unity, the constituent organizations were
assured of their organizational independence. More than that.
They retained the right to freely express and defend their
political tendency at all DBAC (CAL) meetings.

In order to coordinate the campaign, CAHAC proposed a
planning committee, which was to consist only of
"mass-based"/"main line" organizations drawn from different
categories of community organizations, such as civics (hence
Western Cape Civic Association (WCCA), CAHAC and Federation of
Cape Civics, trade unions Cape Town Municipal Workers'
Association (CTMWA), General Workers' Union (GWU), Food and
Canning Workers' Union (FCWU), and student/youth (hence Congress
of South African Students (CaSAS), Azanian Students' Organization
(AZASO), National Union of South African Students (NUSAS). Much
opposition emerged focusing mainly on who was to decide what a
main line organization was, and secondly, on the role of NUSAS in
such a committee, let alone in the campaign! Amid uproar and
confusion, CAHAC's proposal was carried. At that early stage,
organizations perceived the machinations surrounding the Planning
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Committee as an attempt by CAHAC to establish political hegemony
over the campaign, i.e. to bureaucratically ensure the dominance
of a particular political tendency. It was proposed that the
Pla~ning Committee should have the right to co-opt constituent
organizations. Media and Finance Committees, made up of
organizations which had volunteered their services, were also
instituted. The function of the P·lanning Committee was thus
defined loosely as having to coordinate the campaign. The
functions of the other two committees were implicit in their
names.

Organizational problems soon surfaced. These emerged
eventually out of the Planning Committee, which was unable to
meet on a regular basis. When it did meet, not all the Planning
Committee members attended. On occasion, the Planning Committee
could not deliver reports of meetings to the General Body. The
problems came to a head at a general meeting in Athlone where
organizations such as COSAS, AZASO, GWU, WCCA, and FCWU (which by
then had completely disappeared from the scene!) were asked to
explain their continued absence from Planning Committee meetings.
At that time the Planning Committee was operating with less than
half its original members. CTMWA proposed that the Planning
Committee incorporate the Media and Finance Committees which by
then were also drastically reduced in number due to the absence
of the aforementioned organizations. In order to justify their
lack of work, organizations (notably CAHAC) argued that there was
no public interest in the President's Council Proposals/Koornhoff
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Bills, and that there was no campaign. Even more
opportunistically, at a time when it appeared that the State
would scrap the Orderly Bill, CAHAC argued that would remove the
focus off the campaign, without which it could not continue.
That argument was countered by the insistence on the part of
others that while the Bill might well have been formally shelved,
the daily intensifying pass raids were clear proof that the terms
of the bills were being implemented in practice.46 The injection
of individuals from the Media and Finance Committees, together
with the creation of a five-strong secretariat, gave the Planning
Committee and the campaign a fresh burst of life. A second
pamphlet was produced and distributed, a workshop sub-committee
was established and regional committees were formed to better
coordinate the grassroots work in the different areas. The DBAC
also accepted a two-phase strategy for its campaign, the first
being a period of intense educational work and the second
consisting of more overt, defiance action.

With the campaign finally off the ground, CAHAC ~ Al

started having more "profound" misgivings about the effectiveness
of the campaign. The composition of the Planning Committee,
which was at last working, also became the focus of much
dissatisfaction. The rhetorical argument, that a youth
organization with ten members could not expect an equal vote with
an organization like CAHAC (with an alleged membership of 60,000)

was resurrected. These criticisms warrant a response. The
ensuing discussion of the CAHAC/CAL debate whilst perhaps quite
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polemical in terms of the points raised or elided during the
formative stage of CAL and UDF, nonetheless does accent the need
for truly democratic practices in the construction of counter-
hegemonic grassroots movements. Here it has to be noted that
whilst the ensuing discussion is essentially informed by CAL's
response to the multi-class perspectives of CAHAC, it nonetheless
does serve to highlight the political differences between the two
movements.

During various interviews with CAL-activists it was argued
that while it could be readily admitted that the DBAC had not
been succe~sful as hoped, a large measure of blame for that lack
of success, however, had to be laid at the door of the very main
line" organizations which decried the lack of work. During its
formative stage, over a nine-month period of involvement in the
DBAC, CAHAC could only manage to organize one workshop for its
affiliates -- and that with the chief purpose of trying to
convince them that the DBAC had to be djsbanded due to lack of
the magnitude of a particular constituency following that
argument. More importantly, however, argues CAL, constituents of
the DBAC had come together as equals, on a principled basis.

Furthermore, CAL insists that organizational viewpoints had
to stand or fall by virtue of their correctness or otherwise, and
not by virtue of the size of the membership of the particular
organization stating them. This, for CAL, is an elementary test
of principled unity. Here, according to CAL, it is perhaps more
important to note the timing of the so-called "criticisms" rather
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than their factual accuracy. These criticisms, for CAL, to a
large extent, were prompted by the frustrations flowing out of
the inability of most of those organizations to ideologically
dominate (albeit in a bureaucratic fashion) the DBAC campaign.
Partly as a result of their failure,to ideologically dominate the
DBAC, they then set about to undermine the organizational and
political unity of the racially oppressed and materially
exploited by proposing the United Democratic Front (UDF). Argues
CAL, by embarking on that course of action they revealed to
themselves and the world at large that they were not interested
in unity. More than that, they proved once again the unpolitical
nature of their conduct and stance. The pertinent question,
therefore, arises: When an organization's structure seems
inadequate in comparison with the tasks facing it, is it
politically permissible to desert and attempt to wreck the
organization? In this respect, CAL is quite adamant, stating
that for the sake of principled unity, this option is not
available as disciplined political activists and workers actively
strive to improve the structure and quality of the political
content of an organization. This they do no matter what the odds
and even, if, at first, their ideas are not accepted.

This furthermore means that disciplined activists and
workers come back again and again retracing the ground they have
covered and testing the validity of their ideas in the crucible
of practical reality. As disciplined workers they remain at their
posts in their organization which is the common property of all
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the oppressed and exploited masses. They do not despair at the
meager progress recorded. On the contrary, they engage in
criticism and self-criticism, assist the organization to correct
its deficiencies and aid it by giving an ever sharper definition
to its program and principles.

Poignant is the advice of Mao Tsetung (1972) in this regard:

Conscientious practice of self-criticism is still another
hallmark distinguishing our Party from all other political
parties. As we say, dust will accumulate if a room is not
cleaned regularly, our faces will get dirty if they are
not washed regularly. Our comrades' minds and our Party's
work may also collect dust, and also need sweeping and
washing. The proverb: 'Running water is never stale and
a door-hinge is never worm-eaten' means that constant
motion prevents the inroads of germs and other organisms.
To check up regularly on our work and in the process
develop a democratic style of work, to fear neither
criticism nor self-criticism, and to apply such good
Chinese maxims as 'Say all you know and say it without
reserve', 'Blame not the speaker but be warned by his
words' and 'Correct mistakes if you have not' - this is
the only effective way to prevent all kinds of political
dust and germs from contaminating the minds of our
comrades and the body'of our Party.47
In a strikingly similar vein an enraged CAL activist, in an

interview comments, vis-a-vis CAHAC:
The DBAC was born out of a mutual desire to offer a united
opposition to the ruling class. Undermining such an
organization is tantamount to stabbing the organization and
the struggle in the back. But this is not all. It is an
act of betrayal against the working class seeking to forge
unity. It is a shameful act which reduces the real cry for
unity to an exercise of playing games with the suffering
masses' desire for unity.
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Unity and Struggle

The political tendencies informing the theoretical
perspectives of respectively CAL and CAHAC strongly suggest that
the manoeuvres behind the formation of the UDF reveal two
diametrically opposite views of unity.48 Historically, for the
oppressed and exploit~d masses unity is the means whereby the
weapons may be forged to put an end to misery, want, poverty,
degradation, oppression and exploitation. Comments Cabral (1979)

in this respect:
...unity and struggle mean that for struggle (against
repression and exploitation) unity is necessary, but to
have unity it is also necessary to struggle. And this
means that even among ourselves, we are struggling;
perhaps you have not only understood this properly. The
significance of our struggle is not only in respect of
colonialism, it is also in respect of ourselves. Unity
and struggle. Unity for us to struggle against the
colonialists and struggle for us to achieve our unity, for
us to construct our land as it should be. Anyone who does
not understand it, must understand, because if not he has
understood nothing of our struggle.49

Cabral's insights seem particularly relevant as for the UDF
unity appears to be the path along which a strategy will be
worked out to end domination of the many by the privileged few.
According to CAL, UDF see unity as an important tool without
which the struggle for a new South Africa cannot succeed. For
the CAHAC-led band of organizations unity is therefore not a
principled means of struggle. Unity to them, argues CAL, is
essentially a device with which to scare the rulers, to use it at
a crucial moment in order to bargain with the rulers. If this,
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according to CAL, were not UDF's concept of unity, then why did
they leave the DBAC when no real grounds existed for forming
another organization? In this regard, Mao Tsetung (1972) makes a
particularly perceptive observation:

We stood for active ideological struggle because it is
the weapon for ensuring unity within the Party and the
revolutionary organizations in the interests of our
fight. Every Communist and revolutionary should .take up
this weapon but liberalism reject ideological struggle
and stands for unprincipled peace, thus giving rise to a
decadent, philistine attitude and bringing about
political degeneration in certain units and individuals
in the Party and the revolutionary organizations.SO

Mao seems to suggest that ideological struggle should unite
a movement and not undermine its vitality. Obviously, this was
not the experience of the DBAC as CAHAC-oriented organizations
left the DBAC. Why did they break away? Perhaps the answer lies
in the chauv in ismt ' which informs their nationalistic
Declaration. Only adherents to LiberalismS2 and those underlings
who have been reared on the ideological pabulum of Liberal
academics could come up with such a general and vague
formulation. Implicit in their declaration is the belief that
once Apartheid disappears the problems facing the working class
and the oppressed masses would be solved. Such a belief ;s basic
to the liberal spirit. But it is precisely because of this
simplistic formulation that liberal-minded authors have
misunderstood the essential nature of South African social
formation. Apartheid is a "structural necessity" which arose out
of the development of capitalism in South Africa.

The concept of "democracy", the concept of "freedom" ;s
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fundamentally different from the liberal belief that the mere
introduction of reforms would alter the face of South Africa.
The real reason why liberalism seems to be championing democratic
demands is that they see in the realization of these democratic
demands the possibility of broadening the base of capitalism and
increasing the rich harvest of super-profits. They also hope
that they can dupe and deflect the_working class by latching them
onto the reformist-bandwagon. And their efforts to this end have
increased in the wake of the heightened consciousness of the
working class - hence the visit by Big Business and the
Progressive Federal Party (PFP) to Zambia to meet the African
Nationalist Congress (ANC). At all costs they must prevent the
rising tide of consciousness from sweeping the whole land. And
they must do this by deflecting the liberatory struggle from the
main line of principled and programmatic struggle onto the
sideline which leads directly to a Lancaster-type negotiated
settlement. Along this false path of struggle lies the sure
defeat of the working class. Along this false path of struggle
lies victory for the neo-co1onia1 black middle classes in
alliance with international capita1ism.53

How could representatives of the liberal wing of the
bourgeoisie then be allowed into the organizations of the working
class and the mass of oppressed and exploited as a whole?
Looking back at the debates in the DBAC one comes to the
conclusion that the early admission of the liberal student
organization (NUSAS) prefigured the kind of "b1ueprint"/strategy
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which has thus far emerged in the UDF. Irrefutably, the CAHAC
inspired initiative of an all-class alliance is the greatest
betrayal that the struggle for democracy has witnessed thus far,
as the interests of the oppressed and exploited are
irreconcilable. Nothing has changed this truism: Now more than
ever, this salient lesson derived from working class struggles
throughout the world -- be it in Latin America, Africa or Asia
must be driven home to neighborhood associations throughout the
length and breadth of South Africa. Indelibly, on the minds of
the working class must be engraved, that in their
transformational struggle there can be no place for their class
enemies, collaborationists elements and representatives of the
aspiring middle class.

The remnants of DBAC realizing the need for a united front
of all progressive organizations irrespective of their numerical
strength, particular form of interest for which they cater the
CAPE ACTION LEAGUE (cf case study on Manenberg) came into being
to galvanize local/regional/provincial organizations into a mass
principled structure. And yet, before CAL and CAL
"sympathesizers" in the UDF-dominated CAHAC can ever hope to
achieve this mass revolutionary goal, they have to find a way to
connect democratic organizational perspectives in the
construction and promotion of popular pOlitical programmes that
would satisfy the differences in those perspectives, elude daily
police repression and wherever possible, improve the hard living
conditions of the oppressed and exploited masses.
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Indeed, the suffering multitude can ill-afford Stalinist
tendencies bent on ideological domination, the underlying current
of the community conflict during the work stayaway of 16-18 March
1985 in Port Elizabeth.54 Forging principled unity is the task
facing disciplined grassroots activists committed enough to their
organizational perspectives, but sensitive enough to popular

-needs and new sources of discontent. Without their consistent,
unwavering and goal-centered effort, the neighborhood movements
would never be existing in Cape Town: repression is too harsh,SS
organizing efforts demand too much energy and perseverance and
coordination with other neighborhoods is far too difficult to be
carried out without some underlying project, ideology or hope
that all this small-scale work would some day become part of a
broader mobilization where one would find political and
ideological rewards and some form of organizational support on a
day-to-day basis.

The foregoing discussion highlights a few salient points,
v i z , :

The origin of urban social movements is located within an
ensemble of contradictory relations. On the one hand their
leaders are fully political: they introduce political
motivations and consciousness into the movements and connect them
to progressive politics in the broadest sense. On the other
hand, they are able to develop widely supported movements because
they focus primarily on concrete issues, and encourage unity of
action at the grassroots level. UDF affiliate, CAHAC, e.g.
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refuses to link neighborhood associations to a single ideological
structure. When they do not proceed in this independent way, the
national movement would shrink and the neighborhood associations
would decline as soon as the residents discover that they are not
organizing themselves but supporting a particular political
tendency which they do not necessarily share; hence the
departure, for example, by BBSK from CAHAC (cf case study on
Manenberg in Chapter 3). This is the continuous tension that
characterizes UDF. It is based, at once, on the self organization
of residents (affiliated to UDF-oriented CAHAC) to foster their
urban interests and on the connection of their demands to the
political struggle against the urban crisis while retaining their
relationship to partisan ideologies.

The multi-class nature of CAHAC appears to be both a
source of creation and destruction: it is a creative tension
because it allows CAHAC, for example, to expand and find powerful
allies. On the other hand it could also be the major source of
crisis at both the local and national level as ideological,
economic and political perspectives are no~ necessarily contested
in the interest of principled unity but are seemingly avoided in
the hope that they would never surface as sources of profound
disunity and ultimate disintegration of such constituted mass
movement. Indeed, it appears that partisan goals and CAHAC
orientations would become increasingly divergent as evidenced
during the controversial visit of Kennedy to South Africa in
early 1985.56 What is important though, every neighborhood
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association agrees that the priority is to establish a political
(participatory) democracy. Some cadres, particularly those in
CAL, realize'that legitimate forms of grassroots organization
such as neighborhood associations and informal labor committees
(worker clubs) offer the best opportunity to mobilize people,
linking their immediate interests to broader political goals.

Urban social movements in Metropolitan Cape Town articulate
urban demands and political issues, linking city and power in the
neighborhoods' mobilizations. They ensure the deepening of the
"legitimacy crisis" of the Apartheid State as they have, to a
great extent, already won the "war of position" in the Black
townships in Cape Town and by extension, in South Africa at
large. They, quite clearly, have emerged from the centuries of
constructed cultural silence to the battle front of contestation
and transformation.

For example, in relation to Mitchells' Plain and Manenberg,
that the city is not a transhistorical project to be structured
according to the whims and caprices of those in authority, on the
contrary, it is a social project constructed and deconstructed in
the midst of organic tensions and contradictions undergirding the
conjunctural terrain of conflict, contestation and
transformation.

Precisely because the residents on the Cape Flats no
longer accept -- through acquiescence -- the dominant political
power relations underlying the Apartheid City, they have also
come to appraise the concept of city planning in a counter-
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hegemonic fashion. Whilst they may very well not as yet
completely control the dominant institutions in these townships,
they or at least their political cadres, however, do seem to
contest and deconstruct the dominant perceptions and structural
formations undergirding the city - perceptions and theoretical
perspectives that are profoundly influenced and shaped by the
forceful relocation of thousands former District Six residents on
the desolate sanddunes of the Cape Flats. It is precisely in
these different notions, ideas and perspectives that there is
located the potential for a transformative social project of the
urban landscape in Cape Town as local neighborhood associations
have to contend with multiple problems besetting the racially-
structured profile of the Apartheid city ranging from poor
residential services to transport problems.

It is the grassroots opposition to the dominant social
practices in the Apartheid City that informs and constitutes the
conjunctural terrain of struggle for most residents on the Cape
Flats as they consider with outrage the attempts by the State in
the early 1980's to reconstitute and realign the dominant power
relations in the cityala the management committee and the town
council systems in respectively so-called Coloured and African
townships. Residents in Black townships have on more than one
occasion illustrated their rejection of these political devices
of the Apartheid State in its attempt to entrench its racially-
contrived plans of divide and rule. It is precisely in their
common opposition to the Apartheid city that the residents on the
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Cape Flats are forging links across the ethnica1ly-cum-c1ass
lines. This opposition was prodigious during the mid-1980's when
the State tried to launch and enforce the Koornhoff Bills that
would have eroded even further the rights of Africans in urban
South Africa as well as during the battles in Crossroads when the
State made use of vigilantes to evict and remove most of the so-
called squatters to Khaye1itsha, some 35 km southwest of Cape
Town.

Thus, it is the interrelationship between the concept of
the city and the political relations of power informing the
construction of the city on the ground that constitutes a terrain
of struggle for the residents in the Black townships in
Metropolitan Cape Town. It is precisely around these theoretical
and historically-informed concepts and multiple contestatory
practices at the grassroots level that the construction of a
potential counter-hegemonic bloc against the Apartheid State
takes place. Hence the import of urban social movements. But as
already indicated, urban social movements, constituting a very
important part of the larger counter-hegemonic project in the
struggle to transform South Africa, are consequently also
influenced by the concept of democratic practice not merely at
the neighborhood level, but ultimately at the national level. It
is these theoretical and political interrelationships that
constitute and inform the specificity of the struggles in the
Metropolitan Cape Town, South Africa.

In this regard, yet another point must be made. The
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political consciousness of neighborhood residents is amply
reflected in their multiple forms of protests and mobilizations
against the State. It is this political consciousness that
informs and structures the attempts of the State to regain its
legitimacy in the townships on the one hand and the organized
refusal by the residents in the different neighborhoods on the
Cape Flats to consent unto the Koornhoff Bills and President
Council Proposals of 1982 which, in part, gave rise to the so-
called 'New Deal' a la the Tricameral Parliament elections of
1984 and the Regional Service Council System of 1985.

Since the State is hampered by the resistance in the
townships to re-establish its political legitimacy by eliciting
the consent of the marginalized through its 'war of position' it
has to resort to the modes of coercion and violence in its
attempts to crush the 'war of manoeuvre' in Black neighborhoods.
The 'war of manoeuvre' in the townships is possible only because
the oppressed and exploited are socially linked in their organic
and conjunctural -- though differentiated racially in terms of
the ideological appellations of Coloured', Indian and African --
experience of racism and political exclusion from the corridors
of political power in South Africa. At the same time, however, it
is precisely because the politically marginalized in South Africa
in general and Cape Town in particular, experience racial
oppression and economic exploitation differentially, that the
'war of manoeuvre' is problematic and therefore, essentially, a
social project to be constructed and reconstructed given the
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changing situation on the ground and the State's sustained,
though not completely successful, efforts to subvert the
formation and expansion of a counter-hegemonic bloc across the
townships in South Africa.

Since urban social movements, as intimated already,
constitute a very important part, at the grassroots level, of a
counter-hegemonic bloc in South Africa, the tensions and
contradictions arising from different political projects e.g.
capitalism as opposed to socialism, informing the mobilization
programmes in different neighborhoods in Metropolitan Cape Town,
as evidenced by the political conflicts between the Cape Action
League and the Cape Areas Housing Action Committee in the early
1980's, do not merely provide urban social movements with the
conjunctural opportunity to establish their ideological hegemony
in specific neighborhoods on the Cape Flats, they also provide
the State an opportunity to exploit these ideological differences
among the oppressed in its efforts to re-establish its political
domination in Cape Town.

Thus the import of democratic practices within urban social
movements in their organic linkage with the national project of
liberation in South Africa and the political relations informing
the race/class debates on the one hand and on the other the role
of the grassroots movements in the construction of the national
project of liberation. Whilst CAHAC and CAL assume a most
distinct profile in the neighborhoods of Cape Town it is
important to note that political differences between these two
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urban social movements do not necessarily preclude their combined
participation in projects deemed of national significance as
their opposition and mobilization on the Cape Flats in 1984
against the Tricameral Parliament elections amply illustrates.
Still, though, their common opposition to and organization
against the Apartheid structures and practices arise from
different analytical perspectives ~f the Apartheid State and
potentially, create problems in the construction of a
transformative counter-hegemonic bloc in Cape Town.
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CHAPTER 5

FROM DOMINATION TO CONTESTATION: A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF
URBAN SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN METROPOLITAN CAPE TOWN

Urban social movements (hereafter 'movements') in
Metropolitan Cape Town are contesting the dominant relations of
power in South Africa by protesting and mobilizing against the
economic-political-ideological practices of the Apartheid State.
This study has systematically explored the main characteristics
of this process as a way to understand social relations that
inform the struggle for change in South Africa in general and in
Cape Town in particular.

It has been found that although working class areas are
more likely to be active and organized, the movements, however,
occur in a diversity of social settings and can therefore not be
considered as a mere extension of the class struggle between
capital and labor. Neither are the movements merely
organizational manifestations of cultural revolt against
oppression, such as women or youth, even if the cultural
dimension is an important one in the form of a collective search
for a new community-oriented life. While movements challenge the
prevailing power structure and incorporate as an essential
element a political stand, they, however, cannot merely be seen
as the outcome of political conflict. In fact, when ideologues
try deliberately to manipulate neighborhood associations, they
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quickly exhaust their appeal to local residents.
Yet another point must be stressed: urban social movements

are deeply rooted in the organic contradictions endemic to racial
capitalism, and as such, they are both a feature of and a
response to the 'crises in the South African cities'. More
specifically, urban social movements are a social response to the
crisis of urban goals and services, triggered by a particular
model of economic growth and metropolitan concentration. In this
sense, they are urban movements: they refer primarily to the
conditions of living in a city; they themselves are opposed to
the crisis of collective consumption and propose a series of
social demands that seem to reflect a demand for an alternative
economic, political and spatial model of urban life.

By extension, therefore, one could argue that by being
both a product of and a response to the contradictions underlying
the Apartheid State, it appears, that urban social movements
would, ultimately, only be achieving the transformation of the
city successfully when they articulate programmatically and
strategically the particularized moments of counter-hegemonic
relations through:

political contestation by protesting Apartheid practices;
economic intervention by demanding social services; and
ideological reorientation by proposing alternative social

structures as evidenced by the creation of street, block, ward
and regional committees. Furthermore, it appears that in a
situation where racial capital shapes the dominant social
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practices undergirding the Apartheid State, only movements
adhering to and articulating specific economic demands, following
specific political programmes and that adhere to contextually-
formulated ideological principles would be able to become
vehicles of social change at a variety of levels. The fact is
that the programmatic subject matter orienting the movements
their issues, demands, interests and adversaries informs
counter-hegemonic struggles by the movements and express most
clearly the search for a new city, a new community, and a new
social order. Not the rhetoric, posturing or apparent
consciousness of the movements is debated, but their political
tendencies and related social practices.

It does not follow, however, that consciousness is "an
unnecessary element to produce or contribute towards social
change. On the contrary, in the case of Cape Town there is no
social movement without a self-conscious definition by the
movement of its own role. For a neighborhood association in Cape
Town to become organically linked to a city-wide social movement
that can produce or at least contribute towards a transformation
of the dominant social practices, it will have to be
interpellated -- politically, economically and ideologically
with the broader national movements like the United Democratic
Front or National Forum, not so much as an isolated
organizational entity, but as a legitimate and historically
specific source of social change and collective representation at
the grassroots level.
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Thus, the consciousness of the movement, any movement
is an essential element in social change -- but it must be
distinguished from the relations of power that constitute the
social practices of the movement (i.e. the form and content of
economic demands, political practices and ideological
principles). In this sense, there is a consciousness at the level
of social practice and a type of consciousness that is reflected
at the level of populist rhetoric. Whilst both forms of
consciousness are important in constructing counter-hegemonic
relations, at an analytical level, however, consciousness without
practice is platitudinal whilst transformative practice without
economic-ideological-political consciousness is undialectical and
therefore inconceivable. Only idealists would argue otherwise.

Once a movement is potentially informed by the three
moments of counter-hegemonic relations - i.e. economically,
politically and ideologically -- and once it recognizes itself as
a potential source to challenge the legitimacy of the status quo,
it still needs an articulatory nexus with society at large. The
term "catalyst" is used to designate the organizational conduit
through which the legitimacy of counter-hegemonic practices of
the movements is constructed, sustained and enacted in the daily
life of neighborhoods. In the case of Cape Town, three catalysts
are at work: the people's media, organic intellectuals and the
political cadres representing the major counter-ideological
formations.

The people's media allow the movements to communicate to
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different sectors of public opinion, overcoming, thereby, their
local base. A given neighborhood is consequently able to
identify an image of the present urban landscape, criticize it,
and to disseminate a new one through the demands fostered in its
struggle (cf. the electricity campaign in Mitchell's Plain; the
maintenance campaign in Manenberg).

Organic inte1lectyals make-it possible to redefine and
present alternative forms of urban development, both by breaking
the racial capital rationale behind the Apartheid city and by
providing legitimacy for a new city, as expressed in the demands
and desires of the neighborhoods (academics, social workers and
legal advisors are deeply involved in community work).

The political cadres -- representing the
extra-parliamentary groups -- bring together the different
elements of the movements in an effort to overcome the dominant
relations of power that underly and constitute the social
practices in the city. They provide the organizational strength
and militancy necessary to address the major issue of an urban
structure based on the policies of an increasingly authoritarian
state. As pointed out earlier, the relationship between the
urban movements and extra-parliamentary political groups is
particularly complex. The role of political activists or of a
political nucleus within the movements that emanates from a
particular political stand, transforms the neighborhood
mobilization into a social movement. At the same time,
absorption of the movements by a particular political structure
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and strategy quite often leads to tension and could eventually
herald the ultimate destruction of the movements. Still though,
political activists do playa very important, though peculiar
role in Cape Town. On the one hand, they direct (without
confusing them) the different dimensions of the movement against
the antagonistic power structure, articulating, thereby, the
essential unity between theory and-practice. In this sense,
political activists interpellate the envisioned democratic city
as opposed to the present city by being the differentiating link
between the repressive practices of the authoritarian regime and
social practices at the grassroots level. On the other hand,
they play their catalytic role in the movement without absorbing
the neighborhood associations' urban protest within the realm of
sectarian political and organizational interests. Thus,
political activists exercise leadership while respecting the
organizational int~grity and relative autonomy of the movement.
Their role as active agents is combined with the placing of some
organizational distance between themselves and the movement. But
without being linked to the broader national liberation movement,
urban social movements would be parochial, even powerless, when
confronted by the state-enforced practices of racial oppression
and economic exploitation in the city.

The relationship between the articulatory moments of a
movement and its organizational catalysts is a dialectical one.
These moments do not necessarily precede the action of the
catalysts, nor do catalysts always inject an organizational
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content to the social practices in a particular neighborhood. On
the contrary, the social relations constitute the articulatory
moments linking and contesting the dominant political, economic
and ideological tenets and practices within the ensemble of
social relations, deepening, thereby the contradictions
underlying racial capitalism.

The transformative influence by urban social movements on
Metropolitan Cape Town appears to be shaped by the dominant
relations within the broader South African social formation.
Moreover, counter-hegemonic or contestatory practices in Cape
Town, are informed by urban demands that reject production and
management of urban space and services as profitable commodities.
People struggle for housing, services, location on the basis of
their living requirements. The overall transformative social
processes affirm the will of residents on the Cape Flats to
become social entities, based on face-to-face interaction and
historically-defined culture that is part of their heritage. So
residents oppose placeless networks of the Apartheid technocracy
that does not care for the progressive history and traditions of
local communties. In short, residents are contesting the power
relations that inform the dominant social practices on the Cape
Flats.

Power refers to the reaction against increasing
bureaucratic form and the authorization style of an increasingly
centralized state. I shall return to this observation in a later
section~ Suffice it to state at this point that neighborhoods
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appeal to democracy against the political enforcement of socially
dominant interests. To oppose the centralization and insulation
of public authorities, they call for participatory democracy at
the grassroots level.

Thus, a transformative urban social movement, on the basis
of the experience in Cape Town, emerges from the affirmation of
urban use value in opposition to the ~acial-capitalist city; from
the search for space-based cultural communities in opposition to
the Apartheid technocratic city; and from the defense of local
autonomy and citizen participation against state centralism and

These conjunctural relations are not a mere dream. On the

bureaucratic politics. By extension, one could perhaps argue
that urban demands based on use value -- i.e. the capacity to
meet human needs -- would eventual ly create an alternative
economic basis of community-oriented social relations, and, at
the same time, their satisfaction could provide a new source of
legitimacy for decentral ized pol itical power. In the process,
community-oriented neighborhoods would become the social Fabric
informing the power relations within the economic-pol itical-
ideological conjuncture.

contrary, they are already being constructed by urban social
movements, even though under very oppressive circumstances. In
Cape Town the contestatory practices are affecting the city as a
whole historical construct. since the presently racial ly

.
segmented urban-political-cultural system is being challenged by
the projected image of a reunified city ~- as spel led out by the
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collective goals of the urban social movements -- an image
oriented towards use value based on popular culture, and
administered by a decentralized, participatory democracy. These
are the embryos of alternative social organization conceived by
the urban social movements in Cape Town, movements triggered by
the city's urban-political crisis.1

It has been noted that orga~izationa1 catalysts are
crucial if such embryos are to grow. The movements need the
people's media, to oppose the monopoly of messages by status
gyg-entrenching agencies. The movements need alternative sources
of legitimacy to oppose the economic rationality of the racial
capitalist city, provided by organic intellectuals, the bearers
of knowledge and expertise. And the movements need the
programmatic linkage to highly disciplined political cadres to
oppose a centralized state, a political programme geared towards
the democratizing of the polity and ensuring new and broader
channels of representation (but not the kind of political
instrument that would replace one centralized state with another,
only with a different class content). It is precisely the
creation of such an alternative social formation which
constitutes and broaden the terrain of struggle between an
increasingly authoritarian State and the besieged neighborhoods
on the Cape Flats. The State is indeed intensifying its efforts
to realign the dominant relations of power within the South
African social formation in general and the urban areas in
particular -- metropolitan Cape Town constitutes an integral part
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of the 'struggle for the cities'. Let me be precise:
Local government restructuring of the administrative and

constitutional relations in South Africa in general and in Cape
Town in particular, in the early 1980's has led to a greater
centralization of powers by the government and the amount of
space that is left for existing or new local authorities for
political, economic and ideological manoeuvre is therefore even
more negligible than before the Koornhoff Bills were mooted and
the proposals of the President's Council were translated into the
Tricamera1 Parliament of 1984. Moreover, the stage has been set
for a proliferation of new political and administrative
structures at the metropolitan and local level.

In this process of restructuring the po1itica1-
ideological-economic relations the last thing the nationalist
regime want to extend to the extra-parliamentary forces is a
genuine power basis at the local level which can be used to
subvert the legitimacy of the central state structures or to
propagate social welfare policies that would impede capital
accumulation. Thus, Heunis, just in 1983, as reported in Hansard.
the document containing debates in the South African Parliament,
whilst calling for the devolution of power, simultaneously argued
that the government "must take steps to ensure that it retains
ways and means of ensuring its policies are applied throughout".2
Controlling the relations of power from Pretoria appears to be
inherently contradictory to the 'devolution of power'.

Specifically, the government's 'intention' to devolve
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powers to the local authorities is countered by its insistence
and determination to keep control of the reform process. Not
merely does the government want to dictate the form of the
devolution of power but also its content and overall rate. The
new legislation has so effectively circumscribed even the limited
autonomy that previously existed at the local government level
that it will perhaps in the not t09 distant future be appropriate
to call the third tier of government the 'local extension of
central administration' rather than local government.

This point has been well documented by Cameron in 1986

when he analyzed the historical relationship between the various
tiers of government from 1910 until 1983, the year when the
Westminster style parliamentary system in South Africa was
largely emasculated in favor of a Bonapartist system of co-
optation, coercion and contro1.3 Cameron followed the analysis
with an extensive examination of the major tenets of the new
local government legislation and a discussion of the State's
reform rhetoric at the local level. In this respect, what is
perhaps the most ominous development of all, was the announcement
by the Minister of Defence, General Malan when he referred to the
planned nation-wide network of joint management centers under the
chairmanship of senior South African Defence Force and South
African Police Force officers to co-ordinate joint government
action at the regional level. Although they do not as yet have
the executive powers, it appears that this is a deliberate move
by the government to shift the de facto administration from the
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minority elected local government to the security (sic!)
establishment. Leader of the Progressive Federal Party in
Parliament, Colin Eglin, suggests in the liberal Cape Town
newspaper, the Cape Times of 12 March 1986 that "it almost looks
as if the government is attempting to prepare South Africa for
the siege society'. What Eglin, however fails to point out is the
nature of the 'siege society', and.more specifically whose
interests are to be 'protected' during the 'siege'. Of course, it
is the interests of the ruling class, in alliance with
international capital, that are to be safeguarded against the
progressive forces of socialism on the sub-continent of Africa.

Thus, from 1983-1986 state legislation has radically
changed the face of local government. The linchpin of this new
legislation is the Regional Services Council (RSC) Act of 1985.'

The RSC Act makes provision for 22 functions to be performed by
it. Most of these functions will be transferred from the control
of Primary Local Authorities (PLA's) to newly created multi-
racial metropolitan bodies in the major metropolitan areas.
Government spokesmen say that the RSC has been introduced, inter
AliA, to achieve economics of scale and increase efficiency by
reducing the duplication of services by providing them on a
metropolitan basis, to improve the infrastructure in Black
communities and to facilitate multi-racial decision-making.
According to Hansard, 1985, these multi-racial bodies are
responsible for 'hard services' like the provision of water and
electricity, sewerage purification and land usage and transport
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planning. Ethnically-based PLA's will be responsible for so-
called 'soft services' which are culturally sensitive functions

The SRC's foremost priority ( Clause 12(6) ) is the
such as parks, beaches, swimming pools.

'establishment, improvement and maintenance of infrastructural
services and facilities in areas where the greatest need
therefore exist'. This is a clear attempt by government to defuse
township unrest by 'uplifting' the quality of life in such areas.
As the Director General of the State-controlled South African
Broadcast Corporation (SABC), Scheepers, remarked during a news
bulletin on 29 November, 1985: "RSC's have a vital role to play
in the total strategy of upliftment and stabilization of non-
white communities." In this regard, a community activist
observes:

This will lead to communities in conflict and the
government will no longer be regarded as the enemy.
Our single most important task, therefore, will be
the conscientization of our communities as to the
potentially deleterious effect of the SRC's on the
People's organizations. We must continue to fight
all such State devices that seek to mythologize the
exploitative and oppressive reality of the South
African social formation. We cannot allow the SRC's
to sustain and further entrench the hegemony of the
capitalist class.
Indeed, the State's efforts at restructuring its dominant

relations of power is never unproblematical. Its efforts are
usually fraught with intense contradictions as evidenced by the
so-called Coloured's vehement rejection of the management
committee system in Cape Town. According to a study by Patel in
1984, so-called Coloured communities of Athlone, Kensington,
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Wynberg/Wittebome overwhelmingly rejected the management
committee elections in both 1972 and 1981. The figures,
contained in Table 25 not only reveal a very low overall level of
participation in the elections, they also suggest that this level
has tended to decline even further since 1977. These conclusions
are supported by the results of a survey by Schutte in 1985 who
found that only 5.2~ of those peopJe questioned had in fact voted
in such elections. More importantly, perhaps, the very low polls
registered during the Tricameral Parliament elections, as borne
out by Table 26 reinforce the overall rejection by so-called
Coloureds in Cape Town of Apartheid structures both at the local
as well as at the national level.
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Table 25
Percentage Polls In Coloured Management Committee Elections In

Metropolitan Cape Town

Athlone Kensington Wittebome/Wynberg

1972 6% - 18.9% No election

1977 14.8% 30.9% No election

1978 (By-election)

1979 (By-election)

6.8% 14.7%

19.5%

1981 No election 7.6% 16.8%

Note: The figures refer to registered voters only. It has been
estimated that in 1975 only some 52% of the eligible voters had
been registered (Patel, 1984); and the percentage polls measurep
in terms of eligible voters would obviously be very much lower.
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Table 26
Tricameral Parliamentary Elections In Metropolitan Cape Town,

22 August 1984

Constituency

Belhar
Bishop Lavis

Bonteheuwel

Elsies River

Grassy Park

Hanover Park

Heideveld

Kasselsvlei

Liesbeeck

Macassar

Manenberg

Matroosfontein

Mitchell's Plain

Ottery

Ravensmead

Retreat

Rietvlei

Silvertown

Strandfontein

Tafelberg

Percentage poll

9.8%
17.7%

9.5%

10.2%

10.1%

5.5%

6.8%

14.5%

5.2%

16.8%

4.8%

11.8%

8.7%

8.4%

22.9%

8.7%

16.2%

7.8%

9.5%

4.4%

Source: Cape Times, 23 August 1984.
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Consonant with the reconstituted nature of the State's
relations of the power, the Management Committees have been
created to carry out inspections of their areas and to make
representations to promote the health and welfare of the people
whose interests they were held to represent. On the basis of the
participation of the so-called Coloured population in the
management committee elections, it_is to be doubted, however,
whether this system of representation was popular, let alone be
effective in delivering the goods to the constituencies they were
supposed to represent. Indeed, already in 1976, the Theron
Commission, reported by the Government to enquire into 'matters
relating to the Coloured population group', concluded that the
management was a failure.7

Most importantly, not only are the centrally-controlled
local organs like the management committee system rejected by the
overwhelming majority of the so-called Coloureds, the system of
Community Council systems, which is supposed' to represent the
interests of Africans, at the local level, is equally rejected by
the disenfranchised communities of Langa, Nyanga and Guguletu. As
borne out by Table 27, only 11.6% of the registered African
electorate cast their votes in the 1984 Community Council
elections.
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Table 27
Resylts Qf The 1984 Community Council Elections in Metropolitan
Cape Town

3

Wards
Candidates
Uncontested wards
Registered voters
Percentage poll
De Jure African population in Cape Town
De Facto African population in Cape Town

21
40

46,000
11.6~

143,700
186,500

Sources; South African Research Service (SARS), 1982/83,
University of the Witwatersrand.
HANSARD, 1986.

As already indicated, the State, in reconstituting its
relations of power at the local level in Metropolitan Cape Town
is trying to divide the disenfranchised communities of the
Townships. Its modes of intervention into the social relations
obtaining in local communities, indicate, amongst others, its
structural influence on the counter-hegemonic bloc as well as its
resolve to create a new legitimating historic bloc in alliance
with the dominant relations of capital.
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It has already been intimated that the agenda of
restructuring of social relations is not unilaterally determined
by the State but is ultimately, in part, a response by the State
to the levels of organization, mobilization and protest by the
disenfranchised communities of South Africa. Historically, the
State's restructuring programme is linked to its Grand Design of
Divide and Rule of the disenfranchised majority of South Africa.
The consistency of the Apartheid logic is also reflected in the
State's realignment of power relations at the local level,
ideologically and politically. For example, in 1978 local
authorities separated the so-called Coloured squatters from the
so-called illegal Africans by locating the so-called Coloureds
approximately 5 kilometers east of Modderdam at Skietbaan and by
forcefully transporting the African squatters to the Bantustans.
This mode of State intervention into the squatter problem on the
Cape Flats was not primarily aimed at 'solving the squatter
problem' as such, but essentially aimed at restoring the
geographica1-cum-ethnic separation of the disenfranchised
communities in Cape Town. More importantly, it was a clear
attempt to estrange Africans from so-called Coloureds in
accordance with the State's policy that the 'Western Cape is a
Coloured preferential zone'. Yet, as evidenced by subsequent
organization and mobilization of both 'Coloured' and African
communities in respectively Elsies River and Crossroads, areas in
which many former Modderdam squatters resettled, the State merely
managed to relocate the resistance of the squatters
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geographically, it did not succeed to eliminate it.
Not merely is the State realigning itself and seeking to

divide the political and ideological contours of so-called
different ethnic or racial groups at the local level, it also
seeks to shape the relations of power within a specific
neighborhood. This means that the State seeks to prevent, if not
destroy, solidarity amongst the et~nical1y-divided Xhosas, or
Zulus, or 'Coloureds' and so forth by sowing discontent amongst
the members of a particular 'ethnic' group. In this respect, the
following example illustrates the State's intra-racial divisive
strategy through which it seeks to subvert the legitimacy of
alternative neighborhood associations.

In September 1980, the City Council of Cape Town tried
to hold a secret meeting with the racial sportsmen/administrators
and members of the Athlone Management Committee. The purpose of
the meeting was to establish an Athlone Sports Board of Control
and also to allocate sports fields in the Athlone Area. That
meeting, however, was gate-crashed by the members of the Gleemoor
Neighborhood Association. A member of the Association asked by
what authority or ordinance the meeting was called. Specifically
the member of Gleemoor Neighborhood Association stated that if
the information could not be furnished, then the meeting should
be declared null and void. In his view, any decision reached at a
meeting, held outside the purview of the Neighborhood Association
would be considered illegal. The Chairperson, Mr Young of the
City Council of Cape Town, representing the Department of Parks
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and Forests was not able to furnish the requisite information.
After a barrage of questions, he hastily closed the meeting. This
meeting, planned in utter secrecy and without the knowledge and
consent of the Neighborhood Associations of Cape Town was clearly
aimed at undermining the growing influence of the Neighborhood
Associations (NA's) on the Cape Flats. This divisive role of the
local government in Cape Town can readily be appreciated when it
is borne in mind that NA's are increasingly playing a formative
political role in the Townships. They mobilize and organize the
residents around issues like housing, rent, electricity
subverting, thereby, the very legitimating social relations of
the South African State both at the local level as well as at the
national level.

In respect of the meeting of September 1980,' the Gleemoor
Neighborhood Association demonstrated in action, to the City
Council of Cape Town the extent to which the residents on the
Cape Flats reject the Management Committee system and the
popularity of the alternative decision-making structures in
Metropolitan Cape Town. The disruption of the proceedings at that
meeting by the Association illustrates yet another point.
Grassroots associations on the Cape Flats are setting up their
own 'intelligence networks' as it was through 'contact with an
insider' that they learned of the scheduled meeting. Hence the
well-organized attack on the meeting of the City Council of Cape
Town. Through the disruption of the meeting it was made quite
clear that the disenfranchised communities on the Cape Flats are
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no longer prepared to accept Government-appointed quislings as
their representatives whether at the local or national level.

The State, however, also uses household issues to
undermine the unity amongst residents in the Townships. In this
regard, the City Council of Cape Town in 1981 proposed
differentiated rent structures to no fewer 37,000 tenants on the
Cape Flats. In terms of the CounciJ's proposals 11,000 of them
would receiv& decreases while the rest would face rent increases
of R1.00 and R2.00 per month. The differentiated rent structure
clearly had the potential of dividing the residents in the
Townships thereby making a united front against any rent
increases very difficult.

Compounding the problems of organizing against the
proposed differential rent increases was the announcement by the
State in 1981 of its intention to sell 500,000 housing units
throughout South Africa to predominantly working-class
communities. On the Cape Flats the housing officials urged the
local communities to buy their houses to forestall chances of
being relocated to the newly-built Co10uredstan, Mitchell's
Plain, 30 kilometers southwest of Cape Town. Thus the stage was
set by the State to divide the working class throughout South
Africa in terms of their housing needs by using differential rent
increases on the one hand and on the other to propagate the
ownership of housing amongst the working class. Though
neighborhood associations in Cape Peninsula, like elsewhere, in
South Africa did embark on an anti-housing sale campaign, the
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State's ideological battle seemed to have borne fruit'in some
neighborhoods on the Cape Flats. For example, the community
paper, Grassroots, of January 1984, established that 9,000
residents in Mitchell's Plain, 424 in lotus River and 2,081
bought their houses from the State. Even so, this does not
necessarily mean that the State has managed to win the political
battle on the Cape Flats as the po~session of housing per se does
not necessarily imply an acceptance of the ideological, economic
and political agenda of the State as evidenced by the sweeping
rejection by the 'Coloured' community of Cape Town of the 1984
Tricameral Parliament elections. Also, one could safely argue
that had it not been for the massive anti-housing sale campaigns
throughout South Africa, the number of people who would have
bought their houses from the Sate might have been higher. Thus,
it seems that it is the social consciousness of the working class
that determines the nature of the political struggle rather than
membership of a 'housing class' as such. Here, it should also be
stressed that the commodification of housing is part of a larger
programme by the State to propagate a free enterprise (sic)
system or more precisely, capitalism, amongst the disenfranchised
of South Africa.

The ideology of free-enterprise-South African-style
required a revision of some of the central pillars of the
Apartheid System, viz. a revision of the Group Areas Act.
Consequently, the government passed the Group Areas Amendment Act
of 1984 which would allow Blacks to do business in hitherto white
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central business districts. Also, official racial separation,
notwithstanding, it appears that the State, in the 1980's is
displaying an ambivalent attitude towards the increasing numbers
of Blacks infiltrating so-called white residential areas. The
State's silent consent to middle class Blacks in adjacent
Johannesburg suburbs of Hilbrow, Berea and Joubert Park, a
population of 62,000 in 1985, is a9undantly clear when it is
borne in mind that the resident population include 9,000 so-
called Coloureds, 6,000 Indians and 5,000 Africans.8 This means
that Blacks constitute, in defiance of the Group Areas Act, 32,9%
of these officially white suburbs of Johannesburg. The official
tolerance towards predominantly middle class Blacks in white
residential areas is even more graphic in another Johannesburg
suburb, Mayfair, where the 6,321 whites are actually outnumbered
by 6,581 Blacks. The presence of increasing numbers of Blacks,
with the silent consent of the State, in officially white
residential areas reinforces the view that the State is trying to
create and placate an ever-increasing Black middle class in South
Africa. Hence the toleration of middle class Blacks and Black
elites in the exclusively white residential areas of Clairwood,
Greyville and the beach-front in Durban, Sandton in Johannesburg,
Korsten and North End in Port Elizabeth, and Woodstock, Salt
River, Observatory, Landsdowne, Wynberg, Constántia and Newlands
in Cape Town.

Perhaps, most importantly, Pretoria is not merely tolerant
of white local authorities allowing these 'grey residential
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areas', the State, itself, appears to be accepting such 'mixed'
residential areas as a fait accompli, and even as a prerequisite
for the potential appeasement and co-optation of increasing
numbers of the middle class Blacks. This apparent policy of
'fostering goodwill amongst middle class Blacks' would then also
explain why the State approved 90~ of the 2,716 applications made
for exemption from group area rest~ictions during 1985. Yet this
is not all. The State appears to synchronize its social practices
in the legal system -- a vital component of the Pretoria's
ideological apparatus -- as the strict application of the 1966
Group Areas Act has been increasingly compromised by judicial
pronouncements. For example, in the case of the State versus
Govender (1986 (3) T69), the court held that whereas the 1950
Group Areas Act provided that on conviction the court 'shall'
order a convicted person to vacate the premises (s)he is
illegally occupying, the, word 'may' was substituted for 'shall'
in the 1966 Act.9 The revision of this piece of legalese gave
the court a measure of discretion in the application of the Group
Areas Act, rendering thereby, any subsequent prosecution and
conviction of any alleged offender much more problematical. Since
1986 there were far fewer apparent offenders of the Group Areas
Act arraigned in Court. The decrease in such cases could very
well be a reflection of the realignment of social relations in
South Africa at large as the State is trying to create a new
historic bloc on the sub-continent. And it is crucial for the
hegemony of the ruling class to let Blacks feel part of this
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historic bloc. Indeed, from the foregoing examples, it is quite
clear that the State is preparing the ideological ground for
middle class Blacks to become an important component of the new
historic bloc.

Yet the State's ideological offensive is not merely aimed
at the Black middle class as the dominant relations of power --
economically and politically -- affect all disenfranchised South
Africans, albeit differentially. The reconstitution of the
dominant social relations, ideologically, is particularly clear
from the way the State is embarking upon its 'military endearing
programme' in working-class communities of Cape Town since the
early 1980's. Here it is important to note that the State is
trying to present the South African Defence Force (SADF) as the
'friend' of the People even though it is the very Force that is
'responsible' for brutalizing the communities from Cape Town to
Soweto whenever there are protests and demonstrations against the
oppressive and exploitative policies of the Pretoria. Hence the
State finds itself in the crosscurrent of enforcing racist laws
on the one hand and propagating the ideology of 'free enterprise'
on the other. This, however, does not mean that the State does
not pursue its battle for the 'hearts and minds' of the People.

As Richard Leonard (1983), for example, points out in his
South Africa at War, the SADF's Civic Action Programme (CAP) was
first started in Namibia in 1974 and in South Africa proper
1979.10 The CAP provides thousands of Rands for the training of
medical doctors, teachers, dentists, agricultural advisors, sport
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organizers to gain the trust and political support of the people.
Their work includes organizing youth camps, holiday and sport
programmes and teaching in schools. Young people are encouraged
through lectures and the distribution of free publications such
as the Warrior and Contact to join the SADF. These publications
present the SADF as the People's friend while criticizing
community organizations like the United Democratic Front. In a
discussion in the community paper, Grassroots, a parent of
Hanover Park, on the Cape Flats, observes: " We cannot allow our
children to go to these camps because the SADF upholds Apartheid
and all its injustices".11 Not merely was opposition expressed in
verbal form to the appeasing activities of the SADF in the
communities of Cape Town.

On the contrary, the residents of Hanover Park, for
example, decided in a meeting in early 1984 to actively mobilize
against the SADF civic programmes. Thus, the Neighborhood
Association of Hanover Park launched a campaign against the
SADF's proposed civic camp for Bellmore Primary Schools. The
Association distributed anti-SADF pamphlets and visited
individual households in an effort to conscientize the community
as to the pOlitical-ideological underpinnings of the SADF civic
programmes. In the end the Hanover Park Neighborhood Association
was able to bring out a statement highly critical of the SADF and
its civic programmes, viz: "We were never informed that our
children would be going on a camp with the SADF. We cannot allow
our children to go on these camps because the SADF upholds
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Aparthe id and a11 its injust ices. ,,12 The ant i-SAOF sent iment of
the residents of Hanover Park forced the SAOF to cancel the
proposed 'civic camp' for Bellmore Primary School pupils.

Perhaps, even more devastating for the SADF's civic
programmes was the brutality with which the military crushed the
demonstrations and protests in townships throughout South Africa
since November 1984, the beginning,of the 'Vaal Uprisings'. In
Cape Town, particularly since mid-1985 it was quite clear that
the State would not allow the disintegration of its hegemony.
Hence the violence with which they crushed the Pollsmoor March on
29 August 1985. More importantly, the military rather than civic
role of the SAOF assumed 'cosmic proportions' in October 1985
when the 'security agents of the State' launched lethal attacks
on the protest campaigns in Athlone and environs, with St.
Athan's Road, Bellgravia Road and Thornton Road constituting the
epicenter of the State's atrocities in a predominantly middle
class area. This militarization of the neighborhoods and
particularly the decoying/ambushing of teenagers, in the so-
called Trojan Horse incident once and for all demonstrated for
all the world the essentially violent role of the SAOF in the
racial-capitalist State.

Perhaps, more importantly, the contradictory nature of the
violent nature of the South African State served to conscientize
even larger sections of the disenfranchised as the middle class
residents of Athlone and environs, particularly since October
1985, have been mobilized in even greater numbers against the
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Regime as illustrated by their subsequent participation in local
demonstrations on the campuses of Alexander Sinton High, Spes
Bona High and Hewat College. Their increased opposition to the
State was furthermore evident in their support for the nation-
wide consumer boycott of 1985. Thus, in the light of the higher
levels of critical consciousness amongst many residents on the
Cape Flats it is to be doubted whether the State's battle for the
'hearts and minds' of the People of Cape Town ~ the SADF's
civic programme would at all be successful. On the contrary, as
pointed out thus far, there appears to be a great deal of
evidence to suggest that the State's restructuring of its
political and ideological relations with the oppressed in Cape
Town, and by extension, in the rest of South Africa continues to
be a major problem. Hence the State of Emergency in South Africa

since June 1985.
Thus far I have paid some attention to the State's efforts

to reconstitute the relations of power in Metropolitan Cape Town
by creating, inter alia, a proxy bloc amongst the working-class.
I have argued that the State considers the role of its co-optive
strategies of vital significance for dividing the working-class
thereby rendering the efforts of urban social movements in
Metropolitan Cape Town to establish an economic-political-
ideological front against the State much more problematical.
In this respect I have discussed the import of imposing
differential rent structures on predominantly working-class
households and the ideological significance of the
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commodification of working-class housing. Also, the ideological
import of the SADF's civic action programme has been discussed to
highlight the 'determination' with which the State's seems to
approach its battle for the 'hearts and minds' of the South
African disenfranchised. Even so, as has been pointed out, the
structural contradictions underlying the twin forces of racial
oppression and economic exploitation, as evidenced by the brutal
violence with which resistance in local communities throughout
South Africa since the mid-1980's has been crushed, would not
allow the South African State to restructure its relations of
power amongst the marginalized with the perfection of its Updated
Grand Design of Divide and Rule. More importantly, the working-
class communities throughout South Africa, since the early 1980's
have increasingly managed to set the agenda of struggle,
contestation and transformation on the sub-contintent of Africa.
No longer would the State's unilateral policies be allowed to
germinate in the 'hearts and minds' of the People. On the
contrary, as the following examples in Metropolitan Cape Town
illustrate, the People have now become important actors on the
stage of racial-capitalism in an effort to wipe the stage
completely clean of all forms of oppression and exploitation
thereby laying the necessary ideological groundwork for Socialist
Azania:

In some neighborhood like Hanover Park and Lotus River,
families since 1981 decided to 'club' together as households to
buy groceries in bulk at wholesalers in Athlone and Philippi in
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an effort to reduce the impact of inflationary prices on
individual budgets. Also, whenever they do the shopping they take
turns to arrange the transport to and from the shopping market.
In this sense families managed to reduce living expenses. Yet
this form of socialized shopping has another equally important
effect. The coming together of families on a particular street in
a neighborhood to acquire the 'necessities of life' instills in
the neighborhood a spirit of unity and solidarity. For example,
it is common practice for such households on a specific street to
discuss price hikes and the overall social conditions within
their neighborhood. Quite often, these discussions result in
protest meetings and reflective articles in community papers,
like Grassroots. In fact, as John M. Phelan (1987) points out in
his Apartheid Media: pisinformation and Pis;nformation in South
Africa,13 ever since the beginning of its circulation in 1980,

Grassroots carries, amongst others, detailed advice to the
residents in Metropolitan Cape Town, on health, comparative
prices at different shopping markets, maintenance of housing
structures and the South African legal system in respect of
housing and social life in general.

These embryonic collectivist practices in local
neighborhoods have an important ideological spin-off in that
neighborhood associations come to understand that social
structures have no existence outside a social practice. Through
the exposure of alternative forms of information and social
practices people in the Townships throughout South Africa come to
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realize that the existing reifications of these structures, like
laws, constructions and technology, can not by themselves uphold
the dominant order for a single moment but they have to be put
into action accordingly by social actors either through consent,
coercion and / violence. Furthermore, the intensification of
protests and demonstrations by neighborhood residents against the
oppressive and exploitative practices of the State, in my view,
indicates an increased real ization by the marginalized that it is
the millions of small everyday acts of unreflected obedience to
the existing order that create, reproduce and reinforce the
dominant social practices of racial capitalism. Thus,
neighborhood associations have come to understand that the
everyday practice of 'blind obedience' to the existing order
prefigures within individuals in society by modes of perception,
beliefs, values and orientation, most of them operating
unconsciously. By extension, therefore, no structure of social
domination could survive had it not been for the socio-cultural
hegemony of the ruling class in the daily lives of the members of
society. It is precisely by appreciating the structural
significance of the dominant social practices that neighborhoods
associations from the sand dunes of the Cape Peninsula to the
undulating hills of Natal have been embarking on status quo
transforming social practices based on a less market-oriented
consciousness. In the process the neighborhood associations have
managed to inject into the social body of racial capitalism an
alien 'destructuring' element, deepening thereby the legitimacy
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crisis of the Pretoria Regime.
Yet another site on which the disenfranchised in South

Africa have come to do battle with the State in a decisive way is
education.14 Concerned about the future of the Youth of the Cape
Flats, residents are making a determined effort to challenge the
basic tenets informing the nature, content and overall
orientation of the Pretoria-desig~ed educational curricula. In
this respect, there was a mushrooming of Student Representative
Councils (SRC's), Teacher Unions (for example, the Western Cape
Teachers' Union in Cape Town in 1985), Youth Congresses and
Parent-Student-Teachers' Associations (PTSA's). These grassroots
movements all form a very important part of the Urban Social
Movements in South Africa. They focus specifically on the role of
education in the structuring of the dominant social practices of
the Apartheid State and aim to transform the educational
practices of Pretoria by establishing People's Education for
People's Power. In the process they challenge the very ideology
of 'separate and equal' education of the Pretoria Regime. For
example, in the wake of the State's atrocities in the Cape
Peninsula in 1985, residents in open defiance of Pretoria,
supported the right of Africans to attend so-called Coloured

Schools.
Consequently, at the beginning of 1986 an increasing

number of students from Langa, Guguletu and Nyanga are attending
schools like Livingstone High, Herald Cressy, Spes Bona and
Sinton. The same defiance is taking place at the University of
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I the Western Cape where African students are more readily admitted

than before. But it is not only the admission of Africans to
hitherto exclusively so-called Coloured institutions that should
be emphasized. What is perhaps of even greater significance is
the radical revising of the educational content of curriccula.
Consonant with the principles of the People's Education for
People's Power, the disenfranchise~ throughout South Africa are
calling for People's History highlighting on the one hand the
differentiated structural forms of dispossession and subjugation
and on the other accenting the conjunctural possibilities for
resistance and transformation; the Geography of divide-and-rule,
i.e. detailing the spatial impact of Apartheid on land-use e.g.
the creation of Bantustans, Group Areas, the role of road and
rail networks in the enforcement of Pretoria's racially-exclusive
residential areas, etc.; the Science of malnutrition, famine and
poverty, i.e. studying the verifiable incidence of poverty-
related diseases in the community rather than restricting the
content of lessons to textbook examples; the Woodworking of
substandard housing, i.e. comparing the prescribed textbook
standards taught in the classroom with the actual situation in
the community. Teachers are thus called upon to present lessons
in the context of the students' experiences and not reduce them

importantly, perhaps, teachers and students are encouraged to
to mere abstractions divorced from existential reality. More

explain any differences in terms of the prevailing regulations,
laws and practices of the State rather than ascribing existing
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incongruities between the textbook standard and the prevailing
standard in nebulously conceived theoretical terms. Hence the
emphasis on the Language of Protest, Analysis and Transformation
in an effort to expose and transform the hidden curriculum of the
Apartheid Education System in all its variegated dimensions

Some Preliminary Conclusions

In this dissertation it has been demonstrated that
neighborhood associations proliferated throughout Metropolitan
Cape Town since the late 1970's. Moreover, it has been pointed
out that these neighborhood associations are organized around a
multiplicity of specific demands ranging from issues connected
with housing to those associated with education. In most cases
neighborhood associations act under the umbrella of city-wide
(regional) bodies such as the Cape Action League, Cape Areas
Housing Action Committee and the Federation of Cape Civics
depending on the political and ideological orientation of the
residents within a specific neighborhood.

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that it is when
neighborhood associations are connected at a metropolitan
(regional) level that they constitute a hegemonic challenge to
the dominant social practices of the State. For this reason,
whenever neighborhood associations constitute such a united front
at the regional level they operate as an urban social movement.
On the basis of this regional mobilization against the State Cape
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Town has three distinct urban social movements; viz. the Cape
Action League, the Cape Areas Housing Action Committee and the
Federation of Cape Civics. These three urban social movements
struggle for ideological hegemony within specific neighborhoods
on the Cape Flats. This, however, does not mean that there is no
co-operation amongst the different urban social movements in Cape
Town. On the contrary, whilst they operate and organize
independently of one another. on occasion, for strategic and
tactical reasons may s t r ike togethet- against the State as
evidenced by their collective mobil ization against the State's
so-called New Deal that uahe red in the Tr icameral Parliament
System in 1984. On the basis of such collective campaigns one
could perhaps infer that urban social movements strike together
against the State whenever its individual constituencies perceive
it of national significance that they do so. Furthermore, it also
al lows the three urban social movements in Metropolitan Cape Town
to locate, assess and contest the underly ing ideological,
economic and political tenets of their respective neighborhood
programmes.

Conjunctural ly, those social relations which promote
working class unity and subvert rul ing class hegemony
interpellate the action programme~ of the disenftanchised.
The trajectory of urban social movements in Cape Town also
articulates with the divisive strategies of the State and theit
rnodes of resistance to the hegemony of the rul ing class are
shaped i n the furnace of the stn~gg Ie for mass un it'y aga ins t the
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status quo. Here it must be emphasized that in most cases Urban
Social Movements serve as 'unifying bodies' and not as
'structuring agents' as both the nature and direction of local
struggles are determined by the participating residents within
specific neighborhoods. This is a very important feature of urban
social movements as it allows local neighborhoods a larger
measure of organizational autonom~ ensuring thereby democratic
practices in the neighborhoods of Metropolitan Cape Town. This
"loose unity" amongst the neighborhood associations a la urban
social movements means amongst others that no single ideological
position is guaranteed within a specific neighborhood. On the
contrary, ideological positions are determined in the dialectics
of social struggle.

Ideology, in this sense, constitutes a terrain of
struggle as urban social movements seek to act as 'ideological
filters' by injecting into the discursive practices of the
constituent members of a specific neighborhoods a repertoire of
analytical concepts that constitutes on the one hand a
dialectical link with extant economic-political-ideologica1
practices of the ruling class and on the other indicates the
programmatic requirements for the transformation of the dominant
relations of power within a particular conjuncture. Hence in the
ensemble of contradictory power relations, urban social movements
are challenging the hegemonic and totalizing practices of the
ruling bloc by decentering and detotalizing the modes of national
oppression and repression into neighborhood-specific bases of
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mass protest, organization and mobilization. Organic
intellectuals of the working class are constructing apposite
theoretical formations to equip the oppressed and exploited for
their historic mission on the subcontinent of Africa -- the
construction of Socialist Azania as a necessary prelude to a
socialist world order. The particularized nature of the relations
of production in South(ern) Africa-necessitates the constitution
of a historic bloc (working class in alliance with fractions of
other classes who espouse social democracy) to advance social
change.

Thus, ideological positions are not imposed from above on
the neighborhoods but are usually mediated through the social
practices of a particular movement. The form and content of
particular ideological positions are determined by the
specificity of the struggles in the ensemble of social relations
of production and reproduction e.g.: housing, electricity,
transport, roads and so forth. It is in this sense that urban
social movements through the counter-theoretical practices of the
intellectuals of the working class, manage to break the 'culture
of silence' by conscientizing the marginalized as historic-
specific subjects, interpellating them thereby, as creators of
their specific social reality. In this sense 'the silent masses'
are transformed from being exploited and oppressed objects within
the dominant relations of power to 'interactive, dialogical
participants' in a world-wide socialist formation.

The objective demands of urban social movements in
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Metropolitan Cape Town determine their potential influence on the
dominant relations of power in the city. This observation
warrants some elaboration. It appears that demands related to
basic subsistence necessities are the ones that develop into
struggles of greater political and ideological amplitude, insofar
as they penetrate further into the contradictions that structure
the forms of domination and exclus~on in society. Here
conjunctural contradictions within the ensemble of economic,
political and ideological relations provide unto the organic
intellectuals of the working class 'contestatorial' opportunities
to construct counter-theoretic formations; and more specifically,
'structural crevices' within a particular conjuncture constitute
'formative breaks' within the dominant relations of power. These
'structural crevices' and 'formative breaks' provide the
praxeological juncture for constituting and promoting alternative
social structures e.g. in the case of Urban Social Movements this
means the promotion of alternative modes of neighborhood control
ranging, in the South African context, from street committees to
regional zones. Organic intellectuals promote the legitimacy of
these alternative modes of social control by advancing counter-
theoretic formations on the basis of the People's experiences,
modes of organization, mobilization, gains and losses. In this
way the tensions, contradictions underlying the working class
struggle constitute the subjectifying and objectifying moments of
the Azanian socialist social formation -- a vindication of the
dialectical unity of theory and praxis.
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However, for the transformation of existing power
relations it is important to realize that the potential conflicts
are not made up of the content of demands taken separately. The
discontinuous, dialectical paths of the various struggles only
achieve their full dimension in the ambit of certain
conjunctures; i.e when the fragmentation of everyday occurrences
tends to coalesce around oppositioRs that intensify conflicts of
a collective nature. This argument contains an important
conjunctural element. Specifically, this implies that one should
discard a categorical, finalist position vis-a-vis neighborhood
struggles. Furthermore, the conjunctural contradictions
underlying social change imply that one should not consider the
directory and trajectory of social struggles merely through
'positive and negative signs', according to the role they are
expected to play on an eschatological horizon. More specifically,
urban social movements should not be viewed as monolithic blocs
contesting the dominant social practices as:
-- the forms and content of social change are historically
determined and not teleologically inferred;
-- social change is determined by the ensemble of power
relations: relations which are constructed and deconstructed,
made and unmade by human-beings;
-- social change is not reducible to institutional change but is
determined within the changing, transforming nature of social
relations on a multiplicity of sites. These sites, whether class,
gender, race, religion, education and so forth, are neither
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hierarchical/determinant or frozen in time and space but are
constantly being shaped and reshaped by the contendlng political,
economic and ideological relations of power in a particular
social formation.

Thus, as demonstrated in relation to urban soclal movements
in Metropolitan Cape Town, it is from analyzing the constitutive
relations of the movements that their social dynamics, their
capacity for intervention and articulation with other social
forces should be understood. This is e~pecially important in view
of the conflicts, contradictions and struggles whose results
cannot be stipulated beforehand by analytical categories that
bind the various social actors to a transhistorical model of
social change. Therefore, the future of South Africa in general
and Cape Town in particular cannot be predicted, let alone be
determined, by rhetorical allegiance to either capitalism or
socialism as the eventual social formation on the sub-continent
would ultimately be the outcome of conjunctural struggles on the
ground.

The struggle continues ...
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APPENDIX A

The Diary of Protest - The Education Crisis: 1980

May 3
Training college principals ordered to expel boycotting

students.

May 5
The Prime Minister, Mr. P.W. Botha, meets a five man

delegation from the Union of Teachers' Association of South
Africa (UTASA). He undertakes to meet some of the demands of
boycotting students on condition the boycott ends.

May 6
Committee of 81 rejects UTASA delegation as not being

representative. Pupils on the Reef refuse to return to classes
unless Marais Steyn is dismissed.

May 8
Strike by Peninsula teachers in support of the class:

boycott is called off. 74 meat workers at Table Bay Cold Storage
walk out in protest against a refusal of their request for a
democratically-elected workers committee.
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May 10
Committee of 81 decides to suspend the school boycott for

three weeks. Submits ultimatum to the Government. Students
decide to continue the awareness programs at school when they go
back.

May 12

School principals told to req~est whatever books they need.

May 19

Meat workers' demands gain momentum and 800 workers
throughout the Cape Town meat indu.try walk out in solidarity
with the Tabl. Bay Cold Storage workers who w.r. dismissed.

May 20
The workers ar. all turn.d away wh.n th.y return the next

day. The gat•• of th.ir work ar. lock.d and ••curity police with
dogs are on duty out.id•.

May 21

Committ•• of 81 d.cid•• to resume boycott in protest against
the closur. o. the Univ.rsity of Fort Har., and in support of
striking meat workers.

May 22
Boycotting pupils at Peninsula High Schools and students at
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the University of the Western Cape (UWC) are warned to return :0
their classes. Pupils threatened with expulsion and told to stop
the awareness programme.
Meat sent to Cape Town from Port Elizabeth and the Rand.
Butchers receive no meat and Cape Town community is asked by
striking meat workers to support red meat boycott. Western
Province General Workers Union (WPGWU) pays meat workers R15 or
week while on strike.

May 23
Western Province African Chamber of Commerce meet meat bosses

to resolve dispute b~t fails.

May 24
Thousands of students and pupils stage a massive 'disruptive

programme' at shops in the center of Cape Town and at several
other shopping centers in the Peninsula. They are baton-Charged
by police and the Golden Acre, Bellville, and Parow. Many are
arrested and injured.

MAy 26
More than 80 people are detained after a massive security

police clampdown. The police confirm that about 70 pupils are
held after the Saturday protest. They also guard railway
stations and the Golden Acre to prevent similar incidents.
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May 27
The Government withdraws threats to expel pupils.

May 28
Trouble erupts in Elsies River and two youths are shot dead.

The countryside unrest at schools, colleges, and factories
continue. The number of arrests and detentions throughout the

-country reaches more than a thousand. Low attendances at
schools.

May 29
Two WPGWU officials detained.

May 30
Complete stayaway at Peninsula schools.

Jyne 2
Bus boycott in protest against increased fares gets under way

and thousands of Cap. Flats commuters walk or hitch to work.
Members of Cap. Butchers Association start red meat

boycott. It ;8, how.ver, called off after only thr,eedays.

Jyne 9
Police batons-charge a group of pupils at Bellville South High

Schoo.l. Fifty two people arrested. Committee of 81 decides to
conti~ue the school boycott.
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June 12
Rectors_and principals of technical and training colleges in

the Peninsula refuse to carry out a Government instruction to
expel boycotting students.

42 meat workers arrested under pass laws and appear in Langa
Commissioner's Court. They were found guilty a week later and
repatriated to Transkei.

Jyne 13
Mike Morris and John Frankish of WPGWU detained. Others

being held are Dave Lewis and Di Cooper.
uwe closed a week early for vacation because of class

boycott.

Jyne 16
About 80 percent of the Black workforce stays home to

commemorate the deaths of those who died during the 1976
uprisings.

Planned church services for the day to commemorate the
deaths ar. chang.d to ordinary services because of ban on all
political meeting. and commemorative services.

A large crowd of people who attempt to hold a meeting in
Ravensmead dispersed by police. The stayaway supported by
hundreds of Black businessmen who decide not to open their
businesses for two days. ,

Minister of Police warns he will clampdown on 'intimidators'
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who try and prevent people from getting to work and home.
Those ~ho defied stayaway call are stoned and harassed at

bus stops and railway stations when they return home.

Jyne 17
The stayaway continues with about 70 percent of the

workforce at home. Several incidents of stone throwing reported
in Peninsula. In some areas road~blocks set up, tires set
alight, cars are stoned and shops are looted and set alight.

Police ordered 'shoot to kill!' Many people die in night of

violence.

Jyne 18
Many who participated in stayaway are sacked or have money

deducted from wages. Students at Hewat and Battewood training
colleges expelled and told to reapply for admission.

Soyrces: Community Leaders, Community Paper, Grassroots, ~

Times and Argys, 3 May 1980 - 18 June 180.
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Diary of 'Fight' for Lights 1981

23 August
A mass meeting attended by 350 people is held to rally

support. Petitions are signed by over 1,500 residents.
The meeting decides to: -
* March to the local housing office to demand an answer of
when electricity will come.
* To hand over the petitions and a memorandum.

26 Augyst
250 residents march to the housing office with placards

stating "We must study in the dark". "CHL*, we are fed up with
your empty promises", "Flood lights, but no electricity". and "A
home without electricity is a living hell".

Mr. Van Vuren, the Vice-chairman of CHL said the matter is
not in his hands and that they are waiting for a loan from the
Department of Community Development.

But, the people demand an answer and gave the League one
week in which to reply.

* CHL: Cape Housing League
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27-30 August

A mass meeting i~ held atten~ed by over 1,000 residents.CHL

..Support is mounting in the community, schools, churches, and
Mosques issue statements of support. Letters are written calling
on the League to install electricity.

3 September

-officials are invited to address the people. They refuse to
come. The people are determined. "If they don't come to us, we
will go to them."

5 September
Hundreds of residents telephone the League jamming their

switchboard, demanding to know "when electricity will come".

7 September
Five busloada of residents march to the offices of the

League in Cape Town.
police prev.nt them from entering the building and they seek

shelter in St. George's Cathedral.
CHL still r.fuses to address the people but is willing to

meet a delegation of 20 residents. The people elect a
delegation. The outcome - CHL will let the people know by the
end of September of their talks with the Department of Community
Development. But that is not all, they agree in future to
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negotiate with the people and their elected representatives
rather than. the management* committee.

Note; * Management committees are operating within the Apartheid
framework, despite being shunned by the community they continue

to enjoy governmental support.

Soyrc •• : Community Leaders
Community paper, Grassroots, August and September
Commercial Press: The CIDe Times and Argys, 23 August

- 7 September.

------------------------------------------~-------_j
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Langa: The Fight to Work and Live in Cape Town: 1981
("Black Spots" in "White South Africa")

Friday; July 17
140 More arrested. Several hundred now in custody.

Tuesday: July 14
Illegal resiQents evicted from Langa hostels.

Wednesday; July 15
Homeless occupy had in Crossroads. They are immediately

arrested. Hundreds appear in court.

Thursday: July 16
Police teargas crowd who demand to be arrested as well.

Saturday; July 18
Court hearings continue. Most cannot pay fines and are

jai led.

Monday: July 20
Widespread protest mounts against magistrate, Mr. J.J.

Fourie over racist and "offensive" remarks.

Tuesday: July 21
Babies and young children jailed with mothers.
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Wednesday; .July 22
Rand Supreme Court endorses rights to family life for those

with Section 10 rights.

Saturday; July 25
Magistrate F.J. van der Merwe says hunger is no defense to

being illegally in an area.

Thursday; July 23
Special court set up in Bis~op Lavis, Guguletu, Athlone and

Manenberg, to cope with arrests.

Friday; Jyly 24
Churches condemn evictions. Homeless people search for

relatives. Prisoners "seems to disappear' from records, The Cape
Times reports.

Monday: July 27
Protest meetings called by religious and community leaders.

Later That Week
Protests go on, authorities pay no attention.

FridAY. Augyst 7
Piet Koornhoff, Minister of Co-operation and Development
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defends the police action in Parliament. Visiting American
pOliticians.describe conditions as "brutal" and "inhumane".

Monday; Aygust 10
50 policemen with dogs tear down makeshift shelters in

Myanga. The night is the coldest of the year.

Wednesday: Aygyst 12
Press and public barred from 'squatter' areas. People are

stopped from taking food and clothes to the 'squatters'. Police

teargas crowd gathered on field.

Soyrces: Personal interviews with community activists
Documentary files on CAHAC
Grassroots Community Paper
Cape Times 14 July 1981 - 12 August 1981
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Emergency piary: 1 January 1986-31 January 1986

Wednesday and Thursday - January 1 & 2
The state bans a memorial service to be held in Port

Elizabeth for Molly Blackburn and Brian Bishop, who were killed
in a motorcar accident.

The Cape Teachers Professional Association (CPTA) tries, and
fails, in a court bid to get permission for everyone to write
supplementary exams.

The "coloured" Labour Party holds their annual congress in
normally whites-only Goodwood, complete with trom-poppies,
Christmas chorus, inflated egos and threats to all who oppose
them. Police report an incident of stoning in Athlone.

Friday, January 3
An uneasy peace returns to Koornhoff Temporary Camp (KTC)

when "Fathers", believed to be supported by community councilors,
agreed to stop attacking UDF, Bayco, and UWO members, after four

days of violence.
Police arrest 60 people at a "people's court" in Nyanga.

Saturday, Janyary 4

More than 1,000 people attend a funeral service in Cape Town

as a tribute for Brian Bishop.
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The Labour Party's Carter Ebrahim warns everyone that he has
authority over education and no one should challenge him.

Sunday, January 5
Two bodies are found in Guguletu as the "Fathers" and the

"comrades" make temporary peace.

Monday. January 6
Exams are disrupted at the University of the Western Cape

and again postponed to January 20. A meeting called to discuss
the education crisis is banned by Brigadier Christoffel Swart.
The meeting was to discuss the national educational conference
held in Johannesburg where it was decided that pupils should
return to school on January 28. 20,000 miners are dismissed by
Glencor in Boputhatswana.

Tyesday. Janyary 7 .
A group of U.S. congressmen visiting S.A. are refused

permission to ... Nelson Mandela.
Th. government lifts racial restrictions on students at

universities.

Wednesday. Janyary 8
Schools in the African townships are deserted as thousands

of pupils heed the call of the national education conference for
a return to school only on January 28.
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Glencor Mines in Bophuthatswana sacks another 3,000 workers,
bringing th~ total to 23,000. A petition signed by 1,000 people
calling for the release from detention of Zubeida Jaffer and
Johnny Issel, is handed to the police.

Mr. V.J. Ritchie, the principal of Harold Cressey High

14 scab teachers are forced to leave Rylands High School by

School for 34 years, is told he is being replaced.
Three Mitchell's Plain teachers and two high school pupils

,-are released from detention and served with restriction orders.
The ANC celebrates their 74th Anniversary and calls for an

escalation of "people's war".

Monday. Janyary 13

more than 300 parents, teachers, and pupils who protested against
the dismissal and transfer of teachers.

Thousands of conscripts report to do their national service.
Hundreds of women and children flee from KTC as groups of
"fathers" .

believed to be backed by the community council, attack the camp.

Tyesday. Janyary 14
About 300 teachers, members of the Western Cape Teachers'

Union (WECTU) protest outside the Oepartment of Education and
Culture building in Roeland street against the suspension of
teachers. The department agrees that teachers be reinstated.

The 14 scab teachers return to Rylands High School and face
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protest from the community. Police Question the teachers.
Clothi~g Workers' Union calls for Zubeida Jaffer's release.

Wednesday, Janyary 15
Pupils under the Department of Education and Culture return

to school. At some schools pupils walk out and decide to return
only on January 25, the date set down by the national educatlon

-
conference in Johannesburg. At other schools, pupils who did not
write exams promote themselves to higher standards.

Many suspended teachers also return to school after their

suspensions were lifted.

Thursday. January 16
police and soldiers surround Rylands High School and force

pupils into classes.
More than 100 awaiting trial prisoners at Oudtshoorn go on

hunger strike.

Monday. JAnuAry 20
209 new.vendor. are told by the Allied Publishing firm that

they are fired after going on strike for higher wages.
A Ryland. High School pupil is detained under the emergency

regulations.

Tyesday. JAnuary 21
police are called in to the Argus building and disperse
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• striking news vendors after a meeting.

Wednesday. Janyary 22
Anonymous pamphlets attacking the United Democratic Front

(UDF) and community workers are distributed in Zwelenthemka
township, Worcester.

~olice and soldiers patrol Guguletu and Nyanga after attacks
on City Tramways buses which went: into the township after two
months of dropping passengers outside.

~olice announce that they are investigating fraud in
Atlantis in connection with claims made by firms to the
decentralization board.

An inquest court hears that Steytlerville youth leader
Mzwandile Muggels had 23 wounds on his body when he died after
being arrested by police.

Thyrsday, JanyAry 23
A parcel bomb explodes on Cape Town stAtion, injuring a

railways worker.
The UOF And the Consumer Action Committee announce that the

consumer boycott was suspended
Three UOF executive members are detained under the emergency

regulations in Johannesburg after a trip to Sweden.
More than 100 Worcester residents sign a petition demanding

the release from detention of 16 Worcester residents.
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• Friday. January 24
Police enter Groenvlei High School and order teachers from

class to class to teach.
Police conduct a house-to-house search ;n Langa.
195 workers, members of the South African Allied Workers

Union (SAAWU) are arrested at a hostel ;n Langa. The workers had
been on strike since August the previous year.

Sunday. January 26
More than 2,000 people attend a meeting in Guguletu to

discuss the school crisis. They decide that pupils should return
to school and that no new pupils should be accepted until exams
are written. They support the resolutions of the national
education conference.

Monday. Janyary 27
Bishop Tutu r.turns home from America where he called on

Western countries to support the ANC.

Tuesday. Janyary 28
Thousands of pupils throughout the country return to school

in response to the call by (SPCC).
Clothing Workers Union secretary Zubeida Jaffer ;s

released from detention after 42 days.
About 100 women protest outside the offices of the Western

Cape Developmental Board ;n Langa.
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Michael Nkuseli Matakata, 24, of Mbekweni, is jailed for
seven years for undergoing military tralning with the ANC -
Angola - 1983.

Wednesday. Janyary 29
R4,OOO fire damage is caused to a hall at the Universlty of

Western Cape.
-19 Worcester detainees, many'held since the state of

emergency was introduced to Cape Town in October, are released.
WECSCO supports the return to classes as proposed by the

national education conference.

Thyrsday. Janyary 30
The ban on stickers and T-shirts is lifted after it was

condemned as being "absurd".
Schools remain unsettled as pupils meet to discuss final

exams and the lack of textbooks.

Friday. Janyary 31
P.W. Botha open. Parliament as Black Members picket

throughout Cap. Town and many p.opl. with "Troops Out" T-shirts
mix with the crowd watching the official procession.
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APPENDIX B
A Structural Acproach to Social Change

Social relations constitute the articulatory moments
linking and contesting the dominant political, economic and
ideological tenets and practices within the ensemble of social
relations, deepening, thereby the contradictions underlying
racial capitalism. Thus, the social relations informing
contestatory practices are not reducible to the 15 classificatory
elements that inform the Castellian model of social change.
Moreover, these elements are articulated in social practice
through human action and are not beyond time and space.

In short, social practice provides both their form and
material content. This, however, does not mean that the
Castellian method of studying social change in the city is not
without its merits. To be sure, following his structuralist
model, one is able to get a crude indication of the conjunctural
elements that constitute the counter-hegemonic practices of the
marginalized in Cape Town. However, it is crucial that such an
analysis be dovetailed or be complemented by an historical
perspective on urban social movements in Metropolitan Cape Town
to avoid falling into the undialectical trap of Althusserian
structuralism a la Castells. It is for this reason, therefore,
that whilst this study benefits from Castells's taxonomy of
structural elements (that capture and synthesize the dynamics
social change in the city of Madrid), it seeks grasp urban social
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[ movements in Metropolitan Cape Town dialectically, i.e. by glving
greater emp~asis to the contlnuities and discontinuities in the
relations of power that constitute both the ruling bloc on the
one hand and the revolutionary bloc on the other.

Social change is no zero sum game. Hence, the ensuing
taxonomy of urban social movements is not a finalist, frozen
outcome of the conflict and contestation in Metropolitan Cape

-Town, but rather an arena of struggle where the differentiated
contours of political practices, economic relations and
ideological principles are constantly being adjusted and
readjusted, aligned and realigned in the continued conflict

in society at large. At the same time, however, I shall try to

between labor and capital both nationally and internationally.
Let me, therefore, introduce the 15 Castell ian elements that
structure social change in the city in general and by extension,

contextualize the circumscription of these elements with special
reference to South Africa in an effort to de-Europenize the
material content of the structural model. Again, let me emphasize
that in the cas. of South Africa at large and in Cape Town in
particular the mod.lling of the process of social change must be
considered within the context of the fluidity of the situation on
the sub-contin.nt -- a social matrix of conflicts, struggles and
power relations which cannot be reduced to, let alone be
captured, by a Eurocentric model.
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Structural elements and the process of social change:

Each neighborhood mobilization is coded according to a
uniform file in relationship ~o 15 elements. Following Castells,
these elements synthesize the basic characteristics that my
theory suggests are crucial to understand the structure, practice
and possible effects of social movements in Cape Town. The coded
elements are defined as follows:

City (Cy) Urban demands as expressed by
the movement in its active
mobilization.

Power (Pw) Political goals by the movement's
practice.

Community (Cm) Search for communal social relationships
in the movement's practice.

Movement (M) Explicit consciousness by the
neighborhood association of being a part of a
broader social movement, identified as
na~ional, and distinct from other social
movements.
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Class Position (CP: Social class composition of the
neighborhood (as defined by a clearly
predominant class) working class = +;

others = -

Class Consciousness Self-definition by the neighborhood
movement as being
(CC) (+) or not being (-) a part of the
working class movement.

Solidarity with Other Active and conscious involvement by the
neighborhood Social Movements in
struggles of other social movements. (SSM)

Media (MD) Expression (or not) of the movement's
themes and activities in the mass media
(daily newspapers, radio, TV).

Professionals (PF) Support and advice by established and
legitimate professionals (lawyers,
architects, planners).

Party (PT) Active involvement of political
militants, acting within the movement on
behalf of a broader political commitment.
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Party 1 (PT1) Presence of a political nucleus within the
movement.

Party2 (PT2) Dominance (-) or autonomy (+) between the
party and the neighborhood movement.

Urban influence When demands imposed by the movement
immediate demands modify the basic level of the urban
met (U1) of the model of urban development.

Political change: Fostering the chances of opposition parties
whose interests within the political programs
reflect in a greater extent popular classes'
system (Pl) interests traditionally supported
by the working class.

Political and institutional change: Expanding and broadening
democratic practices at the grassroots level

(P2) •

Cultural change: Improving community life and local social
networks. change in the neighborhood (Cl)

Transforming the urban culture; making the city a change in the
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meaningful social setting. The city as a

Element Indicator

symbolic city (C2) network for soclal autonomy.

All codes proceed in a dichotomic manner, by simply assesSlng the
presence (+) or absence (-) of the element. Here, a caveat is ln
order: my research does not establish the unequivocable
one-to-one relationship between co~cepts and 'observed data', but
theorizes the observed empirical behavior in the historical
context of the subcontinent. This conceptual position is informed
by my profound aversion to reducing human behavior to a set of
mathematical formulae that can be manipulated at the whims and

caprices of the researcher.

RESULTS FOR NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATIONS IN METROPOLITAN CAPE TOWN

Neighborhood Associations:

1. Bridgetown. Silyertown.
Bokmakierie. Kewtown (BBSK)

Cy + Demands of movement focus on collective equipment for
the neighborhood (schools, health center), upon control
of housing conditions (quality of swelling units) and
upon transportation (quality of roads)
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Pw +

Cm +

M +

CP +

CC +

SSM +

MD +

Active participation in specific political campaign,
particularly those called by CAL
Cultural activity fostered by youth workshops, children
meetings, sport activities

The neighborhood leadership considers their actions as
an integral part of the broader national struggle for a
participatory democracy

Overwhelming a working class neighborhood

Considers itself as part of the working class movement

working class interests enjoy paramount significance

liberal press does not cover issues thrashed out by
neighborhood, though the popular press does focus on
the issues pertinent to the neighborhood

C1,2 +,+ solidifies the community as a working class area

PT1,2+,+ movement contributes a great deal to the working
class consciousness amongst the middle class leadership
by focusing on the vulnerability of the middle class
role, hence its strong support for CAL

PF + professional students advise leadership on its demands
and right as a community

U1,2 +,- succe.d. to some extent in obtaining an improvement in
transportation, along with some betterment in schools
and other pUblic facilities (initially, under CAHAC
leadership the struggle was mostly aimed at services
without ordering the pattern of urban development or
the system of public services delivery)'

P1,2 +,+ the movement succeeds in mobilizing wide political
support for progressive initiatives and its role in the
formation of both CAHAC and CAL was inestimable

C1,2 +,+ It has some affect on the neighborhood life,
alternative values, espoused by the movement, are
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Pt1,2-,- Affiliated to CAHAC
P1,2 + The association argues for participatory democracy at

all levels of government

Element

Cy +

Pw +

Cm +

M +

CP +

CC +

SSM +

MD

PF

528

becoming part of the neighborhood

2. BonteheyweJ

Indicators

MObilization to improve urban eQuipment, housing
Quality and to stop the construction of several infil1
schemes

Political issues feature prominently during campaigns
The main motivation behind the activity of the
neighborhood association is to construct community life
to fill the empty lives of township families who are
deeply disappointed after losing the urban life of
District Six and environs
Being active in the organization ,of a neighborhood
co-ordination of the Cape Flats, the association
considers itself a pioneer of both the community
mobilization and pursues a working class perspective
yjs-a-yis urban problems
Manual workers predominantly
Work in; class consciousness
Co-op.rat. readily with other neighborhood
associations on regional issues e.g. electricity
campaign; anti- election campaign of 1984

+ FreQuent reportage of neighborhood activities by
community paper; yet receives scant attention from the
liberal press

+ Professional students, social workers and legal
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experts provide useful advice

U1 ,2 +,+ They do achieve certaln victories e.g. installation of
electricity, attention given to maintenance and the
general upgrading of the physical environment

P1 ,2 +,- Though the activities of CAHAC the political views of
UDF are being heard (and even supported) by some
community members

C1,2 +,+ Creates social networks croviding mutual support

Element
Cy

Pw

Cm

M

CP
C 1 ,C2+

3. Crossroads

Indicators

+ Movement of various times to 1.ga1ize squatter
dwellings, to improve urban services in the
neighborhood and to avoid displacement, to obtain
public housing for dwellers and relocation on the same
site of an affordable cost. Claiming the right to be
in the area notwithstanding the spate of influx control
measures aimed at treating and preserving the Cape
Metropolitan Region as "Coloured Preferential" Zone

+ Asks for recognition of its right to stay in its
present location. It is also strongly backed by
political campaigns -- regionally, nationally and even
internationally!

+ Strongly locally-based social network organized around
the Anglican denomination and related welfare groups

+ Numerous petitions
+ Migrant laborers mostly. Many unskilled workers

Self-defined as workers movement in close connection
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U1,2 +,+ They succeed in stopping the total eviction of the
people to Khaye1itsha; improving basic services (e.g.
litter removal)

P1,2 +,+ Affiliated to the Western Cape Civil Association active
member of CAHAC, strong ideological base

C1,2 +,+ Political co-operation, participation in campaigns
ensures the neighborhood's viability

SSM +
PT1,2+

MS

PF

Element

Cy

Pw

Cm

M
Cp
CC

530

with the unions, they primarily rely on their
self-identification as neighbors
SOlidarity with workers' strikes in several occasions
Movement ~teered by intensely active group political
debates and strategies always dominate the
neighborhood's mobilization around urban issues

+ This neighborhood makes the news headlines quite
frequently

+ From the very beginning connected to Christian
professionals and legal advisers

4. Elsies Riyer

Indicators

+ Oemand. improv.ment of urban space and public
facilities (pavements, street lighting)

+ Practice and focus of neighborhood is social, economic
and political

+ Cohesive s.ction of the township reinforces a well
integrated social network
Explicit attempt to build democratic organizations+

+ Predominantly a working class neighborhood
+ Association defines themselves as workers and
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r SSM +
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neighbors
Active involvement in youth and women organizations

PT1,2+,- Extension of popular Black opinion though not tied to
any particular major ideological tendency - a CAHAC
affiliate

U1,2 +,+ Though restricted, movement succeeds in the provision
of basic services

P1,2 -,- Association actively involved in CAHAC campaigns,
following the Charterist stance of UDF

Cl,2 +,+ Association is generating a healthy interest and
participation in youth programs and related cultural
activities

MD
PF

Element

Cy

Pw

Cm

+ Frequent press exposure
+ Legal assistance, research project carried out on crime

by academics in an effort to improve the 'moral' of
this community

5. Factreton

Indicators

+ Association demands improvement of urban facilities and
collective equipment in this large housing estate
(focusinQ mainly on schools, parks and public
transportation)
Arguing for legalization of "illegal" structures,
campaigning against the in-fill scheme thereby
criticizing the existing land-use plan; mobilization to
impose desired changes reflects the priorities of the
residents

+ Very close association with all major campaigns for
political democracy
Deliberate effort of the association to set up
neighborhood activities. Youth activities, cultural

+
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PT1,2-,- CAHAC dominates ideological framework

U1,2 +,+ Some demands at school level were met as well as the
toleration of "illegal" structures at local level.
They also managed to prevent the Council from embarking
on the in-fill scheme (i.e. maisonettes are being
erected on the yard of established houses)

P1,2 +,- The movement succeeds in mobilizing a large sector of
the neighborhood against the Pretoria Regime; as well
as in defending democratic rights. The overt influence
of UDF oriented CAHAC weakens neighborhood autonomy
and progress

C1,2 +,- Emergence of a new sense of cultural values reinforced
by regular workshops, sport meetings arranged by youth
clubs related organizations, still in embryonic stage
and too restricted to allow an accurate assessment,

M +

Cp +

CC +

SSM +

MD

PF

532
programs and placard demonstrations focus on all
aspects of life with a distinct emphasis on the
political dimension of urban problems
Explicit linkage with the broader regional and national
movements - CAHAC and the UDF
Though mixed social composition (workers, clerks and
low-level professionals) the neighborhood identifies
strongly with the interests of the working class
The leadership consider themselves as part of the
working class

Strong connection with CAHAC and related youth
organizations

+ Liberal press does not pay due attention to the area,
reports deal mostly with the effects of the Group Areas
Removals as the single most important cause of the
soaring crime rate in the area. Community newspapers
reflect the deep desires of the residents for a truly
participatory democracy hence the effective boycotting
of the 1984 Tricameral elections

+ Distinct connection with professional students - SHAWCO
providing advice on various issues
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PT1,2-,- Staunch followers of the policy of non-collaboration as
advocated by the New Unity Movement (NUM) of South
Africa

U1,2 +,+ Gained Quite a few victories: Community retains its
property threatened by Community Oevelopment, general
upgrading of the physical environment takes place -
re-surfacing of roads, installation of scholar patrols,
pedestrian robots, etc.

P1,2 -,- Raises the consciousness of the middle class
constituency vis-a-vis the status QUO and the need to

Element

Cy

Pw

Cm

M
CP

CC +

SSM +

MO

PF
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6. Gleemoor

Indicators

+ Mobilization in search of adeQuate urban services,
against expropriation of homes by the Department of
Community Development

+ The association functions as a political platform,
mobilizing for political freedom at national level on
the basis of non-collaboration with ideologically
oppressive and exploitative structures

+ Cultural workshops are freQuently held to raise the
general political consciousness of the community --
dynamic youth participation

+ Regards itself as an extension of the working class
Mixed composition: workers, clerks, low level
professionals
Though its composition is mostly petty bourgeois, its
objectives recognize the paramount interests of the
working class
Supportive of broader struggle for participatory
democracy. Co-operate fully with trade union
leadership on local, regional and national issues

+ The liberal press pays scant attention to the
association yet it receives detailed attention by the
popular pr.ss

+ Professional students, legal advisers, social workers
provide us.ful advice on community issues
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Question their role in terms of the paramount interests
of the working class, as yet no definite middle class
rupture

C1,2 -,- Linked to the broader national movement for politlcal
democracy

Element
Cy

Pw
on

Cm

M

CP +

CC +

SSM +

PT1,2-
MD

7. Grassy)ark

Indicators
+ The goals of the existing mobilization include the

improvement of pUblic facilities particularly street
pavements, open space, traffic signals; housing and
maintenance

+ The youth group of the association is mostly centered
radical politics. As a whole the movement participates
in most campaigns (aims) against local dummy bodies
like management committees and in favor of authentic
representation at all levels of government
A strong social cohesion exists in the neighborhood
reinforced by regular house meetings (huiSbesoek) yet
still very early stage of development, thus restricted
They are aware that they are at the beginning of a
narrowly focused demand orientated movement
Mostly .emi-ski1led and unskilled workers - industrial
worker. and clerks

Regarding themselves as an indivisible segment of the
working class

Supportive of broader regional campaigns
CAHAC affiliate, dominated by charterists

+ liberal press ignores grass roots issues in area whilst
community newspapers pay due attention to the dire
needs of the community
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++ Strong connections with professional advisors and
res~archers

U1,2 + Upgrading of the area is taking place - installation of
robots to increase level of traffic safety, pavements
are being laid and road construction enJoys attention
(in established residential areas) ,

8. Kensjngton

C1,2 +,+ Awakens the political consciousness of the community
resulting in a massive boycott of the 1984 Tricameral
elections whilst the youth contribute significantly to
a reasonably wel I-integrated social network

Element

Cy +

Pw +

Cm +

M +

Cp +

CC +

SSM +

Indjcators

Struggles over urban facilities and services
(electricity and housing quality)

Active participation in most political campaigns.
Confrontation with the minister of housing. Demands
an egalitarian society
Attempt made to set up local networks of interaction
and solidarity. Concern with education (SHAWCO) to
raise the cultural level of deprived communities
Considers itself part of the working class movement and
an exten.ion of the class struggle, as a support
movement in the mobilizations occurring around factory
strik ••

Mixed neighborhood - both middle class and working
class though active support comes mostly from the
latter
Active solidarity with strikers (Rowntree, red meat,
Fattis and Monis)
Solidarity with factory workers, women, students

PT1 ,2~,- Influenced predominantly by CAHAC
MD The liberal press pays scant attention to the movement,+
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PF

U 1 ,2

P 1 ,2

yet its issues are given detaile? attention by the
community paper, Grassroots

+ -Professional students advise movement on different
matters such as transport, electricity, health
Only small improvements in transportation and traffic

+,+ Raises the consciousness of the middle class as to
their link with the status quo and the need to questlon
the existing conditions in terms of racial capltal

C1,2 +,+ Linked to the broader democratic front for a political
democracy (UDF orientati~n)

Element
Cy

Pw

Cm

M

9. Langa

Indjcators
+ Movement focuses upon the right to stay in the shacks

established illegally; improvement of urban services in
the neighborhood: demand of urban development in the
interest of the squatters

+ Demands the recognition of free association, free
meeting and free expression. Participation in campaign
for participatory democracy

+ Creation of a network of solidarity and mutual support
on the basi. of ecclesiastical activities. Organize
"informal" trade and cultural activities

+ Consider. themselves as a part of the broader national
movement for democracy

P1,2 +,+ Though not constitutionally recognized, authorities are
compell.d to take the movements views into
consid.ration in relation to the planning of the urban
landscape - e.g. solidified opposition against the
forceful relocation at Khayelitsha resulting in,
amongst others, a massive work stayaway. Government
was consequently coerced into discussions with the
popular leadership in the area

C1,2 +,+ From the existing personal networks, social interaction
expands to community life, incorporation of sport
meetings and neighborhood gatherings
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CP

CC

+ They are mostly manual workers and include many migrant
wo~kers from the destitute Bantustans

+ they define themselves as workers and consider
themselves as part of the working class struggle

M SSM+ Active involvement with the workers struggle
Pt1,2+,+ The movement is being directed by a cohesive group

while its leadership experiences a steady numerical
growth; CAL-affiliate

MD + One of the popular areas ~o draw local and even
international attention -

U1,2 +,+ The movement is successful as it manages to stop most
evictions, improves basic urban services forcing the
authorities to accept the "illegal" structures as a
reality and not as an unsightly spectacle!

P1,2 +,+ The movement supports progressive democratic
organizations

C1 ,2 +,+ Neighborhood life is characterized by sport
competitions, cultural activities and workshops - these
reinforce social networks

Element

Cy

Pw

Cy

10. Manenberg

Indjcators

+ Movement orientated towards a development program
conc.rning public housing, aSking for new construction
to be provided as well as general maintenance

+ Participation in the main political campaigns open
political radicalism in the practice and discourses of
the association (e.g. singing freedom songs while
meeting the minister of housing, Pen Kotze)

+ Strong local network organized by and around activists
- students, teachers, priests - often the church is the
meeting point
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M 538• They consider themselves as the vanguards of theneig~borhood movement
CP • -

Mostly manual workers. High proportion of unemployed
Solidarity with union actionSSM •

PT1,2.,. Leadership influenced by CAHAC and CAL with the latter
having a predominant influence on the nature anddevelopment of tne a••ociation

MD One of tne mo.t popular stories of tne liberal press
wnen tne vigilante group (Peacemakers) wa. combatlng
crime in tne area. The CO~unity paper, Grassroots
ca~rie. regular feature. on-tn. n.ighbornood since theabolition of tn. vigilant. group

PF • Pri.sts, t.acn.ra, aocial work.r. advi•• the
association in relation to topical issu.s

U1,2.,+ Some of tn.ir d.manda w.r. met by tn. City Council of
Cap. Town - Maison.tt •• w.re rewir.d, ext.nsions wer.
mad. to exi.ting nou.ing compl.x •• and the .nvironmentwa. partly upgrad.d

Pl,2.,+ R.inforcement of the radical l.ft, .trong support for a
workers' c.ntral mod.l of political d.mocracy

Cl,2 +,+ Creation of a coh•• ive n.ighborhOOd with an int.na.
cultural activity and fac.-to-fac. int.raction. Tney
nav. a v.ry atrong and elo•• r.lation.hip with r.latedsocial mov.ment. in the city a. a whole

11. Tngrnb; 11

EJ'mant IndjcatgC'

Cy • Mov.ment oPPo••• con.truction of local .hopping compl.x
in an effort to control noi•• pOllution and related
environmental probl.m.; campaign. for basic urbanservice. C •• g. el.ctricity provision)
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Pw

Cm

M

CP

CC +

SSM +

+ Most of the association's leaders participate lnspecific polltlcal mobilization

Major emphasis ,on gen~ratlng,a self-sustained communlty
hence the contlnuous lnltlatlves in the form of
cultural activities (revitalization of oriental values
- significant sectlon of this township consists of
Asian/Indian descendants)

+

+ Linked to broader regional and national campaigns for
political democracy; raising ecological consciousness
of people thereby influencing the quality equipment ofthe neighborhood

Various social groups cORstitute this association wlth
a very strong influence of small merchants as well as
young intellectuals and students
Though strongly "Indian" in charact.r the movement
do.s, how.ver, d.fin. it•• lf in t.rm. of the working
clas.
Activ. reciprocal solidarity with small merchants in
Cap. Town as well as with the youth movement

PT1,2+,+ CAL affiliat., charact.riz.d by a strongly
motivat.d leadership

MO

PF

+ Lib.ral pr.ss f.atur •• occasional conflict between the
constitu.nt small busin.ss memb.rs and the working
clas. id.ologu.s, r.gular cov.rag. by the popular press
Prof.ssional stud.nts and l.gal advi.ers provide
ext.naiv. advic. and count.r-planning strategies

+

U1,2 + Th. mov.ment aucc ••d.d in gaining a aub.tantial
modification of the ahipping complex thereby preserving
the Quality of the n.ighborhood

PT1,2+,+ Statua QUo wrecking consciousn.ss increases amongst
r•• id.nts to the extent that the Tricameral elections
(lik•• la.wh.re in the Cap.> w.r. effectively
boycott.d)

C1,2 +,+ Th. mov.ment increas •• n.ighborhood's life and
interaction dramatically, as well aa collective
activiti •• of all sorta
At the l.vel of the n.ighborhood, ecological
preservation, keeping small stores, restoring community
life have become major popular desires of an
alternative lifestyle to western urbanism
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Element

Cy

Pw
Cm

12. Woodlands (Mitchell'§ Plain)

Indicator§

+ Demands focus exclusively on; the improvement of urban
services (provision of schools, hospitals andpedestrlan robots

+ Political issues can be erased
+ Several neighborhoods ar-econnected through popular

activities - workshops,:demonstrations, petitlons
M The only consciousness comes from a small activistgroup

Most participants defend their narrow materialinterests as residents
Cp +

CC +

SSM +

Manual workers predominantly. High level of
un.mployment
Identifies strongly with workers

MO

PT1,2-,- Affiliat.d to CAHAC
Solidarity with work.rs' unions

PF

+ Exposur. in Community pap.rs, n.wsl.tt.rs, dailies andliberal pr•••

+ Prof.s.ional stud.nt. and social work.rs provide
••••nt;al advice

U1,2 +,+ Th.y are obtaining some of their d.mands
P1,2 - No explicit connection. are being mad. to politics
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